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Abstract

Processes in the world are increasingly managed by software systems that
are centered around the notion of events. For instance, banking software
responds to the occurrence of financial transaction events and parcel services
respond to the arrival event of a package at a depot. To, e.g., identify fraud in
a series of financial transactions, multiple transaction events must be correlated.
How to efficiently extract patterns from a stream of events — in an online
fashion — is an active research topic. The state of the art enables extracting
complex patterns from large streams, or performing simple processing with
predictable latency. There are, however, no techniques which combine expressive event correlation mechanisms with guaranteed upper bounds on resource
usage. Lacking such guarantees, event monitoring systems risk falling behind
on the live data, or even crashing due to memory exhaustion. Preventing this
is of utmost importance for modern systems that are online 24/7.
In this dissertation, we propose a novel programming paradigm for large-scale
online event correlation: Logic Reactive Programming. LRP overcomes the
issues in the state of the art by imposing maximum lifetimes on stored event
data. Through temporal reasoning, LRP then guarantees that a fixed upper
limit exists on the number of events whose data needs to be retained. Stale
data is automatically discarded, thus enabling LRP systems to operate in a
fixed resource budget. We introduce PARTElang, the first Logic Reactive
Programming language. Its formal foundations are defined by means of an
event algebra. We define Featherweight PARTE, an operational semantics for
PARTElang, which guarantees that every operation evaluates in constant time,
using constant space. We prove correctness of Featherweight PARTE, i.e.,
that steps defined by the formal model ensure that a PARTElang program is
translated to a number of concurrent units of computation which jointly arrive
at the results prescribed by the event algebra. We further validate PARTElang by building a security monitoring application on top of a prototypical
implementation of the Featherweight PARTE model.
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Samenvatting

Steeds vaker worden activiteiten in de buitenwereld beheerd door softwaresystemen die werken op basis van events. Zo reageren banksystemen bĳvoorbeeld
op het plaatsvinden van een transactie-event. De systemen van pakjesdiensten
voeren acties uit wanneer een aankomst-event van een pakje zich bĳ een depot
voordoet. Dergelĳke events bevatten op zich reeds nuttige informatie, maar er
kan nog meer informatie onttrokken worden uit een correlatie van meerdere
events, bv. door fraude te detecteren in een reeks financiële transacties.
Dit alles zorgt ervoor dat er nood is aan middelen om grote stromen van events
te monitoren op het voorkomen van patronen van events. Omdat het vaak
nuttig is om snel te reageren, vindt deze monitoring best live plaats — terwĳl
de events plaatsvinden. De ontwikkeling van technieken om grootschalige
eventstromen live te analyseren, is de focus van meerdere onderzoeksdomeinen. Er ontbreekt echter een oplossing die kan garanderen dat de grootschalige
live analyse uitgevoerd kan worden met een op voorhand bepaalde hoeveelheid middelen. Zonder die garantie riskeren eventmonitoringsystemen om
achterop te geraken ten opzichte van de live data, of zelfs om hun taak te
moeten staken bĳ gebrek aan werkgeheugen. Voor systemen die continu
beschikbaar moeten blĳven, is dit onaanvaardbaar.
In deze doctoraatsverhandeling stellen we een nieuw programmeerparadigma
voor voor grootschalige live eventcorrelatie: Logisch-Reactief Programmeren.
LRP overkomt de problemen in huidige oplossingen door een garandeerbare
bovengrens te vereisen op de levensduur van eventdata. Aan de hand
van temporal reasoning garandeert LRP dat een vaste bovengrens bestaat
op het aantal events dat bĳgehouden moet worden. Oude events worden
automatisch verwĳderd. Dit laat LRP systemen toe om binnen een eindig
tĳds- en geheugenbudget te werken. We introduceren PARTElang, de eerste
LRP taal. De formele onderbouwing van LRP berust op een event algebra. We
definiëren een operationele semantiek voor PARTElang. Deze garandeert
dat iedere operatie in constante tĳd uitgevoerd wordt, gebruikmakend van
een constante hoeveelheid geheugen. We bewĳzen dat het evaluatiemodel
het correcte gedrag voorschrĳft, en demonstreren dit aan de hand van een
prototype.
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Introduction

Increasingly, processes in the world are managed by software systems. Financial transactions are executed by autonomous software systems. Access to buildings and rooms
is managed by smart locks. Parcels passing through distributions centers are scanned
and automatically routed. Evidently, electronic communication is handled by software
systems too, as are web applications. Developments such as Smart Cities or the Internet
of Things lead to widespread deployment of sensors throughout the real world.
All these systems necessarily create some representation of the elements they are managing,
and of what happens to them. The latter are commonly referred to as events. Events are
digital records of things that occurred in the world surrounding some computational
system. For a system managing finances, the fact that, e.g., 50 e was transferred from
some account to another at five past noon today, is an event. For a smart lock, the fact
that, e.g., the front door was unlocked at eight o’clock last Sunday, is an event. For a web
application, the fact that, e.g., a user stopped scrolling down while a certain image was
displayed, is an event.
The information carried by events is often valuable: finances need auditing, smart locks
benefit from storing access logs, parcel services benefit from having a trace of their
parcels’ whereabouts, etc. Even when events are not critical to the execution of the base
tasks, storing events can be invaluable. For this reason, many web applications store
click-streams, i.e., a log of all interaction events a user executed on their platform, for
analysis purposes.
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The process of gathering and storing events is only part of the solution. A complete
solution includes the means of understanding the relation between events. While events
carry meaning in isolation, a better understanding of the world can often be reached by
correlating multiple data points in an event stream. For instance, detecting fraudulent
diffusion of crime money requires linking multiple transactions. Detecting where a
parcel has disappeared from the pipeline requires correlating the point at which it was
last registered with the first point at which it was supposed to appear, but never did.
Measuring user engagement in a web application requires multiple data points from
multiple users. Such combinations of multiple events are commonly referred to as
complex events [94]. Stakeholders’ desire to monitor their data streams for occurrences of
complex events, has led to the need for software technologies by which complex events
can efficiently be detected.
At the same time, modern software systems increasingly need to provide immediate
feedback. Users expect web applications to be interactive. Companies increasingly expect
their event monitoring to be reactive too. Parcel services do not want to be limited to
the ability to investigate issues after the facts, they want their systems to autonomously
inform them of issues as soon as possible. Users deploying smart locks expect anomalies
to be signaled as soon as possible. Financial services do not want to wait for the results of
an overnight batch processing of yesterday’s transactions. Every second gained increases
the chance that malicious actions can successfully be reverted. In application domains
like security monitoring or fraud detection, this feature is not just “nice to have”, but a
hard requirement.
There hence exists a need for software systems that reliably and autonomously monitor
large, live streams of event data for complex events, and that autonomously enact reactions
to those complex events. The act of detecting and reacting to complex events is referred to
as Complex Event Processing (CEP).
Over the last decade, much effort has been put into building systems which can process
vast amounts of data. These systems are commonly referred to as “Big Data” processing
systems. A large portion of the Big Data processing systems is aimed at batch processing.
In batch processing, groups of data points are gathered into a batch, which is then jointly
processed. For instance, an entire day’s worth of financial transactions can be gathered,
to be executed overnight. As discussed, many use cases cannot be properly served by
batch processing systems, as such systems inherently have a high latency. Instead of
analyzing the data in batches, such use cases require real-time monitoring of event streams,
i.e., processes events incrementally as they unfold. Such stream processing systems may
offer lower latency, but typically do so at the cost of lower throughput. Furthermore,
while batch processing systems trivially are able to use data from all data points in a batch,
stream processing systems typically only offer limited means of referring to earlier data
points while processing a new event.
In this dissertation, we argue there is one use case where the state of the art of Big Data
processing falls short: reliably correlating events across and within large streams of
events, in a streaming fashion. For instance, the use case of financial fraud monitoring
2

Distributed Big Data & Stream Processing
Big Data Stream Processing
Throughput

✓✓ very high

✓ constant
(depth of program)
✓ yes
Bounds on
(with basic operators)
resource usage
– none

Cost per update

History

Pattern
matching
Reaction logic

–

unsupported

–

often integrated, but
Callback Hell

Streaming Databases

Event Handling
Complex Event Processing

Reactive Programming

✓ high

~

average to low

~

– proportionate to
history
– proportionate to
history
✓✓large history size

–

proportionate to
history
proportionate to
history
some history

✓ constant
(depth of program)
~ possible, assuming no
loops etc. in program
– none

✓ supported
(relational join)
– outside of the model

✓✓ expressive pattern
language
– outside of the model,
or Callback Hell

–
✓

–

average to low

unsupported

✓✓ well-supported
(core of the paradigm)

Table 1.1: Summary of the state of the art of event stream processing
needs support for a.) responding to occurrences of financial transactions; b.) filtering
financial transactions based on their attributes, e.g., selecting only transactions above a
certain valuation; c.) joining financial transactions based on their attributes, e.g., joining
all transactions whose source account matches another set of transactions’ destination
account; d.) detecting the absence of transactions matching some pattern; e.) performing
well enough to handle an entire financial institution’s stream of transactions; and to
f.) provide the guarantee that the system can keep up with data as it comes in, i.e., that it
will not detect fraud too late, let alone miss fraudulent transactions because the system
was overloaded or had crashed due to resource exhaustion.
Implementing software systems for this task is complicated, as existing software solutions
do not offer the required guarantees, or fail to concisely and unambiguously express the
patterns to detect.
We discuss in chapters 2 and 3 how existing batch processing systems fail to meet the
stringent latency requirements, while most streaming systems either do not offer ways
of correlating events, or do so without guarantees on the time and space it takes them.
Such streaming systems can thus not guarantee that they will be able to keep up with
the arrival of new events, nor that they will not run out of memory. These shortcomings
make them inherently irreconcilable with use cases such as security monitoring: security
systems can not afford to fall behind, or to cease monitoring.
On the other hand, existing stream processing systems which guarantee bounded resource
usage are restricted to very constraining language models. For instance, some of those
systems expose a complex event matching strategy based on regular expressions. This
paradigm does not lend itself very well for use cases such as monitoring financial
transactions: fraud analysts are rarely interested in comparing a transaction to specifically
the very next transaction that happened to be submitted to their institution, or in
uninterrupted sequences of transactions. We discuss in chapter 3 how none of the existing
systems offer a clean way of expressing complex event patterns while guaranteeing
constant time processing in constant space.
We summarize the strengths and weaknesses of state of the art in table 1.1.
3
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1.1

Problem Statement

We explained the need for software systems that can detect complex patterns in continuous
streams of events, live as the events are occurring. For some application domains — such
as security monitoring — the complex event detection system must guarantee it is able to
keep up with the input stream, and to autonomously enact reactions to occurrences of the
complex events. Given a set of complex event patterns to detect, and an upper bound on
the rate at which events can be delivered via the input stream, a monitoring system must
be able to determine its maximum resource usage. Within the bounds of that resource
usage, the system must then guarantee that reactions to the complex event patterns are
enacted, and that they are enacted in a timely manner. We define this guaranteed ability
to react in a timely fashion to an input stream with a bounded maximum rate as strong
reactivity (page 65).
Given this context, we formulate the problem statement as follows:
Problem Statement
There is a need for platforms which autonomously process complex events in
high-throughput streams of events, incrementally in a data-driven, always-listening,
strongly reactive manner.

1.2

Research Goal

The goal of this dissertation is to develop a programming paradigm that captures the
concerns of strongly reactive Complex Event Processing over high-throughput streams of
events. Programming languages implementing this paradigm should
• facilitate Complex Event Processing by offering the abstractions to reason about
combinations of events; and
• guarantee that programs written in them are strongly reactive, i.e., that finite upper
bounds are known on the rate at which primitive events may occur, and that
execution of the program in turn is guaranteed to never fall behind on the input
streams, nor consume more than some predictable, finite amount of memory. In
general, strong reactivity precludes the possibility of the program crashing due to
resource exhaustion.
Many forms of event stream processing exist. It would needlessly broaden the scope of
this dissertation to discuss them all in detail. Informed by a number of driver scenarios
from the application domain of security monitoring, we investigate only streaming pattern
matching. Pattern matching is the act of finding sets of events which jointly satisfy the
conditions of some pattern or template.
4
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To disambiguate what we mean by that we consider the defining properties of this
approach to be that 1.) the patterns to match are decided up front (in contrast to, e.g.,
outlier detection); that 2.) the patterns to match are explicitly defined from expert knowledge
(in contrast to, e.g., machine learning techniques); and that 3.) the patterns may express a
correlation (in contrast to, e.g., simply filtering events, or computing aggregates such as
running averages). Systems which do not conform to these properties are out of scope for
this dissertation. Due to their historic importance we discuss some systems of the third
category in our discussion of the state of the art (chapters 2 and 3).

1.3

Approach

In this dissertation, we propose a novel programming paradigm which tackles the problem
stated in section 1.1. We call this new paradigm Logic Reactive Programming (LRP). As
the name implies, Logic Reactive Programming is a logic programming paradigm. In LRP,
complex event patterns can be specified using a restricted logic programming language.
Consider the code snippet shown in listing 1.1.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

rule FraudPassThrough where
incoming : MoneyTransferred {
amount >= 100.0,
uncommon_route(originator, destination)
},
outgoing : MoneyTransferred {
uncommon_route(originator, destination),
originator = incoming.destination,
amount = incoming.amount
}
when
outgoing in incoming [0 days, 14 days]
then
emit SuspiciousSequenceDetected
at incoming.timestamp
with {
mule_account
= incoming.destination,
amount
= incoming.amount,
incoming_transactions = list(incoming.id),
outgoing_transactions = list(outgoing.id)
}

Listing 1.1: A first look at LRP: a PARTElang code snippet expressing a pattern consisting
of a suspicious incoming and a suspicious outgoing transaction.

Of course, the concrete semantics of this snippet will only be clear once the language
is explained in chapter 4. Skimming over the details, though, one can see that this
snippet defines a rule, called “FraudPassThrough”, which has a where-clause specifying
constraints on an incoming and an outgoing “MoneyTransferred” event, a when-clause
specifying how far apart in time both events may take place, and a then-clause specifying
that a “SuspiciousSequenceDetected” event must be emitted.
5
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To enforce strong reactivity, the language requires that the when-clause imposes closed
temporal constraints between every pair of events in a pattern: events must occur some
fixed, finite amount of time before or after each other. As such, an upper bound can
statically be determined on the duration during which events remains relevant.
Closed temporal relations between events can specify, e.g., that a certain event must
occur between half a second before, and one second after another event. Open temporal
constraints, such as requiring that three events occur in sequence, but arbitrarily far apart
in time, cannot be expressed in LRP languages, as the duration during which the events’
data must be retained is then unbounded. This is compatible with our use case in security
monitoring: while having the ability to match events occurring arbitrarily far apart from
each other is nice to have, it is not a hard requirement.
The high-level, declarative nature of the LRP paradigm serves two purposes:
• First, it allows us to hide irrelevant implementation details from the LRP programmer.
Details such as event storage, retrieval of stored events, or purging of outdated
information are common to all LRP programs. In essence, an LRP program manages
a database of recent (complex) events. There is hence some overlap with other
languages used for querying and updating databases.
Consider the case of SQL. In SQL, queries are expressed in terms of relational
algebra. Relational algebra can express the notion of a table of records, of conditions
on attributes of those records, and of joins between tables. SQL does not provide an
API to some storage of record. Bugs such as out-of-bound reads are prevented by
construction, since the relational algebra does not even expose the concept of an
addressable storage. Automatic rewriting of relational expressions to equivalent
relational expressions enables large-scale performance gains in relational database
systems. These properties largely depend on the non-imperative, declarative
character of SQL.
Logic Reactive Programming aims to exploit similar advantages for event processing.
By abstracting over the inner workings, it is easier for the LRP programmer to write
correct programs. Additionally, the abstractions give the language runtime more
options for transparent optimization. This choice is in line with the choices made by
related work: most systems for event correlation follow a declarative approach (see
chapters 2 and 3).
• The second reason we opted for a declarative approach, has to do with guaranteed
reactivity. Compare again with SQL. The maximum size of the (intermediate and
final) results of a query written in plain SQL is proportionate to the size of the
database. The same holds for the time it may take to enumerate those results.
Programs written in general-purpose languages offer a weaker guarantee, as Turing
completeness entails that time and space requirements are unbounded.
Logic Reactive Programming explores the opposite side of the spectrum: the
resource usage of an LRP program may not be proportionate to the size of all data
that was added to the monitored stream. To remain strongly reactive, LRP programs
6
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must execute in constant time. Since enumerating results takes time proportionate
to the number of results, the number of (intermediate and final) results generated in
response to each event must be constant.
By carefully selecting which operations are allowed in an LRP program, LRP
programs by construction have a guaranteed, static upper bound on reaction time.
One of the main restrictions imposed to accomplish this, is the absence of arbitrary
data structures. The only compound data types which exist in LRP, are events.
Events are treated as timestamped records. Events may not store other events as
attributes. Individual events cannot even be named by an LRP program, nor can
they be explicitly stored somewhere. LRP programs merely express patterns of
events. The pattern is instantiated for each combination of events that matches the
pattern. The storage location is transparent to the LRP programmer.
As such, the declarative nature of LRP ensures that the memory layout of any
given LRP program can be statically determined up front. As a result, given an
LRP program and an upper bound on the event arrival rate, one can statically
determine whether a certain machine is capable of detecting all complex events
occurring in the input streams. LRP precludes the possibility that a CEP program
falls behind on the input stream or crashes due to resource exhaustion.
We develop PARTElang, the first Logic Reactive Programming language. The formal
foundations of PARTElang are defined by means of an event algebra. We propose a
two-phase model for evaluating programs written in the PARTE language.
• In the first phase, the dependencies outlined in the PARTE program are extracted
and compiled into a Rete-like [59] graph. Using the temporal constraints defined
in the PARTE program and the maximum event arrival rates for all input streams,
a finite minimum viable size is computed for each location where state is stored.
These minimum viable sizes are the minimum sizes at which PARTE can guarantee
to find all matches to the patterns that occur in the event streams.
• In the second, online phase, events are matched to the constraints in the graph in
constant time, using constant space: at most the minimum viable size is needed. The
operational semantics of the evaluation model is defined in the form of rewrite-rules
on the PARTE graph.
We evaluate our work in two ways:
• First, we develop a prototypical implementation, and show its ability to reliably
process a live stream of events. We compare this with the abilities of the state of the
art of event stream processing techniques.
• Second, we formally prove that the evaluation model defines strongly reactive
matching of complex event patterns.

7
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1.4

Contributions

The contributions of this dissertation are the following:
A taxonomy of existing event processing systems with a focus on scalable Big Data
stream processing engines and expressive event handling languages.
Logic Reactive Programming, a novel programming paradigm aimed at strongly reactive correlation of complex events. Characteristic of Logic Reactive Programming
Logic are 1.) declarative specification of event patterns and reaction logic, 2.) built-in
temporal reasoning, 3.) automatic management of event data, 4.) scalable online
processing, and 5.) guaranteed availability.
PARTElang, a first Logic Reactive Programming language which satisfies the five requirements of LRP. We further define an event algebra, which serves as the formal
foundation for PARTElang. We define how PARTElang programs map onto the
event algebra.
Featherweight PARTE, a formal model for evaluation of PARTElang which defines an
operational semantics of PARTElang. Featherweight PARTE complements the event
algebra by specifying which steps must be taken to achieve the behavior specified in
the event algebra. Featherweight PARTE fits the Big Data context by not requiring a
shared memory space, nor centralized control, instead coordinating multiple nodes
through asynchronous message passing. The model defines a global evaluation
language which specifies how messages are exchanged by the nodes, and a local
evaluation language which specifies how node state is transformed in response to
specific messages.
A prototypical PARTElang runtime implementing the Featherweight PARTE model. We
evaluate how the prototype compares to the state of the art when implementing our
driver scenarios, which we introduce in section 2.1.

1.5

Supporting publications

Parts of this dissertation were published in a number of papers. We summarize them
below:
• Thierry Renaux, Lode Hoste, Stefan Marr, and Wolfgang De Meuter. Parallel
Gesture Recognition with Soft Real-Time Guarantees. In Proceedings of the 2nd
edition on Programming Systems, Languages and Applications based on Actors, Agents, and
Decentralized Control Abstractions, AGERE! 2012, pages 35–46. ACM, 10 2012. ISBN
978-1-4503-1630-9. doi: 10.1145/2414639.2414646
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This paper introduced the first step towards PARTE: an implementation of the
Rete algorithm [59], adapted for event processing, which can make use of the
parallelism offered by modern multi-core processors by implementing the Rete
graph as concurrent actors. The use case — live gesture recognition — necessitated
soft real-time guarantees: late responses are suboptimal, but not a hard failure.
• Stefan Marr, Thierry Renaux, Lode Hoste, and Wolfgang De Meuter. Parallel Gesture
Recognition with Soft Real-Time Guarantees. Science of Computer Programming, 98:
159–183, 2 2015. ISSN 0167-6423. doi: doi:10.1016/j.scico.2014.02.012
This paper extends the one listed above. We showed that the time requirement of
the version of PARTE described in that paper was bounded by the data set size.
A set of mostly synthetic benchmarks demonstrated that PARTE could run with
predictable time costs, a requirement for soft real-time systems.
• Janwillem Swalens, Thierry Renaux, Lode Hoste, Stefan Marr, and Wolfgang De
Meuter. Cloud PARTE: Elastic Complex Event Processing based on Mobile Actors.
In Proceedings of the 3rd International Workshop on Programming based on Actors, Agents,
and Decentralized Control, AGERE! 2013, pages 1–10. ACM, 10 2013. ISBN 978-1-45032602-5
This paper demonstrates how PARTE can make use of the compute power of multiple
networked computers. We split up computation on the actor-level granularity
introduced in PARTE, and schedule different nodes on different machines. We
empirically validate the possibility of balancing a workload over multiple networked
computers, based on the number of messages in the inboxes of the nodes.
A number of our papers touch upon topics related to this dissertation, notably the
implementation of rule-based languages to provide complex event processing capabilities:
• Kennedy Kondo Kambona, Thierry Renaux, and Wolfgang De Meuter. Reentrancy
and Scoping for Multitenant Rule Engines. In Proceedings of the 13th International
Conference on Web Information Systems and Technologies (WEBIST 2017), volume 1,
pages 59–70. Scitepress, 2017
This paper describes a multi-tenant rule-based system, i.e., one which hosts the
business logic of multiple users. The rule-based system can share some data and
work among the users, while other data can be kept private.
• Kennedy Kambona, Thierry Renaux, and Wolfgang De Meuter. Efficient Matching
in Heterogeneous Rule Engines. In Proceedings of the 30th International Conference on
Industrial, Engineering, Other Applications of Applied Intelligent Systems (IEA/AIE 2017:
Advances in Artificial Intelligence: From Theory to Practice), volume 10350 of Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, pages 394–406. Springer, 6 2017. ISBN 978-3-319-60041-3
This paper shows how the performance of a multi-tenant system can be improved
by asymptotically speeding up the process of joining data from different hierarchical
scopes.
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• Kennedy Kambona, Thierry Renaux, and Wolfgang De Meuter. Harnessing Community Knowledge in Heterogeneous Rule Engines. In Tim A. Majchrzak, Paolo
Traverso, Karl-Heinz Krempels, and Valérie Monfort, editors, Web Information Systems
and Technologies, volume 322, pages 132–160. Springer International Publishing, 2018.
ISBN 978-3-319-93527-0. doi: 10.1007/978-3-319-93527-0_7
This paper shows how the efficient matching in multi-tenant rule engines makes it
possible to harness community knowledge by combining the views that individual
users have.
• Thierry Renaux, Lode Hoste, Christophe Scholliers, and Wolfgang De Meuter.
Software Engineering Principles in the Midas Gesture Specification Language. In
Proceedings the 2nd International Workshop on Programming for Mobile and Touch, Portland, PRoMoTo 2014, pages 9–16, Portland, Oregon, USA, 10 2014. ACM. ISBN
978-1-4503-2295-9
This paper explores applying software engineering principles to rule-based languages. Central are the ideas of improved means of abstraction and reuse.

1.6

Outline of the Dissertation

The next two chapters sketch the state of the art in distributed Big Data and stream
processing (chapter 2), and event handling (chapter 3). Chapter 4 introduces the novel
Logic Reactive Programming paradigm, and proposes a first LRP programming language,
PARTElang, as well as an event algebra for PARTElang programs. In chapter 5 we define
an operational semantics for PARTElang programs, in the form of the Featherweight PARTE
model.
In chapter 6 we describe our prototypical implementations of the Featherweight PARTE
model: PARTERust and PARTEElixir . We show how our research artifacts can be used to
implement a real-world use case in chapter 7.
Finally, the validity of claims from chapter 5 is established by formal proofs in chapter 8.
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2

State of the Art in Distributed Big Data
and Stream Processing

We stated in section 1.1 that there is a need for software systems which autonomously
process complex events in high-throughput streams of events. In this chapter we discuss
the evolution of large-scale data processing systems. We argue that two concrete historical
turning points lead us to the current state of the art. The first turning point is the inception
of relational databases. The second turning point is the point at which distributed
processing became mainstream, i.e., the “Big Data” trend. Both relational databases and
Big Data processing systems have evolved to support incremental, streaming processing
of event data. This chapter outlines how that evolution took place, and even became
confluent across both domains.
The chapter is structured as follows: we first introduce three driver scenarios from the
domain of fraud detection for financial transactions. We then sketch the relevant parts of
the history of Big Data stream processing. We identify three trends in the state of the art:
the introduction of time windows, the introduction of distributed computation, and
the shift in programming language paradigm used.
Afterwards, we discuss how the state of the art in Big Data stream processing the art fails
to express two key concerns of our driver scenarios: correlating events and guaranteeing
timely processing of data.
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2.1

Driver Scenarios

We stated in chapter 1 that the research in this dissertation targets software tools used to
monitor streams of events for occurrences of event patterns. The event monitoring should
additionally satisfy the following constraints:
Declarative: event patterns should be declarative specifications of complex events, i.e.,
events which potentially consist of multiple sub-events; and
Reliably real-time: the monitoring should take place in real-time, detecting matches to
the patterns as soon as the pattern occurred.
Many existing systems ostensibly tackle a similar problem. We describe the most relevant
systems in section 2.2 and explain in section 2.4 why those systems do not suffice for
tackling our use cases. To make the issues concrete, we now introduce a set of driver
scenarios. These scenarios will be used throughout this dissertation to compare different
approaches, and to explain new concepts as they are introduced.

2.1.1

Setting

Consider the domain of fraud detection in financial transaction processing. To detect
fraudulent transactions, financial institutions track all transfers of money which pass
through their system. The data available to the financial institutions is limited to — on
the one hand — static information about accounts held at their own institution, and — on
the other hand — a live feed of the money transfers from, to, or between local accounts.
The occurrence of a money transfer constitutes an event. For instance, if Alice sends
50 e to Bob on January 1st, 2018 at 10:05, the system registers the occurrence of an event
that “money was transferred” with a timestamp of “2018-01-01 10:05”, and attributes
identifying the originator of the event as Alice, the destination as Bob, and the amount as
50 e.
In this setting, we focus on suspicious behavior that indicates possible cases of two types
of fraud:
Money muling: an account is used to forward crime money (scenario A) or to diffuse
crime money (scenario B).
Refund scams: an account holder is tricked into reimbursing a supposedly erroneous
transaction, but the erroneous transaction is additionally claimed as erroneous with
the originating bank, causing the transaction to be reverted. The sender hence gets
reimbursed twice (scenario C).
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A. Suspected money muling: pass-through
Account A

incoming

Account B

C. Suspected refund-scam
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B. Suspected money muling: diffusion
Account C

Account A
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outgoing3
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Figure 2.1: Schematic depiction of the driver scenarios — Rectangles represent accounts. Arrows
represent money transfers between the accounts. A “claim” cloud represents the occurrence of a claim that a
transaction was erroneous. Time progresses from left to right for scenarios A and B, and from top to bottom
for scenario C.

2.1.2

Scenarios

A schematic depiction of the driver scenarios is provided in figure 2.1.

Scenario A: Suspected Money Muling: Detecting Pass-Through of Money
The first driver scenario is quite simple, and will be used to demonstrate basic concerns,
such as basic syntax and concepts. Driver scenario A concerns the detection of an account
possibly used as a money mule in the most simple way: the account receives a sum of
money from an account it normally does not receive money from, and forwards it to a
third account it normally does not send money to. In driver scenario A, the amount of
money sent must be exactly the same as the amount of money received. Furthermore, the
amount must be at least 100 e; individual transactions involving less money are ignored.
To enable monitoring within fixed resource bounds, it is impossible to inspect the entire
history of financial transactions. Therefore, a limited time span of 2 weeks is inspected.
Scenario A only concerns cases of pass-through which conclude within 2 weeks.

Scenario B: Suspected Money Muling: Detecting Diffusion of Money
The second driver scenario extends the first one, by detecting a three-way split through
a possible mule account. Again, the originator account is suspicious if it is an account
that does not normally transact with the suspected mule account, as are the destination
accounts. However, this time there are three destination accounts, and it is the sum of the
value of all outgoing transactions that has to match the incoming transaction. Additionally,
a discrepancy of up to 10% between incoming and outgoing amounts will be allowed to
make the detection more resilient to obfuscation, and to account for possible included
payment of the mule. The incoming transaction must again amount to at least 100 e.
Again, a time window of up to 2 weeks is considered.
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Scenario C: Detecting Refund Scam
The third driver scenario differs from the first, in that this case tries to detect a victim
instead of an accomplice of fraud. Again, suspicious accounts are defined as accounts
which do not normally wire money to each other. The time window for the sequence of
events is again set to 2 weeks. The pattern of interactions is as follows: 1.) an account
receives a deposit from some originator, 2.) the account sends the same amount, with a
10% margin, back to the originator, 3.) the originator falsely claims the first transaction
was in error, thereby recuperating the money, but keeps the money sent in step 2, and
4.) there was no other transaction similar to the one in step 1, to which the refund in step
3 might apply.
Note that this scenario introduces the notion of absence of events: the last condition
holds when no matching transaction is detected.

2.1.3

Conclusion

In all three scenarios, detection has to happen live, as the data comes in. The amount of
data to handle can grow large, as both the rate at which new events can occur is large, as
well as the time frame during which the events need to be retained. It is an operational
requirement that the system is constantly online and keeping up with new events.
When these requirements present themselves, a reasonable first choice seems to be to turn
to database management systems. Relational databases are a staple for warehousing and
processing large amounts of structured data, providing high availability. Alternatively,
distributed stream processing systems have shown to be able to handle “Big Data” with
strong guarantees on availability. In the remainder of this chapter we sketch the state of the
art in Big Data stream processing, and discuss why it falls short in properly implementing
the driver scenarios. Similarly, chapter 3 sketches the state of the art of Event Handling,
and discusses why existing event handling solutions fall short in properly implementing
the driver scenarios.

2.2
2.2.1

History of Big Data Stream Processing
Origins

The need to store data has been part of computer science since the beginning. Multiple
approaches have been devised, from low-level filesystems to domain-specific, tailored
databases. For large amounts of structured data which can be made to fit a schema,
relational database management systems have been in use for about half a century.
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a. Traditional, query-driven database
query
query
query

data
data
data

database

b. Active, data-driven database
query
query
query

data
data
data

database
results

results

Figure 2.2: Traditional vs. active databases — In traditional databases, data is stored and the
introduction of a query causes results to be computed. In an active database, queries are stored and the
introduction of data causes results to be computed.

The need to handle data immediately, as new data arrives, gave rise to active databases.
The seminal work by McCarthy and Dayal [99] summarize that an active database “is
one which automatically executes specified actions when [specified] conditions arise”.
The difference is depicted schematically in figure 2.2. In essence, traditional relational
databases store “passive” data as a bounded, unordered set of tuples, organized by
abstractions based on relational algebra. Relational algebra can be used to optimize and
plan queries over this data. Active databases move away from this notion of random
access reads and updates, favoring instead continuous queries [134]. Typically, in active
databases the order in which the tuples arrived matters. Furthermore, since the size of
the database is unknown when the query is formulated, the utility of query planning
is reduced. Some stream processing systems experimented with moving away from
SQL — and even from relational operators in general — as the fit between the query
language and the features required of — and offered by — the streaming active database
system weakened. New constructs for structuring data were introduced instead, chiefly
among them temporal windowing, i.e., selections of data points based on their timestamps.
Simultaneously, constructs for splitting up storage and processing (such as database
sharding) and fault-tolerance were modified to perform better in the novel context.
Data storage systems evolved to support incremental data processing. Concurrently, data
processing systems evolved to support larger amounts of data. In symmetry with our
discussion on the origins of active databases, we do not aim to provide an exhaustive
survey of the origin and evolution of stream processing systems. We merely aim to
sketch the context of the work described further in this thesis. As such, we skip the early
history, including formalisms like Petri nets, Communicating Sequential Processes and
Synchronous Dataflow languages, and applications in the domains of audio and video
processing, or digital signal processing. We start instead at an early example of stream
processing systems: Tribeca [131].
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2.2.2

Early Stream Processing: Tribeca

Tribeca is a stream processing system tailored at network traffic stream analysis. Sullivan
[131] describes that his system is a better fit for network traffic analysis than conventional
relational database management systems because a.) “both [their] data and the storage
medium are stream-oriented”, offering fast sequential access to data; b.) “non-clustered
indices will not work for traffic data”; c.) “a network traffic trace is a sequence of
timestamped network protocol headers” whose processing requires “operators like those
found in sequence and temporal DBMSs”, yet they require “several dataflow operators
and pattern matching operators that are not common in sequence databases”; d.) the
format “means that even otherwise distinct queries [ . . . ] often share subqueries”; and
e.) the need to work in a streaming fashion means that “users would rather reformulate
an expensive query or drop an expensive query from the mix than overallocate” resource
usage, whereas “relational systems run queries as fast as they can but typically do not
provide this kind of capacity information”.
While the paper by Sullivan focuses specifically on network traffic analysis, the concerns
raised there can be generalized to what we consider to be the defining properties of stream
processing:
Pre-registered processing Stream processing systems enable formulating queries or
transformations that will be applied to the entire streams of data.
Temporal constraints Stream processing systems offer operators to express temporal
constraints over the data.
Streaming operation Since they operate on data as the data is coming in, stream processing systems need to keep up with the data, which entails that the speed at which
data can be processed is linked to the speed at which it is generated. If data arrives
faster, the processing system has to be sped up; be it by augmenting its hardware,
by improving its implementation, or by reducing its workload.
Since we use Tribeca as the baseline for our discussion of later systems, we describe
Tribeca in some more detail.
The basic unit of computation in Tribeca is a network traffic query. Every query has exactly
one source stream. Data on this stream can be transformed using three types of operators:
qualification (i.e., filters), projection (i.e., transformations), and aggregation (e.g., averages,
minima, or maxima). Results of a traffic analysis query are published in the form of one
or more result streams. Both source streams and result streams can be fed from tape or
file. In addition to considering entire streams at once, parts of streams can be selected into
temporal windows. Tribeca offers two types of windows: a “fixed” window that gets reset
after a fixed interval (commonly called a “tumbling window”, see below) and a “moving”
window that contains the last events for some fixed length of time (commonly called a
“sliding window”, see below).
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The syntax for Tribeca is fairly straightforward: it consists of lines specifying one of the
components listed above. For instance, consider the traffic query in listing 2.1.
1
2
3
4
5
6

source_stream a is {file sample1 someTrace}
result_stream b is {file someFile}
stream_pipe some_pipe
stream_window w on a defined by { a.time.interval 0.5 } is fixed
stream_proj {{a.some_field a.some_other_field}} some_pipe
stream_agg { some_pipe.some_field.min } b

Listing 2.1: The Tribeca syntax for the example from section 2.2.2.

This code specifies that the query sources its data from some stream a sampled of a file
named someTrace. Results will be generated on some stream b, whose values will be
stored into the file someFile. The attributes some_field and some_other_field
will be read from all data on stream a, and pushed into an intermediate data pipe
some_pipe. The values off some_pipe will be aggregated by taking the minimum of
the some_field attribute, and pushed into stream b.

2.2.3

Later Stream Processing Systems

NiagaraCQ
The foundation laid by Tribeca was extended on by what became the field of stream
processing. A first milestone after Tribeca was NiagaraCQ [32]. NiagaraCQ is arguably
an active database, structuring its stream processing as continuous queries. Chen et al. [32]
clarify the difference between traditional triggers and continuous queries by the purpose
of both: the purpose of triggers is to maintain data integrity, whereas the purpose of
continuous queries is to support repeated, continuous processing of queries. NiagaraCQ
also supports queries involving multiple input sources, some of which need not even be
present in a database. This distinguishes it from both triggers as well as Tribeca, which —
as mentioned above — supports only a single source stream per query.
The NiagaraCQ Command Language offers the means to register named continuous
queries, listing a query expressed in XML-QL [48], some reaction code, and optionally a
start time and end time, and an interval. These timings specify how often the query is
reevaluated. NiagaraCQ is not strictly data-driven; it is not necessarily the arrival of new
data that causes reevaluation, but the firing of an internal timer.
The main contributions of NiagaraCQ are improved sharing of subqueries, which leads to
higher processing performance on streams, and the use of a fully declarative, SQL-like
query language in a streaming context.
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Gigascope
Gigascope [39] merges the contributions of Tribeca and NiagaraCQ, by offering an SQL-like
query language which reasons over data streams and produces new data streams. Cranor
et al. [39] identify a number of issues with the sliding windows in existing continuous
query languages. They claim composing windows is not possible in those languages, and
result of continuous queries may be difficult to interpret when the inputs were filtered by
means of time windows. For these reasons, they opt instead for selecting events using an
SQL GROUPBY construct.
A translation into Gigascope syntax of the Tribeca query in listing 2.1 could look like what
is listed in listing 2.2:
1
2
3

SELECT MIN(some_field), some_other_field
FROM SomeInput AS a
GROUP BY time/7200 -- Half-second buckets

Listing 2.2: The Gigascope syntax for a query similar to the one in listing 2.1.

In essence, it is an SQL query: Gigascope’s GSQL is a subset of SQL. In contrast, the
contemporaneous STREAM by Arasu et al. [13] uses a superset of SQL: CQL. CQL extends
SQL with constructs for sliding windows, showing that no consensus existed in 2003 on
the utility of sliding windows for stream processing.

Aurora and Borealis
We consider Aurora [27] to be the next big step in the evolution of stream processing
systems. Aurora improved earlier work by offering more temporal reasoning capabilities.
In addition to the simplistic time windows supported by Tribeca and NiagaraCQ, Aurora
introduced the notion of a latch which retains a specific element for future processing
steps, and the idea of slack: a means to handle events which arrived out of order. Aurora
further featured load shedding, the principle of dropping tuples when compute time is
insufficient to handle all input in a timely fashion. Evidently, this cannot in general be
done without impacting the results. Carney et al. [27] therefore developed a strategy to
select the data whose omission is least likely to impact results.
The Aurora project was combined with the Medusa project [17] to develop Borealis [1],
a stream processing system that supports offloading its computation to a cluster of
distributed computers. We consider this to be the next big milestone in the evolution
of stream processing systems, as it enabled a significant increase in the load that can be
handled by a stream processor. Not much later, Esper [56] combined the idea of SQL-based
queries with distributed stream processing.
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2.2.4

Early Big Data Processing: MapReduce

To enable very large data sets, the field of stream processing had to join forces with
the field of Big Data processing. We temporarily shift the focus of our discussion away
from streaming, and towards what could in retrospect be considered the point at which
non-streaming Big Data processing became mature and gained wide use in industry: the
introduction of MapReduce [44].
MapReduce is a programming model for applying computations to large amounts of data.
As the name implies, MapReduce is based on the functional programming concepts of
mapping a computation over a dataset, and reducing the result as if by an SQL GROUPBY
where the values for each key are combined by an associative and commutative operation.
The MapReduce programming model extends these concepts with a distribution model
which is largely transparent to the user. Data is split up in subsets which get distributed
across multiple physical computers. The same computation is then applied to each set,
and the results are gathered to determine the overall result.
Advantages of the MapReduce Model
The main advantage of this model is that it allows for transparent distribution of the
workload: each transformation can be done independently, and reduction can be done
incrementally as the different compute nodes finish their transformation. Handling
failures in the MapReduce model can always be achieved in one of two ways: either restart
failed subparts, or ignore the failures and use only the results of the nodes that did not fail.
Noteworthy is that neither option requires custom code to be written for a certain problem
domain. MapReduce implementations come with these methods of failure handling built
in, and the accidental complexity of handling failure, which typically burdens distributed
programmers, is largely handled transparently.
Taking full advantage of the MapReduce model requires the transformation code to
be purely functional, commutative, and associative, such that arbitrary retries do not
influence the result, and such that merging in whichever order the system happens to
select, leads to correct results. In practice, the MapReduce model is regularly used simply
as a distributed task execution model with map-tasks that touch mutable state (which
entails that repeated execution is not even strictly idempotent) and whose reduce-step is
used only to synchronize on task completion. The simple to use nature of the MapReduce
model led to widespread adoption. An open source implementation of the MapReduce
model was made available in the form of the Hadoop [10] project. Hadoop’s availability
sped up the popularization of the notion of Big Data processing.
Drawbacks of the MapReduce Model
Despite its advantages, MapReduce suffers a number of drawbacks. Most importantly, the
model does not deal well with pipelining. When the result of one computation serves as
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the input for another computation, both computations are scheduled one after the other.
The results of one phase are returned to a central coordinator, only to be distributed again
for the next phase. This inefficiency is targeted by data-parallel pipelines.

2.2.5

Data-Parallel Pipelines

Data-parallel pipelines offer ways of expressing a computation as a dataflow graph, where
vertices are operations which can be executed in parallel to other vertices’ operations, and
edges are data-transfers. This architecture inherently supports distributing workloads over
multiple compute nodes. The abstraction of data-parallel pipelines shares MapReduce’s
useful property that the way in which fault tolerance, failover, and recovery can be
handled, are orthogonal to the application domain. As such, data-parallel pipelines can
transparently handle these concerns.
A large number of novel systems operating by the data-parallel pipeline paradigm were
developed to leverage MapReduce as their execution target. Examples include Pig [114],
Dremel [102], JAQL [23], and Flume [73]. Simultaneously, a large number of existing data
processing systems were made more scalable by developing a backend that schedules tasks
as data-parallel pipelines on MapReduce clusters. For instance, SQL/MapReduce [60]
offers a relational queriable data store backed by MapReduce, Yedalog [33] offers a Datalog
system backed by MapReduce, and DryadLINQ [143] offers an implementation of .NET’s
Language INtegrated Query language that executes on a MapReduce backend.
Each of them differs somewhat in the way they map onto data-parallel pipelines scheduled
on MapReduce, but they all operate roughly along one of the following avenues:
Parallel collections as used in systems such as Flume [73]. These systems offer the
abstraction of parallel collections with a small set of operations, which can be
efficiently implemented on top of the MapReduce model;
Relational datasets as used in systems such as Pig [114] and Dremel [102]. These systems
feature an SQL-like language for querying the dataset, which is stored in such a way
that it can be efficiently queried on top of the MapReduce model, e.g. by storing in a
columnar fashion;
Knowledge base with declarative query language as used in systems such as Dyna [52],
Jaql [23], or Yedalog [33]. These systems build on the concepts of Datalog to
achieve near-Prolog expressivity with less risk for expensive or accidentally infinite
regression in the deduction process.
The raw MapReduce model soon got superseded by those systems and their successors.
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Drawbacks of the MapReduce Model in Data-Parallel Pipelines
As these data-parallel pipeline systems evolved, three significant weaknesses of the
underlying MapReduce model became apparent. First, the high latency due to long
startup time and slow communication made the model unfit for stream processing.
Second, the model associates a high inherent cost to using previous results in a subsequent
computation, as this requires a complete pass through the pipeline, including the long
startup time and the slow communication. Third, the model does not deal well with
shared global state, for what is essentially the same reason: by design, all synchronization
in the MapReduce model happens by gathering results to the centralized master node at
the end of a MapReduce cycle, and distributing that data again at the start of the next
cycle, both of which are the slow parts of MapReduce.
Some solutions were devised which replace the MapReduce component with a custombuilt distributed backend specifically targeting the pipelining of data. Frameworks such as
Spark [144] offer shorter startup times, built-in mechanisms to efficiently reuse the results
of previous pipeline stages, and ways of incorporating some sense of global state. At the
same time, these frameworks still offered the main benefits of MapReduce: transparent
distribution, load balancing, and fault tolerance through for instance checkpointing.

Shortcomings of Data-Parallel Pipelines
Data-parallel pipelines enabled efficient large-scale computations that required multiple
steps. Some of them even partially tackled the problem of high processing latency. Still,
none of these systems were really fit for streaming data processing: they offered neither
the abstractions to reason about processing new data in the context of old data, nor the
low latency necessary to respond in a streaming fashion. To tackle that problem, ideas
from the field of stream processing had to be borrowed.

2.2.6

Towards Streaming Big Data Processing

Initially, solutions based on the existing systems were developed, leading to the Hadoop
Online Prototype by Condie et al. [35] and Spark Streaming [146]. The former adapts
pipelining within a job, and switches to a push-based data exchange model. The latter
processes data on a Spark [145] cluster in many small jobs instead of a few large jobs, trading
throughput for reduced latency. Despite the reduction in size per job, the underlying
execution model remains batch-based, giving rise to the term “micro-batching”. In both
cases, the fault tolerance of the systems they were built on could be maintained. For
instance, Spark Streaming guaranteed at-least-once semantics for processing, built on top
of the at-least-once semantics offered by Spark for processing its Resilient Distributed
Data Sets.
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Industry-Grade Specialized Stream Processing Systems
In addition to those lower-latency versions of the existing tools, specialized stream
processing systems were built, specifically aimed at Big Data processing. An early
example of this is S4 by Neumeyer et al. [110]. S4 is built from the ground up to offer
streaming support. It starts a new pipeline for each key/value-pair, offering low latency at
the cost of peak throughput. S4 features a time-to-live based removal of data. Crucially, it
coupled this with distributed processing support, and features some resilience to failure.
Work on S4 was halted when the industrial supporters of S4 switched to Storm [135]. Storm
offers strong at-least-once semantic in its processing, coupled with a simple programming
model. Sources of data (“spouts”) and transformations of data (“bolts”) can be defined in
arbitrary imperative code. Coordination, transportation of data, and fault-tolerance is
handled transparently by Trident [95], but imposes strict ordering on transactions. Storm
in turn got superseded by a new system: Heron [89], which builds on the ideas underlying
Storm. Storm and Heron both are supported by the Apache Software Foundation. A
third distributed stream processing system is currently developed by Apache, which
aims to more reliably store state. This system, Samza [112], is built on top of the Kafka
distributed message broker [11], which enables it to guarantee strict exactly-once semantics
— obviously under the constraint that it might take the system arbitrarily long to do this.
Samza provides failure-handling not through checkpointing, but by keeping a changelog.
The tools described in the previous paragraph all target Java, Scala, or other languages
running on the JVM. Other language communities have similar tools available. For
instance, StreamPy [31] by Anomaly Systems Inc offers plain, but distributed stream
processing for Python.

Specialized Event-Stream Processing Systems
Still, these tools merely provide a way of manually describing a topology, and implementing
the components in imperative languages such as Java and Python. The need for tools
which aid in processing event data, i.e., data whose temporal attributes are important,
lead to a new wave of stream processing systems. We focus specifically on two of them:
Naiad and MillWheel.
Google’s MillWheel [5] features low watermarks to track the remaining data belonging to
a computation, essentially delimiting time windows. The ideas from MillWheel were
transplanted into Google’s Cloude Dataflow platform [87].
In contrast, Microsoft Research’s Naiad [108] introduces the notion of Timely Dataflow.
Timely Dataflow is a novel computational model centered around low-latency asynchronous message-passing, with minimal and lightweight coordination. Naiad distinguishes itself from earlier work by integrating incremental, streaming computation with
iterative computation. Time windows in Naiad are formed by tracking not only time, but
also by tracking an iteration count.
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2.2.7

Summary

A summary of the history of Big Data stream processing can be found in figure 2.3. The
figure depicts the systems discussed in this section, organized by the language paradigm
(horizontally) and by the degree in which they support streaming (vertically). Dashed
arrows depict the lineage of ideas, e.g., DryadLINQ builds on LINQ, by being a distributed
version of the latter. Systems presented as green boxes define a domain specific language
for stream processing. Systems presented as purple boxes offer only an API to an existing
language. The borders of the boxes indicate the degree to which the systems support
distribution: a solid border is a fully distributed system, a dashed border merely parallel.
A dotted border indicates a system which is — in its original form — only suited for
single-threaded execution.

2.3

Research Trends

The previous section sketched the history of Big Data stream processing in a chronological
order. In this section we look at the evolution from active database management systems to
distributed stream processing systems by focusing on three core trends: the introduction
of windowing (section 2.3.1); the introduction of distributed, streaming computation
(section 2.3.2); and the shift in language paradigms (section 2.3.3). We limit our discussion
to the key languages and frameworks surveyed in previous section. Those languages and
systems present a representative selection, based on prevalence in academia and industry.
The trends that will be described throughout this section are summarized in table 2.1.
The last column presents a best-effort based indication of the year of introduction of
the technology. For technologies introduced in academic papers, we use the year of
publishing. Note that some of the systems only gained some distinctive features after that
initial year.

2.3.1

Restricting Selections by Time: Windowing

Traditional Temporal Windows
When dealing with event data, the temporal component of the data is important. To
provide a semantic fit for the temporal component, many streaming technologies discussed
in the previous section introduced a form of windowing. Temporal windows represent
a slice of time; a group of data elements whose membership to the window depends
purely on temporal constraints. Windowing was an important innovation, and arrived
in what Esmaili [55] calls the first generation of stream processing systems. Though
Gigascope [39] lacks the means for specifying windows explicitly, systems like Tribeca [131]
and Aurora [27] introduced windows as a built-in concept. A “latch” in Aurora is a window
too albeit a single-slotted one. Similarly, Aurora’s notion of slack is a related, somewhat
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Esper
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Storm
Heron
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System
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1996
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2003
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2006
2008
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2010
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Table 2.1: A taxonomy of streaming systems, ordered by time of introduction — For
windowing: “∼” indicates that the column’s windowing type is manually implementable in the system on
top of the existing abstractions, but is not offered out of the box — For fault-tolerance: “R” indicates
replication, “C” checkpointing, and “L” the use of a replayable changelog or eventlog — For language
paradigm: “D” indicates declarative programming languages, “B” box-and-arrow, i.e., a manually construct
graph, “S” SQL-like languages, and “I” imperative, manual coding.

dual concept to windowing: slack identifies a time period during which events’ relative
order is not yet known. Instead of identifying the “current” most relevant data elements,
as a time window does, slack identifies the “current” not yet fully consolidated data
elements. The notion of slack was generalized to a notion of revision processing in Aurora’s
successor: Borealis [1].
The types of windows offered by these early systems were rather straightforward. They
were all one of three types:
sliding windows, i.e., a slice of either the last n events, or the last n seconds of events;
landmark windows, i.e., a slice delimited at the front by a “landmark” event, and either
another “landmark” event, or the current time at the end; or
tumbling windows, a slice of at most n events, which fills up gradually, and once full
gets reset.
A “latch” can be thought of as a sliding window of length 1, or — equivalently — as a
tumbling window of length 1. The upper 3 timelines in figure 2.4 visualize how a stream
of events can get mapped onto windows in all 3 traditional temporal window types.
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Figure 2.4: Visualization of four traditional window types — For each window type, the first
three windows are indicated. The squares marked “e” are events, laid out on a timeline. The rectangles
outlined in bold are “landmark events”.
These window types offer good primitives for building stream processing systems.
Moreover, they easily lend themselves for high performance implementations. A sliding
window of length n, is just a ring buffer of length n. A landmark window is just a
dynamically sized array which explicitly gets emptied when a “landmark” event occurs.
Tumbling windows are even simpler, being merely a bounded vector in which events get
placed until it is full, at which point the vector gets emptied. To this day, industry-strength
stream processing systems largely leverage those window types. The “micro-batches”
offered by Spark Streaming [146] are essentially tumbling windows, with the added
limitation that processing is delayed until the window is full. As typical with the tradeoff
between batch and streaming, Spark Streaming’s batches offer high throughput, at the
cost of latency.
Beyond Traditional Window Types
Still, those early types of windowing have their shortcomings. The type and size of the
window must be determined statically, by the programmer. Furthermore, all runtime
events are placed in the same window data structure. An abstraction that turned out to
be useful for application domains such as click-stream monitoring — i.e., analyzing the
interactions users have with e.g. a web application — is that of a session window. A session
window is a best-effort approach to categorizing events that constitute one “session” of
user interaction. It is used when a session cannot be established by discrete actions such
as a login and logout, but instead has to be inferred. A session window is a window of
events, delimited by periods of inactivity.1 The fourth timeline in figure 2.4 visualizes
session windows. Support for session windows is present in some of the later streaming
1We use the definition of session windows used by Flink, for instance at https://ci.apache.org/
projects/flink/flink-docs-release-1.2/dev/windows.html. Other systems use definitions closer
to our notion of “landmark window”, where a certain start and end event delimits the session.
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systems, or in recent updates to older system. Table 2.1 marks systems as supporting
session windows if some version of the system supports them.

Semantic Windows
Many real-world use cases can not be expressed using these four window types. By
design, reasoning is only possible within the window. Reasoning over large time windows
quickly becomes resource intensive. A number of stream processing systems sought to
tackle these problems. Jiang et al. [81] define the overarching solution as semantic windows.
With semantic windows, the time windows are no longer a static, one-dimensional length
or duration. Instead, window membership is determined by the specific semantics of
some pattern, in conjunction with the runtime values of previous events. Conceptually, a
new window is created for each event, containing the events that are within the temporal
constraints with respect to that first event. An alternative way of looking at this, is
that events are only stored for the duration during which matching is actually possible
with other concrete events which actually occurred. Among the surveyed systems, only
Naiad [108] and MillWheel [5] (and by extension, Google Cloud Dataflow [87]) offer the
means to tie the lifetime of data to some property that can only be detected at run time.
Both use a system of logical timestamps that enables lightweight coordination: Naiad
uses Timely Dataflow to keep track time and iteration count, whereas MillWheel uses low
watermarks to track the remaining data belonging to a computation. Semantic windows
do not lend themselves to a simple visualization, since they — by definition — depend on
the concrete patterns being matched. We therefore did not include them in figure 2.4.
Many production-grade systems — even those introduced after Jiang et al. coined the
term semantic windows — do not offer built-in windowing support at all. Such systems
instead position themselves as Big Data stream processing, and do not necessarily concern
themselves specifically with event data, or with correlating data points over large spans
of time.

2.3.2

Distribution and Fault-Tolerance

Using the categorization of Esmaili [55], systems from both the second and third generation of stream processing innovated largely by providing and improving support
for distributing the processing of data across multiple computers, and by adding the
fault-tolerance features that go with it.

The Introduction of Distribution
Consider the case of Aurora: the Aurora stream processing system got subsumed by a new
project, Borealis [1]. The stream processing constructs offered by Borealis are largely the
same as those of Aurora. New in Borealis are support for distribution and fault tolerance.
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From the stream processing programmer’s perspective, little changes: the novel concerns
of the distribution and fault tolerance are tackled by a set of new constructs — for instance
the addition of constructs to store and replay streams — but the old concerns are mostly
handled as they were in Aurora.
Even systems which do not offer full-fledged support for distribution at least sought
to improve performance by parallelizing their workload across multiple devices. One
instance of this is Gigascope [39], which brought computations closer to the data (achieving
so-called edge processing) by moving parts of the computation away from the CPU and
onto the Network Interface Card.
Overall, the move towards distributed systems in stream processing is clearly visible in
the timeline shown in table 2.1. Support for distribution became standard for all stream
processing systems in the early 2000’s. The lack of centralized control in a distributed
system led to the introduction of distributed backpressure in e.g. Heron [89]: distributed
components can reject new data if their processing cannot keep up with what is being sent
to them. Components earlier in the task dependency graph buffer their output, or in turn
temporarily cease processing. This entails that the problem gets propagated backwards —
the components “push back”, as it were — to the data ingress point, where the problem is
to be handled.

Fault-Tolerance
Distributing software across multiple machines may lead to higher throughput, and offers
a novel opportunity: the system can deal with partial failures. Unlike in single-machine
solutions, in distributed solutions, failure of one computer does not necessarily mean
that the system as a whole fails. It may still complete its task, if the system features
fault-tolerance.
On the flip side, the chance of some subcomponent of a system failing, increases with the
number of components in the system. Hence, distributing computations across multiple
machines does not only enable failure handling, it also increases the necessity thereof.
Borealis, and later Esper, demonstrate this well: they introduce distribution, and supplement that with the means to handle failures: replication and replayable logs respectively.
The systems built on top of the MapReduce model inherit its checkpoint/restart-based
fault-tolerance. The ZooKeeper [12] component got disentangled from Apache’s Hadoop
project, and used as a general-purpose coordination mechanism for many distributed data
processing systems, offering replication-based fault-tolerance out of the box. Similarly,
Spark Streaming [146] inherits the checkpointing and replication offered by Spark [144].
Finally, systems built on top of distributed message brokers such as Kafka [11] automatically receive the fault-tolerance the message broker offers. For Kafka, that means replaying
the event log, with support for enforcing exactly-once semantics.
The stream processing systems which are not built on top of such preexisting technologies
provide custom solutions playing to the strengths of the technology used. For instance,
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the fault-tolerance offered by MillWheel [5] uses MillWheel’s low watermarks system to
determine what data to retain.

2.3.3

Expressivity and Language Paradigm

We stated in section 2.2.1 that active databases are at the origin of stream processing
systems. The origins of active databases are database triggers as supported by most
relational database management systems. Such triggers can respond to the insertion of
new data by executing SQL statements. Active databases started using the term continuous
queries to refer to SQL queries which were registered to trigger whenever new matches to
the query arrived in the database.
Early in the history of active databases, the use of plain SQL was found to be limiting.
Tribeca [131] introduced a custom stream selection and filtering language. In NiagaraCQ [32], continuous queries could be expressed in XML-QL. The XML-QL query
language has a novel XML-based syntax, but returns to SQL’s underlying relational algebra. While the streaming execution model prevents traditional query planning, common
subexpressions in multiple continuous queries could be optimized by sharing the results
of common join operations.
Later systems continued this return to SQL, even embracing an SQL-like syntax for their
languages. For instance, Cranor et al. [39] states that “[u]nlike Tribeca the Gigascope uses
an SQL-like language (GSQL) rather than a procedural language to express its queries,
allowing query composition and query optimization”. Around 2010, this trend reversed,
when stream processing systems dropped the relational schemas from their systems,
requiring instead procedural data selection and manipulation code to be written using
stream programming constructs. The evolution can be observed in table 2.1. Note that
before the start of the timeline, relational databases were based on traditional SQL.

A Taxonomy of Stream Processing Language Paradigms
From the viewpoint of interaction paradigm, the systems depicted in figure 2.3 and
categorized in table 2.1 can be subdivided into the following categories:
Precursors to stream processing follow a non-streaming approach. Data is first inserted
into the database. Queries are later submitted to the database, reasoning is
performed, and results are returend. Language paradigms can include SQL in the
case of traditional RDBMS’es, or general-purpose declarative, logic programming in
the case of PROLOG-derived systems.
Trigger-enabled databases are a first step towards streaming data processing. The
interaction model of the precursors to stream processing is typically still available, but
triggers may be registered, which will activate when matching data arrives. Triggers
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may modify the incoming data, produce derived data, remove data depending on
the inserted data, etc. The language paradigm is typically SQL.
Early stream processing systems like Tribeca, Aurora, and Borealis follow a different
approach, offering full support for streaming, incremental processing. These stream
processing systems are first programmed with some behavior. Next, whenever
data is inserted, that data may be transformed, and notifications or transformed
data may be produced. The language paradigm of these early systems was either
declarative, or required manually linking up different processing steps, using the
so-called “boxes-and-arrows model” [1].
Streaming databases like NiagaraCQ, Gigascope, and Flink (when using SSQL) [8]
combine database concepts with proper streaming. First, a continuous query or rule
is installed. Next, whenever data is inserted, that data may be transformed, and
notifications or transformed data may be produced. In addition, the data itself is
usually stored for some time. Such systems offer a streaming version of relational
databases, and the language paradigm used, is hence derived from SQL.
Big Data stream processing systems like S4, Spark Streaming, Flink (when using the
stream API) [8], and MillWheel do not mimic RDMBS’es. Nevertheless, the
interaction model starts of similar to that of streaming databases: the systems first
are programmed with some behavior. Next, however, whenever (a batch of) data
is inserted, a processing pipeline is deployed across a number of compute devices.
Input data is sent to those computers for processing. In the end, results are gathered
and sent to a consumer. The language paradigm used by these systems is typically
general-purpose imperative programming, somewhat constrained by an API. This
API is typically centered around stream programming constructs like maps, filters,
GROUPBY, and aggregation within a group. The API might impose restrictions on
which data is accessible, and control over which processing step is executed when is
left to the framework’s runtime system.

Trend
A trend is visible from these data points: the domains of (active) databases and stream
processing have merged, but have then split up again into streaming databases on the
one hand, and Big Data stream processing frameworks on the other. The former has fully
embraced an SQL-based language paradigm for processing structured data. The latter
has fully embraced general-purpose languages, and may be used where only schemaless
data is available.
While the early systems had built-in support for approximation, later systems assume
exact results are achievable. Aurora, Borealis, and STREAM assumed their processing only
got to see the stream once, and operated under the assumption that systems in practice
would occasionally be forced to drop data. Newer systems assume that — between
replication, replayable persisted logs, backpressure, and elastic scaling of available cloud
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resources — exactly-once semantics and transactional behavior are achievable. The
interface offered to users of the systems suggests they transparently take care of the issues.
Adoption-levels suggests that users prefer the apparent easy of use that is provided by
the simplification. It should be noted, however, that the assumptions of exactly-once
semantics and transactional behavior cannot formally be guaranteed due to theoretical
limitations on distributed systems.

2.3.4

Summary

We identified three trends in the state of the art of distributed Big Data and stream
processing.
• First, the need for temporal reasoning when handling event data led to the introduction of multiple windowing techniques. The traditional window types are widely
supported by streaming systems. Semantic windows — which define window
membership based on more involved reasoning than merely the timestamp of the
event itself — only appear in specialized systems.
• Second, stream processing systems increasingly support spreading their workload
across multiple machines. Support for distribution is by now ubiquitous. The
mechanisms for handling failures were quickly added as well. In addition to the
typical techniques of replication and checkpointing, many streaming systems offer
a log-and-replay approach where the streamed input can be replayed after failure.
• Third, two subcategories of stream processing systems emerged: SQL-based streaming databases and Big Data stream processing frameworks enabling the processing
of large amounts of data using general-purpose programming languages.
We summarize this in table 2.2, which reproduces the left-hand side of table 1.1 on page 3.

2.4

Discussion: Shortcomings in the State of the Art

At first sight, the streaming databases and Big Data stream processing systems described
in this chapter seem able to encode the driver scenarios defined in section 2.1. The
scalability of these systems implies that they can handle any arbitrary processing load.
Their streaming computational model tackles the latency-problem that is inherent to batch
processing. With their windowing support, it should be possible to express temporal
constraints such as the 2-week period. Constraints such as the 100 e minimum should be
expressible too: for stream programming approaches by means of filters, for streaming
databases as WHERE clauses in the SQL. However, a more in depth analysis reveals some
issues with both categories of streaming systems.
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Distributed Big Data & Stream Processing
Big Data Stream Processing
Throughput

✓✓ very high

✓ constant
(depth of program)
✓
yes
Bounds on
(with basic operators)
resource usage
– none

Cost per update

History

Pattern
matching
Reaction logic

–

unsupported

–

often integrated, but
Callback Hell

Streaming Databases

✓ high
– proportionate to
history
– proportionate to
history
✓✓large history size
✓ supported
(relational join)
– outside of the model

Table 2.2: Summary of the state of the art of distributed Big Data and stream processing

2.4.1

Event Correlation in Big Data Stream Processing Frameworks

Data-parallel pipelines and their streaming successors do not aid a programmer in
correlating pairs of events based on their attributes. Built-in support for windowing
is limited in those systems, and the very concept of finding all pairs of events jointly
satisfying some constraint is not at all covered by the APIs offered. Indeed, we defined
the main distinction between Big Data stream processing frameworks and streaming
databases to be the lack of support for a declarative programming paradigm in the former.
The stream processing frameworks offer constructs to filter elements or to compute
running averages, or minima or maxima over a window. Thanks to improvements in the
way shared global state is managed, they can even offer a high-performance incremental
fold over data. Obviously, their use of Turing-complete languages makes them technically
capable of computing anything Turning-computable during such a fold. However, that
entails moving the computation and its accumulated state “out of the model”: the stream
processing system can hence no longer manage the data, collect garbage, or transparently
distribute data in an optimal way. The time and space constraints of programs executing
arbitrary code in a fold, are in principle unrestricted, and complexity may depend on the
size — or even values — of a number of data elements whose structure is not explicitly
understood by the framework.
Some of the stream processing frameworks internalize this concern to some extent, by
offering SQL-like GROUPBY and JOIN constructs as functions in their API. However, those
too do not impose any bounds on the size of the (intermediate) results. While for, e.g.,
running averages or zips between two streams produce predictable, fixed-cost pipelines,
data processing pipelines involving joins start behaving like generic computations with
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arbitrary run times and resource requirements. When there is no statically guaranteed
upper bound on the resources required to implement the processing pipeline, processing
may be unable to keep up with the incoming data, or run out of storage and subsequently
crash. This conflicts with the requirements of the problem statement outlined in section 1.1.
We conclude that Big Data stream processing systems which offer the means of (relationally)
joining streams, effectively double as streaming databases, and therefore suffer from the
shortcoming discussed in the next section. The shortcoming of other Big Data stream
processing systems for implementing our problem case is as follows:
Shortcoming of Big Data Stream Processing Systems
Existing Big Data stream processing systems do not support matching event
patterns.
In the absence of pattern matching, the driver scenarios cannot be implemented.
One could manually implement the scenarios from section 2.1 using e.g., Spark Streaming,
Flink, or Samza. In fact, we do so as part of our evaluation in chapter 7. As we show
there, though, the stream processing frameworks do not aid the programmer in tackling
the hard parts of the scenarios. The scenarios are only implementable due to the ability
to escape the domain-specific streaming API that Spark Streaming tries to enforce, and
using the Turing-completeness of the underlying Java-based platform; the streaming API
gets in the way instead of helping.

2.4.2

Data Processing Guarantees of Data in Streaming Databases

Streaming databases do offer the right programming paradigm to correlate events, but
inevitably need to deal with the concern of being overloaded, too. As mentioned in the
history of stream processing (specifically, in section 2.2.3), Aurora [27] and Borealis [1] deal
with overloading through a process known as load shedding: when the stream processing
system would fall too far behind on the data, Aurora and Borealis purposefully drop data.
Though the systems attempt to minimize the impact this has, dropping any event data at
all is irreconcilable with the requirements of the problem statement from section 1.1.
More recent systems use backpressure and elastic scaling to deal with overloading.
Backpressure — by construction — can only handle short-term imbalances: if a stream
processing system chronically cannot keep up with the rate at which new events arrive,
slowing down processing will not help. Elastic scaling can deal with long-term inbalances,
but only to a limited degree. The amount of compute power offered by a cluster does not
scale linearly with the amount of resources available. Increasing the resources that are
available, has diminishing returns. Hence, even with elastic scaling in a cloud setting, one
cannot be certain that a given system will be able to handle a certain load without careful
analysis of the system and the maximum expected load.
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We conclude that shortcoming of streaming databases for implementing our problem case
is as follows:
Shortcoming of Streaming Databases
Existing streaming databases do not offer the means to accurately model the load
on a system given a certain set of patterns to detect, and a certain set of event streams.
In the absence of such a formal model, the hard requirements of our problem
domain cannot be guaranteed, even in the absence of discrete hardware faults.

2.5

Conclusion

We surveyed the state of the art in Distributed Big Data and stream processing. We
discussed how techniques from the domains of active databases, early stream processing
systems, and Big Data processing were combined. Three trends emerged: the introduction
of increasingly specialized temporal windowing, ubiquitous support for distribution
and fault-tolerance, and a schism based on the programming language paradigm that is
offered by the systems. This schism in programming paradigms, splits the domain in two:
on the one hand we have streaming databases, on the other Big Data stream processing
frameworks.
We discussed how stream processing frameworks failed to tackle the hard problems
of our driver scenarios: searching for patterns in the streams. In turn, streaming
databases were revealed to be unfit for the setting of our driver scenarios: while streaming
databases do support searching for patterns in event streams, this features comes at a
cost in predictability. Streaming databases cannot guarantee they will stay online and
keep monitoring events under increased load. We conclude that no existing Big Data
stream processing system or streaming database satisfies the requirements of live security
monitoring.
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3

State of the Art in Event Handling

The Big Data stream processing systems and streaming databases discussed in the previous
chapter failed to satisfy the requirements exemplified by our driver scenarios on page 12.
We therefore shift our focus to the remainder of the related work which deals with
processing event streams: event-based frameworks and languages.
The languages and frameworks discussed in this chapter are not typically envisioned
for dealing with huge streams of data, but instead consist of programming language
paradigms which seek to improve programmers’ ability to construct programs which detect
and process combinations of events. We will discuss two such paradigms in sections 3.2
and 3.3. In section 3.4 we build a taxonomy of the different event handling languages,
first based on their event-detection semantics, and then based on their operational eventdetection model. In section 3.5 we discuss how the state of the art of event handling
languages falls short in order to support our driver scenarios.

3.1

Traditional Approaches to Event Handling

Hinze and Voisard [72] describe event-based systems as systems which “trigger actions
based on observed events. The most basic triggered action is the sending of a notification
to an interested party”. The set of driver scenarios sketched on page 12 hence calls for
an event-based system: an implementation of those scenarios must respond to certain
patterns of events.
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Traditional programming paradigms are not event-based: they are designed first and
foremost for describing a transformation from input to output. Of course, it is possible to
deal with runtime events in traditional programming paradigms (cf. streaming as opposed
to batch processing, as discussed in section 2.2), but a programmer must specifically
structure their program to deal with events. There are two main ways in which programs
are traditionally structured to deal with runtime events:
Event handling by callbacks requires programs to register pieces of code with sources
of events, henceforth event sources. These pieces of code, named callbacks, can take
the form of first-class procedures, function pointers, objects, etc. depending on the
paradigm in use. Event sources can be other logical parts of the same application,
network sockets, inter-process message channels, and so on.
Event handling by waiting structures programs in such a way that they read data from
some input channel. Traditionally, the program would block when no more data is
present on the channel. Whenever the occurrence of an event outside the system
creates new data, the program would be unblocked and execution could resume.
This synchronous approach severely hampers performance compared to what an
asynchronous approach using callbacks can achieve. Language facilities have been
developed which enable programmers to write asynchronous event handling code
which syntactically takes the form of waiting event handling. The most well-known
thereof are the async/await [24] constructs of C] , Java, or Scala.
Event handling by waiting offers a straightforward programming model when the
program’s main concern is processing events one by one. On the other hand, the model
of event handling by waiting leads to rather rigid event handling. A callback-based
approach handles this more flexibly, as event handling code can easily be associated
with components. The drawback of callbacks is that they break the flow of code by
requiring an anonymous procedure to be introduced. Depending on the language used,
either those callback procedures capture relevant variables in their lexical scope, or
explicit context-objects must be constructed. Regardless, application logic gets spread
over multiple procedures, increasing cognitive load for the programmer. The problem
gets exacerbated as the reaction logic becomes more complex: callbacks installed from
within callbacks face the choice of either increasing the nesting level, or spreading the
application logic even further apart. As Bierman et al. [24] point out, such an inadvertent
“inversion of control-flow impedes the use of structured control constructs, the staple of
sequential code”. The problems of callback-based approaches are commonly refered to as
the Callback Hell [51].
The need for handling events is commonplace in modern programs: if the program, e.g.,
exposes a user interface, accepts network connections, or listens to sensors, event handling
is necessary. Understandably, the research domain of event-based systems is too large to
warrant in-depth discussion in this dissertation. To limit the scope of our discussion, we
omit an in-depth discussion of single-event systems such as Ptolemy [26] or EventJava [57].
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Similarly, we do not discuss middleware which purely offers publish-subscribe.1 We
instead focus our discussion on paradigms for reacting to combinations of events: Complex
Event Detection and Reactive Programming.

3.2

Averting the Callback Hell: Reactive Programming

In the previous section we introduced the notion of Callback Hell. Callback-based programs
which depend on multiple event sources are written substantially different from how one
would write a program which depends on multiple input variables. Most of the difference
is boilerplate code.

3.2.1

The Functional Reactive Programming Paradigm

The Reactive Programming paradigm [16] seeks to tackle the Callback Hell. Reactive
programming has its basis in purely functional programming languages. The seminal
work is FRAN, a language for Functional Reactive ANimations by Elliott and Hudak
[54]. Other reactive programming languages built on the purely functional programming
paradigm followed, such as Frappé [38], Yampa [75], and Flapjax [103]. The breakthrough
outside of academia was achieved by Czaplicki and Chong [42], whose Elm language
introduced reactive programming to the industry. These purely functional reactive
programming languages are known as Functional Reactive Programming languages, FRP
languages for short.
The original FRP languages mostly concerned themselves with computing values which
might change over time. Later FRP languages switched their focus to processing concrete
occurrences of events. The unifying idea in FRP languages, though, is that the program
flow merely models how values are assigned to the outputs based on the input values. It
is the responsibility of the language and its runtime to reevaluate some portions of the
code whenever one of the inputs changes.

Representing Values: Behaviors and Streams
In FRP, these inputs — but also the outputs and intermediate variables — take the form of
either behaviors, or event streams. Behaviors are “time varying values” [77], i.e., they hold
a single, current value. Streams represent the entire sequence of events that occurred
up to the current time. It is well-established [16] that in a purely functional setting,
behaviors and streams are complementary. Using the terminology from FrTime [37]: a
hold operator can be defined which turns a stream into a behavior by exposing only its
1For the remainder of this dissertation, we assume that the reader is familiar with the idea of registering
reaction logic — such as callbacks — to be executed in response to events. We introduce a more principled and
structured way of specifying reaction logic in section 3.2, where we introduce reactive programming.
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last value, and a changes operator can be defined to reveal the stream of all values a
behavior has had.
Streams require the programmer to use stream-oriented operations to transform the
data. On the other hand, they make it simpler to express e.g., filters over those streams.
Evidently, remembering all previous values leads to unbounded memory growth, linear in
the number of events that occurred. Practical implementations of long-running programs
may hence need to be constrained to behaviors and bounded streams.

3.2.2

Beyond Functional Reactive Programming

Outside of purely functional programming, reactive programming has recently caught on
too, for example in the form of FrTime by Cooper and Krishnamurthi [37]. However, the
major breakthrough outside of the purely functional world came in the form of frameworks
for existing languages. Reactive extensions were introduced [100] for a number of existing
languages, for instance Java, Scala, C++, and JavaScript [119]. Many of the recent Web
frameworks are based on the reactive programming approach, including Facebook’s
React [78].
In the absence of functional purity those reactive runtimes cannot determine which
expressions may be safely reevaluated. Programmer effort is required to specify which
side-effects may be triggered in response to updates. Usually these side-effects must be
idempotent or otherwise cancel each other out for the system to be well-behaved.

3.2.3

Active Research in Reactive Programming

Since reactive programming is being used for real-world scenarios, theory and practice of
reactive programming languages and frameworks are an active field of research. Realworld use cases are often built for the Web, an inherently distributed platform. While
for instance Elm [42] already supported the notion of propagating updates through a
distributed dependency graph, more recent work focuses on reducing the cost thereof [50,
109]. Similarly, since real-world use cases tend to run on top of object-oriented languages,
and are often programmed by programmers who are used to object-orientation, recent
work by Salvaneschi et al. [124] looks into how to optimally bridge between functional
and object-oriented programming. Experiments by Salvaneschi et al. [123] show that use
of the reactive programming paradigm effectively improves program comprehension.

3.3

Detecting Event Patterns: Complex Event Processing

Reactive programming solves the issues of the Callback Hell, but does not help programmers write software which detects patterns of events. Detecting series of events
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conforming to some pattern, in an on line stream of events, is known as Complex Event
Detection (CED) [117] or Complex Event Processing (CEP) [40].2
CEP is in wide use in business processes: many companies employ CEP on the stream of
business events generated by their systems to detect problems in the supply line, to trigger
automatic reporting, or to rapidly discover and act on business opportunities [47, 46, 40, 72].
However, the techniques underlying CEP can also be used on a much lower level of
processing. For instance, the software driving a touch screen might detect swipes on the
screen by pattern matching periodic samples of where the screen is being touched [97].

3.3.1

Differentiating CEP from Streaming Databases

Evidently, CEP systems and the stream processing systems discussed in the previous
chapter share some overlap. Especially streaming databases are often used for CEP
workloads [61, 62, 49].

Differences in Use Cases
Looking back on the existing literature, we find that systems which are considered as
CEP systems by their authors, differ from those considered streaming databases in at
least one meaningful way: stream processing systems and active databases are invariably
optimized for processing large amounts of data. In those systems it is assumed that the
dataset is large proportionate to the processing power available at the time the system
was developed.3 Stream processing systems process some abstract “stream” of events
with a high throughput. Streaming databases just have tables where data is put into. By
default, streaming databases store all historic data.
In contrast, CEP systems focus on three aspects:
• First — by definition of complex event — CEP finds meaning in the correlation of
multiple events. Typically, the means of correlation offered by stream processing
systems and active databases takes the form of aggregation such as running averages,
or relational joins, respectively. CEP systems instead offer constructs like regular
expressions or pattern matching.
• Second, CEP focuses on the expressivity of the event correlation language. This
entails that CEP systems are typically based around declarative languages, and
that they include support for some form of temporal reasoning to correlate events.
2In this dissertation, we do not distinguish between Complex Event Detection and Complex Event Processing.
The line between both is after all not very clear, and existing literature on both largely overlaps. For consistency,
we stick to the terms “Complex Event Processing” and “CEP”.
3Evidently, what was a “large dataset” a few decades ago may very well fit in main memory of a mobile
device nowadays.
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• Third, CEP systems typically are meant to support large numbers of concurrent
queries. Contrast this to stream processing systems, which are typically meant to
subject (a large number of) events to a relatively small set of processing paths.
Hinze and Voisard [72] additionally point out that many active databases “can rely on the
transactional context for the composition of events. Trigger conditions can be defined
based on the old and new state of the database, thus using the concept of states rather
than describing the event itself”.
In most cases, the difference between a CEP system and a stream processing system are
clear. Nevertheless, some systems fit in both categories, or have extensions that bridge the
gap. For instance, while Flink [8] is arguably a stream processing system, FlinkCEP [9] is
obviously considered a CEP system by its authors.

Spatio-Temporal Reasoning in CEP
CEP systems are used in diverse application domains. In all of those domains, the temporal
aspect of the data is important, hence the use of CEP. However, in many of those domains,
location is important too. Consider for instance security monitoring, which includes, e.g.,
detecting malicious actions, or monitoring for possible malfunctions Demers et al. [47]
in cyber-physical systems. The physical location at which the problem occurs, must be
taken into account. Or consider the case of web analytics (e.g., click-stream analysis) [40]
or multi-touch gesture detection [74], where the location of user-interactions on a screen
must be taken into account. The processing back-end of environmental monitoring using
sensor networks [25] evidently must take into account the physical location of the sensors.
Similarly, application domains like traffic control [72], supply chain management [72], and
inventory management Wang and Liu [139] contain the notion of the physical location of
traffic and supplies. Even in credit card fraud Schultz-Møller et al. [127] detection, the
country from which a transaction was executed is important.
This has given rise to the prevalence of support for spatio-temporal reasoning in CEP
languages. With spatio-temporal reasoning, matching not only based on how two
(complex) events relate in time, but also on whether the events occurred (physically) close
to each other spatially.
Spatial reasoning for events has some commonalities with temporal reasoning for events.
For instance, events can be ordered in time as well as in space. An event can be
within some region in space as well as time. On the other hand, there are some clear
differences between the temporal and spatial dimensions: time is typically treated as a
one-dimensional concern, whereas spatial concerns are typically two- or three dimensional.
This entails that, while time constraints are typically limited to an interval, spatial patterns
can be defined in more elaborate ways, such as by means of polygons (for membershiptesting) or polylines (for sequencing), This has led to the creation of specialized tools
for authoring spatial complex event patterns for application domains such as gesture
detection [74]. For instance, EventHurdles [86] enables CEP pattern authors to specify
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spatial constraints by drawing “hurdles” on a canvas. From this, a CEP pattern is derived
that matches “gestures” which pass those hurdles. These gestures are generic movements
in time and space, e.g., a swipe over a touch screen, or changes in the orientation of a
mobile device.
A less domain-specific example of support for spatio-temporal reasoning for CEP can be
found in SpaTeC [128]. SpaTeC was originally conceived for a mobile computing context.
To process complex interaction events between multiple mobile devices, the proximity of
the devices must be incorporated into the CEP. To this end, SpaTeC introduces a number
of event composition operators. In SpaTec syntax, a pattern E1 {<>} E2 requires that some
complex event E1 occurred at the same location as some complex event E2 . E1 {><} E2
matches when both events occurred at a different location. SpaTeC allows combining
these spatial event composition operators with temporal event composition operators: e.g.,
<>
two events occurring concurrently at the same location are written as E1 { || } E2 , while
a pattern specifying that E1 must occur before E2 , and both must happen at a different
location, is written as E1 { ><
; } E2 .
In general, many CEP systems come with built-in support for spatial reasoning. For our
driver scenarios (see page 12), however, these concerns are not relevant. We will therefore
not further discuss spatial reasoning in this dissertation. For our overview of the state of
the art of CEP we focus on the most related work in the state of the art. Specifically, we
will continue this chapter from the SASE CEP language by Wu et al. [141], and outline the
main evolution of CEP in the last decade from that starting point.

3.3.2

A Baseline for Modern CEP: SASE

The SASE language [141] is a pattern specification language for CEP. A SASE program
can be installed on a single stream of timestamped events. Each event has a type,
corresponding to a named relation which defines which attributes the event has. The
basic syntax of a SASE program looks as follows:
EVENT <event-pattern> [WHERE <filter>] [WITHIN <window-expr>]
The event pattern can name a sequence of events. For instance, SEQ(A a, B b) matches
all pairs of events of the relation named A and of the relation named B, such that the
event of relation A occurred before the event of relation B. For each instance, the match to
relation A is bound to a logical variable a, and the match to relation B to a logical variable
b. These logical variables can be used elsewhere in the pattern, and in the WHERE-clause
and window-expression.
The WHERE-clause expresses join-constraints, e.g., EVENT SEQ(A a, B b)WHERE a
.id = b.id expresses a relational join over A and B’s id attributes, in addition to
requiring that a occurs before b. The window-expression in the WITHIN-clause expresses
a time window (cf. section 2.3.1 on page 23). For instance, EVENT SEQ(A a, B b)
WHERE a.id = b.id WITHIN 1.5 seconds restricts the previous pattern to only
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match pairs of a and b where b occurs at most 1.5 seconds after a. Finally, SASE
supports negation-as-failure: EVENT SEQ(A a, !B b) matches all occurrences of events
of relation A for which are not followed by an occurrence of an event of relation B.
The results of a SASE program is another stream of timestamped events, containing all
matches.
Among the chief limitations of SASE is its inability to express patterns which match a
variable amount of events: the multiplicity of a SASE sequence is determined by the
number of named events, and is hence static. This shortcoming is resolved in SASE+ [3].
SASE+ has a similar syntax to SASE, but allows writing e.g. SEQ(A+ a[], B b) to
signify a variation on the previous pattern where all matches to relation A are combined
with the subsequent of events of relation B.
The basic syntax of a SASE+ program is depicted in listing 3.1.
1
2
3
4
5
6

FROM <stream>
[PATTERN <event-pattern>]
[WHERE <filter>]
[WITHIN <window-expr>]
[HAVING <pattern-condition>]
RETURN <output-stream-name>

Listing 3.1: Basic syntax of SASE+

As shown, in SASE+ an output stream must explicitly be named. Furthermore, SASE+
adds a HAVING-clause, which supplements the WHERE-clause in a way analogous to the
HAVING-clause in SQL: instead of making groups using GROUP BY as in SQL, groups in
SASE+ are matches to the entire event pattern [66]. In other words: the WHERE-clause can
reason about values bound to logical variables; but the HAVING-clause can reason about
matches to Kleene closures of matches too.

3.3.3

Aggregation and Monitoring Multiple Streams: Cayuga

The Cayuga [47] CEP language is modeled even more like SQL, albeit a minimalistic
version. In their survey paper, Cugola and Margara [40] state that Cayuga “trades
expressiveness for performance, providing an extremely simple rule language, with a
small number of operators”. Despite the apparent simplicity of the language, it is an
expressive CEP language.
Like SASE+, Cayuga supports aggregation. Furthermore, Cayuga does not assume all
events occur in one single stream of events. Multiple, named streams can exist in Cayuga.
Each of those streams has its own relational schema. Cayuga programs can select events
from multiple streams by refering to the streams by name.
A formal underpinning for the matching behavior of Cayuga programs is provided in the
form of a Cayuga algebra [46].
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Cayuga’s basic syntax looks as follows:
SELECT <attribs> FROM <stream-expr> PUBLISH <output-stream-name>
A tuple of all listed attributes is published on the named output stream, for each match
returned by the stream expression. The stream expression in the FROM-clause consists of
either a FILTER, a NEXT, or a FOLD expression:
Filter-expressions take the form FILTER{pred-expr} (stream). A filter-expression
discards all events for which the predicate does not hold from the stream to which
it is applied.
Next-expressions take the form stream-expr NEXT{some-expr} stream-expr.
Next-expressions take the “next” value of the right-hand stream for each element on the left-hand stream, i.e., for each event which occurs on the left-hand
stream, the first event to occur on the right-hand stream is picked, and both are
returned. Cayuga uses an explicit “followed by” relation: the “next” event selected
by a NEXT-expression really means the very next element that satisfies the condition,
not just some element some time later which satisfies the constraints. We come back
to this in section 3.4.2.
Fold-expressions take the form stream-expr FOLD{selection-predicate, stop
-condition-expr, aggr-expr} stream-expr. A fold-expression selects
each element from the stream that satisfies the selection predicate, and aggregates
it using the aggregation-expression, until an event is encountered which satisfies
the stop-condition. Again: the very first occurrence of an event matching the
stop-condition terminates the match. Compare this to our driver scenarios, where
we do not want the occurrence of a non-fraudulent financial transaction to purge all
data on potentially fraudulent transaction patterns which have not yet completed.
Cayuga models events as data points with a start timestamp and an end timestamp, i.e., an
interval during which the event occurred, instead of a single timestamp. This is especially
useful for complex events which abstract over an arbitrary number of events — those
aggregated by a FOLD-expression — whose duration can vary greatly.
Consider a concrete example, inspired by our earlier work on multi-touch gesture
recognition [97]. Consider a query which detects a rightwards swipe gesture on a multitouch screen: it detects that the screen surface is touched at some location, and that in
a time windows of two seconds at least three touches occur, in such a way that each
successive touch is more to the right, i.e., has a larger x coordinate. The query selects
the minimum (i.e., begin) and maximum (i.e., end) x coordinate, as well as the starting y
coordinate.
This gesture is expressed in Cayuga syntax in listing 3.2:
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

SELECT min_x, x AS max_x, start_y
FROM
FILTER{count > 3, DUR > 2sec} (
-- subquery saving initial `x` and `y`, initializing `count` to one
(SELECT x, x AS min_x, y, y AS start_y, 1 AS count FROM Touches)
FOLD{TRUE, -- select any next event
$2.x <= $.x, -- stop when the x-value would decrease this step
$.count+1 AS count -- aggregate the count
} Touches)
PUBLISH Swipes

Listing 3.2: The Cayuga syntax for a “swipe right” multitouch gesture

The query first selects an event from the Touches stream (on line 5). It then accumulates
(using FOLD) more Touches until the next touch has a smaller x coordinate than the
previous touch. The resulting stream is then filtered (on line 3): only streams which
accumulated a count above 3, and have a duration above 2 seconds, are retained. For
each of those streams, a tuple is formed with attributes min_x, max_x, and start_y (by
means of line 1). Those tuples are then published to a stream named Swipes (on line 10).

3.3.4

Expressive and Efficient CEP with Distributed Event Sources:
TESLA

The main contribution of Cugola and Margara [41] is their push towards a generic,
all-purpose CEP. They tackle this in two ways. First, they developed TESLA, an expressive
CEP language. Second, they built an efficient CEP algorithm for TESLA into the T-Rex
engine. We come back to the processing algorithm in section 3.4.4, when we describe the
different detection models used in CEP languages.

The TESLA Language
Primitive events are captured by event sources. These sources may be physically distributed. Cugola and Margara introduce support for such event sources “[A]t the
peripheral of the system”. This does not necessitate a distributed, parallel processing, and
indeed their system follows a single-threaded approach to the processing itself.
For the TESLA language itself, consider the code snippet in listing 3.3:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Swipe(min_x: double, max_x: double, start_y: double)
TouchStart(min_x, start_y) and
each TouchContinued(x=$x)
within 2 sec. from TouchStart and
first TouchStop(max_x)
within 2 sec. from TouchStart
where
min_x<=$x and $x<=max_x and Increasing($x) and Count($x)>3
consuming TouchStart, TouchContinued, TouchStop
define
from

Listing 3.3: The TESLA syntax for a “swipe right” multitouch gesture
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This snippet of TESLA syntax solves a similar, though slightly different use case than the
Cayuga snippet in listing 3.2: a Swipe event is emitted, listing its min_x, max_x, and
start_y attributes, whenever the pattern below is detected (line 1). The pattern itself
consists of a primitive TouchStart (line 2), followed by some TouchContinued events
(line 3). The values of those events’ x attributes are bound to the logical variable $x. All
TouchContinued are gathered for up to 2 seconds after the TouchStart (line 4). Hence,
$x refers to a collection of all x attributes of all continued touches in the two-second time
window. The first TouchStop event after the TouchStart concludes the pattern (line 5).
The where-clause enforces that each value bound to $x are between x attribute of the
TouchStart and the TouchStop, that the bound values form an increasing series, that
that there are at least 3. Finally, the TESLA program specifies that all events used to match
this pattern are consumed (line 8), i.e., that they are no longer available for matching by
other patterns or other instances of this same pattern.

Semantical Differences between TESLA and Earlier CEP
The TESLA snippet expresses a different program than the Cayuga snippet. First, since
Cayuga does not offer the means to specify consumption, the snippet in listing 3.2 does not
consume its input. Second, the TESLA snippet uses explicit start and stop events, whereas
the Cayuga snippet does not. This has the same cause as the last significant difference in
the snippet: the TESLA snippet allows at most two seconds for the swipe, whereas the
Cayuga snippet requires at least two seconds. We had to change the way we express a
swipe because both systems offer different features: when a Cayuga pattern is installed
on a stream, the pattern can only filter events, take the next event, or fold over events.
Cayuga cannot respond to the progress of elapsed time without the occurrence of a new
event, only to the occurrence of an event which is on the inspected stream, and which
matches the end condition of a fold. Therefore, the Cayuga example starts by eagerly
matching all sequences of touches which move rightwards, and then filters out those who
are too short in time or multiplicity of events. TESLA, instead, is more time-aware, and
can therefore immediately start gathering all events during a concrete time window of
two seconds that satisfy the conditions. When the time window is finished, it needs not
wait for a non-conforming event before recognizing the swipe gesture.
This difference is neither trivial nor unimportant. Consider a scenario akin to the one
sketched on page 12, where a pattern detects a problem occurred when an event which
satisfies some conditions fails to occur within five seconds after some other event. If such
an event does not occur, but no other event occurs either in the next day, a Cayuga-style
CEP system would detect the problem one day too late, whereas a TESLA-style CEP
system would detect it immediately at the end of the five second time window.
To conclude: while Cayuga improved upon SASE by offering aggregation and better
handling of multiple streams, Cayuga regressed by losing explicit windowing support.
TESLA brought back windowing support, which has an important benefit for live
processing.
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3.3.5

A Formal Foundation for Modern CEP: EVA

EVA [72] is an event algebra rather than a CEP language. Like Cayuga’s algebra [46],
EVA aims to provide a solid formal foundation for CEP. EVA’s aims go further than just
specifying their own language, though: EVA attempts to capture the semantics of all CEP,
enabling all CEP patterns to be expressed in EVA. Hinze and Voisard [72] identified four
issues with the state of the art of CEP:
“unspecified temporal semantics” of composition operators;
“unclear semantics” of patterns;
“lack of collaboration” between different frameworks; and
“lack of adaptivity”, both in the sense that linking up event sources to CEP systems
typically requires manual programming of adapters, and in the sense demonstrated
by listings 3.2 and 3.3: the semantics of CEP systems differ sufficiently that patterns
need to be rewritten considerably when porting from one system to the next.
Their solution is a parameterized event algebra, called EVA. In EVA, patterns of interest
are specified as “profiles” or “subscriptions”. Events gathered at event sources are sent to
the central CEP processor, where they are optionally consumed. The event algebra can
express at least sliding windows, tumbling windows, and landmark windows. Events in
a time window can be aggregated using some aggregator expression. The core features of
EVA, though, are the windowing mechanisms and event sequencing.
While EVA explicitly aims to tackle the unclear semantics in existing CEP languages, some
issues persist even in EVA itself. We discuss these in section 4.6.2 on page 90.

3.3.6

Complex Event Patterns and Reaction Logic as Declarative Rules

A trend is apparent in modern CEP languages: they focus on declarative specification
of complex event pattern. Some modern CEP language — discussed before – come
with their own, custom pattern matchers. Others use specialized descendents of the
continuous query languages stemming from the streaming database world [30, 61, 62],
which we described in the previous chapter. Another branch of systems use production
rules [25, 115, 97]. Production rule — traditionally found in expert systems — encode
if-then logic, consisting of a pattern of logical facts to match, and a number of new logical
facts to create.
Forward-chaining rule engines are a good fit for event-based systems, as they enable
incremental matching of declarative rules. In response to matching an event pattern,
a production rule can emit one or more new events. Production rules are hence more
flexible than the systems discussed above, which were limited to emitting one event onto
a (named) stream.
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Through the tight integration of event detection and enactment of responses, rule-based
CEP systems are able to overcome the impedance mismatch [68, 136] which typically exists
between detection code and reaction code. Responses — by construction — are executed
whenever a match is found. Response logic — by construction — has all relevant data in
scope, insofar that the response logic should only depend on attributes of the matched
complex event detected by the pattern of the rule. In the context of CEP, production rules
essentially replicate the advantages of the Reactive Programming paradigm we described
from page 37 onwards.

3.4

A Taxonomy of Event Handling

The previous two sections briefly sketched the recent history of Complex Event Processing
languages and Reactive Programming languages. Both paradigms improve event handling
code, albeit in different ways. To enable a structured discussion on the limitations of the
state of the art, we now define a taxonomy of event handling languages. For an in-depth,
general-purpose overview of CEP languages, we refer to the papers by [40] and Hinze
and Voisard [72]. We use their terminology where applicable. This section specifically
aims to make the discussion in this dissertation self-contained. We therefore outline the
aspects that are relevant to the thesis.
To this end, we categorize existing event handling techniques along two core axes:
first, language support for expressing semantic concerns such as temporal constraints,
negation, multiplicity, etc., and second the detection model of the CEP system, i.e., how
the system is described to (operationally) match events. These two axes serve as the
foundation from which we define the semantic (language) properties (in chapter 4) and
the operational semantics (in chapter 5) of a programming paradigm fit for the domain of
our driver scenarios. We split the discussion of the detection semantics in three parts:
event consumption semantics, the semantics of “followed by”, and support for temporal
constraints.

3.4.1

Event Consumption Policies

One main property that differentiates different CEP languages’ semantics, is the event
consumption policy [147]. An event consumption policy dictates whether an event can
match more than one pattern. In some languages, an event which is detected as part as one
complex event, cannot be part of another complex event. In other languages, events can be
part of many complex events. Cugola and Margara [40] calls the event consumption policy
of the first category “zero consumption”. For the former case, they surveyed only systems
which make the consumption optional, and programmatically determinable. They hence
call the event consumption policy for those other systems “programmable consumption”.
All reactive programming languages we surveyed employ a zero consumption policy:
every dependent of a behavior or stream is updated for every change of the event source.
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Event Consumption in our Driver Scenarios
For the scenarios we envision, “zero consumption” is needed. Consider our driver
scenarios introduced in section 2.1. A pair of financial transactions can be suspected of
muling money between two accounts, using a third account. Yet, it is possible that another
step of muling takes place, continuing from the second transaction. Even though this
transaction was matched to a CEP pattern, it should still be available for future matches
with other transactions.

Representation of Results
Related to the event consumption, is the representation of results in event handling
systems. Results are represented in one of the following ways:
As a stream CEP systems built on top of stream processing systems typically represent
results as a single, new stream. Feedback loops are explicitly impossible: results
are generated downstream of the place where event occurrences are inspected. The
same holds for some purpose-built CEP systems, e.g., SASE and SASE+ (see page 41).
Other purpose-built CEP systems like the ones described from page 42 onwards
represent CEP programs as compositions of stream-transformations. Hence, in
addition to the final results, intermediary results are represented as streams, too.
As entries in a knowledge base In production-rule-based CEP, detected complex events
are just part of a knowledge base. By design, results can be used by any matching
pattern in the same CEP system again, as long as they are not consumed or explicitly
removed.
As records in a table Streaming databases often materialize the generated results in
whichever representation of streams or tables they use.
As behaviors or streams Reactive programming languages by design represent (intermediary and final) results as either behaviors or streams.

3.4.2

Semantics of “followed by”

To express complex event patterns, CEP languages offer ways to express that one event
follows another. For instance, SASE has the SEQ operator (see page 41), Cayuga has
NEXT expressions (see page 42), and TESLA has conjunctions with time windows (see
page 44). What exactly is meant by these, differs from language to language. In some
cases, sequencing should be read as “is followed immediately by”, whereas in others it
should be read as “is followed eventually by”.
Reactive programming languages lack support for “eventually followed by” semantics.
Many reactive programming languages do offer a construct to select a sequence of events;
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Figure 3.1: Matches to Kleene closure on an event stream — When the “follows by” relation
allows skipping matches, selecting the shortest match is no longer viable, as that renders b* and b? equal.
specifically: to select an event and another event that occurred before on the same stream.
Such constructs carry names like foldp (in Elm [42]) or latch (in the “Stream Processing
with a Spreadsheet” paper by Vaziri et al. [137], as well as in the Aurora stream processing
system as described on page 18). These constructs offer “immediately followed by”
semantics: one can only select an event a fixed, finite number of occurrences ago.

Semantics of “followed by” in our Driver Scenarios
The “immediately followed by” semantics are inadequate for the scenarios we envision.
Consider again our driver scenarios. When one wants to detect an incoming money transfer
followed by an outgoing money transfer which satisfies some constraints, arbitrarily many
other events may occur in the event stream in between those two transfers. It is even
possible that other outgoing transfers which satisfy the constraints occurred in between
the two.

Relation of “followed by” Semantics with Kleene Closure
The “eventually followed by” semantics however lead to unclear semantics for Kleene
closures, such as those designated by the “star” operator in regular expressions. When a
“followed by” relation may skip over arbitrarily many events, a Kleene closure may mean
multiple things. Consider the timeline of events in figure 3.1, which depicts events as
instances of either a, b, or c. Events have no other attribute than a timestamp. Consider a
regular expression of the form a b* c. The extent of possible matches to that expression
are depicted at the bottom of figure 3.1: all the pairs of a and c. Any selection of the b’s
between those two events may constitute a valid match. The matches are hence a1 c1 , a1 c2 ,
a1 b1 c2 , a1 b1 b2 c2 , a1 b2 c2 , a1 c3 , a1 b1 c3 , a1 b1 b2 c3 , a1 b2 c3 , a1 b1 b2 b3 c3 , etc.
Evidently, specifying the semantics of Kleene closure for events in such a way that all
options are considered as a “match” leads to an impractical and inefficient matching
behavior. Similarly, specifying that the longest match should be used, is impractical and
inefficient: it is impossible to match a b* c in a streaming fashion using those semantics:
at no point can the pattern matcher know that no other closing c will still arrive on the
event stream. Finally, opting to specify the semantics of Kleene closure to select the
shortest match is dissatisfying as there would then be no difference between a b* c
and a b? c. Under these semantics, Kleene closures are not a means of aggregating
multiple matches.
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In summary, Kleene closures is not the clean abstraction it is in the case of strings when
used on streams where a “followed by” relation allows skipping over elements, but that
semantics is the most useful for CEP. If sequencing has “eventually followed by” semantics,
Kleene closure is only a useful abstraction if it is coupled with a time window.
An analogous issue exists for the case of the positive closure (the “plus” operator in
regular expressions).

3.4.3

Support for Temporal Constraints in Event Handling Languages

A final aspect of the semantics of event handling languages is their support for temporal
reasoning. When multiple events need to be correlated, time often plays a crucial role.
Some CEP languages — like SASE [141] or Cayuga [47] — allow patterns without temporal
constraints, though many CEP languages require some form of time windows, as we
introduced in section 2.3.1 on page 23. In contrast, reactive programming languages lack
such features. As mentioned in previous section, reactive programming languages offer
operators like foldp or latch to refer to specifically the previous event, but have no
constructs for specifying, e.g., all events within 5 seconds of another event.

Timestamps vs. Time Intervals
CEP languages use one of two approaches for positioning events in time: either an event
occurs at a timestamp (e.g., in SASE), or an event occurs during a time interval (e.g., in
Cayuga). We refer to the paper by Hinze and Voisard [72] for an extensive comparison of
temporal point semantics vs. temporal interval semantics.
The different representations of time have their most significant impact in the context of
composition: when events are modeled as occurring at a timestamp, abstracting multiple
events into a complex event necessarily loses information. However, even when events
are modeled as occurring during a time interval, event composition can still discard
useful information. We discuss this in detail in section 4.6.2 on page 90, and show that
these problems can be alleviated by retaining the concrete event times of all involved
events while the pattern is being matched, and only discarding this information when
the complex event is explicitly abstracted into a complex event. This is not possible in
systems which apply implicit hierarchical composition, such as Cayuga or EVA, where every
sub-pattern implicitly abstracts its constituents into a new compound event.

Relation of Temporal Constraints with Negation
The ability to reason with temporal constraints — and with the notion of actual progression
of time in the outside world — becomes even more important when negation is involved.
Consider for instance a CEP program which deals with the occurrence of a financial
transaction, and the absence of a claim that that transaction was fraudulent. Such a
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pattern cannot in general be implemented in a streaming fashion: if a transaction and a
claim are found, it trivially holds that the pattern is not matched. If instead a transaction
occurred, but no claim has yet been made, the system cannot conclude anything. Consider
evaluation of this program on an event stream that contains the occurrence of a transaction,
and the occurrence of a fraud claim for that transaction 4 seconds later. It would be wrong
to initially conclude that the program’s rule is matched. Conversely, consider a situation
where the stream contains an occurrence of a transaction, but no claim for that transaction.
Evaluation of the program would have to wait indefinitely.
In the context of negation, time windows are therefore necessary. A pattern matching a
financial transaction, and no fraud claim e.g. within two weeks, can be processed in a
streaming fashion. Regardless, evaluation of that pattern may require waiting: if no fraud
claim occurs, this pattern can be successfully matched two weeks after the transaction. In
general, a CEP language which supports negated patterns must restrict negated patterns
within some time window, and matching events to those negated patterns necessarily
requires that evaluation can wait for the entire duration of the time window.

3.4.4

Event Detection Models

We now shift our focus from what the different existing event languages do, to how they
accomplish this.
Some aspects of the detection model are common across most event handling systems.
For instance, they all have two distinct phases: first, the pattern specifications are
interpreted, and data structures are built from the specifications. Second, the actual
event handling phase is started, where live events are pushed to those pre-built data
structures. These data structures can either be a.) (finite state) automata, b.) search-trees,
or c.) dependency-graphs.
The remainder of this subsection discusses these three kinds of detection model.
a.) Automata-based Models and Methods
The first kind of detection model, are automata-based models. A huge body of work exists
on matching strings using finite state automata or push-down automata. Efficient pattern
matchers can be built using these techniques, as long as the patterns can be expressed in
regular languages or as context free grammars. Finally, automata inherently match their
inputs incrementally. Thus, matching (event) streams to patterns using these techniques
is trivial. It warrants little additional explanation why the detection model of a large
number of CEP systems builds on automata and regular expressions, including the work
by Pietzuch et al. [117], SASE(+) [141, 3], Cayuga [47], and TESLA [41].
Mismatches between CEP and FSA Multiple mismatches were soon discovered between
what traditional finite state automata offer and what CEP needs:
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• First, obviously, anything not expressible in a regular language cannot be implemented using only finite state automata.
• Second, traditional finite state automata give rise to “immediately followed by”
semantics, which have the problems described in section 3.4.2.
• Third, as a result of the second point, Kleene star and Kleene plus have unclear
semantics, rendering the main point of using regular expressions moot.
• Fourth, automata typically also imply a consuming semantics, which — while fine for
many CEP application domains — is not applicable to some CEP domains including
ours, as discussed briefly in section 3.4.1.
• Fifth, traditional finite state automata operate on a reasonably small, finite input
alphabet. In contrast, transitions in CEP depend not only on small finite sets such as
the types of events. Consider a small pattern of two events, which are joined when
they share the same value for some string-valued attribute. In general, this amounts
to a pattern An Bn , which is not a regular pattern, and hence cannot be expressed by
a finite state automaton. Limiting the length of the string to some value — say, 100
bytes — makes the pattern finite-sized, and therefore expressible by a finite state
automaton. However, to support all possible values of the shared string-valued
attribute, a number of states in the order of 28∗100 should be generated, which is
clearly impractical.
• Sixth, traditional finite state automata do not support having arbitrarily many
ongoing possible matches, in such a way that all matches to all patterns will be
reported. For CEP it is often not sufficient to know that a complex event was
matched; the reaction logic invoked by a CEP program typically needs access to the
concrete attribute value of all constituent events.
Domains in which patterns occur which cannot be expressed in regular languages evidently
cannot use models based on finite state automata. Approaches have been devised which
bypass the other mismatches, while still retaining some of the advantages of automata.
Example of Automata-based Matching For a concrete example of how CEP with (nondeterministic) finite state automata can proceed, consider the state transition graph
depicted in figure 3.2. This graph represents the finite state automaton created by Cayuga
for the code snippet from listing 3.2 on page 44. This automaton receives events from
the Touches stream. The arc between state Q0 and Q1 is labeled with the condition on
the event from the Touches stream (“TRUE”, i.e., no additional condition) and with a
function which specifies which values have to be bound to which logical variables (“F1 ”,
i.e., bind the event’s attribute x to logical variables x and min_x, bind its attribute y
to logical variables y and start_y, and bind the constant 1 to logical variable count).
From Q1 , each new event on Touches whose x attribute is larger than the value bound to
the logical variable x of Q1 causes a self-transition, which increments the value bound to
the logical variable count (using F2 ). The first touch whose x attribute is too small causes
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Q1.x < e.x, F2

True,F1
Q0

Q1.x ≥ e.x, ID
Q1

Q2.count > 3, DUR > 2sec, ID
Q2

Q3

where
F1 = e.x ↦ x, e.x ↦ min_x, e.y ↦ y, e.y ↦ start_y, 1 ↦ count
F2 = Q1.count+1 ↦ count

Figure 3.2: Cayuga automaton for Cayuga Event Language example from listing 3.2 —
States are represented as circles. Possible transitions are represented as arrows. Q0 is the start state. Q3
is an accepting state. Each transition is labeled by a condition and a function updating bindings. Functions
F1 and F2 are depicted at the bottom. “ID” is the identity, i.e., changes no binding.
a transition to Q2 . If the accumulated count is larger than three, and the (implicitly
measured) duration is larger than 2 seconds, accepting state Q3 is reached. While this
specific example is expressed in Cayuga, both SASE and T-REX (TESLA’s runtime engine)
largely operate similarly.

Differences between CEP Automata and Traditional FSA To ensure that multiple
events occurring at the same time are processed correctly, Cayuga uses epoch-based
processing. This entails that events occurring at same time are processed jointly, but may
not cause automata produced in response to another event from the same time to take a
step.
To enable detecting multiple independent matches to patterns — where the events of
multiple patterns optionally interleave — systems like Cayuga and T-REX deviate from
traditional finite state automata behavior by duplicates automata instead of letting one
single automaton take a step. In response to the occurrence of an event for which a state
transition is defined for some automata, Cayuga and T-REX duplicate those automata, and
have the newly created copy take a step. The occurrence of an event does not destructively
mutate any automaton. In case of zero-consume semantics, the CEP system updates
each instance of the automata it thusly created whenever a new event occurs. Part of the
complexity of Cayuga’s and T-REX’s design comes from the creation of indexes to provide
fast access to the automata that may be affected by a certain event.
For each instance of an automaton, the set of matched events is retained. As exemplified
by figure 3.2, edges between states are labeled not only by the type of event that causes
the transition, but also by predicates on the attributes of those events. Time windows
can be enforced by having a different state transition for events outside of the current
window compared to those that still fit in the window. Language runtimes can clean up
automata which cannot make any more steps, e.g. because their last time window ended,
or because a counterexample was encountered for a negated pattern.
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b.) Tree-based Models and Methods
A second kind of detection model, are tree-based models. These are typically used for
logic programming-based event handling, such as those based on production rules.
Supporting Order-Independent Matching The CEP languages mentioned in the previous section are a great fit whenever the CEP patterns one wishes to detect can be expressed
in a regular language. One major limitation of automata-based solutions is that automata
have a fixed recognition order, i.e., the pattern order and the recognition order are the
same. Order-independent patterns have to be explicitly implemented as a disjunction
of the different orders. This opens up the option of a combinatorial explosion of states,
which in turn constitutes a performance problem.
The fact that matching happens in-order brings more subtle limitations, too. Consider the
following sequence pattern in SASE syntax:
... SEQ(..., !A a, B b)... WHERE a.attr = b.attr ...
The pattern expresses the sequence of some events, followed by the absence of an event a,
followed by an event b, where the attr attributes of a and b are the same. Informally, the
semantics of this pattern make sense. For an automata-based system, though, this pattern
is impossible to implement: it can only progress to the event b after not having found
an a whose attribute matches that of an event it has not encountered yet. A different
detection model must be used, which can implement patterns relating events to (absence
of) events regardless of which event arrives first. Time windows should be enforced, but
time windows should be able to extend forwards as well as backwards. This necessitates
moving away from the notion of a current state of the pattern matching process.
Event Handling by Incremental Logic Programming Solutions take the form of logicbased query-planners (e.g., RTEC and its Prolog implementation [15]), or incremental
algorithms such as the Rete algorithm [59]. The former category closely approximates the
streaming databases discussed in chapter 2. As a result, they suffer the same issues in the
context of our driver scenarios. Incremental pattern matchers like Rete are a better fit.
We extensively explore their properties, how they work, and what they lack in detail in
section 5.1. The gist of these systems, however, is that matches for all sub-patterns are
tracked in parallel, and all correlation between events happens by incrementally joining
sub-patterns pairwise.

c.) Dependency Graph-based Models and Methods
A final kind of event detection model, are dependency graph-based. This is the detection
model used by reactive programming languages.
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Like the other models, dependency graph-based models first build a detection data
structure, and subsequently feed events into that structure. For Reactive Programming
languages, this takes the form of propagating events to the root nodes representing the
primitive stream for that event kind.

Push-based vs. Pull-based Reactive Programming Programs written in FRP languages
interact with the outside world in one of two ways: they are either push-based or pull-based.
In a pull-based approach to FRP, whenever an entity in the outside world requests a new
result from some output behavior or stream, the current value of the input behaviors or
streams is determined, and evaluation chains backwards from the output, triggering
reevaluation of every behavior or stream on which they depend.
Conversely, in push-based approaches, the occurrence of an event in the outside world
causes the system to chain forward from the input at which the value arrived, updating
the values associated with the intermediate behaviors or streams, until the wave of updates
reaches the outputs.

Maintaining a Consistent State In both approaches, the order normally imposed by
means of a program counter is imposed by means of a dependency graph. Care must be
taken when evaluating an FRP program to prevent glitches. The customary example —
reproduced from Cooper [36] — of an expression which requires glitch prevention in a
FRP language is the expression
seconds < seconds + 1,
where seconds is a behavior representing the current time in seconds since some epoch.
Outputs computed by FRP programs should of course reflect the state of their inputs. In
all FRP languages we discussed, it is required that a computed output can be traced back
to a consistent set of input values; a set of values that were actually the current values of
the inputs at some point in time. As such, evidently the above expression should always
evaluate to the boolean value true: the set of inputs consists of a single rational number
for the variable seconds, and any rational number is strictly smaller than its successor.
A too naive implementation of FRP logic might erroneously expose the order in which the
dependency graph is traversed, and lead to a situation where the update of the seconds
behavior on the left-hand side of the relational operator is already materialized, but the
seconds + 1 behavior a the right-hand side of the operator is not yet. Such an evaluation
scheme would cause the wrong output — false — to be momentarily produced. In a
subsequent evaluation of the behavior seconds + 1, the semantically correct value true
would be restored, making this situation an intermittent bug, i.e., a glitch.
In FRP languages these glitches can be prevented by updating the dependencies in a
topologically sorted order of the dependency graph [36]. Evidently, this has the drawback
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of sequentializing evaluation, which leads to underutilization of compute resources on
computers with multiple hardware threads, let alone in distributed settings.
In general, topological sorting no longer suffices as a glitch prevention strategy in a
distributed setting [124]. A partial solution was designed in Elm [42], which defines
a way of propagating changes through a potentially distributed graph. However, that
“technique is inherently incompatible with dynamic dependencies” [50], such as those
introduced by if conditions which depend on reactive values. A solution to that problem
was developed by Drechsler et al. [50], in the form of the SID-UP propagation protocol.
SID-UP offers guaranteed glitch-freedom in a distributed setting while allowing dynamic
reconfiguration of dependencies. In SID-UP, the propagation of events through the
reactive graph is performed in two phases: an admission phase, and a propagation
phase. The latter phase can execute multiple propagations in parallel, and can proceed
without contacting a centralized coordinator. This behavior significantly reduces the
number of messages that need to be sent to execute a turn, and reduces the depth of the
message-chain (i.e., the number of “steps” the algorithm takes), and with that: the time it
takes to process an update.

3.4.5

Summary

We created a taxonomy of the state of the art of event handling, based on four characteristics:
• First, different event consumption policies exist. For our driver scenarios defined
on page 12, a “zero consume” policy is needed.
• Second, different semantics of “followed by” exist in event handling languages.
For our driver scenarios, “eventually followed by” semantics are needed.
• Third, existing event handling languages express temporal constraints either on
even timestamps or on time intervals. Our driver scenarios can be expressed in
either approach. However, to support negation we definitely need support for time
windows.
• Fourth, multiple detection models exist in the state of the art. Matching multiple
complex event patterns — as required by our driver scenarios — can be accomplished
by either tree-based or automata-based detection models.
We summarize this in table 3.1, which reproduces the right-hand side of table 1.1 on
page 3. The shortcomings of the state of the art are discussed in the next section.

3.5

Discussion: Shortcomings in the State of the Art

On page 12 we described three driver scenarios. In section 2.4 we described how the
state of the art of stream processing frameworks fails to capture the whole scope of the
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Event Handling
Complex Event Processing
Throughput
Cost per update

average to low

~

–

proportionate to
history
proportionate to
history
some history

✓ constant
(depth of program)
~ possible, assuming no
loops etc. in program
– none

–
Bounds on
resource usage
History

✓

✓✓ expressive pattern
language
– outside of the model,
Reaction logic
or Callback Hell
Pattern
matching

Reactive Programming

~

–

average to low

unsupported

✓✓ well-supported
(core of the paradigm)

Table 3.1: Summary of the state of the art of event handling systems and languages
driver scenarios. Crucially, no technique provided event correlation mechanisms as well
as guaranteed upper bounds on processing time and memory requirements. In this
chapter we introduced two other research branches which can be leveraged to process
events: Reactive Programming and Complex Event Processing. We now indicate why
these techniques fall short at expressing the driver scenarios, too.
First, we note that most techniques discussed in this chapter do not offer the means of
distributed processing. In their survey, Bainomugisha et al. [16] identified only three
reactive programming languages with support for distribution, and noted that none of the
three offered glitch-freedom in a distributed setting. Among the CEP languages, support
for distribution — or even just multi-threading — is largely absent. Of course, distributed
event based systems exist; e.g. those discussed by Mühl et al. [107], or the streaming
databases discussed in chapter 2. We discussed their shortcomings in section 2.4.2. The
expressive, formalized CEP languages described in this chapter are mostly single-threaded.
SASE, Cayuga, TESLA/T-REX, and EVA all define single-machine algorithms.
The remainder of our discussion on the shortcomings in the state of the art of event
handling, is split up into a discussion on the shortcomings of (functional) reactive
programming languages, and a discussion on the shortcomings of CEP languages.

3.5.1

Shortcomings of Functional Reactive Programming

The shortcomings of reactive programming languages are twofold. We name the first
shortcoming the lack of support for pattern matching, and we name the second shortcoming a mismatch between the pace inside the dependency graph and outside of the
dependency graph:
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No support for pattern matching Consider again the driver scenarios introduced on
page 12. The plain-text description of the multiple parts that constitute a fraudulent
set of transactions, specifies a pattern of transactions. Whether a transaction fits
the pattern, depends on the amount of money transferred, but also on what other
transactions took place in the two-week time window. For driver scenario A, any
transaction of 100 e or more can — in isolation — match either the incoming
or the outgoing transaction, or indeed even both. Yet, filtering events based on
their attributes is the full extent to which reacting programming languages aid the
programmer: FRP languages offer the means to exclude transactions below 100 e
from the stream of transaction events, but do not aid in managing event windows —
of only implicitly defined length — let alone searching within those windows.
Consider the following example — taken from one of our papers [122] — and
the graphical depiction in figure 3.3: consider an event pattern consisting of the
occurrence of an event of a type A, together with an occurrence of an event of a type
B, and one of a type C. Let the pattern specify that
• occurrences of A and B may be up to t a−b time units removed from each other;
• occurrences of A and C may be up to t a−c removed; and
• occurrences of B and C may be up to tb−c removed. Furthermore,
• no relative order is specified for A, B, and C; only the maximum time span.
This pattern gives rise to time windows as depicted in figure 3.3. Part 1 shows how
any occurrence of an event of stream A gives rise to a time window on stream B,
selecting a − b time units before and after each occurrence of an event of type A.
Multiple events can occur in a window, e.g., events b1 through b3 all occur in the
time window around a1 . The multiplicity can go the other way, too, as exemplified
by event b8 : since the semantic time windows can overlap, a single event can be in
multiple time windows.
Reactive programming languages excel at combining one single event occurrence on
a stream to another single event occurrence on another stream. Retaining events for
use in different contexts, requires manual programmer intervention. This manual
pattern matcher state management is a cumbersome and error-prone job when
complex search patterns are involved.
Consider the remainder of the example: part 2 of figure 3.3 shows how each event
of type A gives rise to a time window on stream C. Similarly, each event of type B
gives rise to a time window on stream C. In reactive programming languages, the
programmer has to manually create new data structures for each window, add events
to them when the window is live, process the windows using stream operators, and
discard them when they become obsolete. Whenever more than two events are
involved in a pattern, the semantic time windows have to be combined, as depicted
in part 3 of figure 3.3. A programmer using reactive programming languages is left
to implement their own pattern matching algorithm, managing event state manually.
The reactive programming paradigm fails to address the complicated parts of event
correlation.
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1. Time windows for matched events of type B, per matched event of type A
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3. Time windows for matched events of type C, per event of type B, per event of type A
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Figure 3.3: Events matching part of a complex event pattern give rise to semantic windows
on other streams — The white squares depict occurrences of events of the corresponding type, laid out
on a time line. The shaded hexagons depict the extend of a semantic time window from the event on the
top, mapped onto the stream below.

Pace mismatch inside and outside of the reactive dependency graph Conceptually, reactive programs are not driven by an internal clock, but by the need to react to
external events. The notion that processing takes time, and with that the notion of a
“processing delay”, is not part of the abstraction. Mapping the concept of reactive
programming onto hardware introduces a problem: on real hardware, reacting
takes time. A reactive program may hence still be busy processing one event while
the next event arrives. The next event will have to wait until the reactive program
loops around to the part of its code that inspects the event streams or behaviors.
This makes reactive programming a leaky abstraction: events cannot wait to occur;
event occurrence is external to the system and happens without regard to the state
of the reactive program.
While we think that guaranteed reactivity is the crux of reactive programming, most
reactive programming languages sweep this issue under the rug. The languages
assign a separate semantics to the time at which an event occurred, at which it is
registered to the system, and at which it is processed. Events may occur, yet not be
registered and processed. Reactive programming languages reach this point in one
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of two ways: they either drop some events, or introduce a buffer where they store
events until the processing catches up.
Reactive programming languages which drop some events can maintain an illusion
of reactivity, but only by sacrificing correctness. For instance, consider again the
seconds behavior in FrTime [37]. If all code depending on the seconds behavior
takes longer than a second to evaluate, FrTime’s signal manager will skip some
updates when the next second already occurred. While this enables FrTime to
mitigate the issue of falling behind on the data, it does so at the cost of the guarantee
that all data points are processed.
Reactive programming languages which introduce an event buffer instead sacrifice
reactivity: when events have to wait to be processed by a program, that program is
not reactive. Furthermore, buffering only solves transient issues; if the reaction code
is consistently too slow, the buffer keeps growing and evaluation falls increasingly
behind on the data. In the language model of existing reactive programming
languages, the only way to resolve this issue would be to limit the size of the buffer.
This introduces the problems outlined in the previous paragraph.
By ignoring the difference in pace between the inside and the outside of the
reactive dependency graph, existing reactive programming languages risk either
falling behind on the data, or having to drop events without even inspecting
them. In a security context such as the one of our driver scenarios, such behavior
is unacceptable. Security monitoring systems may not drop events when they
cannot keep up. Instead, they have to be designed in such a way that they can keep
up. This is obviously a hard problem, as it requires one to model the outside world
as well as the reactive computation.

Shortcoming of (Functional) Reactive Programming Languages
Existing reactive programming languages do not support matching complex event
patterns. Furthermore, they cannot statically guarantee they can keep up with
incoming event streams.
In the absence of pattern matching, the driver scenarios cannot be implemented.

3.5.2

Shortcomings of Current Complex Event Processing

CEP languages evidently do not suffer from the first shortcoming of reactive programming
languages: CEP languages offer extensive support for pattern matching. Still, they suffer
from two shortcomings when used in application domains exemplified by our driver
scenarios. We name the first shortcoming the semantic unclarity, and we name the second
shortcoming a mismatch between the pace inside the matcher and outside of the matcher:
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Unclear semantics For this shortcoming, we echo the concerns raised by Hinze and
Voisard [72]. Existing CEP languages suffer from “unspecified temporal semantics”,
“unclear semantics” of patterns, “lack of collaboration”, and “lack of adaptivity”,
as we explained in section 3.3.5. Even languages like Cayuga which have a formal
algebraic specification [46] expose semantics which — while consistent — are
counterintuitive. Evidently, Hinze and Voisard set out to solve these problems by
creating EVA, an event algebra.
Future CEP languages can be specified in terms of a shared algebra such as EVA’s,
solving at least the lack of collaboration and adaptivity, and — by virtue of mapping
onto EVA’s semantics — have as clear and well-specified semantics as EVA itself.
Still, some issues persist even in EVA itself. We discuss these in detail in section 4.6.2
on page 90.

Pace mismatch inside and outside of the pattern matcher Regardless of whether the
pattern matcher is implemented as an automaton, search-tree, or dependency
graph, the need to match the pace inside and outside of the pattern matcher remains
critical. For traditional finite state automata, this is relatively simple to achieve: a
state transition can be executed in a constant amount of time, and a constructed
finite state automaton has a finite, constant number of states. As we explained in
section 3.4.4, though, CEP languages which fit our driver scenarios’ application
domain do not use traditional finite state automata. Automata-based pattern matchers get rid of the requirement of having a constant number of states (or rather:
automata), and keep track of the attributes of the matched events. As a result,
existing expressive CEP languages do not guarantee that any event can be matched
in constant time, and hence do not guarantee that the matcher can keep up with any
input stream.
In conclusion, current CEP languages suffer from at least one of the shortcomings of
reactive programming languages outlined above: current CEP languages either offer
limited expressivity in their patterns, or fail to match the pace inside the pattern
matcher to the pace of the outside world.

Overall, the core principles of CEP most closely match the requirements of our driver
scenarios. Expressive CEP languages with a solid formal foundation, e.g., TESLA [41]
and EVA [72], form our closest related work in many aspects.
Still, the pace mismatch in these languages makes them unable to guarantee that events
which occur, will be matched to all relevant patterns. In part due to this distinction, more
subtle differences exist in the semantics of these languages, both with respect to each
other, and with respect to the solution we propose. We delay an in-depth discussion about
the relevant differences to section 4.6, as we have to introduce more context before the
nuances can be properly explained. For now, we summarize the shortcomings as follows:
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Shortcoming of Complex Event Processing
Existing Complex Event Processing systems suffer from a pace mismatch. Because
of this mismatch, they cannot statically guarantee an upper bound on their
response time.
In the absence of such upper bounds, the hard requirements of our problem domain
cannot be guaranteed by CEP systems.

3.6

Conclusion

In this second context chapter we surveyed the state of the art in event handling. We
identified two categories of event handling languages which aim to enable programmers
to write programs which depend on multiple events: (Functional) Reactive Programming,
and Complex Event Processing.
We discussed how reactive programming languages do not aid the programmer in
expressing patterns of complex events, and searching for matches to them in streams of
events. Nor do reactive programming languages tackle the core problem of reactivity:
ensuring that the pace inside the reactive dependency graph matches the pace of the
outside world. CEP languages do aid the programmer in expressing complex event
patterns and searching for them in event streams. Yet, they too do not ensure that the
pattern matcher can keep up with the pace at which events occur in the outside world.
We hence conclude that — in addition to the Big Data stream processing system or
streaming database discussed in chapter 2 — no event handling language exists which
satisfies the requirements of live security monitoring.
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In chapters 2 and 3 we surveyed the state of the art in techniques by which large streams
of events can be monitored for occurrences of complex event patterns. We defined three
driver scenarios (page 12) where a financial institution monitored financial transactions
for suspected cases of fraud. Using the scenarios we demonstrated that a class of event
monitoring problems exist which are not catered to by the state of the art. This class of
problems is characterized by the combination of a.) a large volume of events; b.) patterns
involving multiple events spread out in time; c.) an unknown, attacker-controlled order of
events; d.) the need to detect the events online, as quickly as possible after their occurrence;
and e.) the need to guarantee that no transaction is inadvertently ignored.
Existing systems for detecting complex events in large, online event streams suffer a
number of shortcomings, as discussed in the previous chapters. Stream processing systems
and existing reactive programming languages fail to express the notion of searching for
complex event patterns. Streaming databases and Complex Event Processing languages
whose detection model is sufficiently expressive to support order-independent complex
event patterns, invariably do so at a cost: these systems do not ensure that the pace inside
of their pattern matcher logic can keep up with the pace at which events are generated.
In this chapter, we argue that a novel kind of reactive programming is needed. We call
this novel variation Logic Reactive Programming (LRP). LRP aims to offer solutions to the
class of event monitoring problems exemplified by the scenarios in section 2.1. LRP exists
at the confluence of Big Data stream processing systems, complex event processing, and
reactive programming. The next section positions LRP with respect to these precursor
paradigms (section 4.1). We then introduce the PARTE language (PARTElang), a novel
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Logic Reactive programming language (section 4.2). A formal foundation for PARTElang
is laid in section 4.3, in which we define an event algebra for PARTElang. This event
algebra formally defines what patterns are, and when a stream of events matches a pattern.
We further discuss the limitations of PARTElang (section 4.5), describe future work
(section 4.5), and compare PARTElang and its event algebra to related work (section 4.6).

4.1

A Programming Paradigm for Reactive CEP

We concluded last chapter with the notion that a class of event monitoring problems (see
page 12) cannot be tackled by the state of the art in either streaming databases, Big Data
stream processing, complex event processing, or reactive programming. In this section,
we describe how concepts from these domains can be reused, and what needs to be added
on top, to produce a paradigm fit for such security monitoring use cases.

4.1.1

LRP as the Combination of CEP and Behavior-based RP

Paradigm-wise, CEP comes closest to what LRP aims to provide: CEP offers ways to
match complex event patterns to live streams of events. Many existing CEP languages
offer either the expressivity, or the constant-time processing that is required for our driver
scenarios. However, we argue that the Callback Hell [24] exists in the state of the art of CEP.
CEP languages hence need to be augmented with reactive programming principles.
In turn, we argued in a position paper to the Workshop on Reactive and Event-based
Languages and Systems workshop at SPLASH 2015 [122] that the traditional, procedure oriented, reactive programming languages fall short for expressing reactions to complex event
patterns. We repeated this claim in section 3.5.1, where we demonstrated the complexity
of matching semantic windows using functional reactive programs, in figure 3.3. A new
paradigm is hence needed, which resolves the Callback Hell in CEP, or — equivalently —
enables expressing reactions to complex events in a reactive programming language.
As a reactive programming paradigm, LRP could be expressed in terms of either behaviors
or streams. Variables in a Logic Reactive program should hence either represent a single,
current value, or a stream of values. As a CEP paradigm, LRP should use declarative rules
mapping complex event patterns to reaction logic. In these complex event patterns each
bound variable represents a single event. As such, the need for expressing searchable
patterns dictates the choice of event representation: variables in LRP patterns bind a single
event at a time, thus act as behaviors, not streams. Similarly, since LRP handles discrete
events which occur in the outside world, the push-based approach to RP lends itself best.
One could thus imagine an LRP program as a behavior-based, push-based reactive
program augmented with features for searching complex event patterns. Alternatively,
one could imagine an LRP program as a rule-based CEP program whose reaction logic is
freed from the Callback Hell by means of reactive programming principles.
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4.1.2

Strong Reactivity and Event Arrival Rate

We discussed in section 3.5 how current event processing techniques fail to align the pace
inside of the event processing system with the pace at which events occur in the outside
world. They (sometimes implicitly) distinguish between the time at which an event occurs,
the time at which the occurrence is reported to the system, and the time at which the
system determines which patterns the event matches. Whenever the event processing
system has finished processing an event by the time a new event arrives, this distinction is
invisible. However, if the system has not finished processing an event by the time a new
event arrives, processing of that new event has to wait until the event processor is ready.
The concept of time between occurrence and detection of occurrence is incompatible with
the semantics of reactivity. Worse, if the event processor continuously takes too long to be
ready for a next event, the processing increasingly falls behind on the event stream, and is
forced to either drop events, or fail as it runs out of storage space.
This makes reactive programming a leaky abstraction: in the abstraction, events cannot
wait to occur; the occurrence of an event is external to the system and happens without
regard to the state of the reactive program. We use the term strong reactivity to refer to a
type of reactivity where this leak in the abstraction cannot take place.
Definition 1: Strong reactivity
A reactive program is strongly reactive if the abstraction of reactivity is never broken,
i.e., if the program always reacts, immediately, whenever an event occurs.
Strong reactivity can in general only be achieved when the computer on which the program
runs is arbitrarily fast, or if the program can execute arbitrarily many tasks in parallel.
However, if an upper bound is known on the rate at which new events arrive, a program
can be strongly reactive on a real computer. To this end, the program must guarantee to
fully process an event in a constant amount of time and space, independent of the number
of events that occurred before. With this guarantee, the program is never not ready for
the next event, as long as the constant upper bound on processing time is not larger than
the minimal time between events arrivals.
We define event arrival rate as follows:
Definition 2: Event arrival rate
The rate at which events arrive at the inputs of a reactive program, i.e., the event
arrival rate is expressed as a number of events per time unit.
The event arrival rate is an absolute upper bound, not an average upper bound.
The event arrival rate is defined by the minimum time between subsequent events.
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This definition imposes the requirement that events are periodic. This restriction is not
excessive, in fact it is the norm in real-time systems. Mellin [101] writes in his PhD thesis
that “[no] system can handle a completely random load. Aperiodic events, that is, events
whose interarrival time is unspecified, are not tractable in a deterministic way in terms of
resources needed to handle them”.

4.1.3

LRP means Strongly Reactive Complex Event Processing

With definition 1 formulated, we can now define the next deviation from the state of
the art that constitutes LRP: existing Big Data stream processing and event processing
techniques do not enforce strong reactivity.
While filter conditions tend to operate in constant time, stream processing system often
do not enforce this. The systems where constant time processing is enforced, do so by
only supporting limited means to specify event patterns, e.g., in the form of regular
expressions. Other models used for CEP are more expressive, but do so by exposing a
pattern language which can express programs that require arbitrarily much time to detect,
and may require arbitrarily large storage for intermediary results. The application logic
invoked in response to a pattern, too, undermines strong reactivity. Often times [142, 118]
the language exposed for writing reaction logic in, is even Turing-complete. In Complex
Event Processing, where the detection of an event pattern can cause a new complex event
to be emitted, this emission-reaction-cycle inherently constitutes an unbounded loop
when patterns may emit events of a type they may react to.
All these concerns with the state of the art explain why we consider strong reactivity to
be a core feature of the Logic Reactive Programming paradigm. At the surface level, a
declarative pattern language as used in streaming databases or rule-based CEP languages
is the best fit for expressing the scenarios described on page 12. The need for strong
reactivity however necessitates that LRP imposes a number of restrictions on the patterns
it can express. We achieve this by means of three restrictions. First, the pattern language
must be restricted in such a way that only those patterns can be expressed which match a
fixed, finite number of other events for each event. Second, the depth of the matching
process must be restricted in such a way that only a fixed, finite number of pattern
matching steps are required for each complex event. Third, no other side-effects can be
created, except emitting new complex events from the reaction logic of a rule. We use the
high-level nature of a declarative, rule-based language to enforce these restrictions: we
make it statically impossible to express LRP programs which violate these restrictions.
We discuss both cases in more detail:
Restricted pattern language In LRP, a program can only be expressed as a set of declarative rules. Each rule consists of a pattern — matching one or more events — and a
set of expressions implementing the reaction logic to execute whenever a match to
the pattern is found. Matching events to a pattern can be done in time proportionate
to the number of events and to the number of events involved in a single match to
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a pattern. To achieve strong reactivity, LRP must hence enforce that only a fixed,
finite number of events can be involved in a pattern for each event, and that only a
fixed, finite number of events match a pattern at a time.
The latter is easily enforced syntactically: a pattern binds events to logical variables.
Each logical variable binds a single event at a time (cf. a behavior, as discussed in
section 4.1.1), and each logical variable has to appear in the source code of the LRP
program. The source code of any LRP program is of a finite size, and is of a size
which does not change during the run time of the program. By transitivity, a pattern
hence binds only a fixed, finite number of events per match to a pattern.
To achieve the former, we make use of the fact that the event arrival rate (definition 2)
is finite and constant. Since a fixed, finite upper limit exists on the number of events
arriving in a certain time interval, any fixed, finite time window contains only a
fixed, finite number of events. If LRP requires that all patterns define a (semantic)
time window for each event, the patterns necessarily enforce that for any event, only
a fixed, finite number of other events can be involved in a match. It suffices that for
any two logical variables in a pattern a maximum distance in time between both can
be determined.
Restricted matching depth If an LRP program contains a rule which emits a complex
event in response to an event, and if the type of event that rule responds to is the
same as the type of event that rule emits, the LRP program encodes an unbounded
loop. Unbounded loops are trivially incompatible with strong reactivity, and must
hence be made impossible to achieve in LRP. To remove the option of introducing
cycles, while still retaining as much of the expressivity as possible, rules must
be disallowed to emit events of types which they may react to, either directly or
indirectly. We define the notion of stratification as a requirement for LRP programs:
Definition 3: Stratification
Let p be a Logic Reactive Program p.
The program p is stratified if there exists a numeric stratum for each type of
event which appears in p, such that if the occurrence of an event ea of type t a
can cause p to emit of a complex event eb of type tb , then the stratum s a ∈ N
of type t a is strictly lower than the stratum sb ∈ N of tb .
Intuitively: an LRP program is stratified if no event can influence the later occurrence
of an event of the same type. Or, from the perspective of declarative rules: an LRP
program is stratified if no rule can emit events which cause complex events to occur
which match the rule’s pattern.
Restricted side-effects Any expressions in an LRP language, other than the stratified
emission of new complex events, must be free of side-effects. Filter conditions in the
patterns — e.g., filtering out financial transactions involving less than 100 e — as
well as transformations — e.g., adding 10% to a value — can be restricted to purely
functional predicates that operate in constant time and space.
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The application logic invoked whenever a match is found must be restricted to
only emitting new complex events. This event emission must of course satisfy the
stratification requirement.

Even with those three restrictions put in place, the Logic Reactive Programming paradigm
would not yet be a strongly reactive Complex Event Processing paradigm. One key part is
missing: to handle the driver scenarios sketched in section 2.1, LRP programs should be
stateful. After all, if a program does not store previous events, it cannot correlate newly
arrived events with previous events, as it no longer has access to those events. However,
searching a history of previous events for matches to patterns involving new events takes
time proportionate to the size of the event history. Existing solutions — either streaming
databases or rule-based CEP languages — do not guarantee that a fixed, finite limit exists
on this history.1 In existing solutions, enumerating all matches may hence take arbitrarily
long, preventing strongly reactive operation.
To alleviate this problem, an LRP program must ensure it stores only a fixed, finite amount
of previous events. To do this without impacting the semantics of the program, i.e.,
without changing which complex events get detected, the LRP paradigm must ensure that
no LRP programs expresses a pattern which requires arbitrarily many events’ data to be
retained. We wrote earlier that we restrict the pattern language allowed in LRP programs
in such a way that the amount of relevant earlier events for any event is fixed and finite.
Since time moves forwards, and events must be related by relative time windows, only a
fixed, finite number of events can have any bearing on future matches.
LRP languages must leverage this property, and automatically remove data pertaining to
such events which are too old to still have any bearing on future matches. This should
not be a responsibility of the LRP programmer: the language runtimes of LRP languages
must be able to analyze the relative temporal windows expressed in the LRP program,
and extract all information necessary to manage the event storage. The system should
determine which events are still relevant, and remove those which are not as soon as
possible. A finite upper limit should exist on the number of irrelevant events which
can accumulate before being removed: together with the fixed, finite upper limit on the
number of potentially relevant events, this forms the fixed, finite upper limit on the state
size of an LRP program’s knowledge base.
A program for which no such upper limit can be determined, is an invalid LRP program.
Such a program must be rejected by the LRP language runtime before monitoring would
start.2
1Of course, whenever a streaming database or CEP language maintains only a fixed-length (tumbling or
sliding) window, the event history is limited by the size of the window, which can be fixed and finite. In cases
with more expressive patterns, though, data is retained arbitrarily long.
2While we do not explicitly present the requirements on the temporal constraints as a type system, it serves
a similar purpose. Syntactically correct programs may still be rejected prior to runtime based on the static
conformance check.
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4.1.4

LRP means Distributed Processing

With the restrictions from last paragraphs put in place, Logic Reactive Programming
enables a strongly reactive form of CEP. But to be really useful in a Big Data context, it
should additionally be able to utilize the processing power of a cluster of computers.
This entails that the algorithms underlying LRP evaluation may not assume a shared
memory space, nor may they assume that any part of the program can inspect any part of
the program’s state. Synchronization between different distributed components must be
introduced, and glitches (as introduced in section 3.4.4) must be prevented in a distributed
context, where topological sorting no longer necessarily suffices [124].
LRP languages must define their own approach for guaranteeing correct and glitch-free
exchange of data among multiple distributed computers. LRP has an advantage over
other RP paradigms, though: LRP programs must specify temporal constraints, and data
in LRP programs must be tagged with a timestamp. These timestamps can be used to
order the interleaving of messages exchanged between the distributed computers. As we
will show in chapter 5, the workload of an LRP language runtime can be divided across
multiple distributed computers in such a way that the automatic removal of old events
(described near the end of section 4.1.3) can be done using only local data and a small
constant amount of meta-data added to the messages that are sent to propagate events
through the LRP program. As such, LRP programs can keep their internal state consistent
in a distributed setting.
Keeping the externally visible behavior consistent in a distributed setting, requires another
set of restrictions. Non-determinism in scheduling across multiple computers should not
impact which matches are detected. We therefore impose the requirement that matches in
LRP must be atomic: a pattern is either fully matched, or fully unmatched. No interleaving
of processing should ever allow a rule to find some events generated in response to the
matching of a rule, but not find some other events generated by the same matching of
that rule. Consider for instance an LRP program which contains two rules: the first rule
emits a complex event of type A, and a complex event of type B when the rule is matched.
The second rule matches on the occurrence of an event of type A and the absence of an
event of type B. Consider the case where the evaluation of the first rule reached the point
where it emitted an event of type A, but not yet the point where it emitted an event of
type B,3 and consider that at that point the evaluation of the second rule commences. The
LRP program would momentarily find an A but not B, and hence erroneously trigger the
second rule. LRP prevents such glitches by combining three features we have already
introduced: stratification, correlation using temporal reasoning, and semantic windows
which automatically remove old events’ data, but retain them while they may have an
impact on the result:
• first, thanks to stratification, an LRP program may only react by emitting new events
of types to which it itself does not react. This prevents feedback loops, and makes it
3Or if only the emission of A had been propagated to the other computers in the cluster, and the emission of
B was still ongoing.
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possible to accurately determine lower bounds on which timestamps future events
of a certain type may still have (we define this in detail later, for instance from
section 5.3.3 onwards);
• second, since all correlation of events includes verifying how the events correlate in
time — based on the timestamps they are explicitly tagged with — no combination
of events which does not satisfy the pattern is detected; and
• third, since events are guaranteed to be retained while they are in a semantic window
— based again on their explicit timestamps — all combinations of events which do
match the pattern are detected.

4.1.5

Requirements for a Logic Reactive Programming Language

In this section we have discussed how a novel Logic Reactive Programming language
would differ from the state of the art in distributed stream processing, streaming databases,
(functional) reactive programming, and Complex Event Processing. We conclude this
section by synthesizing the hard requirements for the Logic Reactive Programming
paradigm.
RLRP 1 First, it is evident from the driver scenarios introduced in section 2.1 that LRP
languages must enable expressing patterns of events. It must be possible to relate
events to each other. The attributes of the events — e.g., the timestamp of a financial
transaction, or the destination account — should be usable in filter conditions or
as join-criteria. Beyond just using the attributes directly, a limited set of arithmetic
operations should be exposed. In the driver scenarios, this ability is required to
sum up the amount of money transferred, and to compare that sum to the amount
carried by another transaction. It must also be possible to abstract over and consult
additional domain knowledge, for instance historical information identifying trusted
accounts. Negated patterns, such as the absence of a fraud claim, must be supported
too.
LRP programs should of course be able to communicate successful matches to the
patterns to some external system. To this end, the language should be able to express
reaction logic as the consequent of matching a pattern. The reaction should be a
natural extension of the conditions: the syntax should be similar and the conditions
and reaction logic should share the same namespace and scoping rules. The reacting
logic must execute in constant time, using a constant amount of space, to allow for
strong reactivity throughout the system. Reaction logic is the only part of an LRP
program which can cause side-effects in the outside world. It may only do so by
emitting new compound events which abstract over the matching of a set of events
to a pattern.
RLRP 2 Second, the language must provide the means to relate events in time. Events
— by definition — have a temporal component. When the time of occurrence is
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modeled as a single timestamp attribute, this entails that each event has an attribute
which is non-decreasing over successive emissions of events of the same type.
LRP languages must provide “eventually followed by” semantics (as explained on
page 48) for event sequences.
We refer to filters and join-criteria involving events’ timestamps as temporal constraints.
LRP languages must be able to express temporal constraints such as (semantic) time
windows (as explained on pages 27 and 50). The temporal constraints must be
validated in constant time per event, using constant space for the whole system, to
allow for strong reactivity throughout the system.
RLRP 3 Third, our driver scenarios require a specific event retention scheme. It is important
that events are not consumed when they match a pattern (i.e., a zero-consume policy
must be used, as explained on page 47). Consider the driver scenarios: a transaction
that seems to be part of a fraud combined with some other transaction, may also be
suspicious when coupled with another transaction. Notifying the security team in
only one of both cases, would lead to false-negatives.
At the opposite side of the same concern, events may not be retained indefinitely.
Retaining events indefinitely implies that memory consumption grows without
bounds, which precludes strong reactivity. Only part of the event history can be
preserved. All the driver scenarios offer a way to steer clear of this issue, though:
all patterns imply a duration for which events stays relevant, but events eventually
becomes irrelevant. At that point, they can automatically be purged from the system.
In LRP, the part of the event history that is still relevant must be automatically
determined from the temporal constraints specified in the program source. The
LRP language — not the programmer — is responsible for discarding irrelevant
old events. We refer to this behavior as managed event storage. A program for
which the storage cannot be managed automatically is an invalid LRP program, and
should be rejected by an implementation of a LRP language.
RLRP 4 Fourth, to maximize the chance of responding to the attempted fraud in time, the
detection has to happen as soon as possible. This precludes e.g. solutions based on
running a processing batch at night, or even hourly, in favor of a streaming approach.
Note that despite the online, streaming semantics, the detection must be able to
correlate new events with events that took place some time earlier, necessitating
some way of storing historical data, with the constraints imposed by the previous
requirement. Since the number of transactions which must be cross-referenced in
the driver scenarios may grow large, the system responsible for detecting the LRP
patterns must be high-performance and scalable.
RLRP 5 Fifth, while the detection runs on trusted hardware, the data it operates on is
generated by the outside world, and must be treated as potentially adversarial. It
is in the adversary’s interest to bring down the detection system, so the detection
system must be hardened against this. The system should not have any inherent
weaknesses (such as e.g., a resource consumption exponential in the number of
non-fraudulent but suspicious transactions, which would allow a cheap DDoS with
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plausible deniability), and it must be possible for the entity deploying the logic
reactive program (in the driver scenarios: the financial institution) to determine
up front how high a load the detection system will be able to handle, such that
a sufficient amount of resources may be allocated for it. Using the terminology
introduced in definition 1, LRP should be strongly reactive.
It is self-evident that the requirement of bounded execution time is irreconcilable
with Turing completeness. We consider this a strength of LRP: while there are
programs which cannot be expressed in the LRP paradigm, all programs that can
be expressed in LRP are guaranteed to be strongly reactive, and hence dependable:
they will never fall behind on their inputs, nor run out of working memory.
We define the Logic Reactive Programming paradigm as follows:
Definition 4: Logic Reactive Programming
Logic Reactive Programming is a programming paradigm characterized by the
following five requirements:
RLRP 1 LRP programs are expressed as declaratively specified patterns of events,
together with reactions.
RLRP 2 LRP languages provide built-in support for temporal reasoning over those
events.
RLRP 3 LRP language runtimes automatically manage the storage of events.
RLRP 4 Deployed LRP programs are scalable and online.
RLRP 5 Deployed LRP programs are guaranteed to stay online, and offer strong
reactivity.
To enforce reactivity, all parts of the program — including the reaction logic — must take
a worst-case constant execution time. If a part of the execution requires time proportional
to the size of some data structure, that data structure must have a constant upper limit on
its size. The central premise is that arrival of events should never have to wait because the
system is still processing the previous events. Informally, if a certain cluster of physical
computers cannot process a logic reactive program fast enough, it should be possible
to fix the problem by buying a faster computer. There should exist a predictable, fixed,
finite number of instructions-per-second such that a computer running at that speed can
execute the LRP program without falling behind on the event stream.

4.1.6

Conclusion

A Logic Reactive Programming language compares to the state of the art of event stream
processing as depicted in table 4.1:
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Distributed Big Data & Stream Processing
Big Data Stream Processing
Throughput

✓✓ very high

Streaming Databases

✓ high

✓ constant
– proportionate to
(depth of program)
history
– proportionate to
Bounds on ✓ yes
(with basic operators)
history
resource usage
– none
✓✓large history size
Cost per
update

Pattern
matching
Reaction logic

–

unsupported

–

often integrated, but
Callback Hell

✓ high

~

–

proportionate to
history
proportionate to
history
some history

✓ constant
✓ constant
(depth of program)
(depth of program)
~ possible, assuming no ✓✓ yes
loops etc. in program
(guaranteed)
– none
✓ some history

✓✓ expressive pattern
language
– outside of the model,
or Callback Hell

–

average to low

Our Contribution
Logic Reactive Programming

average to low

✓

✓ supported
(relational join)
– outside of the model

Reactive Programming

~

–

History

(Chapter 3)

Event Handling
Complex Event Processing

unsupported

✓

restricted, expressive
pattern language
✓✓ well-supported
✓ supported
(core of the paradigm)
(with restrictions)

Table 4.1: Comparison between the state of the art of event stream processing and LRP
(Chapter 2)

Distributed Big Data & Stream Processing
Big Data Stream Processing

RLRP1

–
–

no patterns
Callback Hell

RLRP2
RLRP3
RLRP4
RLRP5

– unsupported
~ no storage
✓✓ very scalable
~ not guaranteed

Streaming Databases

Event Handling
Complex Event Processing

(Chapter 3)

Reactive Programming

Our Contribution
Logic Reactive Programming

✓ relational join
– outside of the model

✓✓ expressive patterns
– Callback Hell

– no patterns
✓✓ well-supported

✓ restricted patterns
✓ supported (restricted)

✓ supported
✓✓ large managed storage
✓ scalable
– unsupported

✓✓ well-supported
✓ managed storage
– not scalable
– unsupported

–
~
–
~

✓
✓
✓
✓

unsupported
no storage
not scalable
not guaranteed

supported
managed storage
scalable
guaranteed

Table 4.2: Requirements attained by event stream processing systems and by LRP
• Compared to Big Data stream processing systems, LRP languages preserve the
history-independent cost per update. The complexity of pattern matching is greater
than that of stream processing, which will have some negative impact on the
throughput.
• Compared to streaming databases, LRP languages preserve the ability to keep
historical data, albeit in a more restricted way. This restriction is not unwanted,
though: it allows for imposing upper bounds on resource requirements.
• Compared to CEP languages, LRP languages preserve the ability to keep historical
data. LRP additionally allows imposing upper bounds on resource requirements.
This comes at a cost in language expressivity.
• Finally, compared to (F)RP languages, LRP languages preserve the property that the
cost per update is independent of the history. LRP retains the software engineering
benefit of preventing the Callback Hell, and adds support for pattern matching.
An alternative view is offered by table 4.2, which depicts which requirements of LRP are
met by the state of the art of event stream processing.
The remainder of the dissertation defines and evaluates a language and evaluation model
which enables these constraints.
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4.2

A Logic Reactive Programming Language: PARTElang

In this section, we introduce PARTElang,4 a novel Logic Reactive Programming language.
PARTElang is aimed at the distributed Big Data context sketched in chapter 2, though its
syntax and semantics can be applied more generally. We use PARTElang to demonstrate
that the ideas of LRP can be put to practice.
After introducing the language itself in this section, section 4.3 defines an event algebra
for the matching behavior of PARTElang. Chapter 5 defines an operational semantics of
PARTElang programs. Chapter 6 describes a prototypical implementation of a PARTElang
runtime. Chapter 8 proves correctness of the operational semantics. Finally, in chapter 7
we explore expressing the driver scenarios in PARTElang and executing them on our
prototypical implementation.

4.2.1

Informal Semantics

This section gives a brief overview of the PARTElang semantics. The precise details are
discussed further in this dissertation.
As an LRP language (see the requirements listed on page 72), PARTElang needs to be able
to correlate large amounts of complex events, incrementally, as they occur (RLRP 4), with
guarantees on availability (RLRP 5). The correlation to compute — and the reaction logic
to enact — must be specified declaratively (RLRP 1 and RLRP 2). We opted for a language
design centered around declarative rules, but with an automatically managed knowledge
base (RLRP 3). At the top level, a program in PARTElang contains two kinds of items:
definitions of the types of events the program can reason about, and named rules that
reason about events of those types.

Events and Event Templates
Event types are defined by means of event templates.5 Event templates are named, and
identify a relation (see definition 5). Event templates specify a list of attribute names and
their type. For instance, an event template could be named “MoneyTransferred”, and
could have attributes such as “amount” and “destination_account”. The types of those
attributes could be “Euros” and “AccountId”.
Each event that is inserted into the system must be tagged to identify the template it
conforms to, and the attributes of the event must match those of the template. For instance,
a MoneyTransferred event could be inserted with the amount attribute set to the constant
value 100.00 e and the destination account set to some account number.
4The acronym “PARTE” used to stand for “Parallel, Actor-based ReTe Engine” in an earlier iteration, but that
description no longer applies. “PARTE” is now just a name.
5This terminology is borrowed from the logic programming language/expert system CLIPS [142].
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Declarative Rules
Declarative rules give a name to a pattern and some reaction logic. The pattern of a rule is
a conjunctive query: each sub-pattern expresses the constraints on an event that need to
be present or the conditions on an event that may not be present for the rule to match.
Events such as money transfers or reports of fraudulent transactions can be bound to
logical variables. Only events themselves can be bound to variables. A variable cannot bind
a Euro amount, an account identifier, a name, etc. Those are instead reached by taking
the value bound to an attribute of an event bound to a variable.
Constraints can filter out events based on their types, or on the values of their attributes.
Attributes of events bound to logical variables can be compared across events, e.g., a
conjunction of patterns might match on the occurrence of a MoneyTransferred event
bound to t and an AccountClosed event bound to c, where t’s originator account is equal
to the account closed in c, and where c occurred within a day of t. We refer to constraints
which compare across event boundaries as join-criteria, and to other event-local constraints
as filters. Join-criteria enforcing only equality are functionally equivalent to unification.
Absence of an event meeting certain criteria is modeled by negated patterns. While positive
patterns enforce the presence of events matching some conditions, negated patterns require
the absence of events. A negated pattern implements a time-aware form of negation-asfailure: an event is considered not to have occurred if and only if time progressed beyond
the latest point at which it could have occurred, and it is not yet known to have occurred.
Critically, the point beyond which an event can no longer occur is based solely on its
timestamp: an LRP program cannot determine that e.g. no more MoneyTransferred event
will occur, but it can determine that no more MoneyTransferred event with a timestamp
tm can occur if all event sources declare they have sent all events up to ts , where tm < ts .
PARTElang upholds the invariant that an event that was determined not to have occurred
cannot later be found to have occurred. Universally quantifying that no event matching a
certain pattern will ever take place, cannot possibly be done in constant time — evaluation
would have to wait indefinitely for the occurrence of the event. Therefore, a negated
pattern must always express a fixed-size time window relative to at least one positive
event. The time window is delimited by a finite minimum and a maximum duration
relative to the positive event. The minimum duration may be negative, thereby including
events gathered before the occurrence of the positive event.
Disjunction of Rules
While enforcing more than one constraint at a time is expressed by having multiple
patterns in a rule (a conjunctive query), choice is expressed by having multiple rules.
Applying the approach from previous rule-based systems, all rules of a PARTElang
program are regarded as being in an implicit disjunction. Arriving events are matched
with every rule,6 i.e., events satisfying multiple rules’ pattern, match all those rules.
6An implementation can optimize this by tracking which rules have patterns for the which event template.
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Reactive Knowledge Base
To ensure strong reactivity, both the pattern matching and the reaction logic of PARTElang
program execute in constant time and space. Determining whether or not the conditions
are met, takes a constant amount of time per new event and uses a constant amount space
for the whole system. Expressions are restricted to a non-Turing complete set of arithmetic
expressions. Data may be transformed, but no constructs exist in PARTElang to, e.g.,
construct lists.
In general, the data structures available to the PARTElang programmer are purposefully
limited to guarantee bounded runtime. As a Logic Reactive Programming language
runtime, the PARTElang runtime is responsible for managed storage. The rule programmer 7
needs not be able to indicate which events are to be preserved, and which are to be
discarded. PARTE programs consequently need only limited support for data structures.
The only available data structures in PARTE programs are event templates, which are
non-recursive records. Output streams and intermediary results are handled behind
the scenes, and have no syntactic representation. Input streams are represented by a
behavior-like approach: for each interpretation of the pattern, variables in the positive
patterns of the rule bind exactly one event.

Mandatory Temporal Constraints
Each rule which binds more than one variable must impose temporal constraints on the
events it binds. Temporal constraints impose a minimum and maximum difference in
time between events bound to two variables bound in the rule’s patterns. These temporal
constraints are obviously enforced on events — as the temporal reasoning component of
the join-criteria — but they also serve as the basis of reachability analysis used to manage
storage, i.e., the temporal constraints specify semantic windows. The timestamps of bound
events are additionally used to determine the timestamp of newly emitted events.

Reaction Logic
Finally, reaction logic identifies the template of an event to emit, an expression to compute
the new event’s timestamp, and a set of assignments of values to attributes. PARTElang
does not define any other form of reaction code, though practical systems can expose the
occurrence of a rule matching (see section 5.3.5), or emit events to an external destination.

4.2.2

Structure of a PARTElang Program

The grammar of PARTElang is depicted in figure 4.1.
7By “rule programmer” we refer to the programmer writing rules in PARTElang, to be executed on some
implementation of the PARTE model.
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<prog> ::= <templ>+ <rule>+
<templ>::= template <ident> { <slot>* }
<slot> ::= <ident> : <btype>
<btype> ::= Integer | String | …
<rule> ::= rule <ident> where
<ppat> <pat>*
when
<∆θ>*
then
<rexpr>*
<pat> ::= <ppat> | <npat>
<npat> ::= no <ppat>
<ppat> ::= <ident> : <ident> { <cond>,* }

<cond>

::=
|
<rel_op> ::=
<expr> ::=
|
|
|
<op>
::=
<func> ::=
<pred> ::=
<∆θ>
::=
<p∆θ> ::=
<θ>
::=
<rexpr> ::=
<assign> ::=

<expr> <relop> <expr>
<pred> “(” <expr>,* “)”
“=” | “≠” | “<” | “>” | “≥” | “≤”
(<ident> .)? <ident>
<constant>
<expr> <op> <expr>
<func> “(” <expr>,* “)”
<rel_op> | “+” | “-” | …
min | max | avg | …
<func>returning a boolean
<p∆θ> | no <p∆θ>
<ident> in <ident> [<θ>, <θ>]
<number> (ms | seconds | minutes | …)
emit <ident> at <expr> with { <assign>,* }
<ident> = <expr>

Figure 4.1: The formal grammar of PARTElang — Nonterminals are typeset in bold and enclosed
in pointy brackets.

At the top level, a program in PARTElang consists of a number of template definitions
<template>, followed by rule definitions <rule>. Template definitions identify the
kinds of events the rules can reason about, e.g., “MoneyTransferred” or “AccountClosed”.
They are named using an identifier <ident>, and list a set of slots. Each slot maps an
attribute name <ident> — e.g., “account_balance” — to a base type <btype>, e.g., the
set of whole numbers representable in 64 bits.
Rules are named (using an identifier <ident>), and list a where-clause, a when-clause,
and a then-clause.
The where clause is an implicit conjunction of patterns <pat>. Patterns exist in two
varieties: negated patterns <npat> and positive patterns <ppat>. Positive patterns
specify that an event matching the pattern must be present for the rule to match. Negated
patterns specify that no event matching the pattern may be present for the rule to
match. Syntactically, negated patterns take the form of a positive pattern, with the
constant “no” prefixed. All patterns identify a variable and a template, as well as a set
of non-temporal constraints <cond>. For instance, a pattern could bind the identifier
incoming_transaction to all events of template “MoneyTransferred”, where the
amount of money involved in incoming_transaction is greater than 100 e, and
incoming_transaction occurred within two days of an event account_closed
which was bound in another pattern.
The scope of variables starts at the pattern in which they are bound. For positive patterns,
the scope extends to the end of the rule, i.e., for the remainder of the patterns and for the
entire span of the reaction logic. Variables bound in negated patterns are only in scope
in the pattern which binds the variable, and when expressing temporal constraints for
that variable in the when clause. Accessing attributes of the matches to negated patterns
outside of their scope is akin to accessing attributes of events which have been proven
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absent, and is hence an error. Because of this, inter-event constraints involving negated
patterns must be expressed in the negated pattern, and the positive patterns must hence
syntactically appear before the negated pattern. Note again that this does not mean that
the negated patterns must refer to timestamps before those of events bound the positive
patterns: the implicit conjunction of patterns does not imply causality or temporal order.
Non-temporal constraints relate two expressions <expr> by means of a relational operator
<relop>. Expressions either
• identify an attribute of the event bound in that pattern using an <ident>, e.g.,
amount yields the value of the amount attribute of the event;
• identify a previously bound variable and an attribute of the event bound to that variable using the syntax <ident>.<ident>, e.g. account_closed.account_id
yields the account number attribute of the event previously bound to the logical
variable account_closed;
• name a constant <constant>, e.g., 0, 1, or 0.3 yield those numeric values;
• apply an arithmetic operator to two subexpressions using <expr> <op> <expr>),
e.g., amount * 0.9 yields the value of the amount attribute of the current event,
scaled by 90%; or
• apply an arithmetic function to a comma-separated set of subexpressions using
<func> "(" <expr>,* ")", e.g. avg(a.amount, b.amount) yields the average of the amount attributes of the events bound to the logical variables a and
b.
The when clause of a rule contains temporal constraints <∆θ>. Temporal constraints
identify two variables and an interval of minimum and maximum difference in time <θ>
between the events bound to both variables. Any common unit of duration can be used
here, PARTElang itself currently supports milliseconds (“ms”), seconds, minutes, hours,
and days. To specify that, e.g., the event bound to logical variable a must occur within
two days before or after the event bound to b, one could write a in b [-2 days, 2
days]. Syntactically, temporal constraints are prefixed by the constant “no” if the event
on which they are specified, is bound in a negative pattern. For instance, if a rule specifies
no event a may exist, temporal constraints relative to a will take the form no a in . . .
[. . .].
Finally, the then-clause contains reaction code <rexpr>. Reaction code identifies the
template of an event to emit, an expression to compute the new event’s timestamp, and
a comma-separated set of assignments <assign> from the results of expressions to
attributes. PARTElang does not define any other form of reaction code, though practical
systems can expose the occurrence of a rule matching (see section 5.3.5), or emit events to
an external destination.
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4.3

An Event Algebra for Logic Reactive Programming

This section introduces a formal foundation for the PARTE language in the form of an event
algebra.8 An event algebra is an algebraic notation for relational event patterns. Examples
of event algebras are the works by Hinze and Voisard [71], or their later event algebra
for EVA [72]. Event algebras encode relational operators over events and their attributes
in a clean, algebraic form. This makes them less suited for direct use as a programming
language, but a better fit for formal proofs.
We show how to map patterns expressed in PARTElang onto equivalent expressions in the
event algebra in section 4.4. Proofs of correctness for PARTElang can then be expressed in
terms of the event algebra defined in this section.

4.3.1

Definitions of Base Concepts

To start, we must define the base concepts used in our algebra. Building on the common
definitions in database literature and CEP literature, we define relations, schemas, values,
and streams. Let A be the countable infinite set of attribute names, let K be the countable
infinite set of constants (i.e., all numeric constants, timestamps, etc. that can appear in
a rule), and let V be the countable infinite set of variables, such that A, K and V are
pairwise-disjoint.
Definition 5: Relation
A relation name is a set of attribute names.
Let R be a relation name. A tuple in R is a function t : A → K that maps each
attribute in R to a constant.
The set of all tuples in R is denoted by val(R).
For instance, consider a relation named “MoneyTransferred”. “MoneyTransferred”
consists of the attribute names “amount”, “destination_account”, etc. The set of
all tuples in “MoneyTransferred” is denoted val(MoneyTransferred). Each tuple in
val(MoneyTransferred) maps the attribute “amount” to some value, e.g., 75.0 e, maps
the attribute “destination_account” to some account number, etc.

8This event algebra is based on joint work with Martin Ugarte (Université Libre de Bruxelles). An earlier
version of this event algebra was delivered as deliverable 1.4a of the “Scalable Processing and mIning of Complex
Events for Security-analytics” (SPICES) project, an Innoviris Bridge project.
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Definition 6: Schema
A relational schema R is a set of relation names.
The set of tuples in R, i.e.,

S

R∈R val( R ),

is denoted by val(R).

A schema could for instance be { MoneyTransferred, AccountClosed, TransferFraudDetected }.
The set of types in a schema R is defined recursively as follows:
Definition 7: Type in a schema
Let R be a schema.
The set of types in R is denoted by type(R), and consists of all of the following:


a base type, i.e, base is a type in type(R)





relation names as types, i.e., ∀R ∈ R : R ∈ type(R)
mapping types { x : τ }, i.e., ∀ x ∈ V, ∀τ ∈ type(R) : { x : τ } ∈ type(R)



unions τ1 ∪ τ2 of two types mapping over disjoint sets of variables, i.e.,



 ∀ mapping types τ , τ in R : dom(τ ) ∩ dom(τ ) = ∅ =⇒ τ ∪ τ ∈ R
2
2
1 2
1
1
Unions of mapping types are hence themselves mapping types.
Using our previous example, the relation name “MoneyTransferred” is a type in a schema
that included the relation name “MoneyTransferred”. Additionally, a mapping from some
variable incoming_transaction to the relation name “MoneyTransferred” is a type in
the schema, i.e., {incoming_transaction : MoneyTransferred} is a type in the schema.
A mapping from some variable accound_closed to the relation name “AccountClosed”
is a type in that schema too, and thus the union of both us a type in the schema. The base
type, base, is always a type, in any schema. The base type abstracts over the types of
constants, as shown by the following recursive definition of the set of values of a type:
Definition 8: Values of a type
Let τ be a type. The set of values of τ is denoted by val(τ ), such that

val(τ ) = K



val(τ ) = val(R)

val(τ ) = {{ x : v} | v ∈ val(τ 0 )}



val(τ ) = {v1 ∪ v2 | v1 ∈ val(τ1 ), v2 ∈ val(τ2 )}
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if τ
if τ
if τ
if τ

= base
=R
= {x : τ0 }
= τ1 ∪ τ2
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We use the common notation to denote access of data contained in values. For relation
names — i.e., when τ = R — access of the value bound to attribute a ∈ R of a tuple
t ∈ val(τ ) is denoted as t.a. For mapping types, v[ x ] denotes the access of the value
bound to variable x ∈ dom(v) in mapping v. Finally, the event algebra supports built-in
functions which take as arguments a number of values of the types introduced above, and
return a new value. These built-in functions include simple arithmetic operators such as a
sum or difference, as well as functions to determine the minimum, maximum, or average
of the arguments.
Note that the event algebra does not support lists, sets, or other arbitrary-size container
types. The functions always range over a fixed number of arguments of constant size. In
the interest of reactivity, the built-in functions are required to operate in constant time,
with constant space requirements.
We further define the notion of an instance of a schema.
Definition 9: Instance of a schema
Let R be a schema. An instance of a schema assigns a relation to each relation name in
R.
In other words, ∀R ∈ R, an instance of R constructs an assignment from R to a finite
subset of val(R). For instance, an instance of the schema of the driver scenarios would be a
concrete dataset of financial transactions.
Finally, we introduce the notion of a stream in our event algebra.
Definition 10: Stream
A stream is an instance of a relational schema which prescribes that an attribute
named timestamp occurs in every relation. This timestamp identifies the
temporal component of the relation.
A stream has an event arrival rate (definition 2), which identifies how many events
may occur within a certain range of timestamps.
Relations in a stream have an order: relations whose timestamp is smallest, rank lower,
and are said to have “occurred first”.

4.3.2

Patterns

The event algebra EA is the set of all patterns. The following are the five different forms
of patterns and their types:
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Definition 11: Pattern
A pattern and its type is recursively defined as one of the following:
Bindings of relations to variables, i.e., constructs of the form (R as v), where
relation R ∈ R and variable v ∈ V.
The type of a binding pattern of the form (R as v) is the mapping
type (v : R).
Conjunctions of patterns binding disjoint sets of variables, i.e., constructs of the
form ( P1 ∧ P2 ), where P1 , P2 ∈ EA and dom(type( P1 )) ∩ dom(type( P2 )) = ∅.
The type of conjunctive patterns of the form ( P1 ∧ P2 ) is type( P1 ) ∪ type( P2 ),
which is well defined since the sets of variables they map over are disjoint.
Disjunctions of patterns binding the same sets of variables, i.e., constructs of the
form ( P1 ∨ P2 ), where P1 , P2 ∈ EA and dom(type( P1 )) = dom(type( P2 )).
The type of disjunctive patterns of the form ( P1 ∨ P2 ) is type( P1 ),
which by definition is the same as type( P2 ).
Filters consisting of a pattern P and a filter condition F, denoted by P WHERE F.
The type of filter patterns of the form P WHERE F is type( P).
Filtered negations of a pattern, called the negated pattern. A filtered negation
consists of a positive pattern Pp , a negated pattern Pn , and a filter condition F,
and take the form Pp \ Pn WHERE F.
The type of a filtered negation Pp \ Pn WHERE F is the type of the
positive pattern, i.e., type( Pp ).
Intuitively: a binding pattern introduces a variable binding, which maps an instance
of a relation name to a variable, e.g., (MoneyTransferred as incoming_transaction).
Conjunctions and disjunctions operate as usual. Filters enforce constraints on an existing
pattern, e.g. requiring that the amount attribute of incoming_transaction is larger
than 100 e. A pattern that matches when two financial transactions occurred, jointly
satisfying some constraints, can be modeled as a conjunction and a filter in the event
algebra. A pattern that matches when either of two transactions occurred, can be modeled
as a disjunction and a filter. The absence of contestation of a transaction can be modeled by
filtered negation of a “contested_transaction” satisfying the constraints. Filtered negation
thus encodes what PARTElang achieves using the syntax no.
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4.3.3

Evaluation

Patterns can be evaluated on a stream of relations to extract the values matching the
pattern.
Definition 12: Evaluation of a pattern
Let P be a pattern in an event algebra EA. Let S be a stream with schema R. The
evaluation of a pattern P over S is then denoted by JPKS . JPKS is a set of values in
val(type( P)), defined recursively as follows:


JPKS = {{ x : v} | v ∈ val(R)}
if P = (R as x ), R ∈ S





JPK
=
{
v
∪
v
|
v
∈
JP
K
,
v
∈
JP
K
}
if
P = P1 ∧ P2
2
2 S
1
1
1 S 2
 S
JPKS = JP1 KS ∪ JP2 KS
if P = P1 ∨ P2


0

JPKS = {v | v ∈ JP KS , v |= F }
if P = P0 WHERE F



JPK = {v | v ∈ JP K , ∀v ∈ JP K : (v ∪ v ) 2 F } if P = P \ P WHERE F
p
p S
n
n S
p
n
p
n
S
To paraphrase, a binding pattern of the form (R as x ) yields a binding of all relations
identified by R in the schema to a variable x; a conjunctive pattern yields the pairwise
union of the results of both conjuncts (cf. a Cartesian product); a disjunctive pattern yields
all results that occur in at least one of both disjuncts (cf. a logical or); a filter pattern
yields results for the filtered pattern, as long as they satisfy the filter condition; and
filtered negation patterns yield results for the positive pattern, as long as no results for the
negated pattern satisfy the filter condition when paired with the positive pattern. Note
that filtered negation implements negation-as-failure: absence of relations satisfying the
negated patterns is concluded when no relations can be found that satisfy the negated
pattern.

4.4

Mapping PARTElang onto the Event Algebra

Intuitively, it should be clear that the patterns in the where clause of a PARTElang
program map onto patterns in the event algebra EA defined in section 4.3. Similarly,
temporal constraints in the when clause of a PARTElang program map onto additional
filters to add into the patterns in EA. The reaction logic in the then clause, however,
does not map as straightforwardly, since EA does not specify how new events are made
to occur. Still, apart from the actual emit itself, every part of the reaction logic can be
expressed in terms of concepts defined in EA.
In this section, we specify in detail how declarative rules in PARTElang map onto
expressions of EA.
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4.4.1

Mapping a Single Pattern

A positive event pattern in the where clause of a PARTElang program, with no additional
constraints specified for the pattern, takes the form
<var-name> :

<template-name> {}.

The template name identifies an event template, which corresponds to a relation name in EA.
The binding of instances of the template to <var-name> corresponds to a binding of the
relation to a fresh variable. For ease of reading, we will refer to a variable in PARTElang
and its corresponding variable in EA by the same name. The type of a single, positive
pattern is therefore a mapping type from the variable name to the relation corresponding
to the template.
Non-temporal constraints may be specified in the where clause. A positive event pattern
with non-temporal constraints takes the form
<var-name> :

<template-name> { <cond>* },

where <cond> is a sequence of conditions. For each condition specified in this way, a
filter must be added in the corresponding pattern in EA. By definition 12, filters do not
impact the type, so the type of a filtered pattern is still a mapping type from the variable
name to the relation corresponding to the template.

4.4.2

Mapping Multiple Patterns

We wrote before that when multiple patterns occur in a PARTElang rule’s where clause,
they are implicitly understood to form a conjunction. This conjunction of patterns naturally
maps onto the notion of a conjunction of patterns in EA.
Though timestamps of events are implicit in PARTElang, they must be made explicit when
mapping onto EA. For the sake of this mapping, the timestamp attribute of an event in a
PARTElang program is a hidden attribute, with a name different from any name given
to attributes by an event’s template. For each temporal interval a in b[l, u] given
in the when clause of a PARTElang program, two new filter conditions must be added
into the pattern in EA. One filter enforces the lower bound of the interval, by imposing
a.timestamp ≤ b.timestamp + l. The other filter enforces the upper bound of the interval,
by imposing a.timestamp > b.timestamp + u. These filter conditions have to be added to
the conjunction of pattern such that both a and b are in scope.
The number of filters that is required to encode the temporal constraints, as well as the rate
of false-positives in the intermediary matches, can be reduced by applying the technique
of Teodosiu and Pollak [133]. By first taking the transitive closure over the temporal
constraints, some filters can be made more strict without excluding valid results, and
some filters can be found to be redundant, and omitted.
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When multiple patterns exist in a rule, some of them may be negated. Thanks to
our scoping rules, all positive events mentioned in inter-event constraints involving
negated patterns must syntactically appear before the negated pattern.9 This makes the
transformation to EA rather straightforward. Consider the following PARTElang pattern,
which encodes a negated pattern enforcing the absence of an event <neg> satisfying the
conditions in <conds>:
no <neg> { <conds> }.
Consider also an arbitrary conjunction of positive and negated PARTElang patterns, which
we will call <before>. Let Pbefore be the result of mapping <before> onto a pattern
in EA. Let Pneg be the result of mapping <neg> onto a pattern in EA. Let F be a direct
translation of <conds> from the PARTElang condition syntax to the EA filter syntax. The
pattern formed by the implicit conjunction
<before>
no <neg> { <conds> }
can then be mapped onto the filtered negation Pbefore \ Pneg WHERE F.

4.4.3

Mapping Multiple Rules

Multiple rules in PARTElang form an implicit disjunction. Consequently, the patterns
of multiple rules can be mapped onto EA by mapping the different rules’ patterns onto
EA, and then applying disjunction as defined in definition 12. In other words, the results
of matching a disjunction of patterns, is the combination of all results for each of the
patterns, i.e., a set union.

4.5

Limitations of PARTElang and Future Work

PARTElang and its event algebra EA are useful in their current form, as we show in
chapter 7. Still, there are three major limitations that need to be solved in future work.
First, when specifying time windows in PARTElang only closed time intervals can be
used. Second, PARTElang does not support aggregation constructs. Third, PARTElang
does not include the software-engineering constructs which facilitate building and
maintaining LRP software.
9Remember that PARTElang requires that each negated pattern is correlated to at least one positive pattern.
This requirement is similar to e.g. the safety condition in Datalog, which mandates that variables appearing in a
negative literal in a rule’s body must also appear in at least one positive literal.
Our event algebra enforces this at a lower level by making it syntactically impossible to not do so: the only
syntax that introduces negation is filtered negation (see definition 11), and that syntax requires both a positive
and a negated pattern.
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4.5.1

Restriction to Closed Time Intervals

PARTElang and EA require specifying time windows between different event patterns.
These time windows must be written as closed intervals. PARTElang programs cannot
currently express patterns with semi-open temporal intervals. It is therefore not possible
to, e.g., specify that an event should take place any time after another event, or that an
event should take place at least three months before another event (but may take place
arbitrarily far before).
In the general case, we argue that this limitation is required, since the alternative may
require unlimited memory sizes to store old events. However, specific patterns can be
useful while requiring only constant storage, or storage linear in some reasonable size:
Constant storage requirements Consider, e.g., a pattern which matches when any event
matching certain conditions occurred ever. Such a pattern might be useful in
real-world use cases, and an implementation could keep track of this information
using only one single bit.
Linear storage requirements Consider a pattern which matches when an event occurred
for the first time for a certain bank account. Such a pattern would require storage
space linear in the number of bank accounts managed by the entity employing the
detection. While this is not strictly constant, a reasonable upper bound could be
defined on this number, and a “new account creation rate” could be defined in a
similar vein to the event arrival rate defined on page 65.
Both these cases can be useful in real-world settings. Both cases could — in principle — be
implemented in a strongly reactive way. Yet neither case can be expressed in PARTElang.
Another useful constraint which cannot yet be expressed in PARTElang, is the the notion
of absolute timestamps, such as “every Wednesday” or “on March 28th, 2019”. In general,
while PARTElang supports reasoning about historical data in its managed storage, it
currently lacks the ability to correlate events that it keeps in that managed storage with
unmanaged data. Future work may explore how this limitation can safely be relaxed.

4.5.2

Lack of Aggregation Constructs

PARTElang programs cannot currently reason about the set of events satisfying a pattern.
Every rule activation reasons about exactly one match per pattern. Support for aggregation
is prevalent among existing databases, streaming systems, and even rule-based systems [2].
Many pattern matching systems based on regular expressions allow capturing the result
of a Kleene star of a sub-pattern, using the set of matches to the sub-pattern as the match
for the Kleene star. Its wide use suggests that it is worthwhile to explore how PARTElang
and its underlying event algebra can be extended to support matching sets of events
satisfying a pattern, and imposing intra-set conditions on the elements in the set.
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Mellin [101] rejects the use of aggregation in real-time contexts. However, a restricted
form of aggregation could be applicable. If the aggregated sets are of static, fixed size,
operations on them need not preclude strong reactivity. Additionally, if the sets are
defined by semantic windows, where the semantic windows are expressible in PARTElang,
then this extension will not affect the strong reactive guarantees either. Future work may
explore under which constraints matching multiple events to one pattern may be allowed.

4.5.3

Lack of Software-Engineering Constructs

In addition to being a theoretical model, LRP should be useful as a paradigm for practical
programming languages. We therefore investigated how general software-engineering
principles can be applied to Logic Reactive Programming. For instance, it should be
possible for LRP programmers to write a pattern once, abstract over it, and compose it
with other patterns. However, PARTElang as described in this dissertation is purposefully
kept minimal, and does not feature all the software-engineering constructs we developed
earlier, in context of Midas. Midas [126] is a declarative gesture specification language.
Using declarative rules, a Midas programmer can specify a pattern of interaction events
and the expected response. In his PhD thesis, Hoste [74] described the design of Midas,
including some bits of language design aimed at improving the usability of the language.
We studied ways in which the usability of Midas can be further improved [121].
Because of their co-development at the same lab around the same time, the designs of
Midas and PARTElang influenced each other. Two features of Midas have not found
their way into PARTElang yet. First, the Midas gesture specification language introduces
ways of interleaving event pattern specifications with reaction code, while retaining the
straightforward mental model of variable-scope found in procedural languages. Second,
Midas provides a module system which allows reuse of patterns as attempts, in a way
reminiscent of mixins or trait composition.
PARTElang does not define a module system, and retains a rigid division between patterns
and reaction code. However, the design from Hoste [74] is directly applicable. Future
work may formally prove that Midas’ software-engineering constructs can be ported to
PARTElang while maintaining PARTElang’s guarantees.

4.6
4.6.1

Related work
Guaranteed Constant Time Processing

The idea of a programming language with known bounds on execution time is not new.
We compare PARTElang with three main categories of language research that tackles this
problem.
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Constant-Time Programming Languages
Constant-time programming languages like FaCT [28] or Jasmin [7] offer strong guarantees
on processing time of programs written in those languages: the running time of those
programs does not depend on secret data. As such, such languages guarantee resilience
against timing-attacks. This makes them invaluable in cryptographic contexts, but does
not help with LRP. Constant-time programming languages offer no specific support to the
programmer to develop complex event processing systems. In contrast, PARTElang is a
DSL which removes most of the boilerplate code for handling streams of complex events,
for managing semantic windows, etc. PARTElang’s guarantee on constant processing time
specifically leverages domain-logic to define semantic windows, whereas this logic would
have to be manually extracted and fit to the static analysis model of those constant-time
programming languages. In contrast, the real value of constant-time programming
languages, is their ability to operate under a more stringent threat model where not only
the worst-case run time matters.
Similarly, synchronous data flow [20] programming languages like Esterel [21] and
Lustre [67] provide excellent support for reasoning with time, and for formally reasoning
about run time characteristics of the programs. This makes them a good fit for real-time
domains such as safety-critical control software, e.g., in aerospace or industrial process
management. However, like the constant-time programming languages discussed above,
synchronous data flow languages do not aid programmers in expressing programs which
match complex event patterns.
Both these categories of languages hence share a similar shortcoming to the one we
described for (functional) reactive programming languages in section 3.5.1 on page 57:
they offer no support for pattern matching; the job they leave for the programmer to fix, is
cumbersome and error-prone when complex search patterns are involved.

Bounded-Size Reactive Programming
Some reactive programming languages and tools enforce bounded size. A representative
example is the work by Krishnaswami [88]. Such work removes spacetime leaks from
reactive programming languages. These leaks can cause the programs to accidentally
have a non-constant update cost per new event, as state accumulates between updates.
The language overcomes this issue by splitting an update into two categories: current
expressions which are evaluated immediately (preventing the accidental build-up of state),
and future expressions which are delayed as a constant-sized thunk. However, being
aimed at functional reactive programming, these languages do not tackle the problem of
maintaining a constant-size set of non-stale events which can match patterns at a future
step. Events are either delayed, executed once, or deleted. Reusing events in multiple
matches is not part of their model. Manually storing sets of events is allowed by their
semantics, but no guarantees are offered by the language in that case.
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Another interesting take on reactive programming within a bounded resource budget was
explored by Vaziri et al. [137] in ActiveSheets. ActiveSheets enrich a popular spreadsheet
program with streaming semantics, and linkage to external, streaming sources and sinks.
Strongly reactive behavior is guaranteed in ActiveSheets as the spreadsheets are bounded
in size by construction. First, the number of steps required to compute an update depends
on the number of cells in which formulae are entered. This number of steps is finite
and fixed whenever an update has to be computed. Second, access to historic values
is achieved through a latch construct. Latches store exactly one value, making them
inherently bounded in size. Windows in ActiveSheets always contain a fixed number of
steps, and take the form of a contiguous row or column of cells. This offers boundedness,
but limits expressivity. In PARTE, only the upper bound on window size is fixed, and the
pattern programmer needs not manually determine that size.

Real-Time Event Monitoring
Mellin [101] describes Solicitor, an event monitoring system which guarantees limits on
resource usage. The work in many ways tackles similar problems as the ones described
in this dissertation. However, the event correlation semantics in their work is different.
Chakravarthy and Mishra [29] defines different kinds of event contexts, which decide
whether two events may be correlated. Examples are a “Most Recent” context, which only
considers the most recent event of a given type; or “Continuous” context, which may
reuse an event that was previously matched in combination with the latest match, as long
as an uninterrupted series of matching events exists for e.g. determining a trend in the
data. The “General” context is however considered as too broad to be applicable, as it
entails a Cartesian product. For this reason, Solicitor [101] omits support for such contexts.
PARTElang does support matching events in the “General” context. The size and time
cost of the Cartesian product is capped by a combination of two factors: the event arrival
rate (see page 65) and the semantic windows (see page 27) defined by the concrete event
pattern.

Static Analysis of Actor Interaction
Stiévenart et al. [130] describes a static analysis for actor languages. The work aims to
support proving upper bounds on actor inboxes. They do so even for arbitrary input,
but without taking into account the elapsed real-world time. The static analysis is not
sufficiently powerful to identify the relation between subsequent event arrivals, nor the
relation between event arrival and event expiration in the PARTE model. Lacking this
domain-knowledge, the static analysis would over-approximate the inbox size of PARTE’s
entry nodes as infinite.
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4.6.2

Composition of Temporal Constraints in Event Algebras

Event algebras by necessity deal with temporal constraints: events inherently have a
temporal component. Still, different algebras offer different expressivity for certain
temporal concerns.

Whole-Pattern Constraints vs. Constraints Per Individual Composition
For instance, the SASE event language by Wu et al. [141] cannot express a pattern which
correlates three events E1 , E2 , E3 such that E1 occurs at most three seconds before E2 and
such that E2 occurs at most three seconds before E3 . SASE offers a within clause to
impose temporal constraints, but such a clause imposes a time window on the entire
complex event. In our event algebra the pattern could be expressed as follows:

P =( EventType1 as E1 )

∧ ( EventType2 as E2 )
WHERE ( E1 .timestamp < E2 .timestamp)
WHERE ( E1 .timestamp + 3 seconds ≥ E2 .timestamp)
∧ ( EventType3 as E3 )
WHERE ( E2 .timestamp < E3 .timestamp)
WHERE ( E2 .timestamp + 3 seconds ≥ E3 .timestamp)
Open vs. Closed Temporal Intervals
Conversely, there also exist patterns which are expressible in some formal models, but not
in our event algebra. Consider the seminal interval algebra by Allen [6]. Allen’s interval
algebra enables expressing how two events correlate in time. For instance, the expression
E1 < E2
denotes that event E1 occurs before event E2 . Similarly, the expression
E1 ◦ E2
denotes that event E1 overlaps with event E2 . Our event algebra is not capable of expressing
Allen’s event algebra, for two reasons:
1. Allen’s algebra allows for half-open temporal intervals, i.e., unbounded temporal
distances. An expression like “E1 < E2 ” places no limit on how long after the
occurrence of E1 the system must wait for a potential E2 . To be usable in a CEP
context with the requirement of strong reactivity, PARTE is limited to expressing
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time windows as closed intervals. There is hence no point in supporting unbounded
time windows in our event algebra, barring the exceptions mentioned in section 4.5.
2. Allen’s algebra depends on placing events in time using both a start and an end time.
PARTE uses only a single timestamp per event. This keeps the formalism shorter
and clearer, yet still allows to express realistic patterns. However, the core constructs
enabling strong reactivity in PARTElang — discussed in the next chapters — can be
applied to time intervals as well as to timestamps. The concepts introduced by this
thesis are therefore compatible with an approach to complex event processing in
which events occur during some time interval instead of at some timestamp.

Constraints Per Individual Composition vs. Constraints Per Pair of Patterns
A variation of our event algebra recording both start and end times of events — and
a variation of PARTE built on top — fully contains the event algebra with interval
constraints.10 The opposite is not the case: some patterns can be expressed in PARTE, but
not in the event algebra with interval constraints. Consider the notation

( P1 ; P2 )[n]
for a sequence of two patterns P1 and P2 , restricted to a temporal window of size n. The
compositional nature of this algebra entails that if ( P1 ; P2 )[n] is a valid pattern, then
substituting any valid pattern for either P1 or P2 yields a valid pattern too. Hence, both

( P1 ; ( P2 ; P3 )[n A ])[n B ]
and

(( P1 ; P2 )[nC ]; P3 )[n D ]
are valid patterns too. Consider now a query of this form for events such that P2 occurs
within twenty seconds after P1 , and that P3 occurs within thirty seconds after P2 , in
such a way that the entire pattern takes no more than forty seconds. The forty second
requirement can be encoded in the interval n B or n D . The twenty second interval can be
encoded in nC . The thirty second interval can be encoded in n A . However, the twenty
second interval and the thirty second interval cannot be both encoded in the same pattern.
The model only allows restricting the duration of the whole pattern, and of either ( P2 ; P3 )
10By “the event algebra with interval constraints” we refer to an event algebra using Allen’s interval algebra
but imposing finite time windows
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or ( P1 ; P2 ). Our event algebra overcomes this limitation of the event algebra with interval
constraints, as shown by the following pattern:
P =( EventType1 as E1 )

∧ ( EventType2 as E2 )
WHERE ( E1 .timestamp < E2 .timestamp)
WHERE ( E1 .timestamp + 20 seconds ≥ E2 .timestamp)
∧ ( EventType3 as E3 )
WHERE ( E2 .timestamp < E3 .timestamp)
WHERE ( E2 .timestamp + 30 seconds ≥ E3 .timestamp)
WHERE ( E1 .timestamp + 40 seconds ≥ E3 .timestamp)
Unlike EVA, TESLA [41] offers the abstraction of a rule, and allows for correlating more
than two events at a time. Within a rule, individual events’ temporal properties can be
used, much like in PARTE.

Associativity of Temporal Constraints
A very similar problem problem exists in EVA [72], even when no time windows are
imposed.
EVA handles composition of events differently from PARTE. In PARTE, a rule programmer
has to manually code the way in which multiple events are abstracted over: to generate a
new complex event, an emit statement has to be written, specifying how the values of the
different events combine to form the new complex event. A new template may have to be
defined. In EVA, composition and abstraction happens automatically: a sequence ( E1 ; E2 )
of events E1 and E2 is itself a (complex) event. As a result of this choice for implicitness,
EVA had to provide a number of sane defaults. For instance, in EVA the timestamp of a
complex event is always the timestamp of the last of its constituents. Individual events’
timestamps are lost in the pairwise composition, only one of both is retained. In PARTE,
the timestamp of a complex event has to be explicitly computed when the new event is
created, but that timestamp can be based on any of the constituents’ timestamps. The ease
of composition offered by EVA has a more significant drawback: its means of composition
are not associative. Consider the set of events { Ea , Eb , Ec }, where Ea occurs at timestamp 2,
Eb occurs at timestamp 1, Ec occurs at timestamp 3. As depicted in figure 4.2, these events
satisfy the sequence pattern ( Ea ; ( Eb ; Ec )), but not the sequence pattern (( Ea ; Eb ); Ec ),
which is equivalent modulo associativity.
In TESLA [41], too, complex events’ timestamps are implicitly inherited from the events
they are composed of. In TESLA, the timestamp of the first event — which they refer to as
the “anchor point” [41] — is used. As mentioned above, TESLA offers the abstraction of a
rule, and allows for correlating more than two events at a time. Within a rule, individual
events’ temporal properties can be used, much like in PARTE. It is only in between rule,
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Eb

Ea

Ec

1

2

3

time

(Eb; Ec)
(Ea; (Eb; Ec))
(Ea; Eb)
((Ea; Eb); Ec)

Figure 4.2: Non-associativity of event composition as done in, e.g., EVA — Since Eb [at t = 1]
occurs before Ec [at t = 3], the first pattern holds. Since Ea [at t = 2] occurs before ( Eb; Ec) [at t = 3],
the second pattern holds. Ea [at t = 2] does not occur before Eb [at t = 1]. Hence, ( Ea; Eb) is empty,
and cannot be composed. In such a semantics, ( Ea ; ( Eb ; Ec )) differs from (( Ea ; Eb ); Ec ), i.e., follows-by
composition is not associative.
after abstracting into a composite event, that TESLA’s automatic event timestamp selection
comes into play.
These issues are partially prevented in systems that model events as occurring during a
certain interval [41, 47, 93], instead of at a certain timestamp. Merging multiple events’
intervals by taking their union does not throw away as much information as merging
multiple events’ singular timestamps.

4.6.3

Event Capture Semantics in Event Algebras

EVA [72] is an event algebra and programming language for CEP. Instead of using
declarative rules, EVA programmers can express sequences of events they are interested
in using so-called profiles or subscriptions. Such subscriptions can make use of operators
for temporal disjunction (one of both events has to occur), logical disjunction (one of
both constraints has to hold), temporal conjunction (both events have to occur), logical
conjunction (both constraints have to hold), temporal sequence (like temporal conjunction,
but imposing order), temporal negation (explicitly disallowing an event from occurring),
and temporal selection (selecting the ith occurrence satisfying the constraints).
EVA defines the notion of a trace as “a semi-ordered sequence of events e ∈ E with startand end-points” [72]. They note that because “a trace behaves essentially as a list, we
can use” list operations such as indexing, such that “tr [i ], i ∈ N refers to the ith event
of the trace tr”. Therein lies the major semantical difference between EVA and PARTE:
EVA expects to match all events (and optionally consume them). A sequence of events is
matched one-by-one, and any event that needs to be skipped must explicitly be skipped
by the subscription. This can for instance be accomplished using a wildcard instead of an
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event variable. In contrast, skipping an uninteresting event is trivial in PARTE: events
that do not match are simply ignored by that rule. On the other hand, detecting the very
next event after a certain event is relatively difficult in PARTE: one must explicitly specify
a rule asking for a first event, a second event occurring later in time, and the absence of an
event that temporally occurs in between the two.
The runtime of the TESLA language, T-REX [41] implements the rules as a set of finite
state automata. Unlike normal regular expressions, T-REX does support event capture
semantics where events are not consumed when they match one pattern. The same events
can hence match multiple patterns. T-REX achieves this by storing many automata instead
of once: instead of having one single automaton per rule, there is a baseline “template”
automaton for the initial, empty state of a rule. In response to the occurrence of an event,
all automata which could transition are cloned, and the clone is transitioned according to
the event. The automata with the previous state are kept around for future matching with
other events. In essence, T-REX stores intermediate results for its incremental matching
by storing automata which partially matched a pattern.
The event capture semantics of Cayuga [47] closely match those of TESLA, as their
detection model is very similar.

4.7

Conclusion

We introduced Logic Reactive Programming, a novel reactive programming paradigm
for correlating complex events. We formulated five requirements for Logic Reactive
Programming languages. We presented PARTElang, a first LRP language. Its informal
semantics and syntax were presented, and an event algebra underlying its semantics was
defined. From these, it followed that PARTElang satisfies the first three requirements of
LRP: PARTElang programs are sets of declarative CEP patterns (RLRP 1) with support for
reasoning over the events’ temporal aspects (RLRP 2). Event data is automatically managed
based on semantic time windows (RLRP 3).
To show that the last two requirements for LRP languages are satisfied by PARTElang
too, it must be shown that PARTElang programs are strongly reactive (definition 1) given a
certain event arrival rate (definition 2). To this end, we stated that constant-time per-event
processing is required. To be able to impose an upper bound on the time it takes to fully
process an event, the processing must be void of unbounded loops. PARTElang achieves
this by enforcing stratification (definition 3).
To show that PARTElang is scalable (RLRP 4) and strongly reactive (RLRP 5), the actual
evaluation model must be defined. We do this in the following chapters.
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5

Operational Semantics for a Logic
Reactive Programming Language

In the previous chapter we introduced the novel Logic Reactive Programming paradigm.
In section 4.2, we defined an LRP language, PARTElang. We provided the formal
foundations for PARTElang in section 4.3, in the form of an event algebra. In this chapter,
we formally define the evaluation model for programs written in PARTElang, so that they
implement the semantics of the event algebra.
The architecture of a Logic Reactive Programming system takes the form depicted in
figure 5.1. This chapter defines an operational semantics for the “LRP runtime” component.
The model must hence support
• receiving primitive events from multiple event sources external to the model,
• filtering them based on the conditions specified in a PARTElang program,
• correlating them based on the conditions specified in the implemented logic reactive
program,
• generating compound events generated in accordance with emit constructs specified
in a PARTElang program, and
• exposing a distinct point at which a match to the program’s patterns can be detected,
enabling notification.
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LRP runtime
Outside world
Event
source
Event
source

Event
source
Event
source

primitive events
Merge sources

Filter

compound
events

Correlate
notification of match

Figure 5.1: The architecture of a Logic Reactive Programming runtime — Primitive events
gathered by event sources are merged, filtered, correlated, and either abstracted over as compound events,
or as matches.
Of course, the model must ensure that strong reactivity is maintained during evaluation,
as defined in definition 1 (page 65). This requires constant-time processing. To enable
this constant-time processing, constant-space processing must be enforced, since some
operations in the event algebra have the complexity of relational joins. Indexing and/or
enumerating results of a relational joins take time proportionate to the size of the instance
of the schema over which they join. The model defined in this chapter therefore ensures an
upper bound on state size throughout evaluation.
For readability, we introduce the model incrementally. We first discuss a rudimentary
model in section 5.2. The rudimentary model is able to detect most patterns specified in
the PARTE language, but falls short by not correctly handling their temporal component.
As a result, the rudimentary model fails to implement negation correctly, and fails to
expire old data, precluding strong reactivity. In section 5.3 we provide a framework for
reasoning about what is missing from the rudimentary model. With that framework
in place, we move on to a full-fledged model: the Featherweight PARTE model. We
define Featherweight PARTE, fwPARTE for short, in section 5.4. A number of possible
improvements beyond fwPARTE are discussed in section 5.6. The formal validation in
chapter 8 will build on the Featherweight PARTE model, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
This chapter concludes by defining how a program in PARTElang can be mapped onto
the fwPARTE model.

5.1

Background: the Rete Algorithm

The fwPARTE model defines how to construct a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which
nodes represent filtering or relational (anti-)joining operations, and edges between nodes
represent data dependencies. The use of such a DAG for guiding evaluation and for
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storing intermediate results is based on the Rete algorithm by Forgy [59]. Therefore,
before defining our novel model, this chapter starts by introducing the Rete algorithm,
and outlining the modifications necessary for the Logic Reactive Programming context.

5.1.1

Rete: A Forward Chaining Inference Engine Algorithm

The Rete algorithm was proposed by Forgy [59] as an improvement to existing pattern
matching algorithms used in expert systems. Rete essentially preprocesses a declarative
rule set to enable incremental matching: it compiles a set of patterns (and their reaction
logic) into a directed acyclic graph. Nodes in the graph represent part of the work
necessary to match the pattern, e.g., verifying whether conditions hold, and unifying sets
of logical variables. The edges in the graph represent the data dependencies. To match
a new logical fact to a rule set compiled by Rete, one starts at the root, and descends
through the DAG, executing the operations encountered. If one of the terminal nodes is
activated, a rule is known to be matched, and its reaction logic is executed.

Optimizing Pattern Matching using a Fixed Search Graph
The Rete algorithm achieves part of its efficiency by preparing the Rete graph only once,
and optimizing this graph by e.g., merging common prefixes of the graph (commonly
referred to as node reuse [91]), thereby preventing duplicate work. After this initial graph
construction phase, a recognize-act cycle is initialized, where the Rete algorithm alternates
between matching new data to patterns, and executing the actions specified as the
consequent of matched rules.
1
2
3
4

rule rule-1 where
a : A, b : B, c : C
then
make D with {}

5
6
7
8
9

rule rule-2 where
a : A, b : B, e : E
then
make F with {}

10
11
12
13
14

rule rule-3 where
c : C, no d : D
then
make G with {}

Listing 5.1: Example of a rule set

Consider for instance the rule set in listing 5.1, written in a PARTElang-like pseudocode.
Rule #1 states that if a compound logical fact matching the simple logical facts a, b, and c
is detected, then a fact of the relation D must to be created. Rule #2 states that if a complex
logical fact matching the simple logical facts a, b, and e is detected, then a logical fact of the
relation F must be created. Finally, rule #3 states that if a compound logical fact consisting
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Example of a Rete graph

The same Rete graph after node reuse
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Figure 5.2: Example of a Rete graph and of the application of node reuse — Both graphs depict
a Rete graph for the rule set listed in listing 5.1. Circles depict Rete graph nodes, cylinders depict storages
for partial matches. Solid lines depict the dependency between nodes. Dashed arrows depict dependencies
though explicit construction of complex logical facts.

of a simple logical fact c and no logical fact d is detected, a logical fact of the relation G
must be created. Figure 5.2 shows what the Rete graph for such a rule set might look like.

Optimizing Pattern Matching by Storing Partial Matches
In addition to precomputing a fixed search graph, the Rete algorithm achieves efficiency
by providing the means for incrementally computing matches to patterns as new facts
arrive. To this end, Rete prescribes how to store partial matches, i.e., matches to a part of the
pattern represented by the Rete graph. Partial matches that were previously computed in
a Rete graph need not be recomputed when new facts arrive. Along any edge in a Rete
graph, partial matches computed by the source node can be stored. When a new fact
arrives, it can efficiently be matched to all previous facts which might match a pattern
with the new fact, as partial matches to the rest of the pattern are stored along the Rete
graph. When facts are explicitly retracted from the fact base, the corresponding partial
matches must be retracted too.
One of the advantages of Rete’s way of handling partial matches is that it can store
arbitrarily many of them. Compare for instance to a finite state automaton. A finite state
automaton is at any point in time in at most one state. A Rete graph can be on its way to
matching arbitrarily many concurrent sequences to patterns: each possible sequence has
its own set of partial matches. The flip side of this behavior is that the storage requirement
of a traditional Rete graph is unbounded.
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5.1.2

Varying the Amount of State Stored along the Rete Graph

In addition to the traditional Rete algorithm by Forgy [59], some variations were construed
to balance the storage size requirements with execution time. A thorough exploration of
this topic is outside the scope of this dissertation, though we deem it sufficiently important
to sketch the general ideas, as restricting how much data is stored is a core part of the
thesis described in this dissertation.
Recall that in Rete, the first two patterns in a rule are joined, and each subsequent pattern
is joined one-by-one with the results. In traditional Rete, intermediate results are stored
at each join in partial match histories. Evidently, it is possible to store fewer intermediate
results (saving storage space, but requiring recomputing) or to store more intermediate
results (storing not just along edges of the graph, but for every pair of patterns, for every
three patterns, etc.). We depicted this concept in figure 5.3.

Storing Fewer Partial Matches
Using traditional Rete as a baseline, fewer partial matches can be stored by (dynamically)
omitting some partial match histories (depicted in figure 5.3 by rendering the storage
semi-transparent) as done by Rete∗ [140]. Even more storage space can be saved by not
saving partial matches between activations at all, as done in TREAT [105]. As a lower
bound, there is the option of not saving any previous partial matches, and instead simply
applying a Cartesian product involving all data.

Storing More Partial Matches
Conversely, on the right-hand side of the spectrum, more intermediate results can be
stored by saving partial matches between every pair of patterns, every three patterns,
etc. We found no related work which applies this approach in the context of Rete, since
this approach deviates from the DAG structure prescribed by Rete. In the related field of
Incremental View Maintenance, this approach has been used by DbToaster [4]. Idris et al.
[76] show that such approaches do not necessarily pay off. They “presume that DBToaster
performs badly [on the dataset of the experiment by Idris et al.] because [DbToaster] needs
to actually materialize the results to sub-queries, [but they] did not confirm this”. The
time it takes to keep the intermediate results up-to-date can outweigh the time that is
saved when a query can be answered from the cache of intermediate results.
Finally, Miranker et al. [106] and Batory [18] have explored the possibility of delaying the
computation of intermediate results by evaluating them lazily.
Our work builds on the baseline Rete algorithm, since our focus lays with guarantees of
strong reactivity and the predictability that this brings. The variations tend to improve
average-case performance at the cost of worst-case performance, and at the cost of
increased unpredictability.
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a. Cartesian product

b. TREAT

c. Rete✱

d. Rete

e. DbToaster

only input

input and some PMs

input and all PMs

input and all combinations

stored data

nothing

Figure 5.3: Different degrees to which partial matches can be stored in production systems
— Cylinders represent storage. From left to right, the amount of data stored increases. A lower bound is
offered by the option of not storing anything. The baseline — around the middle of the spectrum — is the
seminal work by Forgy [59]: Rete.

5.1.3

Adapting Rete for Strongly Reactive Evaluation

Even in its basic form, the Rete algorithm offers the means to satisfy requirement RLRP 1
of Logic Reactive Programming (see definition 4 on page 72): Rete supports declarative
pattern specifications and registration of reaction logic. To satisfy the other requirements,
some adaptations are needed. For instance, consider the use of incremental computation
in Rete. This incremental computation speeds up processing of new data. Still, it is
not strongly reactive. The number of partial matches stored inside the graph can grow
unboundedly. Processing time is proportionate to the number of partial matches stored
in the nodes involved in the join. To achieve requirement RLRP 5, an upper bound on
the number of partial matches stored in the graph must be enforced. This adaptation
ties in closely with RLRP 3: the automatic management of stored events. Achieving this
managed storage and the strong reactivity that it enables, is one of the main adaptations we
make to Rete. The details explained further in this chapter.

5.1.4

Adapting Rete for Events

When the data fed into a Rete graph are not merely logical facts, but events, some changes
can be made to the algorithm. Foremost is the idea of temporal reasoning, i.e., RLRP 2,
i.e., having join-criteria based on the timestamps of the events. Compared to general
data, event data is well-behaved in a very specific, but useful way: timestamps are
non-decreasing. If the system can preserve the order of events (at least up to causality),
then it can use that knowledge. Consider for instance a rule detecting the occurrence of a
complex event a, followed by the occurrence of a complex event b at a later timestamp.
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In a baseline Rete engine, if an instance of b occurs, but no instance of a occurs, then
the instance of b would indefinitely sit idly in the knowledge base. A Rete enhanced
with temporal reasoning, though, can immediately detect that no a corresponding to that
instance of b can ever take place, since its temporal window of opportunity is already past.
Such an enhanced Rete engine can then discard each partial match related to that instance
of b from its memory.
A Rete engine can also be adapted for reasoning about events by introducing time windows.
Instead of keeping an arbitrary number of partial matches for each join, a fixed number of
potential joins can be specified in an event-aware rule. Events are then only correlated
with events that occurred within the window duration.
As we discussed in section 2.3.1, the idea of time windows can be extended to semantic
windows [55]. Semantic windows are like other time windows, but do not explicitly store a
fixed number of events. Instead, they may store a dynamically determined number of
events, where the events which are concurrently in the window with respect to some other
events, are determined by runtime conditions extracted from the semantics specified in
the rules. Discarding events from semantic windows happens when a runtime analysis
determines the events irrelevant for the further matching. The work by Teodosiu and
Pollak [133] provides the means to do so, by demonstrating how a combination of static
analysis of the event patterns and a runtime analysis of events’ timestamps. Jointly, those
are able to determine whether an event may still be part of a complex event, either in
combination with other events being processed, or even with events that are still to occur.
In this chapter, we will extend the approach of Teodosiu and Pollak [133]. We will show
how semantic windows can be applied in a system where the reasoning engine consist
of many, largely independent, concurrent units of computation, and how the need to
synchronize timing information can be localized. To maintain strong reactivity, our
semantic windows will have a determined maximum size, though the minimum size will
be variable, and the maximum size will be automatically inferred by the model.

5.1.5

Adapting Rete for a Distributed Context

To enable processing larger workloads on a distributed computer cluster (RLRP 4), one must
deviate from the traditional implementations of the Rete algorithm. Such implementations
assume that the whole fact base resides in a shared memory space, where all data can be
accessed and mutated from each step of the rule processing.1 A large body of work exists
on the topic of disentangling the concepts of Rete from the ample optimizations which
only make sense in the context of sequential execution [113, 64, 92, 65, 79, 14, 97].
1In fact, PARTE’s original vision included building a parallel version of the CLIPS [142] implementation
of the Rete algorithm. It was soon revealed that it would be less effort to reimplement Rete with parallelism
and distribution in mind, than to untangle the sequential, shared memory assumptions that permeate through
CLIPS. Of course, in CLIPS’ logic programming paradigm, sequentiality is expected at the language level.
Constructs like the activation agenda and salience of rules depend on evaluation happening piecemeal.
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Keeping Track of Time in a Distributed Event-Aware Rete
Moving to a distributed context leads to a whole new set of problem domains.
A model for Rete using a distributed memory space must offer some form of fault-tolerance.
Furthermore, in a distributed setting, atomic recognize-act cycles are no longer cheap to
implement. While cycles at a per-node level are cheap (cf. turns in actors [43]), orchestrating
a cycle of the entire system entails setting up an expensive synchronization point. As
we shall demonstrate further in this chapter, such a globally synchronized cycle must
not be maintained in an event-aware Rete. A weaker form of synchronization suffices,
where distributed Rete nodes maintain a sort of logical clock [90] as part of the exchange of
event data. As long as in-order propagation of event data can be guaranteed, the temporal
constraints can be leveraged to determine whether events must be joined, and whether
old partial matches can be discarded [132]. A global view on the knowledge base is not
necessary.

Storing Partial Matches in a Distributed Memory Space
In addition to these high-level considerations, the move to a distributed memory model
also requires rethinking common implementation idioms. For instance, it is common [116]
to implement partial matches as a linked list, where partial matches to a join refer to
the two parent partial matches from which they derive, stored higher up in the graph.
This is no longer possible if the location where those parent partial matches are stored,
is in a different memory space. Similarly, downward pointers to speed up retraction
and reinsertion [116] cannot be implemented if the downward pointer would point into
storage managed by another concurrently executing entity living in a different memory
space.
To minimise the need for synchronization across Rete nodes, the nodes should be as
self-contained as possible. For this reason we decided to break with one tradition in Rete
systems: instead of considering the stores of partial matches to belong to the node that
produced the partial match, we consider this storage to belong to the node which uses
those results, i.e., the successor node in the Rete graph. While this means that partial
matches can be stored redundantly, this also entails consumers can synchronously access
them, as they need only access non-shared memory. Since partial matches are written
only once, but can be read multiple times, this leads to an asymptotic decrease in the
required synchronization points.

Rete Nodes Plus their Memories as Concurrent Units of Computation
Abstractly, the change we propose looks as follows: the process of pattern matching can
be implemented by a group of concurrent actors whose communication pattern mimics a
Rete DAG. The semantics of the Rete algorithm can be preserved, while a large degree
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of parallelism is introduced.2 At the same time, the structure of the Rete graph offers
guarantees which are beneficial to parallelism and distribution.
Our approach has the following beneficial properties with respect to distribution:
• The use of concurrent actors means different parts of the rule set can be evaluated
in parallel. This applies both to different rules, as well as to different parts of the
same rule, owing to the emergence of a pipeline of rule elements processed in their
own thread of control.
• The Rete algorithm is stateful, and all data is stored in one of two ways: as tokens
explicitly sent between the nodes, or as private data uniquely owned by one node.
Synchronization for the latter is trivial: its owner’s thread of control can access
private data without need for any synchronization.
• At any time, only one node needs access to any given token: first the node which
creates and sends the node, and – once sent – the receiver. This entails that
synchronizing access to tokens is cheap: it suffices that the sender stops referring
to the token once the token has been enqueued.3
• No more than two nodes ever contend for the sending side of a queue: two for joinand anti-join-nodes, one for other types of nodes. At most one node contends for
the receiving end — namely the owner of the inbox. The Rete graph hence keeps
contention low by design.
Synchronization across different machines can happen by message passing. Nodes
which happen to be scheduled on the same machine can be optimized even further:
nonblocking [69, 104, 45] or even wait-free queues [80], coupled with a fence between
the last write to the token and the enqueueing, suffice to enforce linearizability [70],
and are cheap in the absence of contention.
• Since the Rete graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), all tokens-passing happens
downwards. There are no tokens “swimming up the stream”. Implementations
hence need only offer the synchronization mechanisms common in stream processing as described in chapter 2.

5.2

A First, Rudimentary Formal Model for PARTE

Section 4.2 presented a language for specifying declarative rules. In section 5.1 we
indicated that such declarative rules can be translated into a search graph by the Rete
algorithm. This section and section 5.4 present two models for a Rete-like directed
2Even for small rule sets — consisting of only a couple of rules — this approach give rise to more concurrent
actors than physical processors on a single node of current day hardware.
3A receiver trivially cannot access tokens that have not been sent to it yet.
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acyclic graph of nodes into which the PARTE language can be compiled. The concrete
transformation steps to follow are given in section 5.5.
As we explained at the start of this chapter, we introduce the formal PARTE model
incrementally. We first present a rudimentary model of PARTE. This rudimentary model
models a system that is mostly able to detect rules specified in the PARTE language,
but fails to fully incorporate the notion of time. As a result, the models prescribes
accumulating all data it encounters, leading to arbitrarily large space consumption. Since
evaluation of the model takes a number of steps proportionate to the amount of data
stored, evaluation of the rudimentary model grows slower over time. As such, this model
cannot possibly generate a strongly reactive system as defined in definition 1. Still, a large
part of the complexity can be introduced by means of the rudimentary model — hopefully
— without overwhelming the reader.
The remainder of this section introduces a rudimentary model of PARTE. The model
is defined formally, though the behavior described by the model fails to accurately
implement the PARTE language from section 4.2. The model is defined in a top-down
fashion: we begin from the high-level constructs that make up the “PARTE graph”, then
define their constituent elements, then define those elements’ constituents, etc. until we
g
reach the atomic data types. Next, we define the global evaluation language, −→, which
defines how tokens traverse the distributed PARTE graph. Finally, we define the local
l
evaluation language, −→
, which defines how tokens are processed locally at4 specific nodes
in the graph.

5.2.1

Graph Nodes

At its outermost level, the Rete-like graph encoding a rule set is represented by a set of
PARTE graph nodes. The edges between the nodes are encoded in the nodes: each node
stores its out-edges. Concretely, the set N of PARTE graph nodes consists of tuples of the
form

N hιn , s, m, t, ndatai.

Notation
If a is the canonical element of some set, then a is a vector of elements from that set.
A vector has a fixed, finite size. The element at the ith index is typeset as a[i ].

4We refer to an evaluation step by the local evaluation language where the first element of the tuple in the
l
domain of −→
is a node n as “evaluation at node n”. At times, we will use terminology somewhat loosely by
implying nodes are active elements, i.e., entities which can be the subject of active verbs such as “to send” or “to
g
l
verify”. Formally, in those cases it will be the evaluation of either −→
or −→ which enacts those steps, at those
nodes.
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Notation
To disambiguate different types of tuples in the formalization, we prefix a
calligraphically typeset version of the set name in front of the tuple. For instance,
nodes, which belong to the set N, are typeset as a tuple of the form N h_, _, _, _, _i.
We use underscores as “wildcards” to indicate that the value of a certain tuple
member is inconsequential in the current evaluation rule. Since the tuple member
is not bound to a variable, the tuple member cannot be referred to later: different
occurrences of underscores in a single formula or rule are not required to refer
to the same value. This notational convention, common in some programming
languages, hence makes it easier to follow complex formalisms, as the flow of data
is easier to follow. In other words: N hιn , _, _, _, _i means “a node whose identifier
is ιn , and whose successors, inbox, outbox, and node-local data could be any value
that one of those fields of a node may have”.
Notation
Sets of identifiers are written as I_ , where the kind of identifier is indicated by a
single letter where the underscore is. Canonical members of this set are written as ι_ .
For instance, the set IN contains node identifiers. A canonical node identifier is ιn .
A node’s tuple elements are the node’s identifier, ιn ; a vector of successors, s; a vector of
messages, m; a vector of tokens, t; and the node-local data ndata. This last element is a
member of the set D. A subset of D exists for each conceptual type of PARTE graph node.
In the rudimentary PARTE model, these are alpha nodes, join-nodes, not-nodes, terminal
nodes, and production nodes.5 Formally:
ndata ∈ D = (Dalpha ∪ Djoin ∪ Dnot ∪ Dterminal ∪ Dproduction ).
Nodes are identified by node identifiers, the set of which is named IN in accordance to
our notational convention. Successors are pairs of a node identifier and an activation side,
which is either “from the left” (typeset as &), “from the top” (typeset as ↓), or “from
the right” (typeset as .). Conceptually, a successor pair s specifies an out-edge from
the current node, along with an indicator of how the node is activated: for Rete-nodes
with two predecessors, a distinction must be made between data arriving from the left
predecessor and data arriving from the right predecessor. In PARTE, his data take the
form of messages. A message m is a pair of an activation side and a token. We define what
a token (t ∈ T) looks like in PARTE on page 109.
The vector of messages m represents the node’s inbox: m contains all tokens that need to
be processed at this node, in order, together with the side by which the node is activated
5We deviate from the model by Forgy [59] by distinguishing between “side-effecting” terminal nodes, and
event-generating production nodes. The semantics of both node types are discussed further in this chapter.
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by this token. The vector of tokens t plays a complementary role, serving as the node’s
outbox. To percolate tokens through the PARTE graph, messages in a node’s outbox t have
to be appended to the inboxes of all the successor nodes listed in s, using the activation
side listed in s for the new message.
Formally, the introduced sets are the following:
Element

∈ Set

Name

ιn ∈ IN

Node identifier

s ∈ IN × {&, ↓, .}
m ∈ {&, ↓, .} × T

Successor
Message

The sizes of m and t are fixed, as is usual for vectors, but are not specified in detail here.
As we will show later, in the rudimentary PARTE model, any size is too small to deal
with arbitrary rule sets. Still, any size greater than zero produces a model that works for
some rule sets. Section 5.3.7 defines the required size of the inboxes and outboxes in the
full-fledged PARTE model, fwPARTE. In section 8.3 we prove that that size is sufficient to
guarantee proper evaluation.

5.2.2

Node-local Data

The node-local data of the five types of PARTE graph nodes in the rudimentary model, is
defined as follows:
Element

∈ Set

Dalpha hιt , cα , ιe i ∈ Dalpha
Djoin hc β , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti ∈ Djoin
Dnot hc β , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti ∈ Dnot
e i∈D
Dproduction h g
production
Dterminal hi ∈ Dterminal

Name

Alpha node-local data
Join-node-local data
Not-node-local data
Production node-local data
Terminal node-local data

Notation
We refer to a node whose node-local data is in Dalpha as an “alpha node”, a node
whose node-local data is in Djoin a “join-node”, etc.
By design, the different types of PARTE graph nodes have a different format of node-local
data: a tuple with exactly the data that is relevant to that type of node. As a result, the
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semantic constructs for the different types of node-local data contain mostly all types of
semantic constructs that have not been explained yet. A first, high-level overview is this:

Alpha Nodes implement an individual event pattern. In isolation, a pattern is matched
based on the type of event, and its attributes. A successful match results in the binding of
the event to a variable defined in the rule-based program. Hence, an alpha node must
accept or reject events of a certain type, and provide the identifier to bind successful
matches to. That event type is identified by a template identifier ιt . The template identifier
names a relation, as specified in section 4.2.1. Templates themselves are a vector ιa
identifying the attributes which events must have to be adhering to that template. The
predicate that accepts or rejects the event is identified by cα , and the variable to bind to is
abstracted into an event identifier ιe . Such an event identifier is a member of the set IE ,
which contains identifiers for all events mentioned in a rule.
Note that ιe s do not uniquely identify elements in E. Instead, they uniquely identify
an event pattern location. For instance, consider the PARTElang implementation of
driver scenario A from listing 7.2. An event identifier might identify “the pattern where
incoming is bound in rule FraudPassThrough”, not “the event at timestamp t, bound
to incoming in rule FraudPassThrough”.

Join-Nodes and Not-Nodes implement the join or anti-join between multiple patterns.
Hence, both join- and not-nodes must check join- criteria. As a Rete-derived model, PARTE
stores partial matches, which PARTE stores in the join- and not-nodes. A partial match
represents, as the name implies, a partial result of a matching operation. Specifically, a
partial match maps a set of event identifiers onto concrete events which can be bound to
the variable represented by the event identifiers.
Both join- and not-nodes store the temporal join-criteria (i.e., temporal distances between
events) as dist, and the other join-criteria as a predicate c β . Temporal distances are
differences between timestamps, such that a temporal distance function specifies how far
from the reference event another event may occur. For a given reference event pattern with
event identifier ιea , and another event pattern with event identifier ιe b , dist(ιe b ) yields a
pair h∆θmin , ∆θmax i where ∆θmin is the minimum temporal distance between the events
bound to ιea and ιe b , and ∆θmax is the maximum temporal distance.
Consider for instance a PARTElang fragment where { a in b [5s, 15s]}, which
requires that the event bound to logical variable a occurs at least 5 seconds after the
event bound to b, and at most 15 seconds after b. A call to dist(b) should return a pair
h5s, 15si. For a given match to b occurring at timestamp t, each event satisfying a which
occurs in the time interval [t + 5s, t + 15s], matches the compound event. The converse
holds too: for a given match to a occurring at timestamp t, each event satisfying b which
occurs in the time interval [t − 15s, t − 5s], matches the compound event. In other words,
a call to dist( a) should return a pair h−15s, −5si. Temporal distances can be negative. A
negative minimum temporal distance means that the event may occur before the reference
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element. A negative maximum temporal distance means that the event must occur before
the reference event.
Finally, the partial matches from left predecessors are stored as a vector of partial matches,
pm; and those of right predecessors as a vector of events, e. The event identifiers from left
and right predecessors are stored as ιe& and ιe. , respectively.

Production Nodes implement the emission of new events in response to matching
an entire rule. Event emission must create a new event, based on attributes of the
matched events, as specified in section 4.2 (specifically with respect to limitations such as
stratification as defined on page 67). The construction of a new event based on attributes
e .
and temporal data of a partial match is abstracted into an event generation expression, g

Terminal Nodes represent the locations where an entire rule program is successfully
matched. Since the PARTE model does not define what to do at that point, terminal nodes
contain no additional data.
Notation
The type of a mapping, i.e., function, from a type 1 to a type 2 is typeset as
M1*2 . For instance, a partial match is a mapping from event identifiers (i.e.,
the set IE ) to events (i.e., the set E), and the set of partial matches is typeset as MIE *E .
Element access is typeset using indexing notation. For instance, for a partial match
pm ∈ MIE *E , the element bound to event identifier ιe in pm is typeset as pm[ιe ].
The semantic constructs we introduced are formally specified as follows:

Element

∈ Set

ιt ∈ IT

Template identifier

ιe ∈ IE

Event identifier

cα ∈ E → B

Alpha condition

c β ∈ ( M IE *E ) → B

Beta condition

pm ∈ MIE *E

Partial match

e
g

Event generator expression

∈ ( M IE *E ) → E

∆θ ∈ ∆Θ = Θ

dist ∈ MIE *(∆Θ ×∆Θ )
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Temporal distance
Temporal distance function
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5.2.3

Tokens

When the Rete algorithm [59] exchanges logical facts between Rete nodes, those facts are
wrapped in tokens. Similarly, PARTE wraps events in tokens when sending them between
nodes. Tokens come in two flavors: alpha tokens and beta tokens. Alpha tokens wrap exactly
one event’s data. Beta tokens wrap one partial match, which can incorporate one or more
events’ data. To define tokens, we introduce the following semantic constructs:

∈

Element

5.2.4

Set

Structure

Name

t∈ T

=

Tα ∪ Tβ

Token

t α = T α h e i ∈ Tα

=

E

Alpha token

t β = T β h pmi ∈ Tβ

=

M IE *E

Beta token

Events

Rules in PARTE reason about streams of events. In line with our definition in the event
algebra EA on page 81, events in a stream have a timestamp. PARTE stores the timestamp
separately from the non-temporal attributes. Finally, an event must identify its template.
To accommodate these concepts, the rudimentary PARTE model defines the following
semantic constructs:

∈

Set

e = E hιt , attrs, θ i ∈

E

=

IT × MIA *V × Θ

Event

θ∈

Θ

⊂

R

Timestamp

ιa ∈

IA

Element

Structure

Attribute identifier

attrs ∈ MIA *V
v∈

V

Name

Attributes

⊂

R

Value

Events are defined as a three-tuple with tuple constructor E . They contain the identifier of
the event’s template, values for each of the event’s attributes, and the event’s timestamp.
The time at which an event occurred is represented by an element from Θ, the set of
timestamps. Canonical elements of Θ are typeset as θ. A full order is defined on Θ, such
that for any two timestamps θ1, θ2 ∈ Θ : (θ1 < θ2) Y (θ1 = θ2) Y (θ1 > θ2).
An event’s attributes are represented as a mapping from attribute identifiers to concrete
values. Values are the most fundamental type of data present in the PARTE model. V
contains all primitive value which PARTE can reason about. In the formal model, this
is limited to a finite subset of the real numbers. Values can appear as constants in a
PARTElang program, or be entered into the model in the role of attributes to events.
Canonical elements of the set V are typeset as v.
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5.2.5

The Global Evaluation Language

The percolation of tokens through the PARTE graph is specified by the global evaluation
g
language −→.
The global evaluation language consists of two reduction rules: (Proc) and (Prop). (Proc)
specifies how each token in a node’s inbox is processed using the local evaluation language
l
−→
, whose rules are listed further down in this section. (Prop) specifies how tokens are
propagated from a node’s outbox to all its successors’ inboxes. Both inference rules in
g
−→ transform a set of PARTE graph nodes to a new set of PARTE graph nodes, and are
hence functions in P (N) → P (N).
Notation
We typeset inference rules using the common notation. For instance, an inference
rule named (SomeRule) which describes that a evaluates to b via language c if d
equals e and f is greater than g, is typeset as follows:
(SomeRule)
d=e
f >g
c

a −→ b

The Processing Rule
(Proc) specifies that an arbitrary node can be selected from the nodes N that make up the
PARTE graph, when that node has at least one item in the inbox (i.e., the vector located in
third position in the tuple has some first element, hside, ti). A tuple hdata, side, ti must
then be created. This tuple must be processed by executing a single step of the local
0
l
inference language −→
, resulting in a tuple hdata0 , t i. The first element in this tuple
represents the updated node-local data, the second element holds all tokens generated
l
in this step of −→
. The outbox of the selected node must have room for the produced
tuples. A replacement must be substituted for the selected node, which inherits the
node’s identifier, successors and inbox. The replacement node’s outbox is the selected
0
node’s outbox extended with the new tokens t . The replacement node’s node-local data
is provided in data0 .
(Proc) is specified as follows:
(Proc)
l
hdata, side, ti−→h
data0 , t0 i

has-room-for(t, t0 )
g

{N hιn , s, hside, ti · m, t, datai} t Nrest −→Nrest t {N hιn , s, m, t  t0 , data0 i}
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Notation
We use syntax slightly different from what is common here: a · b does not indicate
extending the vector b with an element a in the front, but rather that b is a vector of
the same length as the vector a · b, but where
• each element in b occurs in a · b, in the same order, but at an index one less in
b than in a · b;
• the first element of a · b holds the same value as what is named by expression
a; and
• b has one more empty spot at the end of the vector than a · b.
For instance, let vector v a be a vector of length 5, defined as (1 2 3 ∅ ∅) , where
empty spots are represented as empty sets. Let v a = x · vb . Then x = 1 and
v b = (2 3 ∅ ∅ ∅ ) .
Similarly, the notation c  d does not result in a vector with a size equal to the
sum of the size of both vectors. Instead, the elements in d are inserted into the
empty spots of c. The operator  can only be applied if has-room-for(c, d ), i.e.,
if there are enough empty spots in c to store all elements of d. For instance,
(1 2 ∅ ∅ ∅ )  (3 4) = (1 2 3 4 ∅ ) .
After (Proc), the PARTE graph consists of all nodes in N except for the selected node (i.e.,
Nrest ), unioned with a singleton set containing the replacement node. Conceptually, this
can be thought of as “updating” the selected node to a new state in N. In subsequent
rules we occasionally phrase the replacement of a node by a node with the same identity,
but different state, as “updating”.

The Propagation Rule
g

The second inference rule in the global evaluation language −→ specifies that an arbitrary
node can be selected from the nodes N that make up the PARTE graph, when that node
has at least one item in the outbox (i.e., the vector located in fourth position in the tuple
has a non-empty first element, t). The subset Nb of N is defined as all nodes whose
identifier ιb appears in the first position of a tuple in sa . That is to say, Nb is the set of
successor nodes of the selected node, or, equivalently, the set of nodes reachable in a single
step through an out-edge of the selected node.
If all successor nodes have room in their inboxes to receive a message, (Prop) continues
by specifying that the successor nodes must be updated, yielding N0b . N0b contains an
updated node for each node in Nb , inheriting the old node’s identifier ιb , successors sb ,
outbox mb , and data datab , but appending a tuple hside, ti to the inbox, where side is the
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second element in the tuple in sa where the first element is that node’s identifier. The
source node must be updated by removing t from its outbox.
(Prop) is specified as follows:
(Prop)
Nb = N ∩ {N hιb , _, _, _, _i | hιb , _i ∈ sa }
∀N
h_, _, mb , _, _i ∈ Nb : has-room-for(mb , 1)

N0b = N hιb , sb , mb · hside, ti, tb , datab i | N hιb , sb , mb , tb , datab i ∈ Nb , hιb , sidei ∈ sa
g

{N hιa , sa , m a , t · t a , dataa i} t Nb t Nrest −→{N hιa , sa , m a , t a , dataa i} t N0b t Nrest
After (Prop), the PARTE graph consists of all nodes in Nrest , unioned with both a singleton
set containing the updated version of the selected node, and with the set of updated
destination nodes, N0b .

5.2.6

The Local Evaluation Language
g

g

We just defined the global evaluation language −→. Evaluation steps in −→ transform
a set of PARTE graph nodes into an updated set of PARTE graph nodes, by either
propagating tokens to successors (through (Prop)), or by having a token processed by
g
l
l
the local evaluation language −→
(through (Proc)). From the usage of −→
in −→, it is
l
evident that a step in −→
takes a three-tuple in D × {&, ↓, .} × T, and produces a pair
in D × P (T). That is to say: some node-local data, an activation side, and a token gets
transformed into an updated state for the node-local data, and zero or more tokens.
The set D in the rudimentary PARTE model was defined to be Dalpha ∪ Djoin ∪ Dnot ∪
Dterminal ∪ Dproduction (see section 5.2.2). We now describe the semantics of each of those
node types by defining the evaluation at each type of node by the local evaluation language
l
−→
.

Alpha Nodes
Alpha nodes filter events based on their template and attributes.
Remember from section 5.2.2 that alpha tokens whose event’s template does not match the
one specified in the alpha token are to be discarded. Alpha tokens whose events’ attributes
satisfy the constraints encoded in cα are to be wrapped in beta tokens and propagated to
successors of the alpha node. Unlike the traditional Rete model [59], the PARTE model
does not store partial matches that satisfy all constraints in an “alpha memory”. Instead, a
beta token containing the events’ data is propagated to all successors, who are responsible
for storing the data they require, and discarding it as appropriate. Refer again to figure 5.2
on page 98. Instead of storing partial matches along the edges, PARTE includes the storage
with the successor nodes.
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Also unlike the traditional Rete model, alpha nodes in the PARTE model form the boundary
between the alpha and the beta network. Some traditional Rete implementations have
two-input nodes’ right-hand-side input be alpha tokens, and let the two-input nodes be the
boundary between the alpha and beta network. The traditional approach requires that the
first two-input node of any rule performs a special “dummy” join between “nothing” on
the left, and the first pattern on the right. We did not depict this in our figure on page 98,
as this conceptually only complicates matters, and PARTE does not follow that approach
anyway. In PARTE, alpha nodes convert their input to beta tokens, and two-input nodes
always operate on streams of beta tokens. As such, the uppermost two-input nodes need
not be special-cased. Beta tokens encode events in a mapping from event identifier to
event. Since an alpha node is responsible for binding an event to a logical variable in a
pattern in a rule, a one-on-one mapping exists between alpha nodes and event identifiers.
The event identifier ιe to which matching events can be bound, is thus stored in the alpha
nodes.
l
Evaluation at an alpha node by the local evaluation language −→
proceeds as follows:

(Alpha-NoMatchTemplate)
e = E hιte , _, _i
ιtn 6= ιte
l
hDalpha hιtn , cα , ιe i, ↓, Tα heii−→hDalpha hιtn , cα , ιe i, ∅i
(Alpa-NoMatchConstraint)
α

e = E hιte , _, _i
ιtn = ιte
cα (e) −→ false
l
hDalpha hιtn , cα , ιe i, ↓, Tα heii−→hDalpha hιtn , cα , ιe i, ∅i
(Alpha-Match)
α

e = E hιte , _, _i
ιtn = ιte
cα (e) −→ true
l
hDalpha hιtn , cα , ιe i, ↓, Tα heii−→hD
h
ι
alpha tn , cα , ιe i, {T β h[ ιe 7 → e ]i}i
Evaluation of an alpha node can commence whenever an alpha token Tα hei is available.
If the alpha token’s event conforms to a different event template than the template of
the alpha node, the token is discarded without further consideration, as described in
(Alpha-NoMatchTemplate). If the event template matches the one stored, the event is
subjected to the alpha predicate cα , which verifies the alpha condition. If cα (e) evaluates
to false, the alpha token is discarded without further consideration, as described in
(Alpha-NoMatchConstraint). If instead cα (e) evaluates to true, a beta token binding the
event’s data to the event identifier ιe is produced (as seen in (Alpha-Match)), to be sent to
g
the successors by the (Prop) rule of the global evaluation language −→.
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Join-Nodes

Join-nodes perform a relational join between the stream of beta tokens arriving from their
left predecessor, and the stream of beta tokens arriving from their right predecessor.
The creation of these joint relations happens incrementally as new tokens arrive. To
enable the incremental joining, previous tokens must be remembered. Join-nodes are
hence stateful. Join-nodes store partial matches they receive. Tokens are stored in either a
left partial match history or a right partial match history, depending on whether the token
arrived from the left or the right predecessor. As a result, join-nodes behave significantly
differently from alpha nodes: whereas alpha nodes generate zero or one token per token
they receive, join-nodes respond to the reception of a token by producing between zero
and | pm| tokens for a right activation, and between zero and |e|) tokens for a left activation.
A boolean predicate over the attributes of the events being joined, c β , represents the
non-temporal join-conditions, if any. The temporal join-conditions define a lifetime, and
through that a semantic window.
l
Evaluation at a join-node by the local evaluation language −→
proceeds as follows:

(Join-&)
window.

pm0 = pm · pmt β
has-room-for( pm, 1)
= semantic-window({[ιe. 7→ e] | e ∈ e}, lifetime& (dist, timestamps( pmt β )))
β

pmnew = { pmt β · pm. | pm. ∈ window. , c β ( pmt β · pm. ) −→ true}

hDjoin hc β , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, &, T β h pmt β ii
−→hDjoin hc β , pm0 , e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, {T β h pmi | pm ∈ pmnew }i
l

(Join-.)
has-room-for(e, 1)
e0 = e · et β
window& = semantic-window( pm, lifetime. (dist, [ιe. 7→ timestamp(et β )]))
β

pmnew = { pm& [ιe. 7→ et β ] | pm& ∈ window& , c β ( pm& [ιe. 7→ et β ]) −→ true}

hDjoin hc β , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, ., T β h[ιe. 7→ et β ]ii
−→hDjoin hc β , pm, e0 , ιe& , ιe. , disti, {T β h pmi | pm ∈ pmnew }i
l

Evaluation of (Join-&) can only commence if and only if the partial match history
has-room-for at least one more partial match. If it does, left-activation of a join-node by a
beta token T β h pmt β i proceeds by appending the token’s partial match pmt β to the node’s
left partial match history pm, yielding pm0 . Subsequently, the lifetime for the new partial
match is calculated. Using this lifetime, a semantic window window. is constructed: the
set of all partial matches from the right partial match history (i.e., e) which need to be
joined with pmt β , based only on their timestamps. A set of new partial matches pmnew is
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intersection

h a, bi

: Θ2 → Θ2 → Θ2

hc, di = hmax{ a, c}, min{b, d}i

lifetime& : (IE → ∆Θ 2 ) → MIE *Θ → Θ2
K

lifetime& (dist, `map) =

h`map[ιe ] + dist(ιe )min , `map[ιe ] + dist(ιe )max i

ιe ∈dom(`map)

lifetime. : (IE → ∆Θ 2 ) → MIE *Θ → Θ2
lifetime. (dist, [ιe 7→ `]) = h` − dist[ιe ]max , ` − dist[ιe ]min i
timestamp : E → Θ
timestamp(E h_, _, θ i) = θ
timestamps : MIE *E → MIE *Θ
timestamps( pm) = {(ιe 7→ θ ) | pm[ιe ] = E h_, _, θ i}
semantic-window : P (MIE *E ) → Θ2 → P (MIE *E )
semantic-window( pm, hθstart , θend i) = { pm | pm ∈ pm, ∀E h_, _, θ i ∈ pm : (θ ≥ θstart ) ∧ (θ ≤ θend )}

Figure 5.4: The auxiliary functions for the rudimentary PARTE model — Lines in green list
the types of the functions, while lines in black list their behavior.

constructed as all sets pmt β · pm. for each pm. ∈ window. , for which the condition c β
holds. Finally, each match in pmnew is wrapped in a beta token. The set of all beta tokens
so generated forms the set tokens produced by this step, which is placed in the second
place of the resulting tuple.
Right-activation of a join-node proceeds similarly if the node’s right partial match history
has-room-for at least one more partial match: the token’s partial match here is the singleton
mapping from the left event identifier ιe . to an event et β . This mapping must be appended
to the right partial match history e, yielding the updated partial match history e0 . A window
window& is constructed, consisting of all partial matches from the left partial match
history (pm) which are in the semantic window with respect to the new partial match. A
set of matches pmnew is constructed as all sets pm& · pmt β for each pm& ∈ window& , for
which the condition c β holds. Finally, each of these pmnew is wrapped in a beta token,
and presented as the set of produced tokens.
The auxiliary functions used in the inference rules above are defined in figure 5.4.
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Not-Nodes
Not-nodes or anti-join-nodes implement negation in the PARTE model.
Not-nodes behave largely similar to join-nodes, with the crucial difference that not-nodes
propagate tokens when the relational join fails, and discards the tokens for which a join
succeeds.
Whereas in join-nodes both predecessors are in principle interchangeable,6 not-nodes
attribute a different semantics to both predecessors: the left predecessor provides the
positive tokens, and the right predecessor provides the negated tokens. Upon receipt of a
positive token, this token gets stored into the left partial match history (pm). The right
partial match history (e) is searched for matching tokens. When a matching negated token
is found, i.e., when the negated pattern is satisfied, the anti-join failed for that positive
token. The positive token hence is discarded. Inversely, upon receipt of a negated token,
that token gets stored into the right partial match history. The left partial match history is
searched for matching tokens. When a matching positive token is found, the anti-join
failed for that positive token, and the positive token gets discarded. The negated token is
kept indefinitely, as it can still match with future positive tokens.
The general structure of the rules for evaluation at not-nodes is similar to that of the rules
at join-nodes. The major difference is in how evaluation proceeds when successful matches
are found. Instead of collecting all valid matches, and wrapping them in beta tokens for
propagation, the rules perform the following actions, depending on the activation side,
and on whether a match exists:
(Not-&-Match) : when left-activated by a token for whose partial match a match exists
on the right, the negation failed. Nothing is produced;
(Not-&-NoMatch) : when left-activated by a token for whose partial match no match
exists on the right, the negation succeeded. The incoming beta token is propagated;
(Not-.-Match) : when right-activated by a token for whose partial match a match exists
on the left, the negation failed. Nothing is produced;
(Not-.-NoMatch) : when right-activated by a token for whose partial match no match
exists on the left, the negation succeeded. All left partial matches in the correct
semantic window, but which do not match, get wrapped in a beta token and
propagated.
Note that (Not-.-NoMatch) can propagate partial matches that have been propagated before. This is one of the shortcomings of the rudimentary PARTE model,
and is solved in the full-fledged PARTE model defined in section 5.4.
6A relational join is associative and commutative when the resulting projection is considered as a mapping,
not an ordered tuple.
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In the rudimentary model of PARTE, evaluation at a not-node by the local evaluation
l
language −→
is nearly identical to the evaluation at a join-node. It proceeds as follows:
(Not-&-Match)
has-room-for( pm, 1)
pm0 = pm · pmt β
window. = semantic-window({[ιe. 7→ e] | e ∈ e}, lifetime& (dist, timestamps( pmt β )))
β

∃ e. ∈ window. : c β ( pmt β [ιe. 7→ e. ]) −→ true
l
0
hDnot hc β , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, &, T β h pmt β ii−→hD
not h c β , pm , e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, ∅ i

(Not-&-NoMatch)
has-room-for( pm, 1)
pm0 = pm · pmt β
window. = semantic-window({[ιe. 7→ e] | e ∈ e}, lifetime& (dist, timestamps( pmt β )))
β

∀ e. ∈ window. : c β ( pmt β [ιe. 7→ e. ]) −→ false
hDnot hc β , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, &, T β h pmt β ii
−→hDnot hc β , pm0 , e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, {T β h pmt β i}i
l

(Not-.-Match)
e0 = e · et β
has-room-for(e, 1)
window& = semantic-window( pm, lifetime. (dist, [ιe. 7→ timestamp(et β )]))
β

∃ pm& ∈ window& : c β ( pm& [ιe. 7→ et β ]) −→ true
hDnot hc β , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, ., T β h[ιe. 7→ et β ]ii
−→hDnot hc β , pm, e0 , ιe& , ιe. , disti, ∅i
l

(Not-.-NoMatch)
has-room-for(e, 1)
e0 = e · et β
window& = semantic-window( pm, lifetime. (dist, [ιe. 7→ timestamp(et β )]))
β

∀ pm& ∈ window& : c β ( pm& [ιe. 7→ et β ]) −→ false
t0β = {T β h pmi | pm ∈ window& }

hDnot hc β , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, ., T β h[ιe. 7→ et β ]ii
0

0
l
−→hD
not h c β , pm, e , ιe& , ιe. , disti, t β i
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Production Nodes
Production nodes effectuate reactions when a rule’s entire pattern is successfully matched.
They do so by producing a new event. The new event’s attributes are derived from the
values bound in the token that activates the production node. In addition to straightforwardly copying values, the model supports basic arithmetic operations involving the
attributes of events, as well as constants. For instance, part of the driver scenarios (page 12)
could be implemented by summing the amount of money transferred by a number of
fraudulent transfers, and emitting a new compound event that contains the sum. The exact
scope of operations needed to implement the language is described in section 4.2. Here, it
suffices to know that these transformations take the form of expressions dependent on a
partial match (which themselves are a mapping from event identifier to event), which
e .
produces an event. We typeset those event generator expressions as g
In the rudimentary model of PARTE, the evaluation at a production node by the local
l
evaluation language −→
proceeds as follows:
(Prod)
e ( pm ) −→ e0
g
l
e i, ↓, T h pm ii −→hD
e
0
hDproduction h g
β
production h g i, {Tα h e i}i

Terminal Nodes
Terminal nodes represent the point at which an entire program is successfully matched.
When the PARTE model is used in a rule engine that is deployed in the real world,
activation of terminal nodes should produce side-effects in the outside world, e.g., print
something to a computer screen, send a network package, etc. In PARTE, tokens are
consumed at terminal nodes by merely discarding them. The behavior of a terminal node
is hence as follows:
(Term)
l
hDterminal hi, ↓, T β h_ii−→hD
terminal hi, ∅ i

5.3

Formal Concepts for an Operational Semantics of the
PARTE Language

The rudimentary model of PARTE presented in the previous section has a number of
shortcomings that prevent it from correctly implementing the logic that can be expressed
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in the PARTE language from section 4.2. Furthermore, it fails to provide the guarantees
that section 4.1.2 identified as necessary for strongly reactive behavior. This section defines
the concepts necessary to reason about the shortcomings of the rudimentary model. It
further defines how the concerns identified by those concepts can be addressed.

5.3.1

Opposite Activation Side and Opposite Partial Match History

Two-input nodes have, as the name implies, two inputs. One of them is referred to as
the “left” input, the other is referred to as the “right” input. Tokens from the left input
left-activate the two-input node, and tokens from the right input right-activate the two-input
node. We typeset everything related to left-activations with “&”, and everything related
to right-activation with “.”.7
In some cases, values from both inputs need to be combined in some way. To ease further
discussions, we introduce the concept of opposite activation sides. While rather obvious in
context, we define it here to preclude possible ambiguity: the opposite activation side of a
left-activation, is a right-activation, and vice versa. There is no opposite activation side to
a top-activation (“↓”).
More interesting is the notion of an opposite partial match history. We refer to the vector
of previous partial matches that are stored in a two-input node as a partial match history.
When a new partial match arrives, it has to be combined with the partial matches in the
opposite partial match history, defined as follows:
Definition 13: Opposite partial match history
The opposite partial match history of the left partial match history of a two-input
node is the right partial match history of that node.
The opposite partial match history of the right partial match history of a two-input
node is the left partial match history of that node.
The opposite partial match history of a token that left-activates a two-input node is
the right partial match history of that node.
The opposite partial match history of a token that right-activates a two-input node
is the left partial match history of that node.

5.3.2

Partial Match Arrival Rate

We have previously touched upon the notion of “the rate of events” in our event algebra
(section 4.3) and in the discussion of related work (section 4.6.1). In the latter we identified
a problem with bounding input size: the input for a PARTElang program is potentially
7Activation from the top only happens in one-input nodes. As such, no disambiguation is necessary, so
arrows from the top are rarely necessary.
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unbounded, and an analysis that does not take into account the interleaving of arrival of
input and discarding of results based on those inputs, can only conclude that resource
usage grows without bounds. Central to the shortcoming of a such a general analysis,
is that such analyses attempt to relate arrival of new events with evaluation steps taken
elsewhere in the program under analysis. These assumptions do not hold for event
processing system like PARTE, where new events do not arrive because of the progress of
the program under analysis, but instead new events arrive because some event occurred
in the outside world.
Evidently, in an event processing setting, a program (or any part of a program running
in parallel) had better finished processing an event before the next event reaches that
program (part), for otherwise the new event cannot yet be processed. The subsequent
event might have to wait for the previous two events to be processed. The next event
might then be delayed even more, and so on. At this point, the systems flow of control
is no longer dictated by the arrival of events, but by the internal control structure. The
system is — in other words — no longer strongly reactive. To address this, some notion
of “the progression of real elapsed time” must be included into the model. New events
arrive because time has progressed. The model executed another step because time has
progressed. The former is handled by our definition for event arrival rate on page 65, which
defines the link between the progression of time, and the arrival of new events.
In PARTE, event arrival rate is defined per event source. An event arrival rate for a certain
type of event can hence for instance be “500 events per second”. This does not only mean
that in any second at most 500 events may be emitted. It also means that during any
interval of 2 milliseconds, at most one event may be emitted. For instance: while receiving
5 events in a 1 millisecond interval, followed by 999 milliseconds where no event arrives,
has an average rate of only 5 events per second, we consider the event arrival rate of such
a setup to be at least 5 events per millisecond.
The concept of event arrival rate can be generalized: we define the rate at which (anti-)joins
are generated as the partial match arrival rate.
• For entry nodes, the partial match arrival rate is equal to the sum of the event arrival
rates of the event sources.
• The partial match arrival rate of alpha nodes is determined by the rate at which
entry nodes propagate events, i.e., alpha nodes’ partial match arrival rate is equal to
the sum of the event arrival rates for the events of the type of the pattern represented
by the alpha node.
• For the left-most join-node in a graph, i.e., the node joining the first two patterns
in a PARTElang rule, the partial match arrival rates are equal to the partial match
arrival rates of both alpha nodes whose result is joined by the join node.
• For join-nodes and not-nodes lower in the graph, as well as for production nodes
and terminal nodes, the partial match arrival rates are determined by the rate at
which predecessor (anti-)join-nodes produce partial matches.
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Upper bounds on the partial match production rates of these predecessors can be computed
as follows:
• A join node whose left partial match arrival rate is r_ml, whose right partial
match arrival rate is r_mr, whose left partial match history has size s& , and whose
right partial match history has size s. , has a partial match production rate of
r& × s. + r. × s& . Plainly: for every new partial match arrival, at most the number
of partial matches in the opposite partial match history can be produced through
joining.

• Anti-joining produces only partial matches which originate from the left predecessor.
Hence, only the partial matches stored in the left partial match history need to be
considered. An upper bound on the partial match production rate of not-nodes is
hence r. × s& .

Definition 14: Partial match arrival rate
The rate at which partial matches arrive at a PARTE graph node from a predecessor
node, i.e., the partial match arrival rate is expressed as a number of partial matches
per time unit.
Like the event arrival rate (definition 2), partial match arrival rate is an absolute
upper bound, not an average upper bound. The partial match arrival rate is defined
by the minimum time between subsequent arrivals of partial matches.

5.3.3

Stale Partial Matches

The PARTE language defined in section 4.2 requires all event patterns in a rule to be
temporally related to each other by fixed, finite minimum and maximum temporal
p ,p
distances. For any two event patterns p1 and p2 in a rule, a finite upper bound ∆θ 1 2 must
p ,p
exist, such that any event that matches p2 may occur at a timestamp at most ∆θ 1 2 later
than an event matching p1 , if those events are to satisfy the temporal join-criteria.
When processing an event enew ’s data at a two-input node, the temporal constraints place
each event eother from the opposing partial match history either before the minimum
allowed timestamp, between the minimum and maximum allowed timestamps, or after
the maximum allowed timestamp. We refer to those situations as being respectively before
the semantic time window, in the semantic time window, or after the semantic time window:
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Definition 15: Semantic time window of events
Consider two event patterns p1 , p2 ∈ PEA . Let the minimum temporal distance
p ,p
between p1 and p2 be ∆θ 1min2 , and the maximum temporal distance between both
p1 ,p2
be ∆θ max . Consider two events e1 , e2 ∈ E which match p1 and p2 , respectively.
With respect to event e2 , event e1 is said to be

p ,p

before the semantic window if e1 .θ < e2 .θ + ∆θ 1min2


p ,p
p ,p2
in the semantic window if e1 .θ ≥ e2 .θ + ∆θ 1min2 and e1 .θ < e2 .θ + ∆θ 1max



p ,p2
after the semantic window if e1 .θ ≥ e2 .θ + ∆θ 1max
Only partial matches of which all events are in the semantic time window with respect
to the event being processed, can lead to successful matches. An event occurs “in the
semantic time window of a partial match” if the event is in the semantic time window of
each event in the partial match. Conversely, an event outside of the semantic time window
of at least one event in a partial match, occurs outside of the semantic time window of the
the partial match. We generalize this notion for pairs of partial matches:
Definition 16: Semantic time window of partial matches
Two partial matches are in each other’s semantic time window if their events are in
each other’s semantic time windows.
It follows that a partial match outside the semantic time window of all partial matches
in the opposite partial match history of a two-input node does not influence the creation
of new partial matches in the current evaluation step. A partial match outside of the
semantic time window of all partial matches that are currently in the opposite partial
match history, and those that will be in the opposite match history, will hence not influence
the creation of partial matches in any evaluation step. We call such partial matches stale:
Definition 17: Stale partial match
Consider a partial match history pm of a PARTE graph node n, and a partial match
pm which is not in pm.
The partial match pm is a stale partial match in the context of pm, as well as a stale
partial match in the context of pm extended with pm, if the set of all tokens produced
by any future sequence of evaluation steps of both the global evaluation language
g
l
−→ and the local evaluation language −→
at n, would be identical between the
case a.) that pm is extended with pm (growing the size of pm by one); and in the
case b.) that pm is not added to pm.
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5.3.4

Expiration

The Rete algorithm [59] defines the notion of assertion and retraction of logical facts.
Assertion and retraction are handled by means of positive and negative tokens respectively.
We sketched in section 5.1 how both kinds of tokens percolate through a Rete graph.
Positive tokens contribute to the construction of partial matches in the knowledge base,
whereas negative tokens cause the destruction of all partial matches depending on the
data contained in the negative token.
In PARTE, logical facts are replaced by events. For events, assertion takes the form of event
emission. However, events need not be retracted: events that occurred do so indefinitely.
Events that occurred cannot not retroactively not have occurred.8 Semantically, no event
that entered the system is ever retracted from it. However, removing stale partial matches
from the system has — by definition — no impact on which complex events are detected
by the model.9 Teodosiu and Pollak [133] introduced the notion of partial matches
whose “lifetime has expired”. Their paper shows how individual inter-event temporal
distances between pairs of event patterns can be used to construct a complete graph of
indirect distances between all event patterns. Using this graph, a reachability analysis
can efficiently be implemented for determining which partial matches are stale. Partial
matches that have been determined to be stale can then cheaply be removed: when no
logical negation is involved, it suffices to remove the partial match from the partial match
history data structure. When logical negation is involved, the removal of a fact can still
necessitate the reevaluation of a negated condition.
To prevent ambiguity, we explicitly define expiration as follows:
Definition 18: Expiration
The removal of stale partial matches from a node’s partial match histories is called
expiration.
By definition of staleness, expiring a stale partial match does not remove information that
is necessary for matching the streams of input events to the rule set implemented by the
PARTE graph.
One of the core contributions of the PARTE model is enabling the detection of stale partial
matches in a distributed complex event processing model. Crucial to this is the fact that
staleness of a partial match in a node can be determined using only node-local data and a
single token, i.e., the input provided to a single evaluation step of the local evaluation
l
language −→
. In the majority of the cases, this means no additional messages must
8An obvious exception to this is in the context of reasoning with uncertainty. In that context, new information
may indicate a previously held believe was unjustified, necessitating the retraction of that belief. In PARTE,
events are considered factually true: as far as the model is concerned, every event that is said to have occurred,
is considered as undeniably having occurred.
9 An implementation can be impacted, though, as without the removal of stale partial matches, the system
eventually runs out of memory.
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be sent between the PARTE graph nodes to implement expiration, i.e., no additional
synchronization has to take place.
The principle of expiration in a distributed setting is as follows: despite the absence of a
global clock, each external event source knows its own local time. Each external event
source can hence determine a lower bound on the timestamps of events that it will still
generate: the current time of its local clock. This lower bound is included in alpha tokens,
such that recipients inside the PARTE graph can reason about these lower bounds. Each
node in the PARTE graph is responsible for keeping track of the oldest timestamp that its
predecessors may still send; a sort of logical clock [90] we hinted at in section 5.1.5. Each
node also informs successors of the lower bound on timestamps they can still expect
from them, by including the lower bounds in the tokens they produce. When a node is
informed by its predecessor that no more events older than some timestamp t can still
arrive for a certain event pattern, the node can run its reachability analysis to expire all
partial matches which cannot match with corresponding events younger than t. The
correctness of the distributed staleness analysis is proven in section 8.2.

5.3.5

Rule Matching

To detect complex events described in a rule set, an inferencing algorithm is required.
Pattern detection algorithm like Rete differ from other detection techniques such as finite
state automata in the way they model the notion of matching the input. For instance, DFAs
indicate that their input matched the pattern they implement by entering an accepting state.
Pattern detection models such as Rete do not have an accepting state, since evaluation is
not over once an input is matched: more inputs may match or fail, possibly even without
requiring additional input.10 Still, even though it is not a unique point, the point at which
a rule is matched, is important for real-world use cases: reaction logic must be executed,
notifications must be sent to external systems, etc.
We define rule matching as follows:
Definition 19: Rule matching
A rule is considered matched whenever the rule’s terminal node pops a token with
a partial match from its inbox.
Rule matching is a transient occurrence, taking place while the local evaluation language
l
−→
evaluates at a terminal node. The PARTE model does not react in any way to the
matching of rules.

10The last event that was input, might match with multiple partial matches stored inside the Rete network.
This entails that multiple matches can be generated in response to a single new input event.
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5.3.6

Node States

Events can be emitted to a PARTE system, and the PARTE system will expire events when
they become stale. This by itself is not sufficient to prevent the storage requirements
from growing without bounds. As explained in chapter 4, this is necessary for PARTE to
remain strongly reactive.
We previously introduced one concept that helps imposing limits on storage requirements:
the event arrival rate. Without a bounded event arrival rate, the storage requirements
are trivially without limit: when events arrive faster than the system can process them,
events keep piling up. But even with a fixed event arrival rate, limiting storage size
inside a PARTE graph is far from trivial because of nondeterminism due to scheduling of
g
the concurrent evaluation at PARTE graph nodes. The global evaluation language −→
describes how some PARTE graph node can be selected for evaluating a step at, but does
not specify which one.
In a real-world implementation, selecting which node to process at would be done by
a scheduling algorithm. Evaluation steps involving distinct subsets of nodes could be
executed in parallel (see section 6.1.8). Scheduling can cause temporary imbalance in
execution resources,11 which means that some subsets of the PARTE graph can make
progress while another subset does not. The side which received most compute resources
must store more data than ideal, since the lack of progress of the resource-starved side
prevents partial matches at the faster side from becoming stale, and hence prevents those
partial matches from being expired. Additionally, the resource-starved side must store
more data than ideal, in the form of messages stored into the inboxes which could not be
processed yet by lack of compute resources.
To tackle the problem of imbalance in allocated compute resources, the PARTE model
was presented with node inboxes, node outboxes, and partial match histories of fixed,
finite size. This entails that the size of a PARTE network is finite and fixed at PARTE
g
l
graph construction time. To accommodate this restriction, both −→ and −→
prevent
evaluation at a node when sufficient storage is not available at the node to execute the
evaluation step. What remains to be shown, then, is that a PARTE graph whose node
inboxes, node outboxes, and partial match histories are limited to a certain maximum size,
still implements the semantics of the rule set from which the graph was compiled.
The rules outlined in section 5.4 do not allow evaluation to produce incorrect tokens (as
we prove in chapter 8). Hence, there are only two conceivable ways in which a PARTE
graph can fail to correctly implement the semantics of the rule set from which the graph
was compiled: a.) either a node takes on an erroneous configuration from which it cannot
recover, or b.) multiple nodes take on configurations which jointly form an erroneous
configuration from which they cannot recover. In both cases, the result is that progress can
g
l
no longer be made by the PARTE graph, i.e., that neither −→ nor −→
define evaluation
11A fair scheduler will continuously balance the load to overcome these imbalances, though imbalances will
intermittently exist.
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steps of which the preconditions hold. We refer to the first situation as a blocked node, and
the second as a blocked subgraph.
Since PARTE disallows circular dependencies by enforcing stratification (as defined on
page 67), blocked subgraphs which are not caused by blocked nodes cannot occur. When
evaluation at a set of nodes is only temporarily impossible, but will become possible again
once other nodes make progress, those nodes are said to be in a waiting state.12 At any
point in time, a node is either evaluating, blocked, waiting, or suspended.
Definition 20: Evaluating state
A PARTE graph node n ∈ N is in an evaluating state during the evaluation of any
g
l
rule of −→ or −→
.
Definition 21: Blocked state
A PARTE graph node n ∈ N is in a blocked state when it is not in an evaluating state,
but the number of tokens that would be put in its outbox by a single step of the
g
(Proc) rule of −→ is larger than the capacity of the outbox, and the number of
g
tokens that would be put in its inbox by a single step of the (Prop) rule of −→ is
larger than the capacity of the inbox.
Additionally, a two-input PARTE graph node n ∈ N is also in a blocked state when
both its partial match histories are filled with non-stale partial matches, i.e., when
none of the partial matches can be expired (as that would mean valid matches are
not detected by the system), yet there is no room for another match, such that none
of the stored partial matches can be expired.
Definition 22: Waiting state
A PARTE graph node n ∈ N is in a waiting state when n is not evaluating or blocked,
l
but either a.) the evaluation of −→
at n cannot be initiated by the (Proc) rule in
g
g
−→ because of the conditions in (Proc); b.) the conditions of the (Prop) rule in −→
cannot be satisfied with n as the source node; or c.) there is no evaluation rule in
l
−→
that allows evaluating at n.
Definition 23: Suspended state
A PARTE graph node n ∈ N is in a suspended state when it is not in a blocked state,
nor in a waiting state, nor in an evaluating state.

12Crucially, those other nodes must be able to make progress despite this node’s waiting state. Otherwise, the
nodes would be deadlocked. Deadlocked nodes would constitute a blocked subgraph, not a waiting subgraph.
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When evaluation at a node cannot proceed because storage is lacking, that node is either
waiting or blocked. When the situation can be resolved, the node is waiting for other
nodes to resolve the problem. Otherwise, it is indefinitely blocked: the problem lies
with the node that is blocked, and can hence only be resolved at that node, but since no
evaluation at that node is possible, the situation cannot be resolved.
When global progress in the PARTE network becomes impossible because storage is
lacking in some nodes, the entire network is blocked. It suffices that one node is blocked
for the entire network to become blocked: being blocked is irrecoverable, and global
process in a PARTE graph is not possible if parts are irrecoverably stuck.
Definition 24: Blocked PARTE network
A PARTE network is said to be blocked if at least one node is blocked.

5.3.7

Minimum Viable Size

From the notion of a blocked node we can derive the notion of a minimum viable size for the
partial match histories, for the outboxes, and for the inboxes of nodes. The minimum viable
size for one of these vectors is a node-specific amount that indicates how large that vector
must be to prevent the node from entering a blocked state. We prove in section 8.3 that
the equation defining the minimum viable size we define here for partial match histories
indeed prevents two-input nodes from reaching a blocked state because of filled partial
match histories.
Definition 25: Minimum viable partial match history size
The minimum viable partial match history size of a partial match history pm of a node
n is the smallest integer i for which holds that n cannot become blocked by lack of
storage space in that partial match history pm if and only if | pm| ≥ i.
Every (anti-)join defines temporal (anti-)join-constraints. These constraints define a time
window. Furthermore, for each activation side of a (anti-)join, a partial match arrival rate
is defined (definition 14, on page 121). Consider a two-input PARTE graph node with a
time window of W time units, and a partial match arrival rate of r per time unit for one
of the activation sides. We prove in section 8.3 that the minimum viable partial match
history size for the opposite activation side of that node is r × W + 1.
Definition 26: Minimum viable outbox size
The minimum viable outbox size of a node n is the smallest integer i for which holds
that n cannot become blocked by lack of space in its outbox t iff t ≥ i.
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For inboxes and outboxes, the proofs are sufficiently simple to be included in the running
text below.
Statement
The minimum viable outbox size of a two-input node is the size of the largest
partial match history.
Proof.
g

(i.) The (Proc) rule of −→ transfers messages to an outbox at the granularity of one
l
step of −→
, the minimum viable outbox size is at least the maximal size of the set
l
of tokens generated in one step of −→
at n.
g

(ii.) The (Prop) rule of −→ transfers tokens out of a node’s outbox one by one, so to
ensure this can be done, the minimum viable outbox size is at least one.
(iii.) From (i.) and (ii.) it follows that the minimum viable outbox size of a node n is
the maximum of one and the cardinality of the set of tokens generated by a single
l
step of −→
at n. This latter is bounded by the size of the partial match histories of
n: a relational (anti-)join between one element and a set of x elements produces at
most the Cartesian product of both sides, i.e., at most x elements.
From (iii.) it follows that the minimum viable outbox size is dictated by the partial match
history size.
The minimum viable outbox size of an entry node, an alpha node, and production node is
trivially one: for each received token, at most one token can be generated. The minimum
viable outbox size of a terminal node is trivially zero: terminal nodes cannot produce new
tokens.
Definition 27: Minimum viable inbox size
The minimum viable inbox size of a node n is the smallest integer i for which holds
that n cannot become blocked by lack of space in its inbox mn iff |mn | ≥ i.
Statement
The inbox of n, the minimum viable inbox size of all nodes is |{&, ↓, .}|, i.e.,
three.
Proof.
g

(i.) The (Prop) rule of −→ transfers messages to an inbox one by one.
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(ii.) Every node except entry nodes have at most one predecessor per activation side.
(iii.) As per definition 21, a blocked two-input node whose outbox and partial match
history is not blocked, requires a single token from one of both activation sides to
become unstuck.
From (i.) through (iii.), it suffices to have one slot in a node’s inbox per activation
side.

5.4

The Featherweight PARTE Model

The rudimentary model defined in section 5.2 sketches the foundations of a model for
reactive, distributed complex event detection. As we announced at its introduction, the
rudimentary model has a number of shortcomings. In section 5.3, we provided the
foundations for reasoning about those shortcomings. This section will now make the
shortcomings more concrete, and then define a model that tackles those shortcomings:
the Featherweight PARTE model.

5.4.1

Shortcomings of the First, Rudimentary PARTE Model

With the relevant concepts introduced in section 5.3, the shortcomings of the rudimentary
PARTE model can concisely be summarized:
• Stale partial matches are not expired.
• Negation spuriously signals that no match is found, when it already signaled that
before for the same event, or when a match can still occur.
• The size of the inbox, the outbox, and the partial match histories of PARTE graph
nodes is not specified. In the rudimentary model there is no way of knowing what
the minimum viable sizes for these vectors are. At any given static size, the vectors
might be too small to perform the correct matching. In the case of dynamically
resized vectors, the size can grow arbitrarily large, preventing strongly reactive
enumeration of the elements inside.
• Evaluation in the rudimentary model uses expressions of the form has-room-for(_, |_|).
Such steps are not really evaluation steps: in the rudimentary model, evaluation
cannot know how many results will be generated by an evaluation step, before taking
that step. The model can hence not determine whether there will be sufficient room.
An implementation could optimistically start evaluation, but if it then discovers
that the evaluation should enter a waiting state, issues could arise in one of two
ways: the execution stack of the evaluation either is stored, or it is discarded. The
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former case introduces a hidden spatial cost. The latter case introduces a hidden
temporal cost from repeatedly starting evaluation, and stopping when the unmet
condition is reached. Either solution undermines strong reactivity. A proper model
only depends on conditions which can be checked up front.
The remainder of this section defines the Featherweight PARTE model, fwPARTE for
short. As with the definition of the rudimentary PARTE model in section 5.2, we define
all semantic constructs in detail. We reuse the notational conventions introduced in that
section. Since the big picture should be clear from that section, we structure the definition
of fwPARTE in a bottom-up fashion: we specify the semantic constructs that form the
events, then move to tokens and graph nodes. Finally, we define the local evaluation
language and the global evaluation language.

5.4.2

Events

The most basic level of the semantics remains unchanged from the rudimentary model of
PARTE: events consist of a template identifier, a mapping of attributes to values, and the
timestamp at which the event occurred:
Element

∈

Set

Structure

R

Value

R

Timestamp

v∈

V

θ∈

Θ

ιt ∈

IT

Template identifier

ιa ∈

IA

Attribute identifier

attrs ∈ MIA *V
e = E hιt , attrs, θ i ∈

E

⊂
⊂

Name

=

IA * V

Attributes

=

IT × MIA *V × Θ

Event

Again, events are written as a tagged tuple E hιt , attrs, θ i whenever their constituents are
relevant to the evaluation rule, or abbreviated as e when they are not. Events consist of a
template identifier ιt , a set of values modeled as a mapping from attribute identifier to
value, and the timestamp at which the event occurred.

5.4.3

Tokens

To deal with the shortcomings of the rudimentary PARTE model, fwPARTE keeps
track of the possible timestamps of future events at any point in the PARTE graph.
Since the fwPARTE model assumes a distributed memory model, only asynchronous
communication is available. Timing data must be communicated by means of messages. To
keep the messaging load low, timing data should be piggybacked on existing message send
as much as possible. Concretely, the ideal situation is one where all timing information
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necessary for the correct evaluation of a rule set can be communicated by adding only a
constant number of timestamps to alpha and beta tokens that would have been sent in
a system following the rudimentary PARTE model. The Featherweight PARTE model
partially achieves this goal, but cannot fully achieve it in the context of negation.13
In fwPARTE, events are often wrapped in tokens. Tokens normally wrap one or more
events. Two kinds of tokens exist: alpha tokens and beta tokens. Unlike in the rudimentary
PARTE model, in fwPARTE not all tokens wrap an event. Instead, some are merely sent
to keep the logical clocks up to date. Such tokens contain a “no change” indicator (⊥)
instead where the event data would otherwise be. Hence, alpha tokens wrap zero or one
event, and beta tokens wrap zero, one, or more events. “No change” tokens constitute a
bookkeeping overhead compared to the rudimentary model of PARTE, but are necessary
to guarantee correctness in the context of negation, as we show in section 8.4.
In addition to either the data of exactly one event, or a “no change” indicator ⊥, each
alpha token contains metadata consisting of a lower bound on timestamps `, as well as
the unique identifier of the source of this information ιs . Event sources are entities that
can either be part of a PARTE graph (production nodes, see below), or lie outside of the
PARTE model. In the latter case, the only part of the event source known to PARTE, is
their identifier. The PARTE model only needs to know which source produces a certain
event, i.e., the event source identifier ιs ∈ IS . In turn, event sources need only regularly
generate alpha tokens with non-decreasing lower bounds on event timestamps.
Each beta token wraps metadata consisting of a lower bound on timestamps `map, in
addition to either a partial match, or ⊥. A partial match pm maps an event identifier to
an event. Each beta token with a partial match contains data for one or more events. The
semantic constructs related to tokens in fwPARTE are defined as follows:

Element

∈

Set

Structure

Name

ιe ∈ IE

Event identifier

ιs ∈ IS

Source identifier

pm ∈

⊥∈
`∈ L
`map ∈
pα ∈
pβ ∈
t∈ T
tα = Tα hιs , `, pα i ∈ Tα
t β = T β h`map, p β i ∈ Tβ

MIE *E

Partial match
“No change” indicator

Θ

Temporal lower bound

MIE *L

Lower bound map

E ∪ {⊥}

Alpha payload

MIE *E ∪ {⊥}

Beta payload

=

Tα ∪ Tβ

Token

=

IS × L × (E ∪ {⊥})

Alpha token

=

MIE *L × (MIE *E ∪ {⊥})

Beta token

⊆

13Section 5.6 discusses how the extra message sends can be omitted when no negation is involved.
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5.4.4

Graph Nodes

As in the rudimentary model of PARTE, the Featherweight PARTE model represent the
graph encoding a rule set as a set of nodes. The nodes store the out-edges as part of
their state. In the Featherweight PARTE model, the set N consists of tuples of the form
N hιn , s, m, t, ndatai. The Featherweight PARTE model defines an additional type of node:
entry nodes. Hence, the set D of node local data is defined as Dentry ∪ Dalpha ∪ Djoin ∪
Dnot ∪ Dterminal ∪ Dproduction . Unchanged are the node identifier, successors, and messages,
which still take the following forms:

Element

∈ Set

ιn ∈ IN
s ∈ IN × {&, ↓, .}
m ∈ {&, ↓, .} × T

Name

Node identifier
Successor
Message

Nodes are uniquely identified by their node identifier ιn . The set of successors, s, refers to
a node by its identifier, and indicates from which activation side the successor relation to
that node is enacted. A message m represents a chunk of communication between nodes
in the graph, and indicates from which side the recipient is activated, as well as the token
to be processed.
All tokens that need to be processed at this node are contained in the node’s inbox m, in
order of arrival, together with the side by which the node is activated by the message.
The vector of tokens t plays a complementary role, serving as the node’s outbox. A rule of
g
the global evaluation language −→ makes use of these to percolate tokens through the
graph: messages in a node’s outbox t are appended to the inboxes of all the successor
nodes listed in s, using the activation side listed in s for the new message. The size of
m must be set to the minimum viable inbox size. We proved in section 5.3.7 that a size
of three is a proper minimum inbox size for all nodes. The size of t must be set to the
minimum viable outbox size, i.e., sufficient room to accept all tokens produced by a step
in the local evaluation language at the node. For join-nodes this means the largest of both
minimum viable partial match history sizes. For not-nodes this is the minimum viable
left partial match history size. For other types of nodes, t = 1.

5.4.5

Node-local Data

Six types of nodes exist in fwPARTE. The semantic constructs of the six types of node-local
data are defined as follows:
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∈ Set

Element

Dentry h`map, ιt i ∈ Dentry
Dalpha hcα , ιe i ∈ Dalpha
Djoin hc β , `map, `, pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti ∈ Djoin
Dnot hc β , `map, `, pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti ∈ Dnot
Dterminal hi ∈ Dterminal
e , g` i
Dproduction hιs , g


∈ Dproduction

Name

Entry node-local data
Alpha node-local data
Join-node-local data
Not-node-local data
Terminal node-local data
Production node-local data

These are largely identical to the ones defined by the rudimentary PARTE model on
page 106, with four exceptions:
• node-local data for the new “entry node” is defined,
• the template identifiers of alpha nodes are moved to their predecessor entry nodes,
• node-local data of join-nodes and not-nodes keeps track of lower bounds for their
left and right event identifiers, and
• the partial match histories of join-nodes and not-nodes are defined to be limited in
size: they can not exceed their minimum viable size.
As with the definition of the rudimentary PARTE model higher up in this chapter, a more
detailed description of these node-local data elements will be given in the next section.
l
The next section describes how the local evaluation language −→
transforms tokens and
node-local data to new tokens and a new state for node-local data.
For completeness, we first define the remaining semantic constructs:
Element

∈ Set

cα ∈ E → B
c β ∈ ( MIE *E ) → B

Name

Alpha condition
Beta condition

e ∈ (M
g
IE *E ) → E

Event generator expression

` ∈ (M
g
IE *L ) → L

Temporal lower bound generator expression

∆θ ∈ ∆Θ = Θ

dist ∈ MIE *(∆Θ ×∆Θ )

Temporal distance
Temporal distance function

These elements, too, are largely identical to those defined in the rudimentary PARTE
model on page 108. One new element was added: a temporal lower bound generator
expression. In the order listed above: alpha and beta conditions can be applied to events
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or partial matches, respectively, to verify whether the condition holds. Event generator
functions create new events based on a partial match, e.g., summing up amounts in a set of
financial transactions. The novel temporal lower bound generator expressions calculate a
new lower bound on timestamps, based on a set of lower bounds on timestamps. Temporal
distances are differences between timestamps, and temporal distance functions specify
how far from a reference event pattern another event pattern can match, as explained in
the description of join- and not-nodes in section 5.2.2. Note again that a temporal distance
may be negative: the order in which event patterns are specified in PARTElang does not
dictate the order in which the events must occur to match; order is only determined by
the explicit temporal distances.

5.4.6

The Local Evaluation Language

l
This section defines the local evaluation language −→
of the Featherweight PARTE
l
model. A step in −→ takes a three-tuple in D × {&, ↓, .} × T, and produces a pair
in D × P (T). D is Dentry ∪ Dalpha ∪ Djoin ∪ Dnot ∪ Dterminal ∪ Dproduction . The directions
{&, ↓, .} indicate the side from which the node gets activated, and T are tokens.

0

l
l
For instance, the notation hndata, &, ti−→h
ndata0 , t i signifies a step in −→
where a node
(represented by its node-local data ndata) gets activated from the left (&) by token t,
resulting in the new state for node-local data ndata, namely ndata0 , and the production of
0
0
all tokens in t . All tokens in t are to be sent to the successors of the node of which ndata
was the node-local data, and that node has to be removed and replaced by a node with
identical identifier, successors, inbox, and outbox, but with ndata0 as the node-local data.
g
These last few constraints are tackled by the global evaluation language −→, defined
l
in the section after this one. The local evaluation language −→ is responsible for the
0
generation of ndata0 and t .
l
We now define the local evaluation language −→
, organized by the type of the node-local
data it acts on.

Entry Nodes
Entry nodes manage the influx of all events of the same type from multiple sources.
One entry node must exist per event template. Entry nodes only process events of the
correct template; the event sources must send events to the correct entry nodes. Entry
nodes consolidate the distributed view held by the different event sources for a certain
event type. Specifically, they determine the global lower bound on future timestamps
of events for their type. The lower bound must be non-decreasing between consecutive
events. Events’ timestamps must be at least as large as the lower bound stored in the
previous alpha token sent along the same path of the graph. If this constraint is violated,
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the entry node (as well as the entire fwPARTE graph) is in an invalid configuration, and
processing cannot continue.
The node-local data of entry nodes is stateful, as they need to keep track of the nondecreasing lower bound on timestamps. They must guarantee that tokens they receive
from a certain source are propagated in order. However, no order must be maintained
between the reception of tokens from different sources. Indeed, the order in which tokens
from multiple event sources are received, is not defined by the PARTE model up to the
point at which the interleaving between the event streams is serialized by an entry node,
thereby explicitly imposing an order. This entails that events are not guaranteed to be
processed in order when multiple sources of a single event type exist. Since the lower
bound on the timestamps is non-decreasing, however, progression of time can be tracked.
Since event correlation (and importantly: negation) must specify temporal constraints,
presence or absence of matches does not depend on the order in which events arrive. We
prove this in section 8.1.
Three invariants are assumed to hold at entry nodes:

A lower bound must be known for each event source that can activate the entry node,
i.e., the entry node must be aware of the existence of the source. If an alpha
token generated by event source ιs activates an entry node, it must hold that
ιs ∈ dom(s`map).

The lower bound for a source must not be larger than the token’s lower bound, i.e., the
lower bound must not retroactively be lowered. If an alpha token Tα hιs , `, _i activates
an entry node, it must hold that s`map[ιs ] ≤ `.

The lower bound for a source must not be larger than the token’s event’s timestamp,
i.e., the event must have occurred at a later timestamp than the timestamp up to
which the event source asserted to have presented all events. If an alpha token
Tα h_, _, ei activates an entry node, it must hold that s`map[ιs ] ≤ e.θ.

These invariants are enforced initially by construction (section 5.5), and afterwards by the
l
rules of −→
defined below. We prove that these rules uphold the invariants in chapter 8.
l
Evaluation of an entry node’s data in the local evaluation language −→
proceeds as
follows:

(Entry-NoMatchTemplate)
e = E hιte , _, _i
ιtn 6= ιte
l
hDentry hs`map, ιtn i, ↓, Tα hιs , `, eii−→hD
entry h s ` map, ιtn i, ∅ i
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(Entry)
e = E hιte , _, _i
s`map0 = s`map[ιs 7→ `]

ιtn = ιte
tα = {Tα hιs , min(codom(s`map0 )), ei}

l
0
hDentry hs`map, ιtn i, ↓, Tα hιs , `, eii−→hD
entry h s ` map , ιtn i, tα i

(Entry-⊥)
s`map0 = s`map[ιs 7→ `]

tα = {Tα hιs , min(codom(s`map0 )), ⊥i}

l
0
hDentry hs`map, ιtn i, ↓, Tα hιs , `, ⊥ii−→hD
entry h s ` map , ιtn i, tα i

In brief, activation of an entry node can proceed in one of three ways, depending on
whether the token contains an event of the wrong template, an event of the right template,
or a “no change” indicator ⊥. When an event of the wrong template is encountered, it is
ignored without modifying the entry node’s node-local data (Entry-NoMatchTemplate).
When the token carries an event e of the correct template, evaluation proceeds as per the
rule (Entry). First, an updated source-to-lower-bound map is computed: s`map0 . s`map0
records the new lower bound ` for ιe on top of the information stored previously in s`map.
Second, the singleton set tα is created containing an alpha token sharing the input token’s
source and event, but carrying the minimum of the lower bounds stored in s`map0 . Finally,
a pair combining the updated state of the entry node’s local data Dentry hs`map0 , ιtn i and
tα is produced.
When the token carries a “no change” indicator ⊥ instead of an event, evaluation proceeds
as per rule (Entry-⊥). Since no actual event is propagated, no constraint must be enforced.
(Entry-⊥) proceeds analogously to (Entry): the new lower bound for ιs is recorded into
s`map, tα is constructed carrying the data of the incoming alpha token, but with the lower
bound replaced by the lowest lower bound in s`map, and a pair containing the updated
node-local data and tα is produced.
Alpha Nodes
Alpha nodes filter events based on the event’s attributes.
Alpha nodes are the direct successors of entry nodes. As such, the type of events that
can enter an alpha node is known up front. Alpha nodes enforce a set of constraints
encoded in cα . Alpha tokens whose events conform to cα are wrapped in beta tokens to be
propagated to successors. Events whose attributes fail at least one of the constraints are
discarded.
As stated in the section on the rudimentary PARTE model above, PARTE differs from the
traditional Rete model Forgy [59] in two ways with respect to alpha nodes. First, instead
of having alpha and beta memories, events and partial matches are explicitly stored in
the PARTE graph nodes that need the data. Second, alpha nodes produce beta tokens
instead of alpha tokens. As such, an alpha node is responsible for checking all constant
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constraints on events (e.g., that an attribute is larger than five), as well as intra-event
constraints (e.g., that one attribute is larger than another). All these requirements are
abstracted over in the model, and must jointly be encoded in cα .
l
Evaluation at an alpha node by the local evaluation language −→
proceeds as follows:

(Alpha-⊥)
l
hDalpha hcα , ιe i, ↓, Tα h_, `, ⊥ii−→hD
alpha h cα , ιe i, {T β h[ ιe 7 → `], ⊥i}i

(Alpha-NoMatchConstraint)
α

cα (e) −→ false
l
hDalpha hcα , ιe i, ↓, Tα hs, `, eii−→hD
alpha h cα , ιe i, ∅ i
(Alpha-Match)
α

cα (e) −→ true
l
hDalpha hcα , ιe i, ↓, Tα hs, `, eii−→hD
alpha h cα , ιe i, {T β h[ ιe 7 → `], [ ιe 7 → e ]i}i
The fwPARTE evaluation rules at alpha nodes differ from those in the rudimentary model
in three ways. First, more data is contained in alpha and beta tokens.14 Second, a new rule
(Alpha-⊥) is added. (Alpha-⊥) defines that “no change” alpha tokens are converted into
“no change” beta tokens, and propagated. Third, the rule (Alpha-NoMatchTemplate)
is removed, as alpha tokens of non-matching templates can no longer arrive, since they
would have been filtered out by the alpha node’s predecessor entry node. The remainder of
the semantics is the same. To reiterate, for tokens with event data, evaluation proceeds by
subjecting the event e to the alpha condition cα . Iff cα (e) evaluates to true, a corresponding
beta token is constructed. Otherwise, when cα (e) evaluates to false, no beta token is
constructed.
Join-Nodes
Join-nodes still perform an incremental relational join between the stream of beta tokens
arriving from their left predecessor, and the stream of beta tokens arriving from their
right predecessor.
In addition to storing the partial matches they receive, join-nodes track the lower bound
on event times for both the left and right predecessor.
Since join-nodes merge two streams of events, they have a non-trivial job with respect
to managing timestamps. Beta tokens created by a join-node must contain temporal
14Alpha tokens additionally contain a source identifier (omitted as a wildcard “_” in the rule) and a lower
bound `. Beta tokens additionally contain a mapping from event identifier to lower bound.
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data of both the left partial match and the right partial match it is joining. The first part
hereof was already formalized in the rudimentary model of PARTE: the mapping from
event identifier to events originating from left partial matches (a pm& ), is extended with
a mapping from the right event identifier to the right event’s timestamp (a pm. , e.g.,
[ιe. 7→ e. ]).
In addition, though, in the Featherweight PARTE model the lower bound on event times
must be computed and propagated to successors whenever a join is successfully made.
As mentioned before, a join-node’s behavior is exceptional in that in response to the
reception of a token from one of the predecessors, possibly multiple stored tokens that
were received from the predecessor at the opposite side must be taken into account. New
tokens generated by a join-node can depend on data from two sources:
• tokens stored in the partial match histories; and
• tokens still to receive from predecessors.
Both data sources must hence be made available.
The first is trivially available in the form of the partial match histories themselves (i.e., in
pm or in e). For tokens still to receive from predecessors, the lower bounds are stored as
`map& for left predecessors, and `. for right predecessors.15 The lower bounds on event
timestamps for each event identifier are then computed as the minimum of the lower
bound declared by the predecessor (i.e., one of the lower bounds stored in `map& or the
lower bound stored in `. ), and the oldest concrete event time of an event whose data is
stored in one of the join-node’s partial match histories.16
l
Evaluation at a join-node by the local evaluation language −→
proceeds as follows in the
Featherweight PARTE model:

(Join-&-⊥)
e0 = expire. (e, expiration-time(dist, `mapt β ))
`mapimplicit = min(timestamps( pm))[ιe. 7→ min(timestamps(e0 ))]
`mapprop = min(`mapimplicit , `mapt β [ιe. 7→ `. ])

hDjoin hc β , `map& , `. , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, &, T β h`mapt β , ⊥ii
−→hDjoin hc β , `mapt β , `. , pm, e0 , ιe& , ιe. , disti, {T β h`mapprop , ⊥i}i
l

15Any complexity caused by the existence of multiple event sources for a single event identifier can be
abstracted over thanks to the work done by entry nodes.
16Because of nondeterminism in the interleaving of messages from the left and right predecessor nodes,
join-nodes can generate tokens out-of-order. A new token arriving from e.g., the left predecessors might match
with an old token that was previously received on the right side, even when an earlier left token only matched
younger right tokens. The computation of the lower bound on timestamps sketched in the preceding paragraph
takes this into account. Since PARTE’s correctness is based on the lower bounds on event timestamps instead of
on concrete timestamps, this is acceptable behavior.
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(Join-.-⊥)
pm0 = expire& ( pm, `t β )
`mapimplicit = min(timestamps( pm0 ))[ιe. 7→ min(timestamps(e))]
`mapprop = min(`mapimplicit , `map& [ιe. 7→ `t β ])

hDjoin hc β , `map& , `. , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, ., T β h[ιe. 7→ `t β ], ⊥ii
l

−→hDjoin hc β , `map& , `t β , pm0 , e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, {T β h`mapprop , ⊥i}i
(Join-&)

window.

has-room-for( pm, 1)
pm0 = pm · pmt β
e0 = expire. (e, expiration-time. (dist, `mapt β ))
= semantic-window({[ιe. 7→ e] | e ∈ e0 }, lifetime& (dist, timestamps( pmt β )))
β

pmnew = { pmt β · pm. | pm. ∈ window. , c β ( pmt β · pm. ) −→ true}
`mapimplicit = min(timestamps( pm0 ))[ιe. 7→ min(timestamps(e0 ))]
`mapprop = min(`mapimplicit , `mapt β [ιe. 7→ `. ])

hDjoin hc β , `map& , `. , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, &, T β h`mapt β , pmt β ii
−→hDjoin hc β , `mapt β , `. , pm0 , e0 , ιe& , ιe. , disti, {T β h`mapprop , pmi | pm ∈ pmnew }i
l

(Join-.)

window&

pm0 = expire& ( pm, `t β )
e0 = e · et β
has-room-for(e, 1)
0
= semantic-window( pm , lifetime. (dist, [ιe. 7→ timestamps(et β )]))
β

pmnew = { pm& · pmt β | pm& ∈ window& , c β ( pm& · pmt β ) −→ true}
`mapimplicit = min(timestamps( pm0 ))[ιe. 7→ min(timestamp(e0 ))]
`mapprop = min(`mapimplicit , `map& [ιe. 7→ `t β ])

hDjoin hc β , `map& , `. , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, ., T β h[ιe. 7→ `t β ], [ιe. 7→ et β ]ii
0 0
l
−→hD
join h c β , ` map& , `t β , pm , e , ιe& , ιe. , disti, {T β h` mapprop , pm i | pm ∈ pmnew }i

In contrast to the semantics of the rudimentary model, in fwPARTE the rules for evaluation
at join-nodes must handle “no change” tokens. The first two rules shown above, handle
such tokens. The rules update the state of the join-nodes based on the temporal lower
bounds, and propagate “no change” to the join-nodes’ successors. Following our notational
conventions, the rule for left activation by “no change” tokens at join-nodes is called
(Join-&-⊥), while the rule for right activation by “no change” tokens at join-nodes is
called (Join-.-⊥).
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l
(Join-&-⊥) defines that evaluation of −→
can proceed at a join-node if a beta token
T β h`mapt β , ⊥i is present for left activation, and room exists in the left partial match history.
Since this rule handles a left activation, it can render partial matches from the opposite
partial match history, i.e., from the right partial match history, stale. Evaluation hence
takes the following steps:

• First, an expiration time is determined: timestamp such that each right partial match
stored in e older than that expiration time is stale. The expiration time is determined
by the join-node’s static temporal distances (i.e., dist) and the concrete temporal
lower bounds of the new token (i.e., `mapt β ). What remains of the partial match
history after expiring the stale matches is called e0 .
• Second, the implicit temporal lower bounds are computed. Implicit temporal lower
bounds are the temporal lower bounds due to the partial matches that are stored
in the partial match histories. Every non-stale partial match can — by definition —
still contribute to a valid partial match in a next step. Their timestamps are hence
possible timestamps for partial matches that will be generated by the join-node, i.e.,
the temporal lower bounds at that join-node are at least as small as the stored partial
matches’ timestamps.
• Third, the propagated temporal lower bounds `mapprop are computed. These are
computed as the minimum of the explicit lower bounds (i.e., the updated `map&
and the updated `. ) and the implicit lower bounds for each event identifier. Finally,
a single “no change” token is produced wrapping `mapprop .
(Join-.-⊥) mirrors this behavior, but for right activation. Since expiration has to happen
based on the singular right event’s timestamp, computing the expiration time is trivial, so
no call to expiration-time is needed.
Since the rules of the rudimentary model are not concerned with temporal lower bounds,
and since (Join-&-⊥) and (Join-.-⊥) are concerned only with temporal lower bounds,
(Join-&) and (Join-.) are largely just the combination of a rudimentary rule and the “no
change” rule for one of both activation sides. As such, evaluation of (Join-&) proceeds as
follows if and only if there is room in the partial match history pm:
• First, the partial match from the beta token is added to the partial match history,
yielding pm0 .
• Second, stale matches in e expire, yielding e0 .
• Third, the lower and upper bound on timestamps for partial matches matching the
incoming token is computed from the temporal constraints. All partial matches in e0
between those bounds form the semantic window.
• Fourth, the new partial matches pmnew are computed as the set of all partial matches
formed by the partial match that arrived, extended with all partial matches in the
semantic window, for which the non-temporal join-criteria c β hold.
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expiration-time. : (IE → ∆Θ 2 ) → MIE *Θ → Θ
expiration-time. (dist, `map) = max ({−∞} ∪ {`map(ιe ) + dist(ιe )min | ιe ∈ dom(`map)})
expire& : P (MIE *E ) → Θ → P (MIE *E )
expire& ( pm, θexpire ) = { pm | pm ∈ pm, ∀ιe ∈ dom( pm) : pm(ιe ).θ ≥ θexpire }
expire-negated& : P (MIE *E ) → Θ → (P (MIE *E ) × P (MIE *E ))
expire-negated& ( pm, θexpire ) =

h { pm | pm ∈ pm, ∀ιe ∈ dom( pm) : pm(ιe ).θ ≥ θexpire },
{ pm | pm ∈ pm, ∀ιe ∈ dom( pm) : pm(ιe ).θ < θexpire }i
expire. : P (E) → Θ → P (E)
expire. (e, θexpire ) = {e | e ∈ e, e.θ ≥ θexpire }

Figure 5.5: The auxiliary functions that are specific to the Featherweight PARTE model —
These are used in addition to those of figure 5.4. Lines in green list the types of the functions, while lines in
black list their behavior.
• Fifth, the implicit temporal lower bounds on timestamp are computed as the
timestamps of the stored partial matches.
• Sixth, the propagated lower bounds are computed as the minimum of the implicit
and the explicit lower bounds.
• Finally, for each partial match in pmnew , a beta token is produced, communicating
the propagated temporal lower bounds.
(Join-.) proceeds similarly, but handles a right activation instead of a left activation.
The auxiliary functions lifetime, timestamps, semantic-window& , and semantic-window.
used in the inference rules above are the same as those defined in figure 5.4 for the rudimentary PARTE model. The functions expiration-time. , expire& , expire. , and expire-negated&
are defined in figure 5.5. Note that the definitions entail that ∀ x, y : li f etime( x, y)min =
expiration-time( x, y). In other words: the expiration time of a partial match is equal to the
time at which the lower temporal bound of the opposite side irrevocably falls outside of
its lifetime. This is in line with the definition of staleness from definition 17.

Not-Nodes
Remember from page 116 that not-nodes or anti-join-nodes implement negation in the
PARTE model. We refer to that section for an explanation of their goal. We only repeat
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the crucial difference between join-nodes and not-nodes: not-nodes propagates tokens
when the relational join fails, and discards tokens for which the join succeeds.
l
In fwPARTE evaluation at a not-node by the local evaluation language −→
is also
somewhat similar to the evaluation at a join-node, though many subtle differences exist.

It proceeds as follows:
(Not-&-⊥)
e0 = expire. (e, expiration-time(dist, `mapt β ))
`mapimplicit = min(timestamps( pm))
`mapresult = min(`mapimplicit , `mapt β )

hDnot hc β , `map& , `. , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, &, T β h`mapt β , ⊥ii
−→hDnot hc β , `mapt β , `. , pm, e0 , ιe& , ιe. , disti, {T β h`mapresult , ⊥i}i
l

(Not-.-⊥)

h pm0 , pmexpired i = expire-negated& ( pm, `t β )
`mapimplicit = min(timestamps( pm0 ))
`mapresult = min(`mapimplicit , `map& )
t = {T β h`mapresult , pmi | pm ∈ pmexpired } t {T β h`mapresult , ⊥i}
hDnot hc β , `map& , `. , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, ., T β h[ιe. 7→ `t β ], ⊥ii
l
0
−→hD
not h c β , ` map& , `t β , pm , e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, t i

(Not-&-Match)

window.

has-room-for( pm, 1)
e0 = expire. (e, expiration-time(dist, `mapt β ))
= semantic-window(e0 , lifetime. (dist, timestamps( pmt β )))
β

∃e ∈ window. : c β ( pmt β · [ιe . 7→ e]) −→ true}
hDnot hc β , `map& , `. , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, &, T β h`mapt β , pmt β ii
0
l
−→hD
not h c β , ` mapt β , `. , pm, e , ιe& , ιe. , disti, ∅ i
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(Not-&-NoMatch)

window.

has-room-for( pm, 1)
e0 = expire. (e, expiration-time(dist, `mapt β ))
= semantic-window(e0 , lifetime. (dist, timestamps( pmt β )))
β

∀e ∈ window. : c β ( pmt β · [ιe . 7→ e]) −→ false}
pm0 = pm · pmt β
hDnot hc β , `map& , `. , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, &, T β h`mapt β , pmt β ii
0 0
l
−→hD
not h c β , ` mapt β , `. , pm , e , ιe& , ιe. , disti, ∅ i

(Not-.)
has-room-for(e, 1)
pm0

β

= { pm | pm ∈ pm, c β ( pm · [ιe . 7→ et β ]) −→ false}
h pm00 , pmexpired i = expire-negated& ( pm0 , `t β )
`mapimplicit = min(timestamps( pm00 ))
`mapresult = min(`mapimplicit , `map& )
t = {T β h`mapresult , pmi | pm ∈ pmexpired } t {T β h`mapresult , ⊥i}

hDnot hc β , `map& , `. , pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, ., T β h[ιe. 7→ `t β ], [ιe. 7→ et β ]ii
−→hDnot hc β , `map& , `t β , pm0 , e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, ti
l

Evaluation rules (Not-&-Match) and (Not-&-NoMatch) jointly uphold the invariant
that left partial matches are stored in the left partial match history if and only if there
exists no right partial match which satisfied the anti-join-condition c β when joined with
the new right partial match. Additionally, evaluation rule (Not-.) filters the left partial
matches (i.e., pm) by removing those that satisfy the anti-join-condition c β when joined
with the new right partial match (yielding pm0 ). This marks the first significant difference
with evaluation at join-nodes.
Upon activation from the right, expiration from the left partial match history has to
happen. Unlike in the case of join-nodes, evaluation at not-nodes uses an expire-negated&
function. This function returns not just the non-stale partial matches, but instead splits
the partial matches into a stale and a non-stale subset: the second and first element in
the produced tuple. Due to the invariants described in the previous paragraph, the stale
partial matches that were still in the left partial match history, are stale matches for which
no matching right partial match exists. By definition of staleness, no matching right
partial matches can still occur later. Hence, these stale left partial matches are guaranteed
to not match with anything, or in other words: negation-as-failure succeeded for these
stale left partial matches. These matches are hence to be added to the outbox, to be
propagated to the successors. Note that this happens both in (Not-.) and in (Not-.-⊥):
the results are sourced only from the left partial match history, so even a ⊥ token on the
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Side

Matches in opposite?

&
&
.
.

matches in e
no matches in e
matches in pm
no matches in pm

Do to pm

Do to e

Output

append new pm
remove matching, expire old
expire old

expire old
expire old
append new e
append new e

all expired pms
all expired pms

Figure 5.6: A summary of the behavior of not-nodes in fwPARTE — For each combination of
activation side and presence of matches in the opposite partial match history, changes to the partial match
histories and the tokens to produce are listed.

right suffices. Conversely, note how the rules for left activation cannot produce any tokens
containing actual partial matches: receipt of positive partial matches cannot prove the
validity of other positive partial matches. This marks the second significant difference
with evaluation at join-nodes.
l
The behavior of evaluation of the rules of −→
at not-nodes is summarized in figure 5.6.

Production Nodes
As explained in section 5.2.6 on page 118, production nodes emit a new compound event
when a rule’s entire pattern is successfully matched.
Since production nodes produce events, they act as event sources. As indicated in the
definition of tokens (section 5.4.3), the Featherweight PARTE model requires knowledge of
event sources. Event sources must be identifiable by a unique identifier, thus production
nodes are allocated a unique event source identifier ιs ∈ IS . Similarly, to accommodate
the fwPARTE model, a lower bound ` must be computed, based on the lower bounds of
the tokens received by the production node. The expression that extracts a temporal lower
` , in analog to ge . The temporal lower
bound from the partial matches is typeset as g

bound generator expression must ensure that it generates non-decreasing values over
consecutive calls. It can assume that each of its arguments will receive a value at least as
large as in the previous call, since that invariant is upheld by the rest of the PARTE graph.
Of course, production nodes must have a rule for dealing with “no change” indicators as
well. To provide for all the changes listed above, the evaluation at a production node by
l
the local evaluation language −→
proceeds as follows:
(Prod-⊥)
` (` map ) −→ `
g
tβ
l
e , g` i, ↓, T h` map , ⊥ii −→hD
e
`
hDproduction hιs , g
tβ
β
production h ιs , g , g i, {Tα h ιs , `, ⊥i}i
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(Prod)
e ( pm ) −→ e0
g

` (` map ) −→ `
g
tβ

l
e , g` i, ↓, T h` map , pm ii −→hD
e
`
0
hDproduction hιs , g
tβ
β
production h ιs , g , g i, {Tα h ιs , `, e i}i


Terminal Nodes
As explained in section 5.2.6 on page 118, terminal nodes represent the point at which an
entire LRP program is successfully matched. In the formal model, tokens are consumed
at terminal nodes by merely discarding them. Terminal nodes hence behave as follows:
(Term)
l
hDterminal hi, ↓, T β h_, _ii−→hD
terminal hi, ∅ i

5.4.7

The Global Evaluation Language

The previous sections defined the semantic constructs that make up the events, tokens, and
graph nodes, and defined how evaluation at a certain graph node takes place by means of
l
the local evaluation language −→
. This section now defines how tokens percolate through
the PARTE graph. The way tokens percolate through the PARTE graph is specified the
g
two inference rules of the global evaluation language −→: (Proc) and (Prop). The graph
nodes in previous section were structurally identical to those in the rudimentary PARTE
model, save for modifications to the node-local data and the tokens. Since the global
evaluation language does not touch the internals of these structures, the rules remain
largely unchanged from those in section 5.2.5. One difference exists in (Prop): tokens are
only propagated if all recipients have room for a token of that activation side, to prevent
exhausting space in the inboxes. This effectively introduces back-pressure (see section 2.3.2)
into the system.
(Proc)
l
hdata, side, ti−→h
data0 , t0 i

has-room-for(t, t0 )
g

{N hιn , s, hside, ti · m, t, datai} t Nrest −→Nrest t {N hιn , s, m, t  t0 , data0 i}
(Prop)
Nb = N ∩ {N hιb , _, _, _, _i | hιb , _i ∈ sa }
∀N
h
_,
_,
m
b , _, _i ∈ Nb : has-room-for( mb , 1), @hside, _i ∈ mb

N0b = N hιb , sb , mb · hside, ti, tb , datab i | N hιb , sb , mb , tb , datab i ∈ Nb , hιb , sidei ∈ sa
g

{N hιa , sa , m a , t · t a , dataa i} t Nb t Nrest −→ {N hιa , sa , m a , t a , dataa i} t N0b t Nrest
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5.5

Compiling PARTElang Programs into Featherweight
PARTE Graphs

As mentioned repeatedly in this chapter, fwPARTE is inspired heavily by the Rete
algorithm by Forgy [59]. The Rete algorithm prescribes two phases: the first phase
analyses a set of declarative rules and compiles a DAG representing the constraints. The
second phase incrementally matches data against the rule set’s constraints by percolating
tokens through the DAG. Section 5.4 described PARTE’s version of the second, dynamic,
phase: the fwPARTE operational semantics. However, fwPARTE does not merely ascribe
different semantics to the elements of a Rete graph. Instead, fwPARTE defines a slightly
different set of elements. As such, Rete’s first, static phase cannot be reused as-is.
This section defines PARTE’s version of the static rule set analysis and graph construction
phase. We give a declarative description specifying which constraints a constructed graph
should conform to, instead of an imperative description specifying how the graph should
be created, as PARTE’s approach to constructing a DAG is neither novel nor important.
The remainder of this section separates this first phase — the construction of the graph —
into a series of logical phases. Figure 5.7 shows the skeleton of a rule written in PARTElang,
and depicts the state of the fwPARTE network after each of the four phases is completed.

5.5.1

Registering Event Templates

As a first step towards compiling the PARTE graph, the types of events referred to in the
rule set must be gathered. For each template mentioned in some rule of the rule set, an
entry node must be constructed. The entry nodes must know of all event sources that
may send events to them. For completeness, part 1 of figure 5.7 depicts the graph at that
point in the graph construction, though the graph is still just a set of disconnected entry
nodes at that point.
Consider this event source configuration:
Source #1 emits events adhering to template A;
Source #2 emits events adhering to template B, C and D; and
Source #3 emits events adhering to template B and E.
The node labeled “Entry-A” in figure 5.7 must then be initialized to the following fwPARTE
semantic constructs:

N hιEntry-A , ∅, ∅, ∅, Dentry h[#1 7→ −∞], ιtemplate-A ii,
where ιEntry-A is a fresh node identifier for the node labeled “Entry-A”. The following three
elements hold the successors, inbox, and outbox of the entry node. These are initially
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Skeleton of an example ruleset

3.) Construction of the join network

template <template_A> {
<attr_name> : <type_name>,
<attr_name> : <type_name>}
template
template
template
template

<template_B>
<template_C>
<template_D>
<template_E>

{
{
{
{

…
…
…
…

Entry-A

}
}
}
}

Entry-B

α-k

α-j

α-l

Entry-C

Entry-D

Entry-E

Entry-D

Entry-E

α-m

join-(f/g)
rule <rule_name_n> where
<var_f> : <template_A> { <conditions_j>
<var_g> : <template_B> { <conditions_k>
<var_h> : <template_C> { <conditions_l>
<var_i> : <template_D> { <conditions_m>
when
<var_g> in <var_f> [<min>, <max>]
<var_h> in <var_g> [<min>, <max>]
<var_i> in <var_h> [<min>, <max>]
<var_i> in <var_f> [<min>, <max>]
then
emit <template_E>
at <θ-expr>
with {
<attr_name> = <expr>,
<attr_name> = <expr>,
<attr_name> = <expr>
}

}
}
}
}

join-((f/g)/h)
join-(((f/g)/h)/i)

4.) Reification of reaction logic
Entry-A

Entry-B

α-k

α-j

α-l

Entry-C

α-m

join-(f/g)

1.) Instantiation of entry nodes
Entry-A
Entry-B
Entry-C

Entry-D

Entry-E

2.) Instantiation of alpha nodes
Entry-A
Entry-B
Entry-C

Entry-D

Entry-E

join-((f/g)/h)
join-(((f/g)/h)/i)

α-j

α-k

α-l

α-m

terminal-n

production-E

Figure 5.7: Sketch of a rule and the phases of PARTE graph construction for that rule
— Circles represent fwPARTE graph nodes. Lines indicate predecessor-successor relations. For solid lines,
nodes higher up are the predecessors. Dashed lines depict implicit edges over which abstracted, compound
events travel. All labels apply to nodes.

empty, typeset as ∅. The entry node’s node-local data holds a mapping from event source
identifier to the lower bound on timestamps still to receive from that event source. For
“Entry-A”, the sole event source is #1, which can still send events from arbitrarily early
points in time, typeset as −∞. Finally, the entry node lists the identifier of the template of
events it may receive, which for “Entry-A” is template A.
The nodes labeled “Entry-B”, “Entry-C”, “Entry-D”, and “Entry-E” are constructed
similarly. For instance, the entry node labeled “Entry-B”, which accepts tokens from two
event sources, is initialized to

N hιEntry-B , ∅, ∅, ∅, Dentry h[#2 7→ −∞, #3 7→ −∞], ιtemplate-B ii.
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5.5.2

Implementing Individual Event Patterns

Once all entry nodes are created, for each unique event pattern,17 an alpha node is
generated. These alpha nodes are instantiated with alpha conditions cα which implement
the conditions of the rule set. For instance, the alpha node labeled “α-j” implements
condition <conditions_j>. The alpha nodes are registered as successors of their entry
nodes, such that e.g., the alpha node labeled “α-j” is a successor of the entry node for
events adhering to template A, since the event pattern identified by variable <var_f>
requires events of template A which satisfy <conditions_j>.
The fwPARTE semantic constructs for the entry nodes must thus be modified to register
the successor relations. For instance, the entry node for events adhering to template A
must be changed to the following:

N hιEntry-A , [ιff -j 7→ ↓], ∅, ∅, Dentry h[#1 7→ −∞], ιtemplate-A ii,
where ιEntry-A is a fresh node identifier for the node labeled “α-j”. In addition, the alpha
nodes themselves must be constructed. The node labeled “α-j” is implemented by this
fwPARTE construct:

N hιff -j , ∅, ∅, ∅, Dalpha hcα <condition_j> , ι<var_f> ii.
The node labeled “α-k” is implemented by this fwPARTE construct:

N hιff -k , ∅, ∅, ∅, Dalpha hcα <condition_k> , ι<var_g> ii.
In this phase too — as in the next two — node reuse can be leveraged by merging identical
nodes into one.

5.5.3

Combining Event Patterns: Constructing the Join Network

Once an entry node and alpha node exist for each pattern in a rule set, the implicit
conjunction between the patterns of a rule must be made. This conjunction is achieved by
means of join- and anti-join-nodes. The first pattern is used as the left predecessor of the
first (anti-)join-node. Then, each subsequent pattern is used as the right predecessor of a
join-node, using the accumulated join graph as the left predecessor. Each (anti-)join-node
encodes the constructs of the conditions that depend on the newly joined pattern, both
temporal and non-temporal. For instance, the node labeled “join-(f/g)” contains any
inter-event constraints specified in condition_k, as well as the temporal constraints
specified between the events bound to var_g and var_f in the when clause.
17When an identical event pattern exists in multiple locations in a rule set — potentially even in different rules
— the same alpha node can represent those patterns, preventing duplicate work. The successors of this alpha
node must then consist of the union of all successors of the different alpha nodes that would have been emitted
otherwise. This notion of node reuse is prevalent in Rete and derived systems [91].
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Formally, for each join or anti-join-node, a new fwPARTE node must be constructed, and
its left and right predecessors must be modified to register that relation. For instance, the
node labeled “α-j” must be changed to the following, to register it as the left predecessor
of the node labeled “join-(f/g)”:

N hιff -j , [ιjoin-(f/g) 7→ &], ∅, ∅, Dalpha hcα <condition_j> , ι<var_f> ii,
where ιjoin-(f/g) is a fresh node identifier for the node labeled “join-(f/g)”. That join-node’s
right predecessor — the node labeled “α-k” — must be changed to the following form to
register it as the right predecessor of the join-node:

N hιff -k , [ιjoin-(f/g) 7→ .], ∅, ∅, Dalpha hcα <condition_k> , ι<var_g> ii.
The join-node itself is implemented thusly:

N hιjoin-(f/g) , ∅, ∅, ∅, Djoin hc β , [ι<var_f> 7→ −∞], −∞, ∅, ∅, {ι<var_f> }, ι<var_g> , distii,
where c β implements the inter-event constraints specified in <conditions_j> and
<conditions_k>, and where dist is constructed from the relations specified in the
where clause of <rule_name>, using the technique pioneered by Teodosiu and Pollak
[133]. Summarizing their work, temporal distances between every two event patterns
in a rule can be determined by constructing a graph of event patterns, whose edges
are labeled by a pair of minimum and maximum distance. Initially, all event patterns
are disconnected, with the exception of self-references labeled with the weights [0, 0],
i.e., every pattern can take place at least zero timesteps before itself, and at most zero
timesteps after itself. For every explicit dependency in the when clause, a weighted edge
is added, specifying the minimum and maximum temporal distance specified in the rule.
Subsequently the transitive and reflexive closure of the distances can be computed as
follows: repeatedly update every edge in the graph (edgei,j ) to the intersection of the
current distances (edgei,j ) and the addition of edgei,k and edgek,j , where intersection is
defined as
: Θ2 → Θ2 : [ a, b] [c, d] = [max{ a, c}, min{b, d}]
and addition is defined as

⊕ : Θ2 → Θ2 : [ a, b] ⊕ [c, d] = [ a + c, b + d]
The branches extending from the nodes labeled as “Entry-C” and “Entry-D” are linked
into the graph similarly, using new join-nodes. At each step, the previous join-node’s
successor set is modified to register it as the left predecessor of the next join-node.

5.5.4

Representing the Reaction Logic

Finally, the PARTE graph construction implements the reaction logic specified by the
rules, i.e., the then clause. Neither PARTElang nor the underlying models support any
other action than emitting new compound events.
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Still, fwPARTE represents the place where a rule is successfully matched as a node in the
graph. The node which represents a successful match to the rule named “rule_name_n”
is the terminal node labeled “terminal n”, which is initialized to the following form:

N hιterminal-n , ∅, ∅, ∅, Dterminal hii.
The fwPARTE model prescribes no other semantics to terminal nodes. The node will never
be updated with successors, with tokens in its outbox, or with changes to the null-ary
node-local data.
The event emission that is described by the reaction logic of the rule, is implemented
by a production node: the node labeled “production-E”. The semantic construct of the
production node itself is straightforward:
e
`
N hιproduction-E , [ιEntry-E7→ ↓] , ∅, ∅, Dproduction h#4, g
, g
ii,

where #4 is a fresh event source identifier. The θ − expr (from the at clause) and the
assignments to the attributes of the emitted event of template E (from the with clause)
e . For each pm which is placed in a
get translated to an event generation expression g
token in the inbox of node “production-E”, an event of template E can be obtained by
e ( pm ). Those events are then sent to the successors of the production node.
evaluating g
At this point in the graph construction, the set of successors is still the empty set ∅.
` is created.
Also based on θ − expr, the temporal lower bound generator expression g
`
Here, for each `map that is placed in a token in the inbox of the node, g (`map) produces
a new lower bound, which can be propagated to the successors.

In contrast to other nodes, production nodes are created in a later PARTE graph construction phase than their successors. To restore the internal consistency in the graph, the
affected entry node must still be amended to incorporate its new predecessor. After the
fourth PARTE graph construction phase completes, the semantic construct representing
the node labeled “Entry-E” will look as follows:

N hιEntry-E , ∅, ∅, ∅, Dentry h[#3 7→ −∞, #4 7→ −∞], ιtemplate-E ii.

5.6

Limitations of Featherweight PARTE and Future Work

Featherweight PARTE is — by design — a reduced subset of what is necessary for realizing
a practical strongly reactive complex event detection system. This is evident from for
instance the restrictions on the data types used, e.g., fwPARTE does not support text strings
or custom data structures as attributes to events. As mentioned in the sections discussing
terminal nodes, the only reaction logic explicitly supported by fwPARTE is the emission
of compound events, or the detection of a rule matching. Practical implementations will
want to register callbacks that are invoked in response to the matching of a rule.
The Featherweight PARTE model — in its current state — has a number of limitations
beyond those superficial ones.
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Figure 5.8: A demonstration of how fwPARTE’s current formula yields high minimum
viable partial match history sizes — The magnitude of these sizes is inherent to the Cartesian product
underlying arbitrary joining

5.6.1

Limitations of the Minimum Viable Size Calculation

First, the formula which defines the minimum viable partial match history sizes in
Featherweight PARTE yields a correct viable size: partial match histories at at least that
size, are sufficiently large. Additionally, the minimum viable partial match history sizes
are a tight bound around the theoretical minimum required sizes: fwPARTE prescribes
r × W + 1 (maximum event arrival rate times window duration, plus one; see definition 25
on page 127), while at least r × W is required for an arbitrary pattern. However, tighter
bounds have recently been proven on specific patterns, based on fractional edge cover [111].
Whereas PARTE would currently assume that a “triangle query” [111] on a dataset of size
n has a cost in n3 , Gottlob et al. [63] showed that such queries can be fully materialized
in n3/2 . To make that more concrete: a triangle query joining a dataset of 1000 elements
would appear to yield 1012 results, whereas only 106 can exist.
Porting these findings to PARTE should be feasible, but is not trivial. The Featherweight
PARTE model joins each pattern individually with one other pattern, and adds a notion
of maximum event rate to the equation. It is at this time unclear how that can best be
reconciled with fractional edge cover.
This limitation makes it impractical to apply PARTE to some large applications, including
the full-blown versions of our driver scenarios. The driver scenarios are kept simplistic,
and hence match a very broad set of events. With PARTE’s current formula, the largest of
the minimum viable sizes for driver scenario C grows as shown in the first two columns
of figure 5.8. The third column compares this to the size of a naive Cartesian product,
i.e., the non-stale money-transfer database size (rate times duration, i.e., the value in the
first column times the number of minutes in a two-week period) raised to the power 3
(one for each occurrence of MoneyTransferred in the pattern), times the non-stale claim
database size (again the number of minutes in a two-week period). In the fourth column,
we depict what the largest minimum viable partial match history size would be if the
three MoneyTransferred event patterns would form a triangle query, and if PARTE were
able to detect this and adapt its minimum viable size formula to reflect this.
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Figure 5.9: A demonstration of how fwPARTE’s lack of aggregation constructs severely
harms performance when aggregation semantics are required

5.6.2

Limitations Inherited from PARTElang and Event Algebra EA

Evidently, the limitations of the language discussed in section 4.5 apply to the model as
well: fwPARTE does not offer abstractions for dealing with aggregation and fwPARTE’s
support for temporal reasoning is limited to defining bounded relative time windows.
These limitations are not superficial. Consider the difference in the largest minimum
viable partial match size when expressing driver scenario B in fwPARTE (depicted in the
first two columns of figure 5.9) with the largest minimum viable partial match history size
when the same three-way join could be expressed as an aggregation, i.e., as “three times an
outgoing MoneyTransferred event, whose amounts SUM to approximately the amount
of the incoming” (depicted in the third column). Instead of making a 4-way Cartesian
product between MoneyTransferred events, a 2-way Cartesian product is made between
MoneyTransferred events and ordered sets of up to three MoneyTransferred events.
Supporting aggregation is hence an important avenue for future research.

5.6.3

Limited Interoperability with Order-Dependent Code

Second, while fwPARTE is an operational semantics for a Rete-derived forward-chaining
interpreter for rule-based languages, it lacks the notion of rule salience that is prevalent in
Rete-derived rule-based systems such as CLIPS [142].
Rule salience is a way of prioritizing the activation of some rules in favor of others.
Featherweight PARTE, in contrast, does not even define an agenda for rule activations.
Instead, fwPARTE fires rules as soon as a token reaches the terminal node or production
node by asynchronous message passing. This is well in line with the behavior we ascribed
to Logic Reactive Programming languages: an LRP program needs only guarantee that it
emits the correct complex events; the order in which different declarative rules emit those
events is not specified. However, this does mean that fwPARTE is not compatible with
rules and logical facts from a non-reactive logic program.
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Future work that enables PARTElang to reason about logical facts outside of the managed
event storage will need to explore how fwPARTE’s agendaless approach can be combined
with the needs of non-event data. Of particular interest will be the means by which such
a system can be kept strongly reactive and decentralized, since the ideas of salience and
an ordered agenda are by design centralized and sequentializing.

5.6.4

Lack of Failure Handling

Third, fwPARTE lacks support for distributed failure handling and fault tolerance. As
a model for distributed computing, PARTE would benefit from the means to deal with
partial failure of the computer cluster on which it is deployed. As discussed in chapter 2,
the many ways to provide this are well-researched. Many paradigms and frameworks
offer out of the box support for checkpointing, replication, replayable logs, etc. A relatively
under-researched aspect is how to reconcile these with strong reactivity.
For instance, the cost of periodic checkpointing can be incorporated into the cost model,
and restoring from a checkpoint once takes constant time and space, but restoring an
arbitrary number of times clearly cannot take only a fixed, finite amount of time. Replaying
logs suffers from the same problem: the cost of logging can be incorporated in the cost
model, and replaying once takes only time proportionate to the number of partial matches
retained, but replaying repeatedly takes time proportionate in the number of replays.
Other options, such as replication, fail to uphold strong reactivity out of the box, too:
replication cannot guarantee that a partial failure will not impact all replicas of some data,
and hence needs to be backed up by techniques such as replayable logs or checkpointing.
Resolving the lack of failure handling in PARTElang is not just an engineering effort:
whichever failure handling technique we pursue, concepts from this technique will need
to be exposed to the event algebra. Much in the way how the meta-concern of the event
arrival rate had to be exposed to fwPARTE, a fault tolerant PARTE model will likely have
to specify the meta-concern of a maximum failure occurrence rate.

5.6.5

Optimizations Lacking from the Formal Model

Fourth, there are a number of optimization opportunities which are not adopted by the
fwPARTE model, but which an implementation would likely apply. These optimizations
are in fact implemented in our prototypical implementation described in chapter 6, but —
since they are not described in the model — we still consider them to be missing from the
model. A brief overview of the most important optimization opportunities is this:
Indexes in partial match histories The bulk of the operations executed on partial match
histories requires selecting partial matches based on their timestamp. The model
abstracts over how this is done, but prescribes the use of an ordered vector. Clearly,
replacing these with a data structure which allows for O(log(n)) access and eviction,
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e.g. a B-Tree, can significantly improve the performance of the system. In similar
vein, determining the current lower bounds on timestamps stored in a partial match
history can be sped up. For instance, keeping a (counting) sorted multiset of event
times that appear for each event pattern, i.e., a MIE *Θ→N .
We explored the option of adding multiple layers of indexes, e.g. to index based on
attributes used in the join-conditions. We also investigated the effect of introducing
the ideas described in [76], in collaboration with one of the authors of that work. We
were unable to reliably achieve improvements, and in many cases the performance
dropped noticeably. Our initial investigation suggests that the bin-size after indexing
by timestamp was too small for additional indexing to help. Phrased differently, a
simple index on timestamp captured such a large fraction of the join-criteria that
any concession on that front caused more harm than could be recovered elsewhere.
In general, indexing schemes have a non-negligible overhead. The storage requirement for conjunctive queries itself is roughly proportionate in the size of the
Cartesian product of all inputs — though tighter bounds exist as discussed in
section 5.6.1. Materializing the indices themselves adds storage costs. Outputting
all matches still takes time at least proportionate to the number of matches. These
challenges will need to be resolved by future work. Fortunately, such modifications are largely tangential to the requirement of strong reactivity, as the costs are
proportionate to sizes that we prove constant for fwPARTE in chapter 8.
Above-minimum storage sizes The model specifies that inboxes, outboxes, and partial
match histories should be at their minimum viable sizes. In practice, any constant size
greater than or equal to the minimum viable size can be used. Using larger buffers
significantly increases the worst-case costs, but may in practice also significantly
decrease average-case cost, by changing the message-passing from essentially nearly
rendezvous-semantics to a more flexible message-passing style.
Batching of multiple matches The formal operational semantics allows multiple tokens
l
to be created in a single step of −→
, but only propagates those tokens one-by-one in
g
the (Prop)rule of −→. Since all these tokens have to arrive at the same destination,
they could be sent jointly, if the successors have enough room in their inboxes. If
the optimization described above is implemented, it becomes possible to batch up
multiple tokens, decreasing the amount of events that need sending. Concretely, if a
node has verified that the inboxes of all its successors do not contain a token from a
l
certain activation side, it could send all tokens produced in a single step of −→
for
that activation side, since the number of tokens thus produced is finite and statically
known. Adapting the model and the proofs would be nontrivial, and is therefore
left as future work.
Coarsening the granularity in the fwPARTE graph Many of the nodes in a Featherweight PARTE graph have a trivial or near-trivial task, e.g., comparing a single
attribute to a constant, or joining two event patterns where no join-condition applies.
For practical implementation, spawning separate concurrent units of computation
for each of these nodes is inefficient, even when they are implemented as, e.g.,
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lightweight actors. Instead, specialized actors could be created which perform the
job of multiple conceptual fwPARTE nodes. Future work could look into how this
can be enacted. Of special interest is the means by which the correct granularity of
parallel decomposition can be achieved, and how a running system can be made
to reconfigure itself in the face of changing workloads, while remaining strongly
reactive.
Limiting ⊥-tokens There is no need to pass ⊥-tokens on paths through the graph that do
not reach a negation. As we show in section 8.4, “no change” tokens must be sent on
paths that do reach not-nodes, but other paths can never become blocked awaiting
the absence of events. A simple extension of fwPARTE statically determines which
nodes are on a path to a not-node, and only propagate ⊥-tokens to those nodes.

5.7
5.7.1

Related Work
Formal Models of Production Rule Systems

Our work is not the first to introduce a formal model for production rule systems such as
the Rete algorithm. Of particular interest are the work by Snyder and Schmolze [129] and
the work by Cirstea et al. [34]. Snyder and Schmolze formalized their production rule
system as rewrite semantics for a working memory of facts, implementing the OPS5 [58]
production rules. Schmolze and Snyder [125] showed how the formal model by Snyder
and Schmolze [129] can be used as the basis for the detection of redundancy among
production rules.
A crucial distinction between our work and those earlier formal models of production
rule system algorithms, is that the earlier models represent the algorithm as a treetraversal, with (reads from and) writes to some abstraction of a working memory. Such
formalizations implicitly assume a shared memory space, where operations at any Rete
node can write to the state of any other Rete node or fragment of working memory.
Consequently, these models do not lend themselves to easy parallelization — let alone
distribution — as the models do not prescribe how multiple steps can be in progress
concurrently without interfering with each other.

5.7.2

Time and Event-Management in Rete-derived Systems

The incremental nature of the Rete algorithm makes it an obvious fit for systems reasoning
over online data streams. The presence of a temporal component in the data can be
leveraged better when the processing engine understands time. Multiple publications
describe extensions to the Rete algorithm which add support for temporal reasoning.
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Maloof and Kochut [96] modify Rete to reason temporally. In their extension, events
have a duration, and event patterns have built-in support for relative temporal order
(before, during or after) between events. Berstel [22] similarly extends the Rete
algorithm with operators to for event management. Their extension also offers built-in
support for relative temporal order between events, though only before or after: like
PARTE, Berstel [22] uses timestamps, not time durations. Also like PARTE, they use this
temporal knowledge to discard unneeded events. Their approach however depends on
the ability of the system to atomically inspect the global state of the system, and on the
notion of recursively asking predecessor Rete memories to remove event data. Such an
approach does not work in a distributed context, and modifying this approach to work
without introducing race conditions between the different distributed components would
be nontrivial. Additionally, the algorithm devised by Berstel [22] was not envisioned for
use in settings where strong reactivity is necessary. Their algorithm hence makes no
attempts to guarantee constant time and space bounds.
Walzer et al. [138] describe an extension to Rete exposing all thirteen temporal relations
from Allen’s interval algebra [6]. Walzer et al. [138] too use this temporal knowledge to
discard unneeded events. Like Berstel [22]’s solution, the solution by Walzer et al. [138]
depend on global timers which remove intermediate results from globally accessible
partial match storage. Their solution does not work without considerable changes in a
distributed context. Since their algorithm was not envisioned for use in settings where
strong reactivity is necessary, their algorithm makes no attempts to guarantee constant
time and space bounds.

5.7.3

Distributed Tracking of Temporal Lower Bounds

PARTE keeps track of temporal lower bounds on events, to enable it to automatically
manage the event storage. Some other systems which process event-data in a distributed
context, and keep some form of managed event storage, exist. These, too, need to keep
track of the progress of time, and relate that to the events still stored. We distinguish
between two cases: first, systems which ingest events from possibly multiple, distributed
event sources, but whose processing is not itself distributed, and second, systems whose
processing can be distributed across multiple computers.
The first category contains systems like EVA [72]. Like PARTE, EVA handles semantic
simultaneity of events from multiple event sources by assuming a global system of
reference exists for specifying relative order. While a distributed system cannot be
assumed to have a synchronized global clock, one can opt to ascribe the semantics that
any event source has the valid clock for events whose occurrence it registers. EVA, like
PARTE, includes a component responsible for merging the temporal lower bounds of the
different event sources. Using this conservative lower bound on actual clocks, the correct
results can be computed despite the lack of global clock shared by the event sources.
The second category contains systems like MillWheel [5] and Naiad [108]. Neither are
strictly CEP systems, though they are designed to work with data tagged with timestamps,
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i.e., events. MillWheel explicitly keeps track of low watermarks. Low watermarks are
somewhat analogous to the lower bounds (`) in fwPARTE, in that both represent a temporal
threshold below which events are no longer relevant for the computation. In Naiad’s
timely dataflow, the logical timestamps are an event closer analogue to PARTE’s temporal
lower bound. Naiad’s logical timestamps however include both a purely temporal aspect,
and a loop iteration.

5.8

Conclusion

We introduced the Featherweight PARTE model, an operational semantics for PARTElang.
We showed how Featherweight PARTE incrementally matches events to complex patterns
using a matching algorithm derived from the Rete algorithm. Featherweight PARTE does
not depend on a shared address space for its event storage, and is able to automatically
manage that distributed event storage: fwPARTE can determine which partial matches
are stale. Stale partial matches are guaranteed to expire before the node they are stored at
reaches a blocked node state. A PARTElang implementation implementing the Featherweight
PARTE model can guarantee correct operation within a fixed, finite memory budget by
pre-allocating its buffers at their statically determinable minimum viable size.
Featherweight PARTE thus defines a strongly reactive way for correlating complex events
specified in PARTElang (RLRP 5).
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6

Implementation

Up until this point in the dissertation we focused on discussing the theoretical aspects of
Logic Reactive Programming. In this chapter we turn LRP into practice. The goal of this
chapter is to give a more detailed description of lower-level design decisions which may
impact the results in section 7.4.2, for the sake of reproducibility of those results.
The PARTE research artifact went through a number of iterations. The versions described
in this chapter differ from the one described in Marr et al. [97] in a number of ways. The
most important difference is that the final versions offer the features required to guarantee
strong reactivity (see definition 1 on page 65): using the Featherweight PARTE model, the
size of intermediate storage like inboxes, outboxes, and partial match histories needs not
be arbitrarily large, which places an upper bound on the required processing time. This
in turn allows it to guarantee a constant-time update cost per new event.
We describe two prototypical implementations of the Featherweight PARTE model. Since
both prototypes implement the same model, their high-level workings are covered by the
information from chapter 5. The distinction between both versions is as follows:
PARTERust is a multi-threaded implementation of the fwPARTE model, which simulates
a distributed memory space by modeling the different PARTE nodes as independent
units of computation which communicate only by means of message passing.
PARTEElixir wraps the sequential PARTE nodes of PARTERust inside actors, which can be
distributed over a cluster of computers. PARTEElixir includes rudimentary support
for handling network issues.
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6.1
6.1.1

PARTERust : a Single-Machine PARTE Prototype
Overview

The multi-threaded prototypical implementation of fwPARTE goes by the name PARTERust .
PARTERust supports launching a PARTE runtime, defining event templates for that runtime,
creating a graph of PARTE nodes from a PARTElang program, and spawning those nodes
on a thread pool managed by the PARTE runtime.
Once a PARTE runtime is initialized, it is ready to receive events. Events are represented
as data structures mimicking the tuples described in section 5.4: they store a reference
to their template, the values for each attribute defined by the template, and the event’s
timestamp. Received events are wrapped in alpha tokens, and placed in the inbox of
the entry node for the event’s event template. Next, PARTERust executes the behavior
prescribed by the rules of the global and local evaluation languages defined by the PARTE
model. Evaluation at different nodes can happen in parallel, as each node is a distinct unit
of concurrency, scheduled in the thread pool. When no evaluation steps are applicable,
PARTERust implicitly enters a waiting state (where all nodes are waiting as defined on
page 126) until the external program either provides new input events, or calls for the
termination of the PARTE runtime.

6.1.2

Rust Primer

PARTERust is implemented in roughly 3000 lines of Rust [98] code. In-depth knowledge of
Rust syntax is not needed to follow our description of PARTERust . Rust code can broadly
be understood if one is familiar with features of ML-like languages, and the syntax of C++
or Java. For the sake of self-containedness of this chapter, we provide a short primer of
Rust semantics and syntax. Anyone familiar with Rust can safely skip this subsection.

Values and References
Values in Rust are not by default behind a reference, as they are in e.g. Java or Python, or
as classes are in C#. Hence, binding a value to a variable does not mean the variable is
set to a reference to that value. Instead, binding means that the value’s bits are copied to
the variable’s location.
A reference to a value of type T is written as &T. Each reference has lifetime. A lifetime is a
static type-level construct which represents the context in which a value is valid. Lifetimes
can be used with references, where lifetime-checking can prevent use-after-free bugs. For
instance, if a reference has a lifetime that outlives a method invocation, that method may
return the reference. If a reference’s lifetime does not outlive a method invocation, that
method may not return that reference, as the reference might not be valid when used by
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the callee. The syntax &'a T is used to denote a reference with lifetime 'a, which refers
to a value of type T.
Ownership Model
An important feature of Rust is its ownership model, which gets statically checked by
the “borrow-checker”. A value is normally owned by exactly one variable. When a
value is passed to a function or assigned to a variable, the ownership of the value is
transferred to the new location. If the source of the value was a variable, that variable
cannot subsequently be read from: the variable’s value has been moved. Types can opt out
of this behavior by implementing the Clone trait. Primitive types (integers, booleans,
and characters) are Clone, as are shared references.
Shared references always refer to immutable values. Mutable references cannot alias,
except by referring to types with internal mutability, such as mutex locks or cells. Cells
and mutex locks prevent concurrent mutable access at run time. All of these features
combine to offer a system for ownership-tracking, data-race-freedom, and automatic
memory management without need for a tracing garbage collector.1
Closures
The syntax of closures in Rust is “|arg-list| body”. The arg-list is a commaseparated list of argument names, optionally followed by a type annotation (“arg-name
: ArgType”). The body consists of one expression, whose result is returned from the
closure. A sequence of expressions can be generated by enclosing a semicolon-separated
list of expressions in a pair of curly braces. The result of the last expression is returned as
the result of the sequence.
Closures take references to variables in their lexical scope which are used in the body of
the closure. This behavior can be overridden by writing the keyword move in front of
the closure syntax; in that case the variables are moved into the closure instead being of
captured by reference.
Pattern Matching
Rust offers pattern matching on variables. Wherever a struct is bound to a variable, the
variable name can be replaced with a pattern listing the type constructor and the fields of
1The reader might notice in the code samples below that no manual memory management is performed. Nor
are any of the code’s multi-threading safety guarantees upheld manually. The synchronization mechanism used
in PARTERust is simple yet safe: data is sent to other threads using multi-producer/single-consumer queues.
Once data is handed off to another threads’ queue, the original thread loses ownership over the data. The
original thread can at that point not even syntactically express touching the data again without invoking a static
error from the borrow-checker. Obviously, a receiving thread cannot touch the data before receiving it. Since
sending and receiving is causally linked, at no point can a thread mutate data accessible by another thread.
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that struct and variable names. The values of the fields of that struct are then bound
to the variables. Pattern matching can also be used to match on the variants of an enum.

6.1.3

Differences between PARTERust and the Formal Model

Since PARTERust schedules the PARTE nodes on threads in a thread pool, the nodes
technically share a single memory space. However, since they only communicate using
asynchronous message passing, they are behaviorally equivalent to properly distributed
units of computation. Some subtle but insignificant differences exist between the formalism
presented in chapter 5 and the code shown below. For instance, instead of maintaining
a list of identifiers of successor nodes, PARTE nodes in PARTERust maintain a list of
message-passing channels. The implementation further makes no distinction between
terminal and production nodes. Additionally, evaluation at terminal nodes deviates
slightly from what the formal model prescribes. In the model, matching a rule is a
transient state which does not “do” anything. In PARTERust , a callback function is invoked
whenever a rule is matched. This callback function receives as an argument the partial
match that activated the terminal node. This deviation from the model is necessary for
practical use cases.
The remainder of this section describes the relevant bits of the implementation in more
detail. We focus specifically on the points where the implementation differs slightly from
a naive translation of the formal model, and explain the reason for the difference, as
well as the implications of our choices. The code is reformatted to fit the width of the
pages. Error handling code is removed where it is not relevant to the discussion. Code
that simplifies debugging and profiling — e.g. by setting up descriptive names for the
threads — is removed as well. Overall we follow the bottom-up structure we introduced
in section 5.4. Section titles hence match those found there.

6.1.4

Implementing Values and Events

The most basic type offered by our model and event algebra alike are values. Values in
PARTERust are represented as an enum, i.e., a tagged union of all primitive types. Type
safety of PARTElang programs is checked at run time using those tags. A number of basic
operations are implemented for values, e.g., equality checks, inequality checks, addition,
multiplication, etc.
Timestamps are implemented as an opaque type, but identify a number of milliseconds.
The difference between two timestamps can be computed. This difference can be added to
another timestamp, yielding a new timestamp. A strict order is defined on timestamps,
but a universally highest timestamp exists (cf. an IEEE floating point’s positive infinity),
as well as a universally lowest timestamp (cf. an IEEE floating point’s negative infinity).
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1
2
3
4
5

#[derive(Debug)]
pub struct Slot {
pub name: String,
pub type_name: &'static str,
}

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

#[derive(Debug)]
pub struct Template {
name: String,
id: TemplateId,
slots: Vec<Slot>,
}

13
14
15
16

impl Template {
pub fn new(name: &str, id: TemplateId, slots: Vec<Slot>) -> Result<Self, String> {
// ... check for duplicate names, empty names, and empty types

17

Ok(Template {name: name.to_owned(), id: id, slots: slots})

18

}

19
20

pub fn name(&self) -> &str { &self.name }

21
22

pub fn id(&self) -> TemplateId { self.id }

23
24

pub fn num_slots(&self) -> usize { self.slots.len() }

25
26

pub fn slot_at_index(&self, idx: SlotIndex) -> Option<&Slot> { self.slots.get(idx) }

27
28

pub fn index_of_slot(&self, slot_name: &str) -> Option<SlotIndex> {
self.slots.iter()
.position(|&Slot { name: ref n, .. } | { n == slot_name })
.map(|i| i as SlotIndex)
}

29
30
31
32
33
34

}

Listing 6.1: PARTERust ’s implementation of event templates

The implementation of event templates is depicted in listing 6.1, starting at line 14. As
evidenced by the accessors, event templates are verified to be valid at construction time,
and are immutable afterwards. Note the closure syntax on line 32: this closure transforms
a single argument i by casting it to a SlotIndex. The line before it contains another
closure. This closure also takes a single argument — a reference to a Slot — but pattern
matches on it to destructure it into its constituents. Since destructuring a pattern is the
inverse of constructing a value, operators have their inverse meaning: in a value expression,
a reference operator (an ampersand) takes a reference to a value. In a pattern, that same
operator “strips off” a reference, effectively causing the argument to be dereferenced.
As depicted in listing 6.2, events store a TemplateId specifying the template, as well as
the event’s data: the values for the attributes and the time at which the event occurred.
At construction time, events are verified to conform to the specification imposed by the
template. Events are immutable, exposing only accessors for their attribute values and
their timestamp of occurrence. We implement the trait Index<usize> for Events. This
means that for a given event e and a given unsigned pointer-sized integer idx, the syntax
e[idx] resolves to the value returned by the index method defined on line 32, i.e.,
e[idx] gets the attribute value at index idx of event e.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

#[derive(Debug, Eq, Ord, PartialOrd, PartialEq)]
pub struct Event {
template_id: TemplateId,
values: Vec<Value>,
timestamp: Time,
}

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

impl Event {
pub fn new(template: &Template, values: Vec<Value>, timestamp: Time)
-> Result<Self, String>
{
if values.len() != template.num_slots() {
Err(/* ... create error message */)
} else {
for (slot, value) in template.slots.iter().zip(values.iter()) {
if slot.type_name != value.type_name() {
return Err(/* ... create error message */);
}
}
Ok(Event { template_id: template.id(),
values: values,
timestamp: timestamp })
}
}

25

pub fn timestamp(&self) -> Time { self.timestamp }

26
27

}

28
29
30

impl Index<usize> for Event {
type Output = Value;

31

fn index(&'e self, idx: usize) -> &'e Value {
self.values.get(idx).unwrap()
}

32
33
34
35

}

Listing 6.2: PARTERust ’s implementation of events

6.1.5

Implementing Tokens

Tokens are either alpha tokens or beta tokens. Beta tokens carry multiple events’ data: a
partial match.

Partial Matches
Our implementation of partial matches in PARTERust is depicted in listing 6.3. In essence,
a PartialMatch is a vector of atomically reference counted Events, with a number
of methods defined on the structure. This detail of the implementation shows that
PARTERust exploits the fact that all nodes exist in the same address space. This entails that
measurements of the working set size of PARTERust programs might show lower numbers
than what might be expected from a naive translation of the fwPARTE model. In turn,
this introduces the possibility for contention, as multiple threads may have to mutate the
atomic integers in which the reference counts are tracked.
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1
2
3
4

#[derive(Clone, Debug, PartialEq, Eq, PartialOrd)]
pub struct PartialMatch {
pub events: Vec<Arc<Event>>,
}

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

impl PartialMatch {
pub fn new_by_joining_assuming_consistent(&self,
right_pm: &SingletonPartialMatch) -> Self {
let mut events = Vec::with_capacity(self.events.len() + 1);
events.extend_from_slice(&self.events);
events.push(right_pm.cloned_event());
PartialMatch { events: events }
}
}

Listing 6.3: PARTERust ’s core implementation of partial matches
Since a partial match may consist of multiple events and each event may have values
for multiple attributes, values in partial matches are identified by a two-dimensional
index. Our implementation introduces an auxiliary type QualifiedSlot (see line 2
in listing 6.4 on page 166), which identifies a slot qualified by an event index into a
partial match. A QualifiedSlot is an opaque pair of two indices, together with
a number of auxiliary methods. Its fields are not publicly accessible. Instead, it
must be used as a whole: we implement the Index trait for PartialMatches using QualifiedSlots or references to them, as shown from line 31 onwards. This has
the result that for a partial match pm and a qualified slot qs, the syntax pm[qs] evaluates
to pm.events[qs.event_idx][qs.slot_idx]. This gives rise to a difference in
notation between fwPARTE and PARTERust , though the difference is inconsequential.

Alpha Tokens
We have now covered the implementation of partial matches. We move on to alpha and
beta tokens themselves.
Listing 6.5 depicts relevant excerpts of the implementation of alpha tokens. Alpha tokens
store an identifier of the entity that generated them: either a primitive source (i.e., an
external event source), or a complex source (i.e., a terminal node of the PARTERust graph).
The lower bound on future event timestamps sent along the edge the AlphaToken travels,
or ` for short, is represented as a timestamp named oldest_timestamp_to_expect.
The alpha token’s payload (see page 130) is encoded as an option type: instead of
considering it either an event or a “no change” indicator ⊥, we implement it as either
None or Some(event). This change makes the code more concise, and is more idiomatic
in Rust. The behavior is unaltered: both fwPARTE and PARTERust model the payload as a
sum type, of which one variant refers to an event, and the other carries no additional data.
To support node reuse (see figure 5.2 on page 98), it must be possible to duplicate alpha
tokens so that they may be sent to multiple successors. As in the case of partial matches, we
accomplish this by making the payload Event atomically reference-counted by wrapping
it: Arc<Event>. The Rust type for fields optionally containing an atomically reference165
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1
2
3
4
5

#[derive(Clone, Copy, Debug, Eq, PartialEq)]
pub struct QualifiedSlot {
event_idx: usize,
slot_idx: usize,
}

6
7
8
9
10

impl QualifiedSlot {
pub fn new(event_idx: usize, slot_idx: usize) -> Self {
QualifiedSlot { event_idx, slot_idx }
}

11

pub fn transform_from_global_to_right(self, num_left_events: usize) -> Result<Self,
String> {
if self.event_idx < num_left_events {
Err(/* ... create error message */)
} else if self.event_idx > num_left_events {
Err(/* ... create error message */)
} else {
Ok(QualifiedSlot { event_idx: 0, slot_idx: self.slot_idx })
}
}

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

pub fn is_within_bounds(&self, num_events: usize) -> bool {
self.event_idx < num_events
}

22
23
24
25

pub fn is_in_event(&self, event_idx: usize) -> bool {
self.event_idx == event_idx
}

26
27
28
29

}

30
31
32

impl Index<QualifiedSlot> for PartialMatch {
type Output = Value;

33

fn index<'p>(&'p self, qs: QualifiedSlot) -> &'p Value {
self.events[qs.event_idx][qs.slot_idx]
}

34
35
36
37

}

38
39
40

impl<'q> Index<&'q QualifiedSlot> for PartialMatch {
type Output = Value;

41

fn index<'p>(&'p self, qs: &'q QualifiedSlot) -> &'p Value {
self.events[qs.event_idx][qs.slot_idx]
}

42
43
44
45

}

Listing 6.4: PARTERust ’s core implementation of qualified slots, an auxiliary structure for
indexing into partial matches

counted Event is Option<Arc<Event>>, which is hence the type of the payload field
of an AlphaToken. Since events are immutable after construction, sharing does not
modify the behavior.

Beta Tokens
Beta tokens carry not just one event’s data, but possibly multiple. We have previously
introduced the PartialMatch type to store those events’ attributes and timestamps.
One more field constitutes a beta token: a list of temporal lower bounds per event pattern.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

#[derive(Clone, Debug)]
pub struct AlphaToken {
generator_id: GeneratorId,
oldest_timestamp_to_expect: Time,
payload: Option<Arc<Event>>,
}

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

impl AlphaToken {
pub fn new_with_event(generator_id: GeneratorId,
oldest_timestamp_to_expect: Time,
event: Arc<Event>
) -> Self {
let payload = Some(event);
AlphaToken { generator_id, oldest_timestamp_to_expect, payload }
}

16

pub fn new_no_change(generator_id: GeneratorId,
oldest_timestamp_to_expect: Time
) -> Self {
let payload = None;
AlphaToken { generator_id, oldest_timestamp_to_expect, payload }
}

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

pub fn generator_id(&self) -> &GeneratorId {
&self.generator_id
}

24
25
26
27

pub fn oldest_timestamp_to_expect(&self) -> Time {
self.oldest_timestamp_to_expect
}

28
29
30
31

pub fn payload(&self) -> &Option<Arc<Event>> {
&self.payload // Return a reference to the payload
}

32
33
34
35

pub fn into_payload(self) -> Option<Arc<Event>> {
self.payload // Return the payload, consuming the AlphaToken
}

36
37
38
39

}

Listing 6.5: PARTERust ’s implementation of alpha tokens

This is in line with the formal model. Listing A.3 (on page 243 in the appendix) depicts
the relevant parts of the implementation of beta tokens.
Remember from section 5.4.4 (on page 132) that the formal model associates an activation
side with beta tokens, forming the message abstraction. This abstraction is not present
in PARTERust . PARTERust uses ActivationSides only when describing how PARTE
graph nodes should be linked up. We encode ActivationSides straightforwardly as
an enumaration of three variants: a.) Activate for successor relations activated from the
top, cf. ↓; b.) LeftActivate for successor relations activated from the left, cf. &; and
c.) RightActivate for successor relations activated from the right, cf. ..
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2

pub enum Type {
Entry, Alpha, Join, Not, Terminal,

3

}

1

4
5
6
7

pub trait Node : Send {
type InToken : Token;
type OutToken : Token;

8

fn
fn
fn
fn

9
10
11
12
13

node_id(&self) -> NodeId;
node_type(&self) -> Type;
is_on_path_to_negation(&self) -> bool;
enter_processing_loop(self) -> JoinHandle<Result<(), String>>;

}

Listing 6.6: PARTERust ’s implementation of PARTE nodes: an enumeration of types and a
trait.

6.1.6

Implementing Graph Nodes

PARTERust supports entry nodes, alpha nodes, join-nodes, not-nodes, and terminal nodes.2
An enum is defined for the different types of PARTE nodes (listing 6.6). Additionally, the
Node trait is defined.

The Node Trait
The Node trait abstracts over the different node types, enabling polymorphism. Since
different types of PARTE nodes consume and produce different types of tokens, the nodes
must specify what kind of tokens they produce. We do so using two associated types:
InToken and OutToken. The trait bound “: Token” on InToken and OutToken
constrains what an implementation of Node can look like: only types which implement
the Token trait can be used as a node’s InToken or OutToken type.
Apart from the associated types, the Node trait specifies 4 methods: one to retrieve the
node’s globally unique identifier (line 9), one to retrieve the node’s Type (line 10), a
predicate which indicates whether the node is an (indirect) predecessor of a not-node 3
(line 11), and a method which consumes the Node and starts the node’s execution loop
(line 12). Nodes are scheduled as coroutines on a thread pool. The coroutine runtime
replaces a coroutine with another one on the same thread whenever the former coroutine
performs asynchronous I/O or explicitly yields. PARTERust nodes yield when they find
their inbox empty. Hence, though Nodes seem to follow the approach of event handling
by waiting (see section 3.1 on page 35), the approach is implicitly transformed into event
handling by callbacks on a thread pool. Hence, the runtime needs not have as many OS-level
threads as there are PARTE nodes.
2PARTERust ’s terminal nodes perform the job of both fwPARTE terminal nodes and fwPARTE production
nodes.
3Whether or not a node precedes a not-node in the PARTE graph determines whether “no change” indicators
need to be propagated, as explained in section 8.4.
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1

use std::error::Error;

2
3
4
5

struct AlphaSuccessorCollection {
successors: Vec<Sender<AlphaToken>>,
}

6
7
8
9
10

impl AlphaSuccessorCollection {
fn new(successors: Vec<Sender<AlphaToken>>) -> Self {
AlphaSuccessorCollection { successors }
}

11

fn is_empty(&self) -> bool { self.successors.is_empty() }

12
13

fn send_token(&self, token: AlphaToken) -> Result<(), String> {
let mut i = self.successors.iter();
if let Some(succ) = i.next() {
for succ in i {
self.send_token_internal(succ, token.clone())?;
}

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

self.send_token_internal(succ, token)?;
} else {
Ok(()) // No successors, sending is trivially done
}

21
22
23
24

}

25
26

fn send_token_internal(&self, succ: &mut SyncSender<AlphaToken>, token: AlphaToken) ->
Result<(), String> {
loop {
match succ.try_send(token_to_send) {
Ok(()) => { break; /* Sent succesfully */ },
Err(TrySendError::Full(unsent_token)) => {
token_to_send = unsent_token;
Scheduler::sched(); // Yield coroutine
},
Err(TrySendError::Disconnected(unsent_token)) => {
return Err(format!("Failed to send {:?}: channel disconnected",
unsent_token));
}
}
}
}

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

}

Listing 6.7: PARTERust ’s implementation of successor collections (s)

Successors

Each node keeps track of a set of successors. Those successors accept either alpha
tokens or beta tokens. PARTERust abstracts over sets of successors as using either
AlphaSuccessorCollection or BetaSuccessorCollection. Both these types are
wrappers around a vector of Senders. A Sender is the sending side of a channel between
coroutines. Both types of successor collection feature a constructor, a predicate method to
verify whether the successor collection contains any successor, and a method which takes
a token and sends one copy of it to each successor. Listing 6.7 shows the implementation of
AlphaSuccessorCollection. The code is nontrivial since it makes only n − 1 copies
to serve n successors. The first successor instead receives the original token.
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The formal model abstracts over the notion of making copies. Furthermore, as demonstrated by line 33, PARTERust deviates from the formal model by potentially yielding
during the transmission of tokens to successors. In contrast, fwPARTE uses an intermediate storage: the outbox. Featherweight PARTE ensures there is room in the outbox before
starting (Proc), and that there is room in all the successor nodes’ inboxes before starting
(Proc). Clearly, the amount of unsent tokens after processing an activation is at most the
total number of tokens produced during the processing of the activation. The variable
size of the coroutine when it is yielded is hence limited to a constant factor of the minimum
viable outbox size (see page 127). Our proofs on maximum memory usage hence apply to
PARTERust as they do to fwPARTE.
In conclusion, the representation of PARTE graph nodes in PARTERust differs significantly
from that in the formal model. Nodes in PARTERust are not constructed as a tuple
N hιn , s, m, t, ndatai of node identifier, set of successors, inbox, outbox, and node-local data.
The role of an inbox and outbox is taken over by the Receiver and Sender sides of a
bounded channel. The logic of successor collections is taken over by the types introduced
in the previous paragraph. That leaves only a node identifier and the node-type-specific
node-local data. PARTERust ’s implementation incorporates those into the node-local
data-structure of each node type. While all types of nodes share a unified interface — the
trait Node — they are all implemented as separate types. This entails that we need to
duplicate the implementation of an accessor for the node identifier in each node, but that
evidently comes at only a small cost.

6.1.7

Implementing Node-local Data

As a representative example, consider the slightly simplified implementation of alpha
nodes in listing 6.8. A node’s implementation consists of three main parts: a struct
holding the node’s data, a constructor and typically some auxiliary methods, and an
implementation of the Node trait for that struct.
A node’s constructor has five tasks:
• it establishes the invariants of the node’s state — in the case of alpha nodes this
merely means checking that successors exist;
• it builds the successor collection from the provided list of successors;
• it creates the multi-producer/single-consumer channel by which tokens are sent to
this node. A channel’s constructor returns a tuple whose left element is a cloneable
object through which messages can be sent (Sender<T>), and whose right side
is a non-cloneable object from which messages can be received (Receiver<T>).
Additionally;
• it composes the struct itself;
• it starts the node’s processing loop on a background thread; and
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

pub struct AlphaNode {
inbox: Receiver<AlphaToken>,
successors: BetaSuccessorCollection,
condition: Box<for<'e> Fn(&'e Event) -> bool + Send>,
is_on_path_to_negation: bool,
node_id: NodeId,
}

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

impl AlphaNode {
pub fn new(node_id: NodeId,
successors: Vec<(Sender<BetaToken>)>,
condition: Box<Fn(&Event) -> bool + Send>,
is_on_path_to_negation: bool,
) -> (JoinHandle<Result<(), String>>, Sender<AlphaToken>) {
assert!(!successors.is_empty(), "An AlphaNode must have successor nodes.");
let (sender, inbox) = sync_channel(1);
let successors = AlphaSuccessorCollection::new(successors);
let node = AlphaNode {
inbox,
successors,
condition,
is_on_path_to_negation,
node_id,
};
(node.enter_processing_loop(), sender)
}
}

28
29
30
31

impl Node for AlphaNode {
type InToken = AlphaToken;
type OutToken = BetaToken;

32

fn node_id(&self) -> NodeId { self.node_id }

33
34

fn node_type(&self) -> Type { Type::Alpha }

35
36

fn is_on_path_to_negation(&self) -> bool { self.is_on_path_to_negation }

37
38

fn enter_processing_loop(mut self) -> JoinHandle<Result<(), String>> {
Scheduler::spawn(move || -> Result<(), String> {
while let Ok(Some(token)) = self.inbox.recv() {
let oldest_timestamp_to_expect = token.oldest_timestamp_to_expect();

39
40
41
42
43

if let Some(Event(e)) = token.into_payload() { // If token contains event
if (*self.condition)(&e) { // If event satisfies the alpha condition
let outgoing_token = BetaToken::new_from_single_event(
oldest_timestamp_to_expect,
e.clone());
self.successors.send_token(outgoing_token)?
} else {
// Nothing to do: event failed test
}
} else { // Process "no change"
let outgoing_token = BetaToken::new_from_single_no_change(
oldest_timestamp_to_expect);
self.successors.send_token(outgoing_token)?
}

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

}

57

})

58

}

59
60

}

Listing 6.8: PARTERust ’s implementation of alpha nodes
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• it returns a handle to the spawned coroutine, as well as the sending side of the
channel to the node. Note that the Sender returned here is used when the node is
registered as a successor of its predecessor. This entails that in PARTERust the PARTE
graph is constructed from the terminal nodes up. To make this more concrete,
consider again the case of an alpha node. When an alpha node is created, a channel
of alpha tokens is constructed. The receiving side, a Receiver<AlphaToken>, is
stored in the alpha node’s inbox field. The sending side, a Sender<AlphaToken>,
is stored in the AlphaSuccessorCollection that serves as the successorsfield for some entry node. Similarly, each Sender<BetaToken> in the alpha node’s
successors-field has been returned by the constructor of a successor node such
as a join-node, not-node, or terminal node.
The last three aspects of the implementation of nodes which warrant discussion in detail
are the following: a.) the computation of lower bounds per event source in entry nodes;
b.) the processing of a left activation in a join-node; and c.) the handling of event emission
and calls to side-effecting code from terminal nodes.

a.) Computing Temporal Lower Bounds
Entry nodes keep track of the lowest timestamp for each event source they know. Section 5.4.3 describes how fwPARTE stores this data as a mapping from source identifier to
temporal lower bound, in a field named `map. In the implementation, that trivially maps
onto a HashMap<GeneratorId, Time>. The way this mapping is maintained, as well
as how the lower bound is extracted, is depicted in listing 6.9. As entry nodes are located
at the roots of the PARTE graph, they have to deal with invalid input data. Most of the
code in update_stored_timestamps concerns data validation. The core logic consists
of getting a mutable reference to the correct entry in the map, and assigning the new oldest
timestamp to it. compute_oldest_timestamp_for_any_event_source retrieves
the lower bound by taking the minimum of the values stored in the map.

b.) Processing Left-Activation of a Join-Node
Evaluation at join-nodes must achieve the behavior specified by (Join-&-⊥), (Join-.-⊥),
(Join-&), and (Join-.) (defined from page 138 onwards). To this end, any two-input node
which is in a waiting state (page 126) asynchronously selects from two inboxes: a left inbox
for left activations, and a right inbox for right activations. When either partial match
history is at capacity, the node instead only tries to receive tokens from the opposite inbox.
Beyond this, the process closely matches what the formal model prescribes by the rules of
l
−→
.
Listing A.4 (on page 244 in the appendix) depicts the code handling a left activation of a
join-node. First, some sanity-checks are performed on the received data. Next, the left
temporal lower bounds stored at the join-node is updated (line 16). With those lower
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1

// With field oldest_timestamp_per_event_source: HashMap<GeneratorId, Time>

2
3
4

impl EntryNode {
// .. constructor etc.

5

fn update_stored_timestamps(&mut self,
generator_id: &GeneratorId,
oldest_timestamp_to_expect_from_generator: Time,
) -> Result<(), String> {
// Determine oldest timestamp previously known for this generator
let mut oldest = self.oldest_timestamp_per_event_source.get_mut(generator_id)
if let Some(oldest_t_for_generator_in_map) = oldest {
// Ensure the promise on the lower bound is not invalidated,
// as that would be a logic error.
if oldest_timestamp_to_expect_from_generator < *oldest_t_for_generator_in_map {
Err(/* ... create error message */)
} else {
// If all is well, update the lower bound.
*oldest_t_for_generator_in_map = oldest_timestamp_to_expect_from_generator;
Ok(())
}
} else {
Err(format!("Received token from unknown generator {:?}.", generator_id))
}
}

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

fn compute_oldest_timestamp_for_any_source(&self) -> Time {
self.oldest_timestamp_per_event_source
.values()
.min()
.unwrap("Expected at least one event source")
}

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

}

Listing 6.9: Computing temporal lower bounds in entry nodes in PARTERust

bounds updated, stale partial matches can be expired from the right partial match history
(line 17). The stored and explicit lower bounds are combined, and stored as ls. Next,
PARTERust checks whether it should proceed as specified in (Join-&-⊥), or as specified
in (Join-&). In the former case, evaluation continues from line 46 onwards: “no change”
token is propagated to the successors. Otherwise, the lifetime of the newly arrived partial
match is computed (line 23). The relational join between the new partial match and those
in the right partial match storage is computed. Temporal join-constraints are checked using
the left_lifetime in combination with the concrete timestamp of each right partial
match: only valid matches are produced. The RightPartialMatchStorage keeps its
collection of partial matches sorted, which makes this selection a cheap operation. The
RightPartialMatchStorage additionally encodes the non-temporal join-constraints.
Partial matches failing the non-temporal constraints are filtered out (line 33). For successful
matches a new token is created and propagated to the successors (line 39). Finally, the
partial match with which the join-node was activated is stored in the left partial match
history.
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c.) Representing Reaction Logic

Whenever a terminal node is activated in fwPARTE, it means that some rule was matched.
PARTERust exposes the fact that a rule matched by calling some user-specified function.
Whenever a production node is activated in fwPARTE, a new complex event is created
from the activating partial match. Since PARTERust merges the notion of a production node
and a terminal node, it are PARTERust ’s terminal nodes which implement this behavior.
Both emitting new events and calling user-specified functions, require that there exists
a notion of “some task to be executed, based on the values of a partial match”. We
implement this in PARTERust as a type Action. Action is an enumeration — i.e., a
sum type — of either EmitAlphaToken or CallForeignAction. Both variants have a
number of attributes. Their definition is listed on lines 6 to 13 in listing A.5 (on page 245
in the appendix). Each Action can be executed with either a partial match or with “no
change”.
Alpha token emission actions respond to partial matches as outlined from line 22 onwards.
First, the values for the new complex event are computed. This is accomplished using
a list of ValueProcedure; one procedure for each attribute of the new complex event.
Each function takes an iterator over (references to) the values in the partial match, and
produces a new value (line 26). Next, the new complex event’s inherited timestamp
is computed by a TimestampProcedure, a function which takes an iterator over the
timestamps of the partial match, and returns a new timestamp for the complex event.
The TimestampProcedure is also used to determine the inherited lower bound on
timestamps guaranteed by this terminal node. Note that this procedure must uphold the
constraints outlined in section 5.4.6 for the program to behave correctly. To reiterate: when
used to determine temporal lower bounds, PARTE ensures that the arguments provided
to this procedure are non-decreasing across successive calls. In turn, the procedure must
ensure its return value is non-decreasing across successive calls. Upholding this invariant
is the responsibility of the parser of the PARTE rule. The invariant is not verified at run
time by our prototypical implementation. Assuming a valid temporal lower bound is
computed, an alpha token is generated to wrap the new complex event. This event is sent
to all entry nodes which consume events of the template produced by this terminal node
(line 41).
Foreign call actions have a relatively simple response to partial matches, as shown on
line 44: they merely invoke an ActionProcedure. An ActionProcedure takes (a
reference to) a partial match, and returns either nothing (technically: (), i.e., unit, i.e.,
an empty tuple) or an error message. If the foreign action returns an error message, this
error is propagated upwards, shutting down the prototype.
Handling of activation by “no change” indicators is depicted on lines 49 to 65. If a terminal
node has an emit action, it has successors which need to be informed of the “no change”.
The EmitAlphaToken action hence takes care of this. Calls to foreign action do not
interact with “no change”. They hence take no further action.
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6.1.8

Implementing the Global Evaluation
g

In the formal model, the global evaluation language −→ consists of two rewrite rules:
(Proc) and (Prop), as defined on page 145. (Proc) defines how a PARTE node invokes the
l
local evaluation language −→
when a token is available for processing. In PARTERust , this
happens implicitly in the enter_processing_loop method of nodes. The propagation
rule (Prop) defines how produced tokens are moved from a node’s outbox to its successors’
inboxes. This, too, is handled differently in PARTERust . We explained in section 6.1.6
that PARTERust omits explicit outboxes. Furthermore, being a practical implementation,
PARTERust can employ potential parallel execution based on the number of hardware
g
threads available. The formal model allows multiple steps of −→ to be taken at the same
Rust
time, as long as they evaluate at separate nodes. PARTE
relaxes that requirement:
since the inboxes are thread safe, it is possible for, e.g., evaluation of (Join-&) to take place
at a join-node, while simultaneously the evaluation of (Prop) takes place at both direct
predecessors of the join-node. The necessary synchronization on the inbox is handled at a
g
l
much finer granularity than evaluation steps of −→
and −→.

6.2

PARTEElixir : a Truly Distributed PARTE Prototype

The second prototypical implementation of the Featherweight PARTE model goes by
the name PARTEElixir . PARTEElixir is a combined Rust/Elixir program which schedules
PARTERust nodes as Elixir [53] actors on a BEAM virtual machine [19]. 4
The main goal of PARTEElixir is to demonstrate that PARTE properly works in a distributed
setting such as a computer cluster. PARTEElixir demonstrates that the formal model does
not inadvertently depend on a shared global address space, a global clock, or other features
one might accidentally underspecify in a mathematical model and an implementation
like PARTERust .
As we addressed in section 5.6.4, handling partial failures in a PARTE graph is still an
unsolved problem: existing tools for fault tolerance and failure recovery do not provide
the strong guarantees PARTE requires, and PARTE’s guarantees cannot express the
uncertainty of hardware failure. As such, the failure handling in PARTEElixir is limited to
the initial graph-construction phase.

6.2.1

Overview

PARTEElixir consists of a number of core parts:
4A version of the tools that implement PARTEElixir is available at https://soft.vub.ac.be/~trenaux/
PARTE/implementation.zip.
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• the core implementation of PARTERust , with some minor modifications (see section 6.2.4);
• the Rustler library, which simplifies combining Rust code with Elixir code (see
section 6.2.3);
• an Elixir stub for each type of PARTE node (see section 6.2.5); and
• some Elixir code which reads a JSON representation of a PARTE graph — created
by PARTERust — and instantiates and links up an instance of the correct Elixir stub
for each node in the graph.

6.2.2

Elixir Primer

To understand this section, it suffices to know that Elixir is a dynamically typed actorbased language which runs on BEAM virtual machine, i.e., the virtual machine originally
developed for the Erlang programming language. Elixir aims to be a successor to Erlang.
Elixir is homoiconic and has a powerful macro system, through which it offers language
features which are more “modern” than what Erlang offers. For our case, the distinction
between Erlang and Elixir is negligible. We only need a means of scheduling PARTE
graph nodes as distributed actors on a BEAM VM, with the minimal wrapper code that
enables this. Still, since we discuss some Elixir code, a brief look at Elixir syntax and
semantics is in place.

Program Structure
At the top level, an Elixir program consists of a module, defined using defmodule
the_module_name do the_module_content end. In a module, functions can
be defined using def the_function_name(a, comma-separated, list, of,
arguments) do the_function_body end. Additionally, closures can be constructed
using fn an_argument_pattern -> the_function_body end, which supports
variable pattern matching on the arguments: A closure of the form fn {:sym, a, b}
-> body end expects to receive a three-tuple as its only argument, of which the first
element is the symbol :sym, and of which the second and third elements are bound to new
local variables a and b, respectively. Values can be bound to variables using var_name =
expression. No keyword is required, and no distinction is made between introducing
a new variable, or shadowing a variable with a new value.

Actors and Message Sending
Since Elixir is built on top of the BEAM VM, its main form of concurrency and parallelism
is offered by actors, or “processes”. Actors can communicate with each other by sending
messages asynchronously using send the_recipient_pid, the_message. The
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two arguments to send/2 5 are the BEAM process identifier of the recipient actor, and the
message to send. The message can transparently be serialized and sent over a computer
network. Actors do not share state, and conceptually live in a different address space.
Complementary to send/2 is receive/1. Actors can process messages that were sent
to them by explicitly entering a receive call. The receive construct takes as argument
a set of patterns, the expressions to evaluate when a message in the actor’s inbox matches
that pattern, and optionally a timeout delay and the expression to evaluate when no
matching message was received within the timeout delay.

6.2.3

Interfacing Rust with Elixir

The responsibility of our interface between Rust and Elixir code is to make the code of
the PARTERust implementation described in section 6.1 available to Elixir code. This is
facilitated by Erlang’s foreign function interface, which is based on NIFs. NIFs — which
stands for “Natively Implemented Functions” — form the API between the internals of
the BEAM VM — which is implemented in C — and any language which can interface
with C-language APIs. NIFs can be linked to Erlang functions, enabling Erlang or Elixir
code to call the function. The NIF API provides the functions to extract data from the
Erlang data types which are passed in as arguments to the NIF, and the functions to
construct results, possibly in the managed BEAM heap, possibly pinned to some address.
Obviously, in the latter case it is the programmer’s responsibility to later invoke a NIF
which deallocates that result.
Using NIFs, PARTEElixir can instantiate PARTERust nodes, and register functions which,
e.g., retrieve a node’s node identifier. However, it would be cumbersome and error-prone
to manually register the constructors and other methods of all node types, as well as the
means of translating tokens to and from an Elixir representation. We therefore made
use of the Rustler library [82]. Rustler automates wrapping Rust types in BEAM VM
resources, exposing Rust methods as NIFs, and inserting serialization and deserialization
methods around message-sends of Rust values.

6.2.4

Modifications to PARTERust Code

PARTERust code could not be integrated as-is. Two main modifications were required:
(de-)serialization code had to be added, and the ability to yield to the thread pool had to
be adapted to cooperate with Elixir’s runtime instead.
5Elixir does not in general support overloading functions, but functions with the same name but of different
arity can be distinguished. The arity of a function is commonly appended to the name, separated by a forward
slash.
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impl NifEncoder for Time {
fn encode<'a>(&self, env: NifEnv<'a>) -> NifTerm<'a> {
self.0.encode(env)
}
}
impl<'a> NifDecoder<'a> for Time {
fn decode(term: NifTerm<'a>) -> NifResult<Time> {
Ok(Time(term.decode()?))
}
}

Listing 6.10: (De-)serialization of PARTERust timestamps for use in PARTEElixir

Serialization and Deserialization of PARTE Tokens

The first is straightforwardly related to PARTEElixir ’s main novelty compared to PARTERust :
since PARTEElixir operates in a distributed address-space setting, messages must be
serialized and deserialized. As a result, in PARTEElixir events are no longer wrapped
as Arc<Event>, as they are in PARTERust . Instead, some new code was added to the
different data types to implement serialization and deserialization.
A manual implementation of serialization and deserialization of timestamps is depicted
in listing 6.10. Given a Time object and an BEAM NIF environment, encode produces a
NIF term which is valid while the NIF environment is valid. Rustler captures this using
Rust lifetimes. The first example hereof starts on line 2: the method encode is generic
over some lifetime 'a. Any call-site of encode determines the duration of lifetime 'a
for that call. Since the second argument — a NIF environment — specifies the lifetime
'a, that lifetime is bound to the lifetime of the NIF environment. Since the code specifies
that return value must also have lifetime 'a, it is impossible to return a term that has
been generated in some other NIF environment. Additionally, since the only information
available about lifetime 'a is that env has lifetime 'a, it would be a compile-time error to
save the NIF environment — or any term created in that environment — in some Rust
variable that outlives the execution of encode, since Rust cannot show that 'a outlives
the function call. As such, the requirement that the Erlang developers could only express
in plain English in the documentation of the NIF FFI, can be enforced by Rust’s type
checker.
The manual implementation depicted in listing 6.10 is more complicated than what is
typically necessary. For most PARTERust types, Rustler can automate the process further.
As a representative example, consider again the PARTERust implementation for Events in
listing 6.2. To add the capability of serialization and deserialization to events, it suffices
to add the line #[derive(NifMap)] in front of the definition of the struct. This line
instructs Rust to auto-derive the NifMap trait specified by Rustler. Auto-deriving causes
Rustler to generate the code for translating events to and from an Erlang map. Attribute
names get translated to Erlang atoms, values get recursively serialized and deserialized
by Rustler.
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Replacing the Thread Pool with the Elixir Actor Runtime
The second modification to PARTERust code that is required for PARTEElixir , is the result
of replacing the coroutine framework with an Elixir-based actor framework: nodes
no longer enter a processing loop on their coroutine. Instead, they expose an API
through which they can be informed of activations. The loop and message reception are
encoded in Elixir (as we will discuss in section 6.2.5). Concretely, this means that nodes
lose their enter_processing_loop method, and instead define either activate or
left_activate and right_activate. These activation-methods gather the tokens
to propagate to successors — i.e., the outbox of the nodes — and return them to their
caller. Using Rustler, the methods are exposed to Elixir code as NIFs.

6.2.5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Linking PARTEElixir to PARTERust

call_successors = fn (msg) -> call_node_successors(processes, n, msg) end
activate = case activation_procedures do
{activate} ->
fn token -> call_successors.(activate.(node,token)) end
{activate_left, activate_right} ->
fn {:left, token} -> call_successors.(activate_left.(node,token))
{:right, token} -> call_successors.(activate_right.(node,token))
end
end
forever(fn -> receive do t -> activate.(t) end end)

Listing 6.11: PARTEElixir ’s Elixir wrappers around PARTERust nodes

The final piece of PARTEElixir to discuss, are the Elixir wrappers for each node. Listing 6.11
depicts the Elixir code accomplishing this. Each of the wrappers consists of a function
which forever loops trying to receive a token. Upon receipt of a token, the function
activates the underlying PARTERust node by calling the function registered through Rustler.
The tokens returned by the NIF are propagated to the successor nodes.
Excluding project configuration files and the code inside the Rustler library, PARTEElixir is
implemented less than 200 lines of Elixir.

6.3

Revisiting the Limitations of Featherweight PARTE

In section 5.6 we enumerated a number of limitations of fwPARTE. Since PARTERust
and PARTEElixir are implementations of the fwPARTE model, these limitations apply to
PARTERust and PARTEElixir too. In this section we briefly discuss how these limitations
manifest themselves in both prototypical implementations, and how some of these
limitations could be approached in PARTERust or PARTEElixir once fwPARTE defines how
to handle them.
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First, we mentioned that fwPARTE is — by design — a reduced subset of what would be
necessary for a practical strongly reactive complex event detection system. Featherweight
PARTE offers only a restricted set of data types. This manifests itself by the rather spartan
implementation of Values. The only supported types of Values are 64-bit signed integers
and 64-bit signed IEEE floating-point numbers.
The only reaction logic supported by fwPARTE is the emission of newly created compound
events, or the detection of a rule matching. As explained in section 6.1.7 PARTERust
actually supports registering callbacks that are invoked in response to the matching of a
rule. Though this behavior goes beyond what the formal model prescribes, it is useful for
the prototype. It is self-evident that using this functionality to bypass the model by, e.g.,
emitting events from the callback in a way that is not compatible with prescribed event
source semantics, undoes the guarantees offered by the fwPARTE model.
Distributed failure handling is absent from PARTERust for the simple reason that PARTERust
runs as a single process, which means that partial hardware failures cannot occur.
PARTEElixir does potentially run on multiple hardware nodes, opening the option for
handling failure of a subset of them. However, since the Featherweight PARTE model
does not define how to handle partial failure in a strongly reactive manner, PARTEElixir
lacks failure handling mechanisms. More accurately, existing mechanisms shared by the
other distributed Rete-based systems developed at the lab were removed from the code
base of PARTEElixir since they could not guarantee strong reactivity.
Section 5.6 ended with an enumeration of optimization opportunities which are missing
from the fwPARTE model, but which an implementation would likely apply. PARTERust
is such an implementation, and can hence apply some of those optimizations. We revisit
each element from the original list here. It should be noted that all these optimizations
can at most offer a constant factor speedup, since the baseline algorithm already runs in
constant time.
Indexes in partial match histories As shown by listing A.4, join-nodes abstract over
the lists of partial matches they have received before: their left partial match
history is no P (MIE *E ) as the formal model proposes, but some opaque type
LeftPartialMatchStorage. Similarly, the right partial match history is no
P (T), but some opaque type RightPartialMatchStorage. These partial match
storages store a representation of the join-conditions of the join-node (or not-node).
This enables them to handle storage and lookup of matches in a more intelligent
way. As discussed in sections 5.6 and 6.1.7, one optimization this enables, is to
keep the partial matches sorted by lifetime, which reduces the cost of looking up
potential matches based on the temporal join-condition. We have not managed to
demonstrate additional gains from indexing the data to speed up matching based
on the non-temporal join-conditions.
Above-minimum storage sizes The model specifies that inboxes, outboxes, and partial
match histories should be at their minimum viable sizes. In practice, any constant
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size greater than or equal to the minimum viable size can be used, as long as the
implementation takes this into account.
When using an inbox at its minimum viable size, back-pressure can prevent overloading the system while still guaranteeing correctness, but chances are that the
system spends a lot of its run time in a state where all the concurrent components
are running in lock-step: all components wait for the slowest component to finish,
then perform another step and all wait for whichever component is slowest this
time, and so on.
Throughput can be improved by giving the different components some leeway, in
the form of an above-minimum sized buffer. That way, components only have to
wait if a certain component consistently was the slowest for multiple activations in a
row. Such optimizations are ubiquitous in distributed systems, to the point where
it could even be considered the default. However, the non-determinism in event
arrival and in scheduling mean that this optimization does not improve worst-case
performance by even a constant factor. It hence has little value in the context of this
dissertation.
Batching of multiple matches This optimization is dependent on the one of the previous
item, and offers the same style of advantages and disadvantages. Propagating an
entire batch of matches in a single message obviously decreases the overhead, but
does not improve the worst-case scenario critical to PARTE’s strong reactivity. Since
batching up partial matches makes it more difficult to satisfy the constraints on
inbox sizes, we did not implement this optimization in PARTERust .
Coarsening the granularity in the Featherweight PARTE graph Consider a PARTElang
program which contains the pattern incoming : MoneyTransferred {}. The
pattern specifies no alpha conditions. Consider the case where this is the only
pattern in the LRP program subscribed to MoneyTransferred events.
When such a program is executed on our prototype, PARTERust will construct
an entry node for this pattern. This entry node’s only job is to ‘merge’ a single
timestamp. Instead, the node will maintain a hashmap (of size one), do lookups
in it, construct new alpha tokens (which are identical to the one it received), and
propagate it to its singular successor using asynchronous message passing.
The successor — an alpha node — will serve this alpha token from its inbox,
verify whether some always-true predicate holds for the token’s event, construct a
beta-token wrapping that single event, and propagate it to its successors.
The ratio of overhead to useful work is huge here. In this specific case, an improved
system would omit the useless entry node, and propagate MoneyTransferred
events straight to the alpha node. That reduces the overhead somewhat, but still
leaves room for improvement. The alpha node cannot however be removed, as it is
responsible for converting the alpha token to a beta token. Still, in the absence of an
alpha condition, there is little point in executing the alpha node’s work concurrently:
the advantage of possible parallel computation does not weigh up to the overhead.
The overhead could be reduced by making the PARTE graph more coarse by merging
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multiple conceptual nodes into a single, multi-purpose node. A two-input node
of which a predecessor is an alpha-node without an alpha condition, could be
specialized to receive alpha tokens, and do the — essentially no-op — conversion
itself.
In a similar vein, more advanced analysis of the load on nodes might enable merging
multiple successive join- and/or not-nodes. Alternatively, if a specific join-node
or not-node is revealed to be exceptionally computationally expensive, it might be
feasible to split of the verification of some join-constraints into a separate node.
Such a modification would depend on a strong analysis of the pattern, as delaying
filtering based on join-criteria yields a larger set of intermediate results, which has a
high chance of inadvertently increasing the load.
Limiting ⊥-tokens There is no need to pass “no change” tokens on paths through the
graph that do not lead to a negation. PARTERust statically checks which nodes are
on an (indirect) path to a negation. Nodes which are not, ignore “no change” tokens.
It might seem from listing 6.8 that alpha nodes are an exception to this. This is not
the case: since they have a single predecessor entry node which is on a path to a
negation if and only if the alpha node is, entry nodes ensure that alpha nodes only
receive “no change” tokens when they are on a path to a negation. An explicit check
in AlphaNode is hence redundant, thus omitted.

6.4

Conclusion

We developed two prototypical implementations of the Featherweight PARTE model. One
mimics PARTE’s distributed memory space on a single machine by implementing nodes
as concurrent coroutines which exchange tokens via asynchronous message passing. The
second implementation is truly distributed across multiple machines. This ability to
distribute workload across multiple computers enables PARTE to achieve the requirement
of being scalable (RLRP 4).
In the next chapter we make use of these implementations. We implement the three driver
scenarios in PARTElang, and execute them on top of our prototypical implementations.
Our implementations thus enable us to experimentally validate our formal model, and
compare it to the state of the art.
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Experimental Validation

The previous chapter describes two prototypical implementations of the Featherweight
PARTE model. In this chapter we show how the 3 driver scenarios introduced in section 2.1
can be expressed as a PARTElang program. To this end, we first explore the driver scenarios
in detail (section 7.1). Next, we translate them into PARTElang syntax (section 7.2).
We further describe the challenges in expressing those PARTElang programs using the
mature event processing systems described in chapters 2 and 3 (section 7.3). The state of
the art either cannot express a limit on the size of the state that is retained — a requirement
for strong reactivity — or does so at the cost of missing potential matches. We quantify the
latter cost experimentally (section 7.4) to show that the PARTE model offers a measurable
benefit over the state of the art.

7.1

Revisiting the Driver Scenarios

We listed 3 driver scenarios in section 2.1 (on page 12). Each of them expressed — in plain
English text — a complex event pattern which needed to be detected in event streams that
describe financial transactions. The patterns specified filter conditions (e.g., “the amount
must be at least 100 e”), joins (by describing multiple events), and anti-joins (e.g., “there
was no other transaction”). The joins and anti-joins specified semantic windows (e.g., “2
weeks”) and join-conditions (e.g., “the same amount, with a 10% margin”).
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1. Time windows for fraud claims, per occurrence of a money transfer
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4. Time windows during which no other incoming transfer may occur, per refund, per claim, per transfer
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Figure 7.1: Events matching part of driver scenario C give rise to semantic windows over
the other events — White squares depict event occurrences of the corresponding type. Shaded hexagons
depict the extent of a semantic time window from the event on the top, mapped onto the stream below them.

7.1.1

Visualizing the Temporal Aspect of the Driver Scenarios

To better understand how the temporal aspects of the driver scenarios induce time
windows on the input event streams, we adapt figure 3.3 from page 59 to depict the
situation for driver scenario C, namely the refund-scam. This results in figure 7.1. Two
aspects of this figure warrant special attention. First, note that all time windows have the
same length. The patterns specify time windows of 2 weeks for any 2 events. Second,
note that the same stream of money transfers is used as the source of 3 kinds of transfers:
• as incoming transactions, which are labeled ti (for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5);
• as refund transactions, which as labeled ri ; and
• as another transaction (which the pattern expects to be absent), which is labeled ai .
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Since multiple patterns must match the same stream, the patterns must not consume
events. This is the case for PARTElang. However, conversely this means that we must, e.g.,
specify in the pattern that the event matching the refund pattern must be distinct from
the event matching the “another refund” pattern. For the case of, e.g., the incoming and
refund events, no additional work is required, since a money transfer event cannot be its
own refund: a refund’s source and destination are the opposite of those of the incoming
transaction, and a transaction’s destination cannot be the same account as its originator.
Continuing with figure 7.1, part 1 is straightforward: driver scenario C specifies the
occurrence of a fraud claim within 2 weeks after a certain money transfer. For each money
transfer, there is hence a time window of 2 weeks during which fraud claims can be
received. Part 2 of figure 7.1 depicts how the same 2-week time windows apply to the
stream of refunds, which is the same stream as the initial transfers. Part 3 depicts the time
windows during which the absence of another matching refund has to be ensured; the 2
weeks before each refund. As we mentioned in the context of figure 3.3, the real complexity
arises when all time windows are combined. Since driver scenario C only specifies time
windows of 2 weeks, all with respect to some money transfer, the combination is still
reasonably simple. It is depicted in part 4 of figure 7.1. In short: for each incoming
transaction (ti ), all refund and fraud claims of the next 2 weeks are selected. Before
each refund thusly matched, a 2-week period is checked for possible other refunding
transactions. If any are found, the complex event is ignored.
Of course, the filters and non-temporal join-constraints restrict which of the remaining
matches are valid.

7.1.2

Understanding the Join Behavior of the Driver Scenarios

Next, we discuss how the driver scenarios map onto a graph of PARTE nodes. Section 5.5
on page 146 outlined abstractly how a PARTElang program gets compiled into a PARTE
graph. We now anticipate what that process should produce for the driver scenarios.
Since each of the driver scenarios describes a single complex event pattern, each scenario
gives rise to one rule, and thus to one directed subgraph of PARTE nodes.
Driver scenario A describes a pattern of 2 money transfers. In order to match the pattern,
both transfers have to satisfy some constraints with respect to the amount of money
transferred. Both transfers have to be along an uncommon route. Additionally, the
destination of one of the transfers has to be the originator of the other transfer.
This pattern gives rise to the 6 nodes on the left of figure 7.2: for both the incoming
(“in”) and outgoing (“out”) money transfer, an entry node is generated. These
nodes merge the event streams of all event sources generating MoneyTransferred
events. An alpha test node is generated for both the incoming and the outgoing
transfers. These nodes verify the aforementioned constraints on the amount of
money, and on taking place via an uncommon route. The results of both alpha test
nodes are joined. The join conditions are verified as part of the joining process.
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event sources:
MoneyTransferred

entryin

entryout

αin

αout

joinin/out

entryin
αin

entryo1

entryo2

entryo3

αo1

αo2

αo3

joinin/o1

entryi
αi

entrya

entryc

entryr

αa

αc

αr

anti-joini/a

joinin/o1/o2

prodFraudPassThrough

event sources:
FraudClaimed

joinin/o1/o2/o3

prodFraudDiffusion

joini/c
joini/c/r

prodFraudRefundScam

Figure 7.2: The PARTE graph for all 3 driver scenarios — Circles depict PARTE graph nodes.
Lines depict predecessor-successor relations. Nodes higher up are the predecessors. All labels apply to nodes.
Finally, the results of the join node are propagated to a production node. When
activated with a partial match, this node produces a new event summarizing the
fraudulent pattern.
Driver scenario B describes a pattern of 4 money transfers. All 4 have to satisfy some
constraints, e.g., that the transfer happened along an uncommon route. Additionally,
the 4 transfers have to be joined, satisfying some join conditions.
This pattern gives rise to the 12 nodes in the center of figure 7.2: for all 4 subpatterns,
an entry node and a test node are generated. Then, the incoming (“in”) transfer is
joined with the first outgoing (“o1”) transfer by means of a join node. The second
outgoing (“o2”) money transfer is joined next, using another join node. Similarly,
the third outgoing (“o3”) money transfer is joined. Finally, the results arrive at a
production node, which emits a new event summarizing the fraudulent pattern.
Driver scenario C describes a pattern of 2 money transfers, a fraud claim, and the absence
of a fourth. Again, all 4 patterns enforce some constraints. The first 2 transfers have
to be joined, satisfying some join conditions. The fraud claim has to be joined to
the results. The last transfer has to be anti-joined onto the results of that step. The
temporal aspects necessarily must be taken into account here: the absence of the
last transfer must hold for the 2-week period after the first event.
This pattern gives rise to the 12 nodes on the right of figure 7.2: for all 4 subpatterns,
an entry node and a test node are again generated. The incoming (“i”) transfer
is joined with the refund (“r”) transfer by means of a join node. The fraud claim
(“c”) is joined with the results by means of another join node. Next, the absence of
another (“a”) refunding money transfer is enforced by a not-node, i.e., an anti-join.
As far as the overall structure of the graph is concerned, joining and anti-joining are
identical. Finally, a production node is provided to emit a new event summarizing
the fraudulent pattern.
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timestamp

2018-01-01
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
...
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
...
2018-01-02
2018-01-02
2018-01-02
...
2018-01-17
2018-01-17

id

originator

destination

amount

08:00:00
08:00:00
08:00:05
08:00:10
08:00:53
08:01:00
08:01:30
08:02:00
08:02:15
08:04:00
08:05:00
08:06:00
08:07:00

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

AAA-AAA-AAA
CCC-CCC-CCC
EEE-EEE-EEE
GGG-GGG-GGG
III-III-III
HHH-HHH-HHH
EEE-EEE-EEE
JJJ-JJJ-JJJ
HHH-HHH-HHH
DDD-DDD-DDD
OOO-OOO-OOO
JJJ-JJJ-JJJ
RRR-RRR-RRR

BBB-BBB-BBB
DDD-DDD-DDD
FFF-FFF-FFF
HHH-HHH-HHH
JJJ-JJJ-JJJ
KKK-KKK-KKK
FFF-FFF-FFF
LLL-LLL-LLL
MMM-MMM-MMM
NNN-NNN-NNN
PPP-PPP-PPP
QQQ-QQQ-QQQ
SSS-SSS-SSS

453 e
120 e
1254 e
320 e
350 e
105 e
1240 e
120 e
105 e
120 e
320 e
120 e
310 e

09:00:00
09:00:01
09:00:20

200
201
202

HHH-HHH-HHH
SSS-SSS-SSS
UUU-UUU-UUU

TTT-TTT-TTT
RRR-RRR-RRR
VVV-VVV-VVV

100 e
310 e
64 e

12:00:00
12:00:05
12:00:07

5003
5004
5005

SSS-SSS-SSS
FFF-FFF-FFF
OOO-OOO-OOO

RRR-RRR-RRR
WWW-WWW-WWW
JJJ-JJJ-JJJ

310 e
1240 e
200 e

08:00:00
08:01:00

37001
37002

JJJ-JJJ-JJJ
YYY-YYY-YYY

XXX-XXX-XXX
ZZZ-ZZZ-ZZZ

120 e
410 e

Figure 7.3: A concrete trace of MoneyTransferred events — The excerpt contains one instance
of driver scenario A, one instance of driver scenario B, and one instance of driver scenario C if a fraud claim
contesting transaction 13 would occur on 2018-01-01 at 14:00:00.

7.1.3

A Concrete Event Trace

Before we translate the patterns into PARTElang, we briefly sketch how the event patterns
of the driver scenarios are supposed to behave on a concrete event stream.
Consider the trace of MoneyTransferred events in figure 7.3. The table lists the
timestamps at which the transfers occurred, the identifier of the transaction, the originator
and destination accounts, and the amount transferred. For instance, transaction 1
occurs January 1st, 2018, at 08:00, and transfers 453 e from account AAA-AAA-AAA to
BBB-BBB-BBB. For simplicity, we will write “account A” when referring to the account
whose identifier is AAA-AAA-AAA, “account B” when the identifier is BBB-BBB-BBB, and
so on.
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For driver scenario A and driver scenario B, the stream of money transfers is all that is
needed. Driver scenario C additionally requires a stream of fraud claims. For the sake of
this example, consider a single fraud claim contesting transaction 13. The fraud claim
occurs on 2018-01-01, at 14:00:00.
With that setup, the following patterns occur in the event stream:
• Transaction 1 is a candidate for the incoming transactions of all 3 driver scenarios:
it is a transaction of more than 100 e. However, no other transactions involving
accounts A and B occur in the stream, so the occurrence of transaction 1 will
eventually expire without producing a match.
• Transaction 2 similarly is a valid candidate for the incoming transactions of all 3
driver scenarios. Four minutes later, transaction 10 occurs, which transfers the same
amount of money away from account D as what was transferred to account D by
transaction 2. If accounts C and D, and the accounts D and N do not customarily
transfer money to each other, transactions 2 and 10 match driver scenario A.
• Similarly, transaction 4 can be an incoming transaction for driver scenario B, with
transactions 6, 9, and 200 being the outgoing transactions. Of the 320 e sent to
account H in transaction 4, 310 e (105 e + 105 e + 100 e) was diffused to accounts K,
M, and T. This is within the 10 percent margin. Of course, this is only a valid match
if the involved accounts do not customarily transfer money to each other.
• Transaction 7 transfers 1240 e to account F. Transaction 5004 transfers 1240 e out of
account F, some 28 hours later. This pattern would match driver scenario A, were
it not for transaction 3. Because of transaction 3, transfers from account E to F are
considered common, and therefore not suspicious.
• Transaction 13 transfers 310 e from account R to account S. By means of transaction
201, the owner of account S manually reimburses the 310 e to account R on 2018-01-01
at 09:00:01. However — as mentioned above — transaction 13 is disputed by a fraud
claim on 2018-01-01, at 14:00:00. This causes the bank to automatically revert the
transaction (on 2018-01-02 at 12:00:00, by means of transaction 5003). This pattern
matches driver scenario C, unless there was another transfer for approximately
310 e from R to S, in which case both refunds could be valid.
• Finally, transaction 5 transfers 350 e from account I to account J. Transfers 8, 12,
and 37001 transfer 360 e (3 times 120 e) out of account J. Assuming these accounts
do not customarily transfer money to each other, this would be a match for driver
scenario B, were it not that transfer 37001 occurred more than 2 weeks after transfer
5. The last transfer occurs outside of the time window, and should hence not be
detected.
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7.2

Expressing the Driver Scenarios in PARTElang

We now express all 3 driver scenarios introduced in section 2.1 on page 12 as a PARTElang
program.1 The overall structure of the program is depicted in figure 7.2 on page 186.

Driver scenario A: Detecting Pass-Through of Money
In its most straightforward form, driver scenario A deals with only two event types: first,
as inputs it handles money transfers. Second, as output it produces an event representing
a suspicious sequence of transactions. The PARTElang program for driver scenario A
hence requires only two template definitions, depicted in listing 7.1.
1
2
3
4
5
6

template MoneyTransferred {
id
: TransactionId,
originator : AccountId,
destination : AccountId,
amount
: Amount,
}

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

template SuspiciousSequenceDetected {
mule_account
: AccountId,
amount
: Amount,
incoming_transactions : [AccountId; 3],
outgoing_transactions : [AccountId; 3],
}

Listing 7.1: The event templates required to express the detection of possible mule
accounts, used in driver scenario A and driver scenario B, expressed in PARTElang.

The template MoneyTransferred introduces a relation name for money transfer events
which have an identifier, an originator account, a destination account, and an amount of
money. The template SuspiciousSequenceDetected introduces a relation name for
events abstracting over the detection of suspicious sequences, listing the suspected mule
account, the amount of money transferred in the suspicious sequence, and the transactions
involved. The base types TransactionId, AccountId, Amount, and the list of up to 3
AccountIds, [AccountId; 3], are assumed to be built-in for the sake of this example.
Driver scenario A, i.e., the potentially fraudulent pass-through of money, can be captured
by a single rule, listed in listing 7.2. This rule — named FraudPassThrough — describes
a pattern where money is transferred twice: one incoming transaction named incoming,
and one outgoing transaction named outgoing. The incoming transaction is filtered by
the condition that the amount of money transferred is at least 100.0 e. Both the incoming
and outgoing transactions are filtered by the condition uncommon_route(originator,
destination).
1The complete PARTElang implementation of the driver scenarios is available at https://soft.vub.ac.
be/~trenaux/PARTE/implemented-driver-scenarios.zip.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

rule FraudPassThrough where
incoming : MoneyTransferred {
amount >= 100.0,
uncommon_route(originator, destination)
}
outgoing : MoneyTransferred {
uncommon_route(originator, destination),
originator = incoming.destination,
amount = incoming.amount
}
when
outgoing in incoming [0 days, 14 days]
then
emit SuspiciousSequenceDetected
at incoming.timestamp
with {
mule_account
= incoming.destination,
amount
= incoming.amount,
incoming_transactions = list(incoming.id),
outgoing_transactions = list(outgoing.id)
}

Listing 7.2: The PARTElang rule implementing driver scenario A: a suspicious
incoming and a suspicious outgoing transaction are matched, and abstracted into a
SuspiciousSequenceDetected compound event.

Note that originator and destination refer to the fields of the local event, i.e., to the
incoming transaction in the first case, and to the outgoing transaction in the second.
Assume in this example that uncommon_route(a, b) is built-in, and implements the
domain logic behind uncommon sender/receiver pairs, e.g., that a never sent money
to b before, or that b is not a registered recipient for a. The pattern binding outgoing
imposes two more join-constraints: that the originator of the outgoing transaction
matches the destination of the incoming transaction, and that the amount of both
transactions is the same. Finally, the when-clause imposes the temporal join-condition that
the outgoing transaction takes place within 2 weeks after the incoming transaction.
The then-clause of the rule abstracts the detected pattern into a new compound event
of the type SuspiciousSequenceDetected. The SuspiciousSequenceDetected
event inherits the timestamp from the incoming transaction. Other attributes are
assigned based on the attributes of the matched transactions.
This rule, when applied to the event trace of figure 7.3 on page 187, would emit a
SuspiciousSequenceDetected event whose timestamp is 2018-01-01 08:00:00 — the
timestamp of transaction 2 — and whose mule_account attribute refers to account D.
The amount would of course be 120 e, the incoming_transactions a singleton list
of transaction id 2, and outgoing_transactions a singleton list of transaction id 10.

Driver scenario B: Diffusion of Money
Driver scenario B reuses the event template definitions from driver scenario A, defined in
PARTElang in listing 7.1. The potentially fraudulent diffusion of money can be captured by
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

rule FraudDiffusion where
incoming : MoneyTransferred {
amount >= 100.0,
uncommon_route(originator, destination)
}
outgoing_1 : MoneyTransferred {
uncommon_route(originator, destination),
originator = incoming.destination,
}
outgoing_2 : MoneyTransferred {
uncommon_route(originator, destination),
originator = incoming.destination,
id != outgoing_1.id,
}
outgoing_3 : MoneyTransferred {
uncommon_route(originator, destination),
originator = incoming.destination,
id != outgoing_1.id,
id != outgoing_2.id,
outgoing_1.amount + outgoing_2.amount + outgoing_3.amount >= incoming.amount * 0.9,
outgoing_1.amount + outgoing_2.amount + outgoing_3.amount <= incoming.amount * 1.1,
}
when
outgoing_1 in incoming [0 days, 14 days]
outgoing_2 in incoming [0 days, 14 days]
outgoing_3 in incoming [0 days, 14 days]
then
emit SuspiciousSequenceDetected
at incoming.timestamp
with {
mule_account
= incoming.destination,
amount
= incoming.amount,
incoming_transactions = list(incoming.id),
outgoing_transactions = list(outgoing_1.id, outgoing_2.id, outgoing_3.id)
}

Listing 7.3: The PARTElang rule implementing driver scenario B: a suspicious
incoming and 3 suspicious outgoing transactions are matched, and abstracted into
a SuspiciousSequenceDetected compound event.

a single rule. This rule, named FraudDiffusion, can be found in listing 7.3. It captures
a pattern involving 4 transactions: one incoming transfer, and 3 outgoing transfers. The
events must satisfy the following conditions:
• The incoming MoneyTransferred event must transfer at least 100.0 e.
• All MoneyTransferred events must be on an uncommon_route.
• All outgoing transactions are restricted to transactions whose originator matches
the destination of the incoming transaction.
• Distinctness between outgoing_1, outgoing_2, and outgoing_3 2 is established by requiring them to have a different id.
2Remember that PARTE has a zero consume event consumption policy (see section 3.4.1). This entails that a
single event can be matched to multiple rules, but also that a single event can be matched to multiple sub-patterns
in one rule.
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• The pattern of outgoing_3 enforces that the sum of the amounts of the outgoing
transactions is within ten percent of the amount of the incoming transaction.
• The when-clause imposes the temporal constraint that the outgoing transactions
takes place within 2 weeks after the incoming transaction.
• The then-clause of the rule abstracts the detected pattern into a new compound
event of the type SuspiciousSequenceDetected. The new event inherits the
timestamp from the incoming transaction. Other attributes of the new complex
event are assigned based on the attributes of the matched transactions.
This rule, when applied to the event trace of figure 7.3 on page 187, would emit a
SuspiciousSequenceDetected event whose timestamp is 2018-01-01 08:00:10 — the
timestamp of transaction 4 — and whose mule_account attribute refers to account
H. The amount would be 320 e: the amount of the incoming transaction. If we had
wanted to list the amount of money transferred out of the mule account — in this case
310 e — we would have to replace the expression incoming.amount (assigned to the
new event’s amount attribute on line 32) with the expression outgoing_1.amount
+ outgoing_2.amount + outgoing_3.amount. The incoming_transactions
attribute of the emitted event is of course a singleton list of transaction id 4. The
outgoing_transactions attribute is the full 3-element list containing transaction
identifiers 6, 9 and 200.

Reducing Code Duplication in Driver Scenarios A and B
The code in listings 7.2 and 7.3 shows that the common concern of the occurrence of “money
being transferred, while being suspicious” leads to code duplication in the current solution.
These events can be abstracted into events of a novel event template named for instance
MoneyTransferredSuspiciously.3 With the addition of this rule, the solutions for
the first two driver scenarios can be adapted by no longer matching on occurrences of
MoneyTransferred, but on occurrences of MoneyTransferredSuspiciously. The
now-redundant pattern conditions involving the constant constraint on the amount and
those involving the predicate uncommon_route can then be removed from the rules
FraudPassThrough and FraudDiffusion.4

Driver scenario C: Detecting Refund Scam
A PARTElang implementation of driver scenario C is listed in listings 7.4 and 7.5 on
pages 193 and 194. Two new event templates are defined: one to capture claims of
fraudulent transactions, and one to abstract the detection of possible refund scam. The
3A rule that performs this abstraction is provided in the appendix, in listing A.1 on page 241.
4The resulting code is provided in the appendix in listing A.2 on page 242.
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former template lists the affected transaction and the reason for the claim. The latter
template lists the incoming transaction and the transaction through which it was refunded.
The rule FraudRefundScam specifies the reaction to a pattern involving 4 subpatterns.
The first two are money transfers, where the second transaction returns a similar amount
of money than what was sent in the first. The third subpattern concerns a claim of
fraud on the transaction matched to the incoming event pattern. The fourth and final
subpattern is a negated pattern requiring the absence of a third transaction for which the
event matched to refund could be a valid refund. The when-clause imposes the temporal
constraints we explored in section 7.1.1 and in figure 7.1 on page 184: the refund and
fraud claim must take place within 2 weeks after the incoming transaction, and restrict
the window during which no additional incoming transaction may take place to the 2
weeks before the refund.
The then-clause of this rule emits a new RefundScamSuspected compound event.
This event inherits the timestamp from the claim. Other attributes are assigned based
on the attributes of the matched transactions.
This rule, when applied to the event trace of figure 7.3 on page 187 and the fraud claim
mentioned in section 7.1.3 on page 187, would emit a RefundScamSuspected event
whose timestamp is 2018-01-01 08:07:00 — the timestamp of transaction 13. The newly
emitted event’s incoming_transaction would of course be transaction id 13, and its
refund_transaction attribute would refer to transaction 201.
1
2
3
4

template FraudulentTransactionClaimed {
transaction_id : TransactionId,
reason
: String,
}

5
6
7
8
9

template RefundScamSuspected {
incoming_transaction : TransactionId,
refund_transaction
: TransactionId,
}

Listing 7.4: The event templates required to express the detection of possible refund scam,
used in driver scenario C in addition to those from listing 7.1, expressed in PARTElang.

7.3

Shortcomings of the State of the Art Revisited

We have now implemented our driver scenarios in PARTElang. PARTElang programs
are by design expressive event patterns with reaction logic (satisfying RLRP 1 defined in
section 4.1.5 on page 70), which relate events in time (RLRP 2). Because our implementation
(from chapter 6) implements the Featherweight PARTE model, the programs can be
matched to a live stream in a scalable (RLRP 4), strongly reactive fashion (RLRP 5). The event
storage is automatically managed (RLRP 3).
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

rule FraudRefundScam where
incoming : MoneyTransferred,
refund : MoneyTransferred {
destination = incoming.originator,
originator = incoming.destination,
amount >= incoming.amount * 0.9,
amount <= incoming.amount * 1.1,
},
claim : FraudulentTransactionClaimed {
transaction_id = incoming.id
},
no additional_incoming : MoneyTransferred {
originator = incoming.originator,
destination = incoming.destination,
amount >= refund.amount * 0.9,
amount <= refund.amount * 1.1,
}
when
refund in incoming [0 days, 14 days]
claim in incoming [0 days, 14 days]
no additional_incoming in refund [-14 days, 0 days]
then
emit RefundScamSuspected
at claim.timestamp
with {
incoming_transaction = incoming.id,
refund_transaction
= refund.id,
}

Listing 7.5: The PARTElang rule implementing driver scenario C: a transaction, its
refund, a fraud claim on the first transaction, and the absence of another candidate for
the refunded transaction are matched, and abstracted into a RefundScamSuspected
compound event.

One might ask whether all these steps were necessary; whether it would not suffice
to merely use the PARTE model to determine the minimum viable sizes (as defined
by definitions 25 to 27 on page 127) of partial match storages, inboxes, and outboxes.
Instead of using PARTERust or PARTEElixir , one could consider using the more mainstream
technologies described in chapters 2 and 3 as the actual implementation platform. In this
section, we demonstrate why that is not a straightforward option.

7.3.1

Issue: No Notion of Minimum Viable Sizes in the Model

We have explained the shortcomings of existing distributed Big Data and stream processing
system and event handling systems throughout this dissertation: first in the description of
the state of the art (in chapters 2 and 3), then by explaining which additional requirements
an LRP language has (in section 4.1), then by highlighting relevant differences in the
related work sections (in sections 4.6 and 5.7). At this point, we can summarize the
shortcomings of the related work in a different way:
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Insight
A major shortcoming of existing streaming event handling systems is that they
have no notion of minimum viable sizes.
The set of minimum viable sizes is not a global property of an event pattern; it is a
property of an event pattern and an evaluation model. In the LRP paradigm, any event
pattern is guaranteed to define a set of finite, fixed minimum viable sizes, and evaluation
is guaranteed to terminate successfully within those minimum viable sizes. This property
does not hold for arbitrary non-LRP evaluation models.
Consider a hypothetical implementation of driver scenario A on top of a stream processing
framework, e.g., Spark Streaming [146]. Let the minimum viable left partial match history
size of the single join node in driver scenario A be size& . Let partial match histories be
represented as windows containing a number of financial transactions, upper-bounded
by the minimum viable size. Consider now a case where — due to the scheduling
of different computations on different machines in the Spark cluster — the stream of
incoming financial transactions processes size& + 1 elements, while the processing of the
stream of outgoing financial transactions is idle. The first of those size& + 1 incoming
financial transactions will be pushed out of the window without ever being joined with
outgoing transactions, leading to potentially missed results.
The remainder of this section discusses how this problem comes about in existing distributed streaming event handling systems. Single-threaded event handling technologies
which receive events from at most one source per event type, do not suffer from this
shortcoming. However, they only do so because their execution involves no scheduling,
and hence no source of nondeterminism. A hypothetical distributed version of those
technologies — using state of the art distribution technologies — would suffer the same
shortcomings, where either strong reactivity has to be sacrificed, or results are potentially
missed.

7.3.2

Case Study: Expressing the Solution in Apache Flink

Apache Flink [8] is one of the Big Data stream processing frameworks discussed in
section 2.3.3. As discussed in section 3.3, a CEP extension for Flink, FlinkCEP [9], exists.
Flink therefore looks like a promising implementation technology for our driver scenarios.
However, none of the approaches offered by Flink can guarantee strong reactivity, as the
evaluation model does not support the notion of minimum viable sizes:
FlinkCEP Amongst the different approaches available in Flink, FlinkCEP offers the
most expressive API for complex event processing. Sadly, FlinkCEP offers no way
of statically limit the number of elements retained in its internal data structures,
precluding guaranteed strong reactivity.
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Flink’s Streaming SQL The Streaming SQL-based option suffers the same shortcoming:
its declarative language offers no way of specifying a maximum number of elements
retained.
CountWindow In Flink, an upper limit can be placed on the number of elements retained
in a window using either CountWindows or evictors. The former specifies a tumbling
window of a certain size. Once the window is full, a processing function is applied
to all elements in the window. This is not the behavior required by our driver
scenarios, though: the scenarios require that two streams are joined, and that new
events from one stream are matched to a (sliding) window of the other stream.
CountWindows do not support joining.
Windowed Join with Evictor Joining two streams in Flink can be done in two ways:
either as a windowed join, or as an interval join. The former entails that two streams
are joined on a shared key. In driver scenario B that could take the form of pairwise
joining incoming money transfers (keyed by destination) to 3 streams of outgoing
money transfers (keyed by destination).
Windowed joins can use tumbling windows, sliding windows, session windows,
or manually triggered windows. CountWindows are not supported for windowed
joins, though the addition of an explicit CountEvictor can limit the number of
elements retained in the time window.
For our driver scenarios, sliding windows are needed. However, Flink’s windowed
joins with sliding windows do not give rise to the behavior needed for our driver
scenarios: the processing function applied to the window takes pairs of elements:
the function is called for each pair of elements which is still in the window. What is
required, instead, is an API for joining one new arrival with each element of the
other stream which is still in the window. As it is, Flink’s sliding windows either
duplicate matches (when the slide parameter is smaller than the window size),
or effectively become tumbling windows, thereby missing matches which span
multiple windows. Any approach to filter out the duplicates necessarily requires
manually managing another window’s worth of recent elements, defeating the point
of using Flink’s windows in the first place.
Interval Join The final approach available in Flink is using interval joins. Interval joins are
a form of semantic window, where events of one stream are joined with events of
another stream based on a time window with respect to individual events on the first
stream. The API is fixed, and takes the form s1.intervalJoin(s2).between(
t_min, t_max).process(f), where t_min and t_max are durations. The data
structure used to store the events is not limited in size, and not accessible to the
programmer: The processing function f gets no access to any sort of window data
structure, only to both elements’ data. For interval joins, too, it is hence not possible
to impose a limit on the number of events that is retained in the window, precluding
strong reactivity.
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7.3.3

Case Study: Expressing the Solution in Spark Streaming

Spark Streaming [146] is another Big Data stream processing frameworks discussed in
section 2.3.3. It is less opinionated than Flink, requiring more manual work but offering
more flexibility. Still, when using the idiomatic approach it is impossible to limit the state
size without potentially missing some matches.

Using Idiomatic Spark Streaming
Consider implementing driver scenario A in Spark Streaming. Idiomatically, joining
the stream of incoming financial transactions with the stream of outgoing financial
transactions, could be done by using Spark Streaming’s join operator, joining incoming
transactions keyed by destination to outgoing transactions keyed by originator.
To impose an upper limit on the number of elements retained, one cannot use Spark
Streaming’s window operator, as the windows it creates are time-based, not size-based.
Additionally, it creates one window for both joined sides, which is still wrong API, as
what is needed are two windows; one for each side to be joined. Worse, limiting the size
of a window does not suffice here, as the windows are per key, but arbitrarily many keys
can exist.

Using Manual Windowing on Top of Spark Streaming
One could bypass these problems by manually implementing the join behavior, essentially
reimplementing parts of PARTE on top of Spark Streaming. To this end, one can create a
Spark RDD consisting of a tuple containing both windows of elements which may still
take part in the joining process — essentially partial match histories. In Scala syntax, the
initial Spark RDD could be created as follows:
1
2

val initialRDD : RDD[(List[List[TransferData]], List[TransferData])]
= ssc.sparkContext.parallelize(List((List(), List())))

Listing 7.6: Initial state, i.e., partial match histories, used in the manual implementation
of driver scenario B in Spark Streaming

Driver scenario B could then be implemented 5 by
• reading the money transfers from a socket (as a DStream[String]);
• parsing them into instances of the custom TransferData class (resulting in a
DStream[TransferData];
5The actual Scala code implementing this, is available at https://soft.vub.ac.be/~trenaux/PARTE/
evaluation.zip.
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• creating 4 instances of this stream: one stream filtered by the amount and by whether
the transfer is on an uncommon route (yielding the stream of incoming money
transfers), and 3 streams filtered by whether the transfer is on an uncommon route
(yielding the 3 streams of outgoing money transfers);
• assigning an arbitrary, but consistent key to all elements, and some indication
of whether this ’token’ left-activates or right activates. The incoming stream leftactivates, the 3 outgoing streams right-activate (refer back to figure 7.2 on page 186).
All 4 streams hence have a type like DStream[(Int, (ActivationSide,
List[TransferData]))].
• These streams could then be joined by taking the union of the stream of incoming
money transfers and the first stream of outgoing money transfers, then applying
mapWithState, mapping a function which stores new elements in the correct partial
match history, drops old elements past the minimum viable size of the partial match
history, checks all events in the opposite partial match history for a match (taking into
account the join constraints, namely that incoming.dest == outgoing1.orig
and that outgoing1.timestamp >= incoming.timestamp as well as that
outgoing1.timestamp <= incoming.timestamp + window_size), then
calling update on the RDD-state with updated new partial match histories, and
yielding the successful matches, prefixed by an ActivationSide and the key;
• taking the union of the stream produced above and the second stream of outgoing
money transfers, then again applying mapWithState, mapping another custom
patching procedure updating the RDD-state; and finally
• taking the union of the stream produced above and the third stream of outgoing
money transfers, then again applying mapWithState, mapping another custom
patching procedure updating the RDD-state.
This approach works in principle, but still suffers from the issue stated in section 7.3.1:
the evaluation model has no notion of the minimum viable size, and thus does not block
execution along one path to allow another path to catch up. Models like PARTE can apply
backpressure when one side of a join would overshoot its minimum viable space. Models
like the one used by Spark Streaming do not apply backpressure in those cases. This makes
sense: absent the formal model of PARTE, there is no indication that processing data from
one side of the join will inevitably free up space at the other side before both sides are full.
For general-purpose stream processing libraries, blocking one side of a join because its
window is full, could easily lead to deadlocks.
A result of this lack of in-model support for minimum viable sizes, is that possible matches
are not detected by this implementation. We quantify this in the next section.
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7.4

Quantifying the Problems with the State of the Art

In the previous section we concluded that expressing a strongly reactive implementation
of the driver scenarios is not possible in the state of the art, as every solution either
fails to guarantee evaluation in constant space (precluding constant-time evaluation), or
risks missing matches to patterns by evicting non-stale data from its windows. We now
quantify the latter case.

7.4.1

Experimental Setup

To quantify risks of the latter case, we execute both PARTERust and the Spark Streaming
implementation described in last section on generated stream of money transfers. For
PARTERust we allocate the minimum viable size for all its inboxes, outboxes, and partial
match histories, as determined by the Featherweight PARTE model. Our experiments
show that the Spark Streaming implementation, when using partial match histories of the
same size, misses some results. The number of missed results decreases as the partial
match history size increases, until the point where the Spark Streaming implementation
also detects all matches.
Generation of Event Traces Containing Matches to the Patterns
We randomly generate a number of scenarios, in the form of event traces. Each trace
contains a number of MoneyTransferred events. Some sets of these events jointly
match the pattern specified by driver scenario B, other events do not, and act as noise.
We only generate valid matches for driver scenario B; as explained in section 7.1.2, driver
scenario A is merely a simplified version of driver scenario B, and driver scenario C
displays a very similar join behavior.
To reduce the time it takes to execute the test runs, as well as to overcome the issues
outlined in section 5.6.1, the time window specified by the pattern is lowered from 14
days to 14 milliseconds. The event arrival rate of MoneyTransferred events is in turn
raised to 10 per millisecond, spread over two event sources. The partial match arrival
rates and minimum viable partial match history sizes are depicted in figure 7.4.
The different generated traces differ in the following ways:
Number of 3-way splits: the number of sets of 4 events which jointly constitute a 3-way
split of money within the time window;
Number of unrelated events: the number of events which are not part of a 3-way split;
and
Run: for each number of 3-way splits and unrelated events, multiple “runs” are generated.
Each “run” produces a different random assignment of timestamps to the events.
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Figure 7.4: PARTE graph of driver scenario B, with minimum viable partial match history
sizes — The partial match arrival rates — which determine the minimum viable partial match history sizes
lower in the graph — are depicted in orange.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

for run_id in 0..100 {
for num_diffusiony in &[10, 100, 1000] {
let num_on_common_route = num_diffusiony / 4;
let num_below_threshold = num_diffusiony / 4;
let num_full_diffusions = num_diffusiony - num_on_common_route - num_below_threshold;
for &num_unrelated in &[0, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000] {
let events = generate_events_with_diffusion(num_full_diffusions,
num_on_common_route,
num_below_threshold,
num_unrelated,
&template_transferred,
last_start_time);

13

let name = format!("d={}-u={}-r={}.txt", num_diffusiony, num_unrelated, run_id);
let events_and_sources = assign_event_source_to_event(
&name, num_primitive_events_sources, events.into_iter());

14
15
16

}

17

}

18
19

}

Listing 7.7: Rust code driving the event trace generation for the evaluation in section 7.4

For completeness, we reproduce the code of the event trace generator in this chapter.
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1
2
3
4
5

use
let
let
let
let

rand::distributions::{Bernoulli, Distribution, Uniform};
distribution_of_ce_start = Uniform::from(0..last_start_time);
mut rng = rand::thread_rng(); // Pseudo-random number generator
mut all_events = BTreeMap::new();
mut next_id = 0;

6
7
8

for i in 0..num_full_diffusions {
let ce_start_time = distribution_of_ce_start.sample(&mut rng);

9

while let Err(()) = add_new_diffusion_group(&mut next_id,
ce_start_time,
true, // is_above_threshold
false, // is_common_route
&template_transferred,
&mut rng,
&mut all_events);

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

}

18
19

for i in 0..num_common_route { /* ... similarly ... */ }

20
21

for i in 0..num_below_threshold { /* ... similarly ... */ }

22
23
24
25
26

let distribution_of_is_above_threshold = Bernoulli::new(0.5);
let distribution_of_is_common_route = Bernoulli::new(0.9);
for i in 0..num_unrelated {
let ce_start_time = distribution_of_ce_start.sample(&mut rng);

27

while let Err(()) = add_new_unrelated_event(
&mut next_id,
ce_start_time,
distribution_of_is_above_threshold.sample(&mut rng),
distribution_of_is_common_route.sample(&mut rng),
&template_transferred,
&mut rng,
&mut all_events);

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

}

Listing 7.8: Rust code generating the event trace given a configuration

The main driver of the event trace generator is depicted in listing 7.7. In the configuration
shown, it prepares 100 different runs (line 1) of each scenario. Of each scenario, a version
exists generating 10, 100, and 1000 (line 2) 3-way splits. As shown on lines 3 to 5, the
number of 3-way splits is divided into 3 parts: the first quarter (rounded down) form
non-fraudulent diffusions of money, which happen along common routes. The next
quarter (rounded down) form non-fraudulent diffusions of money, which involve less than
100 e. The remaining splits are generated to satisfy the pattern of a fraudulent diffusion
of money. Line 6 cycles through the different number of unrelated events to generate.
Finally, the concrete events are generated (line 7), the file name for the benchmark is
produced, and the events are assigned to event sources.
The code generating the event traces is depicted in listing 7.8. Depicted from line 7
onwards, the code produces some “full diffusions”, i.e. groups of MoneyTransferred
events which fully satisfy the constraints of a fraudulent diffusion of money. For each
group, a start time is randomly selected (on line 8) by sampling a uniform distribution
(defined on line 2). The actual creation of the diffusion group is performed by the
procedure add_new_diffusion_group (called on line 10, and defined in listing A.6
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on page 246). If that procedure would generate too many events for a certain time span,
thereby surpassing the maximum event arrival rate, the procedure returns an error instead.
If such an error is returned, the event trace generator simply calls the procedure again.
After creating the “full diffusions”, diffusions along a common route and diffusions
involving less money than the 100 e threshold are generated using a similar loop. Finally,
the unrelated events are generated. The call at line 29 adds a single unrelated event to the
set of all_events, unless the randomly generated event would surpass the maximum
event arrival rate, in which case another unrelated event is generated. The probability
that an unrelated event is along a common route, or that the event is above the 100 e
threshold, are respectively 90% and 50%, sampled from Bernoulli distributions (defined
on lines 23 and 24).
For the generation of the actual events, consider listing 7.9 (and listing A.6, provided in
the appendix on page 246). For a diffusion group, an incoming MoneyTransferred
event is randomly generated at a timestamp chosen uniformly within the duration of the
scenario. Then, 3 matching outgoing money transfers are randomly generated, uniformly
distributed within the semantic time window after the incoming transfer. The generator
ensures that the union of the preexisting set of events and the 4 new events is below the
maximum event rate, and either adds the new events to the set, or returns an error.
The case for the unrelated events is similar, but simpler. As depicted in listing 7.9,
depending on the configuration a random value for the amount of money transferred is
generated (on line 1), and the originator and destination of the transfer is determined (on
line 2). If the emission of the event would surpass the maximum event rate, the sample is
rejected (by returning an error on line 5). Otherwise, the event is constructed and added
to the set of events. The unrelated MoneyTransferred events operate on an entirely
separate set of account identifiers, to ensure they do not accidentally contribute to a 3-way
split. However, the pattern matchers are not aware of this distinction, and they cannot
discard the unrelated money transfers before attempting to join. The unrelated money
transfers hence do contribute to window evictions.

Searching the Event Traces for Matches to the Patterns
Each event trace generated by the process described above is first matched against the
PARTElang program for driver scenario B (defined in listing 7.3 on page 191), executed
by PARTERust . Next, it is ran against the manual implementation in Spark Streaming (in
section 7.3.3 on page 197), at increasing multiples of the minimum viable size. First, the
Spark Streaming program is ran with windows of exactly the minimum viable partial
match size determined by Featherweight PARTE, i.e. with the same memory consumption
as the run of PARTERust . Next, the Spark Streaming program is ran with windows
twice the minimum viable size, then 3 times, and so on, until the point where the Spark
Streaming program reliably finds all matches.
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1
2

let amount = if is_above_threshold {rng.gen_range(100, 999)} else {rng.gen_range(1, 99)};
let (orig_acc, dest_acc) = unique_account_pair_from_seed(*next_id, is_common_route);

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

{ // Ensure it's safe to use this event w.r.t. the `EVENT_RATE`
if (all_events.get(&time).unwrap_or_default().iter().count() + 1) > EVENT_RATE {
// This random sample failed: would produce too many events in a certain timeslot
return Err(());
}
}

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

let event = Event::new(template_transferred,
vec![ Value::from(*next_id),
Value::from(orig_acc),
Value::from(dest_acc),
Value::from(amount)],
Time::from_milliseconds(time as f64)).unwrap();
*next_id += 1;
all_events.entry(time).or_default().push(event);

Listing 7.9: Rust code generating a new unrelated event given a configuration

Though this is not a performance benchmark, we minimize measurement noise by
executing all benchmarks on the same machine. Interference by other processes are
reduced to a minimum: the machine is not used for other purposes during the benchmark.
The machine has sufficient RAM to match all event traces, and a sufficiently large heap
size is allocated for the JVM in which the Spark Streaming job runs, such that all runs of
the programs complete without errors.

7.4.2

Results

Using the experimental setup described in section 7.4.1, we obtained results for event
traces with 10, 100, and 1000 diffusion groups (consisting of 4 MoneyTransferred events
each), each interspersed by either 100, 1000, or 10000 unrelated MoneyTransferred
events. The results we obtained are summarized in appendix B.6

Case: 10 Diffusion Groups
The graph in figure 7.5 plots the fraction of fraud cases which are detected for a given
partial match history size. In total, 10 diffusion groups occur in the event trace, of which
6 satisfy all conditions of a fraudulent money diffusion. When the event trace consists
of only the 40 MoneyTransferred events forming diffusion groups, PARTERust detects
all 6 cases of fraud when its storage is limited to the minimum viable size. The Spark
Streaming implementation also finds all of the fraud cases when its storage is limited
to the same size as PARTE at the minimum viable sizes. The same holds when the 10
diffusion groups are hidden in a stream of 100 or 1000 unrelated events.
6The raw output of our experiments, as well as the code used to process it, is available at https://soft.
vub.ac.be/~trenaux/PARTE/evaluation.zip.
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Figure 7.5: Fraction of the 6 fraud cases detected for a given partial match history size —
Error bars indicate the 5% and 95% percentile of the measurements. The line connects the medians.

However, when the stream contains 10000 unrelated events, the Spark Streaming implementation only detects between 0 and 3 of the 6 fraud cases (with a median of 1 case) when
it is limited to a storage size equal to PARTE’s minimum viable size. Increasing the storage
size allocated for the Spark Streaming implementation improves the situation: at twice
PARTE’s minimum viable size, the Spark Streaming implementation detects between 1
and 5 of the cases (with a median of 3 cases). Increasing the storage size again further
improves the situation: at 3 times PARTE’s minimum viable size, the Spark Streaming
implementation finds between 3 and 6 of the 6 cases (with a median of 5 cases). With
4 times PARTE’s minimum viable size, the Spark Streaming implementation finds all 6
matches in our experiments. PARTERust detects all 6 matches regardless of the amount of
noise.

Case: 100 Diffusion Groups
The graph in figure 7.6 similarly plots the fraction of fraud cases which are detected for
a given partial match history size. In this case, 100 diffusion groups occur in the event
trace, of which 50 satisfy all conditions of a fraudulent diffusion of money. When the
event trace consists of only the 400 MoneyTransferred events forming diffusion groups,
PARTERust detects all 50 cases of fraud when its storage is limited to the minimum viable
size. The Spark Streaming implementation finds approximately 35 out of the 50 (70%)
fraud cases with its storage limited to equal PARTE’s the minimum viable sizes. Doubling
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Figure 7.6: Fraction of the 50 fraud cases detected for a given partial match history size —
Error bars indicate the 5% and 95% percentile of the measurements. The line connects the medians.

the storage size allocated for the Spark Streaming implementation resolves the issue: all
50 cases are then detected.
The situation is similar when the 100 diffusion groups are hidden in a stream of 100 or
1000 unrelated events: in the former case, a median of 34 out of the 50 (68%) fraud cases
are found at the minimum viable size, in the latter case a median of 28 out of 50 (56%). In
both cases, doubling the partial match storage size solves the issue: all 50 cases are then
detected.
However, in the case of 10000 unrelated MoneyTransferred events, detection rates
are significantly worse: the Spark Streaming implementation only detects a median of
10 out of 50 (20%) of the cases when limited to PARTE’s minimum viable size, and at
five times that size still does not always detect all 50 cases. Only at six times PARTE’s
minimum viable size does the Spark Streaming implementation reliably find all matches.
PARTERust — in contrast — reliably detects all 50 matches in all cases.

Case: 1000 Diffusion Groups
The graph in figure 7.7 similarly plots the fraction of fraud cases which are detected for
a given partial match history size. In this final case, 1000 diffusion groups occur in the
event trace, of which 500 satisfy all conditions of a fraudulent diffusion of money. When
the event trace consists of only the 4000 MoneyTransferred events forming diffusion
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Figure 7.7: Fraction of the 500 fraud cases detected for a given partial match history size
— Error bars indicate the 5% and 95% percentile of the measurements. The line connects the medians.

groups, PARTERust detects all 500 cases of fraud when its storage is limited to the minimum
viable size. The Spark Streaming implementation finds only 35 of the 500 (7%) fraud
cases with its storage limited to equal PARTE’s the minimum viable sizes. It takes 15
times PARTE’s minimum viable storage size before the Spark Streaming implementation
reliably detects all fraud cases.
As with the event traces discussed previously, the situation becomes worse as unrelated
events are added to the event trace. In the worst case studied — 10000 unrelated events
— it takes a storage size 18 times that of PARTERust before all fraud cases are reliably
matched. Again, PARTERust reliably detects all 500 matches in all cases.

7.4.3

Conclusion

Existing systems lack a built-in notion of a minimum viable size. Their execution model
hence does not provide the means to operate in a minimum viable size. As a result,
forcing state of the art systems to operate in a limited memory size, comes at the cost of
correctness: potential matches are missed. The number of missed matches grows as the
number of events to match grows. PARTE does not suffer from this shortcoming, and
can hence guarantee correctness with significantly smaller memory sizes.
PARTE is not only a formal model for finding an upper bound on memory requirements,
it is also an execution model. It does not suffice to express a program in PARTElang
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syntax, and to have the Featherweight PARTE model determine the minimum viable
sizes. The actual implementation of the program must be executed according to the
Featherweight PARTE model, as existing execution platforms do not support operating
within the minimum viable sizes.

7.5

Conclusion

We explored the 3 driver scenarios in detail, and expressed them in PARTElang. We
described the difficulty of expressing those PARTElang programs in mature event processing technologies. We identified the core problem to be the lack of a notion of minimum
viable sizes in the execution model of those event processing systems: existing systems
either cannot express a limit on the size of the state that is retained, or do so at the cost
of missing potential matches. We quantified this latter cost by executing a port of the
PARTElang program for driver scenario B to Spark Streaming, and measuring how many
fraudulent money diffusions went undetected when the program was limited to using
only PARTE’s minimum viable partial match sizes. We showed that the problem of the
Spark Streaming port was due to the size of the storages: by increasing the storage size,
the number of missed fraud cases decreased.
Our conclusions from this chapter are hence twofold. First, we conclude that PARTE can
be used to express cases like those exemplified by our driver scenarios from section 2.1.
Second, we conclude that the PARTE model offers a measurable benefit over the state of
the art, by offering an execution model that supports operating within a minimum viable
size.
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Formal Validation

In chapter 5 we defined the Featherweight PARTE model. Featherweight PARTE is an
operational semantics for the Logic Reactive Programming language PARTElang defined
in section 4.2. In this chapter, we prove that Featherweight PARTE indeed satisfies the
property of strong reactivity defined in definition 1 on page 65. We go about this as follows:
• First, we prove that our approach implements PARTElang sans strong reactivity.
Specifically, we show that the logical clocks maintained by Featherweight PARTE
are properly maintained in a distributed address-space setting (section 8.1). We then
show that the lower bounds tracked by these logical clocks allow for a conservative
garbage collection of the managed storage (section 8.2), guaranteeing constant space
usage. Finally, we show that those lower bounds ensure that progress is possible
during evaluation (section 8.3).
• Second, we prove that our model’s use of updates in the absence of new data is
fundamentally necessary, despite not appearing in the declarative language, nor in
its underlying event algebra (section 8.4).
• Third, we prove that fwPARTE ensures a finite upper bound on spatial (section 8.5)
and temporal (section 8.6) resource usage.
• Fourth, combining those proofs, we conclude that fwPARTE does result in a strongly
reactive evaluation model for PARTElang.
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8.1

Correctness of the Lower Bounds on Event Timestamps

Statement
The lower bounds on event timestamps that are stored in nodes of a PARTE graph
correctly reflect the state of the PARTE graph.
We prove the correctness of the lower bounds on event timestamps by induction on the
g
l
steps in the global and local evaluation languages −→ and −→
(as defined in sections 5.4.6
and 5.4.7 on pages 134 and 145). First, we establish that four invariants hold in a newly
g
l
constructed fwPARTE graph, then we demonstrate that every step in −→ and −→
maintains these four invariants.

8.1.1

Local Invariants

The four invariants are these:
I.1 — Lower Bounds Stored in Node Reflect State at Predecessors For any node which
maintains a lower bound or a vector of lower bounds on timestamps of predecessors
in its node local data, these lower bounds correctly reflect the lower bounds of its
predecessors.
I.2 — Lower Bounds Produced by Node Reflect State at Node For any token that is produced by a step of the local evaluation language at a node, the lower bounds on
timestamps contained in that token reflect the lower bound on timestamps that is
known at that originating node.
I.3 — Lower Bounds Stored in Outboxes Reflect State at Node Tokens that are created
at a node convey the lower bounds on timestamps from the perspective of that node,
at the time the token is created. The lower bound (for alpha tokens) or vector of
lower bounds (for beta tokens) of any token stored in the outbox of a node is still a
lower bound on event timestamps originating from that node.
I.4 — Lower Bounds Stored in Inboxes Reflect State at Predecessors Any message that
appears in the inbox of a node, contains one lower bound (for alpha tokens) or a
vector of lower bounds (for beta tokens). This lower bound conveys a lower bound
on the timestamps which were correct for that node’s predecessor, at the time when
the token was created at that predecessor. That lower bound is still a lower bound
on event timestamps originating from that predecessor.
At PARTE graph construction time (see section 5.5), all lower bounds on timestamps
maintained in node-local data are set to −∞. By definition, −∞ is a lower bound on
any timestamp, and hence invariant I.1 trivially holds in the base case. At PARTE graph
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l
construction time, no step of −→
has taken place, and all inboxes and outboxes are empty.
As such, invariants I.2, I.3, and I.4 also trivially hold in the base case.

8.1.2

Proof

For this section we remind the reader of the evaluation rules of the global evaluation
g
language −→ in section 5.4.7 on page 145, and to the evaluation rules of the local evaluation
l
language −→
in section 5.4.6 from page 134 onwards.
We now prove that invariants I.1 through I.4 hold during evaluation of all evaluation steps
of both languages. We first discuss the two rules of the global evaluation language. Next,
for each node type we discuss the rules of the local evaluation language.

During (Proc)
Lemma 1:
I.1 is upheld by (Proc).
Proof. By the induction hypothesis, invariants I.1, I.2, I.3, and I.4 hold before a step of
(Proc). Also by the induction hypothesis, the invariants are preserved by the single
l
step of −→
. No other transformation touches the node-local data in (Proc). Since
timestamps are non-decreasing, any previously correct lower bound on timestamps
of predecessors contained in the node-local data, remains a correct lower bound on
timestamps regardless of what semantical state-change the predecessor undergoes.
Hence, I.1 is upheld throughout (Proc).
Lemma 2:
I.2 is upheld by (Proc).
l
Proof. I.2 is trivially upheld, since (Proc) is not a step of −→
.

Lemma 3:
I.3 is upheld by (Proc).
Proof. By the induction hypothesis, the tokens already in the outbox before evaluation
of (Proc), i.e., t, satisfy I.3. Also by the induction hypothesis, I.2 holds for t0 . From this,
it follows that the lower bounds contained in t  t0 are correct lower bounds at n, i.e., that
I.3 is upheld.
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Lemma 4:
I.4 is upheld by (Proc).
Proof. I.4 is trivially upheld, since (Proc) does not modify any node’s inbox, and correct
messages in inboxes remain correct regardless of state updates to the rest of the node,
since timestamps are non-decreasing.

During (Prop)
Lemma 5:
I.1 is upheld by (Prop).
Proof. Since (Prop) does not modify any node’s node-local data, and correct lower bounds
on timestamps contained there, remain correct regardless of state updates to the rest of
the PARTE graph, since timestamps are non-decreasing. Hence, I.1 is trivially upheld
during execution of (Prop).
Lemma 6:
I.2 is upheld by (Prop).
l
Proof. I.2 is trivially upheld, since (Prop) is not a step of −→
.

Lemma 7:
I.3 is upheld by (Prop).
Proof. Since (Prop) does not add tokens to nodes’ outboxes, but only removes some
tokens from them, (Prop) cannot place incorrect lower bound into nodes outboxes.
Invariant I.3 is hence upheld throughout execution of (Prop).
Lemma 8:
I.4 is upheld by (Prop).
Proof. (Prop) moves a token t from the outbox of a node a into the inbox of the nodes
in Nb . By the induction hypothesis, I.3 holds for t at node a, since t was in a’s outbox.
Hence, the lower bounds on timestamps contained in t correctly reflect the lower bounds
on timestamps at node a. Since each node in Nb is in sa , a is the predecessor of each
node in Nb , i.e., the lower bounds on timestamps contained in t correctly reflects the
lower bounds at the successor node a, i.e., I.4 holds.
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During Evaluation at Entry Nodes
Lemma 9:
I.1 is upheld by (Entry) and (Entry-⊥).
l
Proof. By the induction hypothesis, the node-local data of the entry node at which −→
evaluates (Entry) or (Entry-⊥) holds correct lower bounds on timestamps for all sources
in s`map. The new lower bound ` is a correct lower bound on timestamps the entry node
will receive from its predecessor identified by source identifier s, since invariant I.4 of
the induction hypothesis ensures this. Replacing the mapping for s in s`map by the new
correct lower bound ` hence results in a new correct source-to-lower-bound mapping
s`map0 . Invariant I.1 is hence upheld.

Lemma 10:
I.2 is upheld by (Entry) and (Entry-⊥).
Proof. The alpha token produced by a step of (Entry) or (Entry-⊥) wraps exactly one
lower bound on timestamps: min(codom(s`map0 )). This lower bound is greater than or
equal to any previously communicated lower bound: it is equal if s`map[s] previously
held the strictly smallest value in codom(s`map), and greater than or equal to the
previously communicated lower bound otherwise. This lower bound is never greater
than any value held in s`map, by definition of min, and never greater than any timestamp
or lower bound on timestamp still to appear in s`map, by the induction hypothesis.
Together, these entail that min(codom(s`map0 )) constitutes a correct lower bound on
timestamps from the entry node, and hence that the produced token reflects a correct
lower bound. In conclusion, I.2 is upheld during (Entry) and (Entry-⊥).
Lemma 11:
I.3 and I.4 are upheld by (Entry) and(Entry-⊥).
As a rule of the local evaluation language, both (Entry) and (Entry-⊥) touch neither inbox
nor outbox, trivially upholding invariants I.3 and I.4. We will not list I.3 and I.4 for the
l
remaining rules of −→
, as they are always trivially upheld for this same reason.

During Evaluation at Alpha Nodes
Lemma 12:
I.1 is upheld by (Alpha-⊥), (Alpha-Match), and (Alpha-NoMatchConstraint).
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Proof. Alpha nodes do not store any lower bounds on timestamps in their node-local
data, trivially upholding I.1.
Lemma 13:
I.2 is upheld by (Alpha-⊥), (Alpha-Match), and (Alpha-NoMatchConstraint).
l
Proof. By the induction hypothesis, the node-local data of an alpha node at which −→
evaluates a step holds correct lower bounds on timestamps for its predecessor. The
new lower bound ` is a correct lower bound on timestamps the alpha node will receive
from its predecessor entry node, since invariant I.4 of the induction hypothesis ensures
this. Alpha nodes store no state. Thus, ` retains its correctness as the lower bound
on timestamps for events for the event pattern handled by this alpha node, i.e., the
event pattern identified by ιe . Invariant I.2 is hence upheld for rules (Alpha-⊥) and
(Alpha-Match). The rule (Alpha-NoMatchConstraint) produces no tokens, trivially
upholding I.2.

During Evaluation at Join-Nodes
Lemma 14:
I.1 is upheld by (Join-&-⊥), (Join-.-⊥), (Join-&), and (Join-.).
Proof.
(i.) By the induction hypothesis, `map& , `. are correct lower bounds on timestamps.
(ii.) On left-activation, the stored `map& is overwritten by the `mapt β , which by the
induction hypothesis is a correct lower bounds on timestamps arriving from the
left predecessor.
(iii.) On right-activation, the stored `. is overwritten by the singular lower bound
mapped to the right event identifier ιe. in the `mapt β , i.e, `mapt β [ιe. ]. This is —
by the induction hypothesis — guaranteed to be a correct lower bound on future
timestamps arriving from the right predecessor.
(iv.) It follows from (ii.) and (iii.) that I.1 is upheld.
Lemma 15:
I.2 is upheld by (Join-&-⊥), (Join-.-⊥), (Join-&), and (Join-.).
Proof.
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(i.) The partial matches that can be generated by a join-node, receive their data from
two origins: either from partial matches that still have to be sent to it by the node’s
predecessors (i.e., in tokens that are in its inbox, or will still arrive in its inbox),
or from partial matches that have already been sent to the node (i.e., in partial
matches already stored in its partial match histories).
(ii.) It follows from (i.) that the lower bound on timestamps for a certain event identifier
is determined by two factors in join-nodes: it is the minimum of the lower bounds
of partial matches that still have to arrive, and the lower bounds of partial matches
that are still stored.
(iii.) The former are communicated explicitly by the predecessors, and are stored explicitly by the join-node. By I.1, these are correct lower bounds for the predecessors,
and hence for the join-node itself.
(iv.) For the latter, it holds that the explicit lower bounds are the minima of the
timestamps actually stored for each event identifier.
(v.) It follows from (iii.) and (iv.) that I.2 is upheld.

During Evaluation at Not-Nodes

Lemma 16:
I.1 is upheld by (Not-&-⊥), (Not-.-⊥), (Not-&-Match), (Not-&-NoMatch), and
(Not-.).
Proof. Invariant I.1 is upheld at not-nodes for the same reason it is upheld at joinnodes.

Lemma 17:
I.2 is upheld by (Not-&-⊥), (Not-.-⊥), (Not-&-Match), (Not-&-NoMatch), and
(Not-.).
Proof. Invariant I.2 is upheld at not-nodes in a similar way as at join-nodes, with one
difference: only the temporal lower bounds for event identifiers bound in the left
predecessor of the not-node are produced, since the event identifier from the right
predecessor is not bound, and is not used in the successors of the not-node. This does
not affect the reasoning on correctness of the lower bounds for the left event identifiers,
and hence I.2 is upheld.
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During Evaluation at Production Nodes
Lemma 18:
I.1 is upheld by (Prod-⊥) and (Prod).
Proof. Production nodes do not store any lower bounds on timestamps in their node-local
data, trivially upholding I.1.
Lemma 19:
I.2 is upheld by (Prod-⊥) and (Prod).
Proof. Invariant I.2 must be upheld during (Prod-⊥) and (Prod) by the concrete definition
` generates correct lower bounds
of lower bound generator expression: if and only if g
based on a mapping of event identifiers to correct temporal lower bounds, by the
` can be achieved by ensuring
induction hypothesis I.2 holds. The constraint on g
` (` map ) < g` (` map ), where
that ∀`map1 , `map2 ∈ MIE *L : `map1 < `map2 =⇒ g
2
1

`map1 < `map2 means `map1 is a correct lower bound mapping of mapping `map2 .

During Evaluation at Terminal Nodes
Lemma 20:
I.1 and I.2 are upheld by (Term).
Proof. Terminal nodes neither store any lower bounds on timestamps in their node-local
data, nor produce any tokens, trivially upholding all invariants.

8.1.3

Conclusion

It follows from lemmas 1 to 20 that invariants I.1 through I.4 hold during all evaluation
steps on a Featherweight PARTE graph. Hence, the propagation of lower bounds on
timestamps within fwPARTE is correct.

8.2

Expiration does Not Discard Valid Matches

The semantics of expiration differ little from those described by Teodosiu and Pollak
[133]. In their paper, they show that their algorithm only discards “unused temporal
information”, which coincides with our definition of stale partial matches on page 122.
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8.2 Expiration does Not Discard Valid Matches
In this section we demonstrate only that our migration from a centralized setting to a
distributed memory space model does not affect their conclusion.
We described in section 5.5 how the work by Teodosiu and Pollak [133] consists of a static
and a dynamic phase, and how PARTE does not deviate from their approach for the
static phase. We hence refer to their paper for the correctness of the static phase. In the
dynamic phase, they established that discarding partial matches does not affect which
valid matches are found, if and only if the “temporal information” which is discarded,
is indeed “unused”, i.e., within our nomenclature and definitions: expiration does not
discard valid matches if and only if the partial matches which are expired, are indeed
stale partial matches.1 To prove that expiration does not discard valid matches, it hence
suffices to prove the following:
Statement
Expiration in fwPARTE behaves identical to the sequential shared-memory case
described by Teodosiu and Pollak [133].

8.2.1

Proof

Proof.
(i.) Partial matches are only stored at join-nodes and not-nodes, and only inspected
l
and manipulated in the steps of −→
at those nodes. In the operational model
of fwPARTE, expiration hence takes the form of removing partial matches from
l
a partial match history in the steps of −→
at join-nodes or not-nodes. More
specifically, a partial match is “removed” when that partial match occurs in a
l
partial match history on the left-hand side of a step in −→
, but does not occur in
the corresponding partial match history on the right-hand side of that step.
(ii.) It follows trivially from the definition of functions expire and expire_negated from
section 5.4.6 that they only remove partial matches that fall outside of the semantic
window, assuming that the semantic window is computed correctly.
(iii.) It follows from (i.) and (ii.) that we can phrase the statement to prove another way:
to prove that expiration does not discard valid matches, it suffices to prove that
that the semantic window is computed correctly.
(iv.) The semantic windows computed by the shared-memory-space approach by
Teodosiu and Pollak [133] are correct, as shown in their paper.

1Of course, by definition 17 and definition 18, expiration is defined to only affect stale partial matches. In
this section, we demonstrate that the operational semantics of fwPARTE indeed ascribe the correct expiration
behavior to joining and anti-joining.
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(v.) It follows from (iii.) and (iv.) that expiration does not discard valid matches in
PARTE if and only if the semantic windows computed by PARTE are identical to
those computed by the approach by Teodosiu and Pollak.
(vi.) It follows trivially from their definition that the uses of the dynamically computed
l
temporal lower bounds in evaluation steps of −→
at join-nodes and not-nodes
are equivalent to those of the approach by Teodosiu and Pollak: the computation
is performed using local data, mimicking the shared-memory-space approach.
The only remaining source of difference, is hence the propagation of the temporal
lower bounds between the nodes.
(vii.) It follows from our proof in section 8.1 that the requirement of (vi.) is satisfied:
the distributed-memory-space propagation of temporal lower bounds correctly
propagates temporal lower bounds.

8.2.2

Conclusion

The proof by Teodosiu and Pollak [133] depends only on elements unmodified by the
PARTE model, and on correctly determining “unused”, i.e, stale, partial matches. It follows
from the reasoning sketched in previous subsection that expiration as implemented by the
fwPARTE model abides by the definition of expiration on page 123, i.e., expiration only
affects stale partial matches. Hence, expiration of stale partial matches does not cause
valid matches to be discarded.

8.3

Unattainability of a Blocked PARTE Network

The correctness of the fwPARTE model depends on the evaluation not leading to a blocked
PARTE network. We must therefore prove that nodes in the fwPARTE graph never reach
a blocked node state. The bulk of the proof was already given throughout section 5.3.6
and section 5.3.7. We have already established that — by construction — only two-input
nodes can become blocked. We now prove the part that was not proven yet, namely that
the minimum viable partial match history size we used in the fwPARTE model is a proper
minimum viable size:
Statement
The minimum viable partial match history sizes used in fwPARTE is correct, i.e.,
the minimum viable size ensures that fwPARTE can evaluate without reaching a
blocked state.
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8.3 Unattainability of a Blocked PARTE Network

8.3.1

Proof

Every (anti-)join defines temporal (anti-)join-constraints. These constraints define a time
window. Furthermore, for each activation side of a (anti-)join, a partial match arrival rate
is defined.
Consider a two-input PARTE graph node with a time window of W time units, a left
partial match arrival rate of r& per time unit, and a right partial match arrival rate of r.
per time unit. We first consider the case of left activations.
Lemma 21:
The minimum viable left partial match history size is W × r& + 1.
Proof.
(i.) Consider the case where left partial matches occur at their highest allowed
frequency. There are r& left partial matches at time t1 , r& left partial matches
at time t2 , . . . and r& left partial matches at time tW . These r& × W left partial
matches may be all fit inside the semantic time window.
(ii.) From (i.) it follows that r& × W is a lower bound on the number of left partial
matches that need to be stored.
(iii.) Consider the case where r& × W + 1 left partial matches are stored. By definition
of r& , there can be at most r& left partial matches with times between t1 and t2 .
Similarly, there can be at most r& partial matches with times between t2 and t3 , etc.
Finally, there can be at most r& partial matches between tW −1 and tW . It follows
−1
that ∑W
i=0 | pm [ ti , ti+1 ]| ≤ W × r& , and hence that the partial match with index
r & ×W + 1 necessarily must occur at a timestamp ≥ tW+1 .
(iv.) From (iii.) it follows that at least one of these partial matches will fall outside of
the time window of the next opposing match the combine with. Hence, either
the oldest left partial match will expire when a new right partial match arrives, or
the youngest left partial match will be too young for the next right partial match.
Phrased differently, when storing r& × W + 1 left partial matches, at least one of
those matches is either stale or not yet relevant for the matching. In the former
case, it can be expired, in the latter case, it can be left in the inbox.
(v.) From (iv.) it follows that r& × W + 1 is an upper bound on the number of left
partial matches that need to be stored.
(vi.) In addition to the spots required to store the valid left partial matches, one spot
of “maneuvering space” is required. This extra space guarantees that there is
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always room to serve a token from the inbox. We hence increase the lower bound
established in (ii.) from r& × W to r& × W + 1.
(vii.) From (v.) and (vi.) it follows that r& × W + 1 is both a lower bound and an upper
bound to the number of left partial matches that need to be stored to enable
evaluation to proceed without blocking two-input nodes upon left activation.
Lemma 22:
The minimum viable right partial match history size is W × r. + 1.
Proof. A similar reasoning can be made for the case of right-activations. Note that —
while the direction of the semantic window is reversed when considering the opposite
activation side — the absolute duration of the semantic window is unchanged.

8.3.2

Conclusion

From lemmas 21 and 22 it follows that for a two-input PARTE graph node with a time
window of W time units, left and right partial match arrival rates of r& per time unit and
r. per time unit, the minimum viable left partial match history size is W × r& + 1 and
the minimum viable right partial match history size is W × r. + 1.

8.4

Necessity of “No Change” in Negated Subgraphs

We prove the necessity of propagating tokens even when no new events are available by
demonstrating that not using such tokens may lead to nodes remaining in a waiting state
longer than they should be. Doing so would open up the possibility of exhausting room
in the partial match histories.
Consider a variant of fwPARTE which only propagates tokens when new events are
available, i.e., which lacks support for “no change” indicators. We denote this variant as
fwPARTE\⊥. We show that fwPARTE\⊥ effectively introduces a reachable blocked state.
Evidently, a reachable blocked state precludes strong reactivity, and is hence unacceptable
for the proper fwPARTE model. To match negated patterns, the absence of partial matches
must be detectable. We prove the following statement:
Statement
No minimum viable size can be defined for fwPARTE\⊥, such that evaluation is
guaranteed not to reach a blocked state.
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Example rule

Event arrival per timestamp

rule a_rule_with_negation where
a : A { }
no b : B { attr = a.attr }
when
no b in a [0 seconds, 4 seconds]
then
do_something(a.attr)

fwPARTE\⊥ graph of example rule
Entry-A
α-A
A ∧ no B
terminal do_something

Entry-B
α-B

θ

Occurrence with template A

Occurrence with template B

0

A { attr : ‘s’ }

B { attr: ‘s’ }

1

A { attr : ‘t’ }

/

2

A { attr : ‘u’ }

/

3

A { attr : ‘v’ }

/

4

A { attr : ‘w’ }

/

5

A { attr : ‘x’ }

/

6

A { attr : ‘y’ }

/

7

A { attr : ‘z’ }

B { attr: ‘z’ }

Figure 8.1: Example of a rule with a negated pattern, and a series of events — On the left,
the rule is represented both textually in PARTElang, and as a graph of fwPARTE\⊥ nodes. On the right,
a table lists which events occur at a certain timestamp.

8.4.1

Proof

Proof. Consider the rule and its fwPARTE\⊥ graph depicted in figure 8.1. Assume that
the event arrival rate of both events of type A, and events of type B is 1 event per second.
Using the definitions for minimum viable size from section 5.3.7, the minimum viable size
of the inbox for the not-node is 3, the minimum viable size of the outbox is 5, and so
are the minimal viable sizes of the not node’s partial match histories. Consider now the
event arrivals depicted in the table in figure 8.1.
At timestamp 4, the left partial match history contains events of template A with values
‘s’, ‘t’, ‘u’, ‘v’, and ‘w’ bound to its single attribute attr, and timestamps 0 through 4
respectively. The right partial match history contains only the single event of template B
with value ‘s’ bound to its single attribute attr, and timestamp 0. When the event of
template A for timestamp 5 arrives, there is no room in the left partial match history.
However, in the absence of events of template B, none of the events in the left partial
match history are detected to be stale by the execution of the local evaluation language
l
−→
(see section 5.4.6), despite the fact that A { attr: ‘s’ } is stale as per definition 17.
This undetected staleness requires the not-node to retain the token until an event of
template B arrives, requiring additional spatial resources for each such stale token.
In this example, the situation would be rectified at timestamp 7, when B { attr: ‘z’ }
arrives. For this specific event arrival sequence, the minimum viable left partial match
history in fwPARTE\⊥ is 7. More generally, the minimum viable partial match history
sizes in fwPARTE\⊥ depends linearly on the maximum time between events. This
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runtime condition inherently preempts the possibility of statically limiting the size. The
possibility exists that no event of the template used on the negated side of a not-node
ever occurs. This by definition makes the minimum viable partial match history sizes in
fwPARTE\⊥ non-finite.
To resolve this, tokens must sometimes be produced even when no real events occurred,
which concludes our reasoning that “no change” tokens are needed. The fwPARTE\⊥
model extended with the option to propagate “no change” tokens is denoted by fwPARTE0 .
We further must show what the minimum generation rate of “no change” tokens should
be to prevent exhausting spatial resources in fwPARTE0 .

8.4.2

Minimum Required “No Change” Token Generation Rate

From the last proof it follows that a token — e.g. a “no change” token — must arrive at an
activation side of a not-node before spatial resources of the opposite partial match history are
exhausted. A trivially correct rate of “no change” token generation consists of generating
a “no change” token at each tick of the static event arrival rate. This “no change” token
generation rate serves as an upper bound: a higher rate is definitely not required.
The minimum required rate depends on the size of the inboxes, outboxes, and partial
match histories of the nodes along the subgraph of the fwPARTE0 graph containing
not-nodes.2 Some minimum viable size must be defined for inboxes, outboxes, and partial
match histories in fwPARTE0 . For inboxes and outboxes, fwPARTE0 inherits the minimum
viable sizes of fwPARTE. For the partial match histories, given a minimum viable size in
fwPARTE, denoted m, it holds that ∀s ≥ m : s is a viable size in fwPARTE0 if a ⊥ token is
produced by all entry nodes for templates used on the negated side of a not-node at least
once per semantic time window size. This follows from the observations that exhaustion
of spatial resources in fwPARTE\⊥ only occurs when an entire semantic time window’s
worth of events are consecutively absent for the negated event pattern. Hence, fwPARTE
is nothing more than fwPARTE0 with the tightest possible minimum viable size on partial
match histories, and hence the minimum “no change” token generation rate for fwPARTE0
is the minimum “no change” token generation rate for fwPARTE.

8.4.3

Conclusion

It follows from the reasoning in this section that “no change” tokens must be generated
by nodes producing tokens that might right-activate not-nodes. Such tokens must only be
generated when no data-carrying tokens would otherwise be sent within the semantic
time window of the successor node in the fwPARTE graph.
2By this subgraph, we mean all not-nodes and their direct and indirect predecessors, up to the entry nodes,
but not sibling nodes which are not themselves direct or indirect predecessors of not-nodes. Note that this
predecessor relation includes event emission by production nodes.
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8.5

Boundedness of State Size of fwPARTE Graph

Proving that finite bounds exist on the state size is impossible for the rudimentary PARTE
model from section 5.2, as its lack of event expiration trivially leads to infinite storage
requirements. In contrast, the Featherweight PARTE model from section 5.4 has a fixed,
finite upper bound on state by construction. In the previous sections we showed that the
limits on state size of partial match histories, inboxes, and outboxes do not prevent correct
execution. In this section we exhaustively list all components found in the fwPARTE
model, and demonstrate for each one of them that a finite, static upper limit on the size of
their state exists.

8.5.1

Local Invariant

The invariant for the proof in this section is as follows:
I — Fixed, Finite Size of Subelements Each element in a fwPARTE graph consists of a
finite, statically limited number of elements, each of which has a finite, statically
limited size.
Primitive, atomic elements such as identifiers, values, and timestamps trivially have a
constant finite size. Invariant I holds for all primitive elements.

8.5.2

Proof

At the top level, a system in the fwPARTE model consists of a set of event templates,
and a set of nodes N. The set of templates is finite and immutable once the rule set is
compiled into a graph. The size of N is also limited at construction time: the graph
construction algorithm defined in section 5.5 converts a rule set consisting of a finite
number of rules into a graph with a finite number of nodes. This entails that the size of
a system implementing the PARTE model has a finite, static upper bound if and only if
each individual node has a finite, static state size. Individual nodes’ state size, in turn,
is determined by the data they store in their node-local data, as well as the number of
tokens they store in their inboxes and outboxes. By the induction hypothesis, these have a
fixed, finite limit on state size.
In the remainder of this section we survey the state size of the elements in a PARTE graph.
We do so in the order of their definition in section 5.4. We start at events, and build up to
the level of nodes.
Lemma 23:
The size of individual events and tokens has a finite upper bound.
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Events As defined in section 5.4 events are tuples of the form E hιt , attrs, θ i.
Proof. By the induction hypothesis, the template identifier ιt and timestamp θ have
a constant size. The size of attrs depends on the number of values, and hence on
the number of attribute identifiers for which a value is provided. The number of
attribute identifiers for an event is fixed, and specified by the template identified
by ιt . In conclusion, individual events have a fixed, finite size.
Alpha tokens The spatial resource usage of alpha tokens is similar. Remember from
section 5.4 that alpha tokens are tuples of the form Tα hιs , `, pα i.
Proof. By the induction hypothesis, the source identifier ιs is of constant size. The
lower bound on future event timestamps, `, is a single timestamp, and hence also
of constant size. The alpha payload pα is either the “no change” indicator ⊥, or
an event. The symbol ⊥ is trivially of constant size. By the induction hypothesis,
events have a fixed, finite size too.
In conclusion, individual alpha tokens have a fixed, finite size.
Beta tokens We now consider beta tokens.
T β h`map, p β i.

Beta tokens take the form of a tuple

Proof. In case the beta payload p β is a “no change” indicator ⊥, it is trivially of a
fixed size. Otherwise, both the map of lower bounds on event timestamps, `map,
and the map of partial matches carried as beta payload, are mappings whose
domains are the same set of event identifiers. This set of event identifiers represents
the event patterns whose data are represented by the beta token. By construction 3
beta tokens constructed in fwPARTE wrap a prefix of the event patterns joined by
a certain rule. As a result, beta tokens that occur at any point in the graph have a
known, fixed, and limited set of event patterns for which they carry data. Hence,
both `map and p β have fixed number of elements.
What remains to be shown is that the elements in both mappings have a limited
size. The elements in `map are lower bounds on timestamps. By the induction
hypothesis, these are of a finite, constant size. The elements in the beta payload
are events. As established some paragraphs ago, events uphold the induction
hypothesis. In conclusion, individual beta tokens have a limited size.
Lemma 24:
The size of node-local data has a finite upper bound.
The nodes in a PARTE graph can be of a number of distinct types, each with their own
type of node-local data. Remember from page 132 that in Featherweight PARTE, graph
3 Concretely, when beta tokens are created in the evaluation rules (Alpha-⊥), (Alpha-Match), (Join-&-⊥),
(Join-.-⊥), (Join-&), (Join-.), (Not-&-⊥), (Not-.-⊥), (Not-&), and (Not-.) of the local evaluation language
l

−→, as defined in section 5.4.6.
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nodes can be either entry nodes, alpha nodes, join-nodes, not-nodes, production nodes,
or terminal nodes. Resource usage of these node types’ node-local data is as follows:
Entry node-local data takes the form Dentry h`map, ιt i, where `map is a mapping from
event source identifiers to lower bounds on the timestamps of events that those
sources may still produce.
Proof. The set of event source identifiers that make up the domain of this mapping
is fixed at the time of PARTE graph construction. Both the event source identifiers
and the timestamps themselves are of fixed size by the induction hypothesis. The
other constituent of entry node-local data is the template identifier, ιt , for which I
holds. Hence, entry node-local data is of a fixed, finite size.
Alpha node-local data takes the form Dalpha hcα , ιe i, where cα is a predicate function, and
ιe is an event pattern identifier.
Proof. By the induction hypothesis, both elements are of fixed, finite size at PARTE
graph construction time, and hence alpha node-local data is of a fixed, finite size
too.
Join-node-local data takes the form Djoin hc β , `map, `, pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, where c β is a
predicate function, `map is a mapping from event pattern identifier to lower bound
on timestamps for that (left) event pattern, ` is a lower bound on timestamps for the
right event pattern, pm is the set of left partial matches, e is the set of right partial
matches, ιe& is the set of left event pattern identifiers, ιe. is the right event pattern
identifier, and dist contains the temporal distances between the left and right event
patterns.
Proof. For c β , `, and ιe. , invariant I holds by the induction hypothesis. By
construction of the PARTE graph, the set of left event identifiers is finite and fixed
at PARTE graph construction time. As a result, `map, ιe& , and dist are of a fixed
and finite size. For pm and e, the size of individual matches is fixed and finite too:
they contain a fixed, finite number of events, which themselves are of fixed and
finite size.
The fwPARTE model imposes limits on the partial match histories. Specifically,
it restricts | pm| and |e| from outgrowing their minimum viable sizes, as defined in
section 5.3.7. Since the minimum viable sizes are finite and fixed for a given node’s
partial match histories, join-node-local data is of a fixed, finite size too.
Not-node-local data takes the form Dnot hc β , `map, `, pm, e, ιe& , ιe. , disti, with similar
fields as join-node-local data. Following a similar reasoning, we can again conclude
that all fields are of a fixed, finite size at PARTE graph construction time.
e , g` i, where ι is an event
Production node-local data takes the form Dproduction hιs , g
s

e is an event generation expression, and g` is a temporal lower
source identifier, g

bound generation expression.
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Proof. For all three elements, invariant I holds from PARTE graph construction
g
l
time. No rule in either −→
nor −→ exists which mutates them, trivially upholding
I for production node-local data.
Terminal node-local data takes the form Dterminal hi, which contains no fields and is hence
trivially of a fixed, finite size.
We conclude from this study of state size of the node-local data of nodes in a fwPARTE
graph that a finite upper bound exists on state size of node-local data, and that this bound
is fixed at PARTE graph construction time.
Lemma 25:
The size of inboxes and outboxes has a finite upper bound.
The Featherweight PARTE model defined in section 5.4 defines nodes as tuples of the form
N hιn , s, m, t, ndatai. Each node in a fwPARTE graph hence has an inbox m of messages,
and an outbox t of tokens.
Proof. Tokens uphold invariant I, as established in our proof of lemma 23. By the
induction hypothesis, messages — being a tuple with a token and an activation side (i.e.,
&, ↓, or .) — have of a fixed, finite maximum size too. As with partial match histories
in two-input nodes, the number of elements in inboxes and outboxes may change during
evaluation of a PARTE graph, but — as with partial match histories — the fwPARTE
model defines that the inboxes and outboxes may not grow beyond their minimum viable
size. The minimum viable sizes are finite and fixed for a given node’s inbox and outbox.
This entails that the inboxes and outboxes uphold invariant I.

8.5.3

Conclusion

It follows from lemmas 23 to 24 that the size of state captured in a fwPARTE graph is
finite and fixed at PARTE graph construction time. An upper bound on the size can be
computed statically, by inspecting the rule set and the event arrival rate, without needing
to know the concrete runtime event values.

8.6

A PARTElang Program can be Evaluated in Constant
Time per Event

Previous sections showed that the fwPARTE evaluation model correctly implements
complex event detection in a distributed setting, with managed storage with constant space
requirements.
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The final requirement before we can claim fwPARTE enables a strongly reactive evaluation
of PARTElang, is constant time processing of a single event.
Statement
Evaluation of a single event by Featherweight PARTE takes a constant, finite amount
of time.
A fwPARTE graph consists of a finite number of fwPARTE nodes, determined at PARTE
graph construction time. Since the graphs are also acyclic, the graph has a constant, finite
depth. Because of stratification, evaluation of a PARTElang program requires at most a
constant, finite number of descents through the fwPARTE graph for each event. It follows
that a PARTElang program can be evaluated in constant time per event if and only if the
processing at each node takes at most a constant, finite amount of time.
We prove in this section that that condition holds, by induction over the steps in the global
and local evaluation languages of fwPARTE.

8.6.1

Local Invariant

We formalize the invariant I for the different lemmas as follows:
I — Constant-time sub-steps Each individual step in either the global evaluation language or the local evaluation language can be evaluated in constant time.
The invariant holds for all selections, filters, enumerations, and insertions on and into the
sub-elements that constitute the node-local of all fwPARTE nodes, since a fixed upper
bound on their sizes exists, as we proved in the previous section.

8.6.2

Proof
g

We again remind the reader of the evaluation rules of the global evaluation language −→
in section 5.4.7 on page 145, and to the evaluation rules of the local evaluation language
l
−→
in section 5.4.6 from page 134 onwards.

During (Proc)
Lemma 26:
Invariant I is upheld by (Proc).
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Proof. Checking the conditions of the (Proc) rule takes a number of steps. We list all
conditions of the inference step of (Proc), and discuss the asymptotical number of steps
— which we refer to as “time” — required to perform the check.
(i.) {. . . } t Nrest : selecting a node from a set takes at most time proportionate to the
size of the set. Since |N| is fixed at PARTE graph construction time, this check takes
a constant amount of time;
(ii.) N hιn , s, hside, ti · m, t, datai: verifying whether at least one message is in the inbox,
take a constant amount of time;
l
(iii.) hdata, side, ti−→h
data0 , t0 i: by the induction hypothesis, invariants I holds during
l
the evaluation of −→
;

(iv.) has-room-for(t, t0 ): checking whether there is room in the outbox might take
evaluation time proportionate to the size of the outbox. Since fwPARTE imposes a
finite, constant upper bound on the size of the outbox, evaluation time has a finite,
constant upper bound; and
(v.) Nrest t {hιn , s, m, t  t0 , data0 i}: appending results to the outbox takes at most time
proportionate to the fixed size of the outbox. Replacing a node with a new node,
in a set of fixed size |N|, takes constant time.
It follows from (i.) through (v.) that invariant I hence holds during (Proc).

During (Prop)
Lemma 27:
Invariant I is upheld by (Prop).
Proof. We repeat a similar reasoning for the parts of the inference rule (Prop):
(i.) {. . . } t Nb t Nrest : selecting a node from a set takes at most time proportionate to
the size of the set. Since |N| is fixed at PARTE graph construction time, extracting
a node takes a constant amount of time. Extracting Nb , once defined, also takes
constant time;
(ii.) N hιa , sa , m a , t · t a , dataa i: verifying whether at least one token is present in the
outbox of the selected node take a constant amount of time;
(iii.) Nb = N ∩ {N hιb , _, _, _, _i | hιb , _i ∈ sa }: selecting all nodes whose node identifier
occurs in the list of successors of node a, takes at most time proportionate in the
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number of nodes, and the number of successors of a. Both of these are limited by
the number of existing nodes, which is finite and fixed at PARTE graph construction
time;
(iv.) ∀N h_, _, mb , _, _i ∈ Nb : has-room-for(mb , 1): verifying whether all nodes in Nb
have room in their inbox, takes time proportionate in the size of Nb , which is
constant;

(v.) N0b = N hιb , sb , mb · hside, ti, tb , datab i | . . . ∈ Nb , hιb , sidei ∈ sa : appending messages to an inbox takes at most time proportionate to the maximum size of the
inbox. Selecting nodes from Nb takes at most time proportionate to |Nb |; and
(vi.) {N hιa , sa , m a , t a , dataa i} t N0b t Nrest : the union of a singleton set, N0b , and Nrest is
by construction limited by the size of N, which is finite and constant.
The fwPARTE model assumes that a constant upper bound exists on the time it takes to
send a message to another node. Failure to do so within that time frame equates failing
a hard deadline, i.e., a fatal error necessitating a shutdown of the system. Within the
abstraction used by fwPARTE, it follows from (i.) through (vi.) that invariant I holds
during (Prop).
During Evaluation at Entry Nodes
Lemma 28:
Invariant I is upheld by (Entry-NoMatchTemplate), (Entry), and (Entry-⊥).
l
Proof. For the inference rules of −→
, a similar reasoning holds:

(i.) hDentry hs`map, ιtn i, ↓, Tα hιs , `, eii and hDentry hs`map, ιtn i, ↓, Tα hιs , `, ⊥ii: apart from
determining whether the alpha token contains an event or a “no change” indicator,
the precondition holds trivially, so takes constant time to evaluate;
(ii.) e = E hιte , _, _i: extracting the template identifier from an event trivially takes
constant time;
(iii.) ιtn = ιte and ιtn 6= ιte : comparing two identifiers for equality trivially takes constant
time;
(iv.) s ∈ dom(s`map), s`map[s] ≤ `, and s`map[s] ≤ e.θ: lookups in the sourceidentifier-to-lower-bound mapping take time proportionate to the size of the
source-identifier-to-lower-bound mapping, which has a size limited by the number
of sources. The number of sources is finite and fixed at PARTE graph construction
time, providing a finite, constant bound on the lookup time;
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(v.) s`map0 = s`map[ιs 7→ `]: overwriting an entry in the source-identifier-to-lowerbound mapping is constant for the same reason;
(vi.) tα = {Tα hιs , min(codom(s`map0 )), ei} and tα = {Tα hιs , min(codom(s`map0 )), ⊥i}:
selecting the minimum from a finite, constant-sized mapping take finite, constant
time. Constructing a singleton-set takes a finite, constant amount of time; and
(vii.) hDentry hs`map0 , ιtn i, ∅i and hDentry hs`map0 , ιtn i, tα i: the postcondition trivially
takes a constant amount of time.
It follows from (i.) through (vii.) that invariant I holds throughout the steps of the local
evaluation language at entry nodes.

During Evaluation at Alpha Nodes
Lemma 29:
Invariant I is upheld
NoMatchConstraint).

by

(Alpha-⊥),

(Alpha-Match),

and

(Alpha-

Proof.
(i.) hDalpha hcα , ιe i, ↓, Tα h_, `, ⊥ii and hDalpha hcα , ιe i, ↓, Tα hs, `, eii: apart from determining whether the alpha token contains a “no change” indicator or an event, the
precondition holds trivially, so takes constant time to evaluate;
α−test

α−test

(ii.) cα (e) −→ f alse and cα (e) −→ true: evaluating an alpha test takes constant time
by construction: the alpha test is of fixed, finite depth at PARTE graph construction
time, and consists only of attribute accesses and trivial binary operations; and
(iii.) hDalpha hcα , ιe i, {T β h[ιe 7→ `], ⊥i}i,
hDalpha hcα , ιe i, ∅i,
and
hDalpha hcα , ιe i,
{T β h[ιe 7→ `], [ιe 7→ e]i}i: constructing a singleton beta token and a result-tuple
trivially takes constant time.
It follows from (i.) through (iii.) that invariant I holds throughout the steps of the local
evaluation language at alpha nodes.

During Evaluation at Join-Nodes
Lemma 30:
Invariant I is upheld by (Join-&-⊥), (Join-.-⊥), (Join-&), and (Join-.).
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Proof.
(i.) hDjoin h. . .i, &, T β h`mapt β , ⊥ii and hDjoin h. . .i, ., T β h[ιe. 7→ `t β ], ⊥ii: determining whether a “no change” token left-activated or right-activated a join-node
trivially takes constant time;
(ii.) hDjoin h. . .i, &, T β h`mapt β , pmt β ii and hDjoin h. . .i, ., T β h[ιe. 7→ `t β ], [ιe. 7→ et β ]ii:
determining whether an event-carrying token left-activated or right-activated a
join-node trivially takes constant time. Destructuring a tuple — in the case of
a right-activation — takes constant time as well, as the mapping is a singleton
mapping;
(iii.) hDjoin h. . . , `mapt β , `t β , pm0 , e0 , . . .i, {. . .}i: replacing individual elements in a tuple
is a constant-time operation;
(iv.) e0 = expire. (e, expiration-time(dist, `mapt β )): by the induction hypothesis, I holds
for `mapt β , therefore the expiration-time can be determined in constant time. The
run time of expire is proportional in the size of its first argument. By the induction
hypothesis, I holds for e. Hence, e0 can be constructed in constant time;
(v.) pm0 = expire& ( pm, `t β ): analogously to (iv.), I holds for pm, hence pm0 can be
constructed in constant time;
(vi.) has-room-for( pm, 1) and has-room-for(e, 1): by the induction hypothesis, I holds for
pm and e, rendering capacity-checks for both vectors constant-time operations;
(vii.) pm0 = pm · pmt β and e0 = e · et β : by the induction hypothesis, I holds for pm and e,
rendering insertion into both vectors constant-time operations;
(viii.) `mapimplicit = min(timestamps( pm(0) ))[ιe. 7→ min(timestamps(e(0) ))]: selecting the
minimum from the combination of two vectors for which I holds, is a constant-time
operation;
(ix.) lifetime(dist, timestamps( pmt β )) and lifetime(dist, timestamp(et β ): by the induction
hypothesis, all selections on events and partial matches are constant-time operations;
(x.) window. = semantic-window. (e0 , . . .) and the induction hypothesis, all selections
on partial match histories are constant-time operations;
β

(xi.) pmnew = { pm... · pm... | pm& ∈ window... , c β ( pm... · pm... ) −→ true}: appending a
singleton set to a set for which I holds, is a constant-time operation. The run time
of filtering a vector by a constant-time boolean predicate is proportionate to the
size of the vector;
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(0)

(xii.) `mapprop = min(`mapimplicit , `map... [ιe. 7→ `. ]): as in step (viii.), selecting the
minimum from two vectors for which I holds, takes constant time;
(xiii.) {T β h`mapprop , ⊥i}: creating a “no change” beta token takes constant time; and
(xiv.) {T β h`mapprop , pmi | pm ∈ pmnew }: enumerating and transforming a vector
adhering to I takes constant time. By ( xi.), I holds for pmnew .
It follows from (i.) through ( xiv.) that invariant I holds throughout the evaluation steps
l
of −→
at join-nodes.
During Evaluation at Not-Nodes
Lemma 31:
Invariant I is upheld by (Not-&-⊥), (Not-.-⊥), (Not-&-Match), (Not-&NoMatch), and (Not-.).
Evaluation at node nodes proceeds similarly. The proof is hence mostly analogous, though
operating on Dnot h. . .i instead of Djoin h. . .i. The only step deviating significantly from the
ones at join-nodes, is the following:
Proof.
(i.) expire-negated& ( pm0 , `t β ): by its definition in figure 5.5, expire-negated& takes time
proportionate to the size of its first argument. By the induction hypothesis, I holds
for pm0 . The negated expiration hence takes a finite, constant amount of time, i.e.,
I holds for expire-negated& ( pm0 , `t β ).
l
It follows that invariant I holds throughout the evaluation steps of −→
at not-nodes.

During Evaluation at Production Nodes
Lemma 32:
Invariant I is upheld by (Prod-⊥) and (Prod).
Proof.
e , g` i, ↓, T h` map , . . . ii: detecting whether a token exists in a
(i.) hDproduction hιs , g
tβ
β

production nodes’ inbox can trivially be done in constant time;
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e ( pm ) −→ e0 : the event generator expression can by the induction hypothesis be
(ii.) g
evaluated in constant time on a partial match;

` (` map ) −→ `: the lower-bound generator expression can by the induction
(iii.) g
tβ
hypothesis be evaluated in constant time on a lower-bound mapping; and
e , g` i, {T h ι , `, . . . i}i: an alpha token can be generated in constant
(iv.) hDproduction hιs , g
α s

time.

It follows from (i.) through (iv.) that the invariant I holds throughout the evaluation
l
steps of −→
at production nodes.

During Evaluation at Terminal Nodes
Lemma 33:
Invariant I is upheld by (Term).
Proof. At terminal nodes, a single step is taken. This trivially takes constant time.

8.6.3

Conclusion

We can now prove the original statement from page 227: evaluation of a single event by
Featherweight PARTE takes a constant, finite amount of time:
Proof.
(i.) Per chapter 5, a fwPARTE graph is stratified (as defined in definition 3 on page 67)
and hence acyclic.
(ii.) Trivially (by construction and by the percolation in (Proc)), evaluation in a
fwPARTE graph proceeds strictly downwards.
(iii.) From (i.) and (ii.), evaluation of an event can percolate through the fwPARTE
graph at most once.
(iv.) From section 8.5, a fwPARTE graph has a static, finite number of nodes.
(v.) Per lemmas 26 to 33, evaluation takes a constant time at each sub-step in the
evaluation in a fwPARTE graph.
It follows from (iii.), (iv.), and (v.) that evaluation takes a static, finite amount of
time.
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8.7

Conclusion

This chapter presented the proofs that the Featherweight PARTE model guarantees a
strongly reactive evaluation strategy for PARTElang programs. The constant-space and
constant-time processing of a single event, combined with a known event arrival rate, and a
finite depth of the graph (due to the constant, finite depth of an individual PARTE graph,
coupled with stratification) make it possible to statically determine whether a certain
implementation of the fwPARTE model on a physical machine will be able to keep up
with a certain stream of events.
The Featherweight PARTE model hence makes it possible to build a verifiably strongly
reactive language runtime for the PARTElang logic reactive programming language.
This entails that PARTElang programs can be deployed in scenarios that require strong
guarantees that the system can keep up with incoming event streams, for instance in
security monitoring contexts.
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9

Conclusion

9.1

Revisiting the Problem Statement

There are many use cases for monitoring large streams of events for occurrences of specific
patterns. We explored three specific driver scenarios in the context of monitoring financial
transactions for possible cases of fraud. In scenarios such as these, there exists a clear
need to process the events immediately: the suspected fraud must be detected as soon as
it occurs.
A large research domain is dedicated to providing the tools to detect complex events, i.e.,
events which exist because of the occurrence of multiple sub-events. Similarly, many
systems are developed for this purpose by the industry. However, in our driver scenarios,
the additional constraint exists that the pattern detection system cannot cease to monitor,
even momentarily. In section 1.1 we formulated the problem statement as follows:
Problem Statement
There is a need for platforms which autonomously process complex events in
high-throughput streams of events, incrementally in a data-driven, always-listening,
strongly reactive manner.
We defined what it means to be strongly reactive on page 65.
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We surveyed the state of the art in event stream processing systems to determine which
solutions to that problem already exist.
Since our driver scenarios require scalable, high-throughput solutions, we first surveyed
systems which aim to tackle high loads (chapter 2). We identified two main categories of
software systems for processing large-scale event streams: Big Data stream processing,
and streaming databases. The former lacks support for matching complex event patterns
in the monitored streams. The latter lacks the means of enforcing strong reactivity.
We therefore surveyed the remainder of the state of the art of event handling systems
(chapter 3). We identified two more categories of software systems which offered features
important for our driver scenarios. First, (Functional) Reactive Programming languages
enable processing event streams by means of a predefined, constant-depth dependency
graph. Second, Complex Event Processing languages enable incrementally matching
complex event patterns to event streams. However, FRP lacks support for matching
complex event patterns, and CEP lacks guaranteed strong reactivity.

9.2
9.2.1

Revisiting our Contributions
The Logic Reactive Programming Paradigm

In chapter 4 we introduced a novel programming paradigm which solves the problem
stated in section 1.1. This novel paradigm — Logic Reactive Programming — enforces 5
requirements:
RLRP 1 LRP languages provide the means for declaratively expressing complex event
patterns and the reaction logic to execute in response to matches to those patterns.
RLRP 2 LRP languages offer built-in support for temporal reasoning, such that the complex
event patterns can express how the constituent events relate to each other in time.
RLRP 3 LRP languages make use of the constraints specified in the declarative event
patterns to automatically manage which event data is stored, and how.
RLRP 4 LRP languages offer scalable, incremental matching of the complex event patterns.
RLRP 5 LRP languages are guaranteed to offer strongly reactive pattern matching.
Table 9.1 depicts how each of the four categories of the state of the art of event stream
processing achieves some of those requirements. Only Logic Reactive Programming
achieves all five.
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(Chapter 2)

Distributed Big Data & Stream Processing
Big Data Stream Processing

RLRP1

–
–

no patterns
Callback Hell

RLRP2
RLRP3
RLRP4
RLRP5

– unsupported
~ no storage
✓✓ very scalable
~ not guaranteed

Streaming Databases

Event Handling
Complex Event Processing

(Chapter 3)

Reactive Programming

Our Contribution
Logic Reactive Programming

✓ relational join
– outside of the model

✓✓ expressive patterns
– Callback Hell

– no patterns
✓✓ well-supported

✓ restricted patterns
✓ supported (restricted)

✓ supported
✓✓ large managed storage
✓ scalable
– unsupported

✓✓ well-supported
✓ managed storage
– not scalable
– unsupported

–
~
–
~

✓
✓
✓
✓

unsupported
no storage
not scalable
not guaranteed

supported
managed storage
scalable
guaranteed

Table 9.1: Requirements attained by the state of the art of event stream processing, and by
our contribution: Logic Reactive Programming

9.2.2

PARTElang: a Logic Reactive Programming Language

We developed a first Logic Reactive Programming language: PARTElang (section 4.2).
PARTElang programs take the form of sets of declarative rules, encoding how a set
of declarative event patterns can be abstracted into new complex events. The formal
foundations of PARTElang are twofold. First, the semantics of what constitutes a match to
an event pattern are specified by an event algebra (section 4.3). Second, the way in which
PARTElang programs can be evaluated in a strongly reactive manner is defined by an
operational semantics: the Featherweight PARTE model (section 5.4).

9.2.3

Featherweight PARTE: an Operational Semantics for PARTElang

The Featherweight PARTE model defines how a PARTElang program can be compiled
into a set of processing nodes. Additionally, the model defines two sets of rewrite rules: a
global evaluation language which defines how event data spreads through the system,
and a local evaluation language which defines how event data is processed by individual
processing nodes. We formally prove that the Featherweight PARTE model guarantees
strong reactivity: for any PARTElang program, a fixed, finite minimum viable size exists
for all places where data is stored in a fwPARTE graph. The minimum viable size is the
smallest size for which fwPARTE can guarantee to successfully detect all occurrences of
the complex events specified in the PARTElang program. Since the minimum viable size
is fixed and finite, the cost of processing an event using the Featherweight PARTE model
is constant for a given PARTElang program (chapter 8).

9.2.4

Two Prototypical Implementations of Featherweight PARTE

We developed two prototypical implementations of the Featherweight PARTE model
(chapter 6). The first — PARTERust — is a multi-threaded testbed for the model. The
second — PARTEElixir — schedules the sequential components of PARTERust on an Erlang
actor runtime.
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To demonstrate how PARTElang can be applied to a real-world use case, we implemented
our driver scenarios in full in chapter 7. We experimentally validated the utility of
Featherweight PARTE as an execution model: we implement our driver scenarios using a
state of the art Big Data stream processing framework, and show that the idiomatic way
of using it either precludes strong reactivity, or is unable to operate within the bounds of
a minimum viable size.

9.3

Revisiting the Limitations and Future Work

Logic Reactive Programming provides a way of declaratively defining software systems
which autonomously monitor high-throughput streams of events in a strongly reactive
manner. Four major limitations offer opportunities for future investigation:
More flexible temporal constraints PARTElang and its event algebra EA only support
temporal constraints which define a closed time interval. This enables strongly reactive
evaluation of PARTElang programs. However, there exist other temporal constraints
which could be made compatible with strong reactivity.
Future work could explore to what extent this limitation can safely be relaxed. In
general, any temporal constraint which adds only a constant run time cost per event,
and only a constant space cost per program, can be made compatible with strong
reactivity. We describe two possible avenues in section 4.5.1 (on page 86).
Support for aggregation PARTElang and its event algebra EA can only reason about the
single event matching an event pattern, not about the set of all events which match
an event pattern. PARTElang programs hence cannot express patterns involving a
variable number of events.
Future work could explore to what extent this limitation can safely be relaxed. As we
indicate in section 4.5.2 (on page 86), general aggregation is incompatible with strong
reactivity [101], but a restricted form of aggregation can be made compatible. Since
semantic windows in PARTE have a fixed, finite upper bound on size, operations
with costs proportionate to their size, are compatible with strong reactivity. The
addition of support for aggregation over semantic windows is hence mostly a matter
of engineering effort.
Strongly reactive failure handling Featherweight PARTE defines an operational semantics which assumes a distributed memory space. However, safely distributing
computations over multiple computers, e.g., in a computer cluster, introduces other
complexities on top of the distributed memory space. One important issue in
distributed computing is dealing with partial failures. The Featherweight PARTE
model lacks the capability to do so. While the guarantees of strong reactivity and
the restricted, declarative language prevent runtime software failures, the possibility
of hardware failures persists.
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Future work could explore what is required for strongly reactive failure handling, or
the extent to which that is possible. As we pointed out in section 5.6.4 (on page 153),
we expect that a maximum failure occurrence rate will have to be defined to enable
this. In contrast to our previous point — on support for aggregation — the addition
of strongly reactive failure handling is not just an engineering effort. New formal
work will be required.
Language and runtime engineering PARTElang is purposefully built as a minimal language. Similarly, the Featherweight PARTE model is kept “featherweight”. Our
prototypical implementations of the model, in turn, are evidently just research
prototypes. All this contributes to the situation that PARTE lacks some marked
features. In section 4.5.3 (on page 87) we listed some language features which are
missing from PARTElang, but which would improve the software engineering aspects
of writing PARTElang programs. Similarly, in section 5.6.5 (on page 153) we listed
some optimizations which are not defined by our formal model, but which would
reduce the average-case execution time.
Future work could explore adding Midas-style [121, 74] language features, most
notably support for reusability through modules. Additionally, the optimizations
described from page 153 onwards could be added to the model and prototypes. New
theoretical work will be necessary to explore how the granularity of a fwPARTE
graph can be coarsened, and to determine how multiple results can be batched in
such a way that strongly reactive processing remains guaranteed.

9.4

Closing Remarks

In this dissertation, we presented Logic Reactive Programming, a paradigm for programs
which monitor high-throughput event streams for matches to complex event patterns. LRP
programs are characterized by 1.) a declarative specification of complex event patterns
and reaction logic, 2.) built-in temporal reasoning, 3.) automatic management of event
data, 4.) scalable online processing, and 5.) strong reactivity. Before LRP, there was no
event stream processing system which combined these desirable properties.
While a large focus of this dissertation was on the formal, semantical aspects of the Logic
Reactive Programming paradigm, we explored the full spectrum from event algebra,
through formally proven operational semantics, to practical implementations of real-world
driver scenarios.
In conclusion, Logic Reactive Programming presents a significant improvement over the
state of the art. We believe that this combination of expressive, declarative complex event
patterns with guaranteed strong reactivity constitutes an important new research avenue.
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Additional Code Snippets

A.1

Additional PARTElang Snippets

We remind the reader that the complete implementation of the driver scenarios in PARTElang is available at https://soft.vub.ac.be/~trenaux/PARTE/implementeddriver-scenarios.zip. Some relevant snippets, referred to from the text, are reproduced below:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

rule AbstractSuspiciousTransfer where
incoming : MoneyTransferred {
amount >= 100.0,
uncommon_route(originator, destination)
}
when
then
emit MoneyTransferredSuspiciously
at incoming.timestamp
with {
originator = incoming.originator,
destination = incoming.destination,
amount = incoming.amount,
}

Listing A.1: The PARTElang rule implementing the abstraction that reduces code
duplication in the first two driver scenarios: an occurrence of MoneyTransferred
which is suspicious is abstracted into a MoneyTransferredSuspiciously compound
event.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

rule FraudPassThrough where
incoming : MoneyTransferredSuspiciously
outgoing : MoneyTransferredSuspiciously {
originator = incoming.destination,
amount = incoming.amount
}
when
outgoing in incoming [0 days, 14 days]
then
emit SuspiciousSequenceDetected
at incoming.timestamp
with {
mule_account = incoming.destination,
amount = incoming.amount,
incoming_transactions = list(incoming.id),
outgoing_transactions = list(outgoing.id)
}

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

rule FraudDiffusion where
incoming : MoneyTransferredSuspiciously
outgoing_1 : MoneyTransferredSuspiciously {
originator = incoming.destination,
}
outgoing_2 : MoneyTransferredSuspiciously {
originator = incoming.destination,
id != outgoing_1.id,
}
outgoing_3 : MoneyTransferredSuspiciously {
originator = incoming.destination,
id != outgoing_1.id,
id != outgoing_2.id,
outgoing_1.amount + outgoing_2.amount + outgoing_3.amount >= incoming.amount * 0.9,
outgoing_1.amount + outgoing_2.amount + outgoing_3.amount <= incoming.amount * 1.1,
}
when
outgoing_1 in incoming [0 days, 14 days]
outgoing_2 in incoming [0 days, 14 days]
outgoing_3 in incoming [0 days, 14 days]
then
emit SuspiciousSequenceDetected
at incoming.timestamp
with {
mule_account = incoming.destination,
amount = incoming.amount,
incoming_transactions = list(incoming.id),
outgoing_transactions = list(outgoing_1.id, outgoing_2.id, outgoing_3.id)
}

Listing A.2: Alternative PARTElang rules implementing driver scenario A and driver
scenario B: where a suspicious transfer is defined as a transfer of 100 e or more along an
uncommon route.

A.2

Additional Snippets of the PARTERust Implementation

Some relevant snippets — referred to from the text — of PARTERust , our prototypical
implementation of the Featherweight PARTE model, are reproduced below:
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1
2
3
4
5

#[derive(Clone, Debug)]
pub struct BetaToken {
oldest_timestamp_per_pattern: Vec<Time>,
payload: Option<PartialMatch>,
}

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

impl BetaToken {
pub fn new_from_single_event(oldest_timestamp_to_expect: Time,
event: Arc<Event>,
) -> Self {
BetaToken {
oldest_timestamp_per_pattern: vec![oldest_timestamp_to_expect],
payload: Some(PartialMatch { events: vec![event] })
}
}

16

pub fn new_from_events(oldest_timestamp_per_pattern: &[Time],
events: Vec<Arc<Event>>,
) -> Self {
assert!(!events.is_empty());
assert_eq!(oldest_timestamp_per_pattern.len(), events.len());

17
18
19
20
21
22

BetaToken {
oldest_timestamp_per_pattern: Vec::from(oldest_timestamp_per_pattern),
payload: Some(PartialMatch { events: events })
}

23
24
25
26

}

27
28

pub fn new_from_single_no_change(oldest_timestamp_to_expect: Time) -> Self {
BetaToken {
oldest_timestamp_per_pattern: vec![oldest_timestamp_to_expect],
payload: None,
}
}

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

pub fn new_by_extending_no_change(oldest_timestamp_per_pattern: Vec<Time>) -> Self {
BetaToken {
oldest_timestamp_per_pattern: oldest_timestamp_per_pattern,
payload: None
}
}

36
37
38
39
40
41
42

// ... accessors and mutators

43
44

}

Listing A.3: PARTERust ’s implementation of beta tokens

A.3

Additional Snippets of the Event Trace

We remind the reader that a complete version of the event trace generator used in chapter 7 is available at https://soft.vub.ac.be/~trenaux/PARTE/evaluation.
zip. Some relevant snippets, referred to from the text, are reproduced below:
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1
2
3
4

//
//
//
//

With
With
With
With

field
field
field
field

left_storage: LeftPartialMatchStorage,
right_storage: RightPartialMatchStorage,
oldest_timestamp_per_left_event_pattern: Vec<Time>,
temporal_distance_to_reference_events: Vec<TemporalDistance>,

5
6
7

impl JoinNode {
// .. constructor etc.

8

fn process_left_activation(&mut self, token: BetaToken) -> Result<(), String> {
// ... check for out-of-order propagation, or wrong update of the lower bounds

9
10
11

let (oldest_timestamp_per_left_event_pattern, payload) = token.into_parts();

12
13

// Update the timing info and discard stale matches from the right token storage
self.oldest_timestamp_per_left_event_pattern
= oldest_timestamp_per_left_event_pattern;
self.discard_stale_matches_from_right_storage();

14
15
16
17
18

let ls = self.compute_lower_bound_on_event_times();

19
20

if let Some(left_partial_match) = payload {
// Compute lifetime for new token by intersecting lifetimes of each event pattern.
let left_lifetime = self
.temporal_distance_to_reference_events.iter()
.zip(left_partial_match.events.iter().map(|e| e.timestamp()))
.fold(Lifetime::unrestricted(), |lifetime, (distance, e_time)| {
Lifetime::from_distance_and_absolute_time(distance, e_time)
.intersection(&lifetime)
});

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

// For every partial match in the right storage, try to unify:
self.right_storage
.attempt_combining_with_stored(
&left_partial_match,
&left_lifetime,
&mut |left_pm, right_pm| {
let es = left_pm.new_by_joining_assuming_consistent(right_pm).events;
let outgoing_token = BetaToken::new_from_events(&ls, es);
self.successors.send_token(outgoing_token)
})?;

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

// Store the incoming partial match in the left storage
self.left_storage.insert_match(left_lifetime, left_partial_match);

42
43
44

Ok(())
} else {
let outgoing_token = BetaToken::new_by_extending_no_change(ls);
self.successors.send_token(outgoing_token)
}

45
46
47
48
49

}

50
51

fn discard_stale_matches_from_right_storage(&mut self) {
// Compute the lifetime of the 'oldest event' we can still expect on the left, by
// intersecting the lifetimes for of the 'oldest event' for each event pattern.
let lifetime = self.temporal_distance_to_reference_events.iter()
.zip(self.oldest_timestamp_per_left_event_pattern.iter())
.fold(Lifetime::unrestricted(), |lifetime, (distance, &oldest_time)| {
Lifetime::from_distance_and_absolute_time(distance, oldest_time)
.intersection(&lifetime)
});

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

self.right_storage.discard_older_than(lifetime.start);

62

}

63
64

}

Listing A.4: Processing left activation of join-nodes in PARTERust
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1
2
3

type ValueProcedure = Box<for<'a> Fn(&'a Iterator<Item=&Value>) -> Value + Send>;
type TimestampProcedure = Box<for<'a> Fn(&'a Iterator<Item=Time>) -> Time + Send>;
type ActionProcedure = Box<for<'a> Fn(&'a PartialMatch) -> Result<(), String> + Send>;

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

pub enum Action {
EmitAlphaToken {
entry_nodes: AlphaSuccessorCollection,
template: Arc<Template>,
value_procedures: Vec<(ValueProcedure, Vec<QualifiedSlot>)>,
inherited_timestamp_procedure: TimestampProcedure,
},
CallForeignAction ( ActionProcedure )
}

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

impl Action {
fn with_partial_match(&self,
generator_id: GeneratorId,
oldest_timestamp_per_event_pattern: &[Time],
pm: &PartialMatch
) -> Result<(), String> {
match self {
&Action::EmitAlphaToken { ref entry_nodes,
ref template,
ref value_procedures,
ref inherited_timestamp_procedure } => {
let vals = value_procedures.iter()
.map(|&(ref procedure, ref selected_slots)| {
procedure(&selected_slots.iter().map(|qs| &pm[qs]))
}).collect(),

30

let times = pm.events.iter().map(Event::timestamp);
let times = inherited_timestamp_procedure(&times);

31
32
33

let oldest_times = oldest_timestamp_per_event_pattern.iter().cloned();
let oldest_times = inherited_timestamp_procedure(&oldest_times);

34
35
36

let outgoing_token = AlphaToken::new_with_event(
generator_id,
oldest_times,
Arc::new(Event::new(template, vals, times)?));
entry_nodes.send_token(outgoing_token)

37
38
39
40
41

},
&Action::CallForeignAction ( ref action ) => {
action(pm)
}

42
43
44
45

}

46

}

47
48

fn with_no_change(&self,
generator_id: GeneratorId,
oldest_timestamp_per_event_pattern: &[Time],
) -> Result<(), String> {
match self {
&Action::EmitAlphaToken { ref entry_nodes,
ref inherited_timestamp_procedure, .. } => {
let ts = oldest_timestamp_per_event_pattern.iter().cloned();
let ts = inherited_timestamp_procedure(&ts);
let outgoing_token = AlphaToken::new_no_change(generator_id, ts);
entry_nodes.send_token(outgoing_token)
},
&Action::CallForeignAction { .. } => {
Ok(()) // Nothing to do, foreign actions don't interact with "no change"
}
}
}

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

}

Listing A.5: Representing reaction logic in PARTERust
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1
2
3
4
5

let amount_ea = if is_above_threshold {
rng.gen_range(34, 999)
} else {
rng.gen_range(1, 33)
};

6
7
8

let (in_acc, shared_acc, out_acc_a, out_acc_b, out_acc_c)
= unique_account_id_set_from_seed(*next_id, is_common_route);

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

use
let
=
let
let
let

rand::distributions::{Distribution, Uniform};
distribution_of_outgoing_time
Uniform::from(start_time .. start_time + MAX_GROUP_DURATION);
time_a = distribution_of_outgoing_time.sample(rng);
time_b = distribution_of_outgoing_time.sample(rng);
time_c = distribution_of_outgoing_time.sample(rng);

16
17
18
19
20
21

{ // Ensure it's safe to use these events w.r.t. the `EVENT_RATE`
let mut times_of_new_events = BTreeMap::new();
for time in &[start_time, time_a, time_b, time_c] {
*times_of_new_events.entry(*time).or_insert(0) += 1;
}

22

for (time, count) in times_of_new_events {
if (all_events.get(&time).unwrap_or_default().iter().count() + count) > EVENT_RATE {
// This random sample failed: would produce too many events in a certain timeslot
return Err(());
}
}

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

}

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

let i = Event::new(template_transferred,
vec![ Value::from(*next_id + 0),
Value::from(in_acc),
Value::from(shared_acc),
Value::from(amount_ea * 3)],
Time::from_milliseconds(start_time as f64)).unwrap();
let o_a = Event::new(template_transferred,
vec![ Value::from(*next_id + 1),
Value::from(shared_acc),
Value::from(out_acc_a),
Value::from(amount_ea)],
Time::from_milliseconds(time_a as f64)).unwrap();
let o_b = Event::new(template_transferred,
vec![ Value::from(*next_id + 2),
Value::from(shared_acc),
Value::from(out_acc_b),
Value::from(amount_ea)],
Time::from_milliseconds(time_b as f64)).unwrap();
let o_c = Event::new(template_transferred,
vec![ Value::from(*next_id + 3),
Value::from(shared_acc),
Value::from(out_acc_c),
Value::from(amount_ea)],
Time::from_milliseconds(time_c as f64)).unwrap();

55
56

*next_id += 4;

57
58
59
60

for (time, event) in vec![(start_time, i), (time_a, o_a), (time_b, o_b), (time_c, o_c)] {
all_events.entry(time).or_insert_default().push(event);
}

Listing A.6: Rust code generating a new three-way split given a configuration
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B

Experimental Results

This appendix summarizes the results obtained in our experiment described in section 7.4
from page 199 onwards. The concrete results can be acquired from https://soft.vub.
ac.be/~trenaux/PARTE/evaluation.zip. For each scenario, a fraction of less than
1 for the 100% percentile indicates that the Spark Streaming implementation missed some
results at that scale factor. A fraction above 1 would indicate incorrect matches were
found. Results for PARTERust are not included here, as PARTERust detected all results (i.e.,
a fraction of “1.0”) for each scenario.
Scenario
# unrelated
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Fraction of fraud cases found per percentiles

Scale factor

0%

5%

25%

50%

75%

95%

100%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
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Scenario
# unrelated
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
Table B.1:

Fraction of fraud cases found per percentiles

Scale factor

0%

5%

25%

50%

75%

95%

100%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.17
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.17
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.17
0.33
0.67
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.17
0.5
0.83
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.33
0.67
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.83
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.83
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Fraction of the 6 fraud cases detected by the Spark Streaming implementation

— The first column lists the number of unrelated events added in the event stream in addition to the 10
diffusion groups. The second column indicates how many multiples of PARTE’s minimum viable partial
match history sizes were allocated for the Spark Streaming implementation.

Scenario
# unrelated
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
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Fraction of fraud cases found per percentiles

Scale factor

0%

5%

25%

50%

75%

95%

100%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.64
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.66
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.68
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.68
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.72
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.72
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.74
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.72
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Scenario
# unrelated
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
Table B.2:

Fraction of fraud cases found per percentiles

Scale factor

0%

5%

25%

50%

75%

95%

100%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.1
0.28
0.44
0.64
0.94
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.52
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.14
0.32
0.5
0.72
0.96
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.54
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.18
0.38
0.56
0.78
0.98
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.56
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.2
0.42
0.6
0.81
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.58
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.24
0.46
0.64
0.84
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.6
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.26
0.5
0.68
0.86
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.6
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.32
0.58
0.72
0.96
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Fraction of the 50 fraud cases detected by the Spark Streaming implementation

— The first column lists the number of unrelated events added in the event stream in addition to the 100
diffusion groups. The second column indicates how many multiples of PARTE’s minimum viable partial
match history sizes were allocated for the Spark Streaming implementation.

Scenario
# unrelated
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Fraction of fraud cases found per percentiles

Scale factor

0%

5%

25%

50%

75%

95%

100%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.07
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.35
0.42
0.49
0.56
0.63
0.7
0.78
0.84
0.92
0.99
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.07
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.35
0.42
0.49
0.56
0.63

0.07
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.35
0.42
0.49
0.56
0.63
0.71
0.78
0.85
0.92
0.99
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.07
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.35
0.42
0.49
0.56
0.63

0.07
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.35
0.42
0.5
0.57
0.64
0.71
0.78
0.85
0.92
0.99
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.07
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.35
0.42
0.49
0.56
0.64

0.07
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.35
0.43
0.5
0.57
0.64
0.71
0.78
0.85
0.92
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.07
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.35
0.42
0.5
0.57
0.64

0.07
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.36
0.43
0.5
0.57
0.64
0.71
0.78
0.85
0.93
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.07
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.36
0.43
0.5
0.57
0.64

0.07
0.14
0.22
0.29
0.36
0.43
0.5
0.57
0.64
0.72
0.79
0.86
0.93
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.07
0.14
0.21
0.29
0.36
0.43
0.5
0.57
0.64

0.07
0.15
0.22
0.29
0.36
0.43
0.5
0.58
0.65
0.72
0.79
0.86
0.93
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.07
0.14
0.22
0.29
0.36
0.43
0.5
0.57
0.65
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Scenario
# unrelated
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
Table B.3:

Fraction of fraud cases found per percentiles

Scale factor

0%

5%

25%

50%

75%

95%

100%

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

0.7
0.77
0.84
0.91
0.99
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.06
0.13
0.2
0.27
0.34
0.41
0.48
0.55
0.62
0.68
0.75
0.82
0.89
0.96
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.49
0.54
0.6
0.66
0.71
0.77
0.83
0.89
0.94
1.0
1.0

0.7
0.77
0.85
0.92
0.99
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.07
0.13
0.2
0.27
0.34
0.41
0.48
0.55
0.62
0.69
0.76
0.82
0.89
0.96
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.05
0.11
0.16
0.22
0.27
0.33
0.38
0.44
0.5
0.55
0.61
0.66
0.72
0.78
0.84
0.89
0.95
1.0
1.0

0.71
0.78
0.85
0.92
0.99
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.07
0.14
0.21
0.27
0.34
0.41
0.48
0.55
0.62
0.69
0.76
0.83
0.9
0.97
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.05
0.11
0.17
0.22
0.28
0.34
0.39
0.45
0.5
0.56
0.62
0.67
0.73
0.79
0.85
0.9
0.96
1.0
1.0

0.71
0.78
0.85
0.92
0.99
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.07
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.35
0.42
0.49
0.56
0.62
0.69
0.76
0.83
0.9
0.97
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.06
0.11
0.17
0.23
0.28
0.34
0.4
0.45
0.51
0.57
0.62
0.68
0.74
0.79
0.85
0.91
0.96
1.0
1.0

0.71
0.78
0.85
0.92
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.07
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.35
0.42
0.49
0.56
0.63
0.7
0.77
0.84
0.9
0.97
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.06
0.12
0.17
0.23
0.29
0.34
0.4
0.46
0.52
0.57
0.63
0.69
0.74
0.8
0.86
0.91
0.97
1.0
1.0

0.71
0.78
0.86
0.93
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.07
0.14
0.21
0.28
0.35
0.42
0.49
0.56
0.63
0.7
0.77
0.84
0.91
0.98
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.06
0.12
0.18
0.23
0.29
0.35
0.41
0.47
0.52
0.58
0.64
0.69
0.75
0.81
0.86
0.92
0.98
1.0
1.0

0.72
0.79
0.86
0.93
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.07
0.14
0.22
0.29
0.36
0.43
0.5
0.57
0.64
0.71
0.78
0.85
0.92
0.99
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.06
0.12
0.18
0.24
0.3
0.35
0.41
0.48
0.53
0.59
0.64
0.7
0.76
0.81
0.87
0.93
0.99
1.0
1.0

Fraction of the 500 fraud cases detected by the Spark Streaming implementation

— The first column lists the number of unrelated events added in the event stream in addition to the 1000
diffusion groups. The second column indicates how many multiples of PARTE’s minimum viable partial
match history sizes were allocated for the Spark Streaming implementation.
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